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Abstra t
This work fo uses on the resear h and development of e ient algorithms of
appli ation of lo al grammars (Gross, 1997), taking as referen e those of the
urrently existent open-sour e systems: Unitex's top-down parser (Paumier
et al., 2009) and Outilex's Earley-like parser (Blan and Constant, 2006a).
Lo al grammars are a nite-state based formalism for the representation
of natural language grammars. Moreover, lo al grammars are a model for the
onstru tion of fully s aled and a urate des riptions of the syntax of natural
languages by means of systemati observation and methodi al a umulation
of data. The adequa y of lo al grammars for this task has been proved
by multiple works (Ro he and S habes, 1997; Català and Baptista, 2007;
Martineau et al., 2007; Laporte et al., 2008a,b).
Due to the ambiguous nature of natural languages, and the parti ular
properties of lo al grammars, lassi parsing algorithms su h as LR (Knuth,
1965), CYK's (Co ke and S hwartz, 1970; Younger, 1967; Kasami, 1965)
and Tomita's (1987) are either not viable in the ontext of this work or
require non-trivial adaptations. Top-down and Earley parsers are possible
alternatives, though they have an exponential worst- ase ost for the ase of
lo al grammars.
We have rst on eived an algorithm of appli ation of lo al grammars
having a polynomial worst- ase ost (Sastre, 2009). Furthermore, we have
on eived other optimizations whi h in rease the e ien y of the algorithm
for general ases, namely the e ient management of sets of elements and
sequen es. We have implemented our algorithm and those of the Unitex
and Outilex systems with the same tools in order to test them under the
same onditions. Moreover, we have implemented dierent versions of ea h
algorithm, using either our ustom set data stru tures or those in luded in
GNU's implementation of the C++ Standard Template Library (STL).1 We
1A

detailed des ription of the STL an be found in Josuttis (1999). GNU's implemen-
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have ompared the performan e of the dierent algorithms and algorithm
versions in the ontext of an industrial natural language appli ation provided
by the enterprise Telefóni a I+D: 2 extending the understanding apabilities of
a hatterbot that provides mobile servi es, su h as sending SMSs to mobile
phones as well as games and other digital ontents (Sastre et al., 2009).
Conversation with the hatterbot is held in Spanish by means of Mi rosoft's
Windows Live Messenger.3 In spite of the limited domain and the simpli ity
of the applied grammars, exe ution times of our parsing algorithm oupled
with our ustom implementation of sets were lower. Thanks to the improved
asymptoti ost of our algorithm, exe ution times for the ase of omplex
and large overage grammars an be expe ted to be onsiderably lower than
those of the Unitex and Outilex algorithms.

tation of this library is being distributed along with GNU's Compiler Colle tion: http://
g .gnu.org/
2 http://www.tid.es/en
3 http://www.msn. om

Résumé
Notre travail porte sur le développement d'algorithmes performants d'appli ation de grammaires lo ales (Gross, 1997), en prenant omme référen e eux
des logi iels libres existants: l'analyseur syntaxique des endant d'Unitex (Paumier et al., 2009) et l'analyseur syntaxique à la Earley d'Outilex (Blan and
Constant, 2006a).
Les grammaires lo ales sont un formalisme de représentation de la syntaxe
des langues naturelles basé sur les automates nis. Les grammaires lo ales
sont un modèle de onstru tion de des riptions pré ises et à grande é helle de
la syntaxe des langues naturelles par le biais de l'observation systématique et
l'a umulation méthodique de données. L'adéquation des grammaires lo ales
pour ette tâ he a été testé à l'o asion de nombreux travaux (Ro he and
S habes, 1997; Català and Baptista, 2007; Martineau et al., 2007; Laporte
et al., 2008a,b).
À ause de la nature ambiguë des langues naturelles et des propriétés
des grammaires lo ales, les algorithmes lassiques d'analyse syntaxique tels
que LR (Knuth, 1965), CYK (Co ke and S hwartz, 1970; Younger, 1967;
Kasami, 1965) et Tomita (1987) ne peuvent pas être utilisés dans le ontexte
de e travail ou ont besoin d'adaptations non triviaux. Les analyseurs topdown et Earley sont des alternatives possibles ; ependant, ils ont des oûts
asymptotiques exponentiels pour le as des grammaires lo ales.
Nous avons d'abord onçu un algorithme d'appli ation de grammaires loales ave un oût polynomial dans le pire des as (Sastre, 2009). Ensuite,
nous avons onçu des stru tures de donnés performantes pour la représentation d'ensembles d'éléments et de séquen es. Elles ont permis d'améliorer
la vitesse de notre algorithme dans le as général. Nous avons mis en ÷uvre
notre algorithme et eux des systèmes Unitex et Outilex ave les mêmes outils an de les tester dans les mêmes onditions. En outre, nous avons mis en
÷uvre diérentes versions de haque algorithme en utilisant nos stru tures
v
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de données et algorithmes pour la représentation d'ensembles et eux fournis
par la Standard Template Library (STL) de GNU.4 Nous avons omparé les
performan es des diérents algorithmes et de leurs variantes dans le adre
d'un projet industriel proposé par l'entreprise Telefóni a I+D : 5 augmenter
la apa ité de ompréhension d'un agent onversationnel qui fournit des servi es en ligne, voire l'envoi de SMS à des téléphones portables ainsi que des
jeux et d'autres ontenus numériques (Sastre et al., 2009). Les onversations
ave l'agent sont en espagnol et passent par Windows Live Messenger.6 En
dépit du domaine limité et de la simpli ité des grammaires appliquées, les
temps d'exé ution de notre algorithme, ouplé ave nos stru tures de données
et algorithmes pour la représentation d'ensembles, ont été plus ourts. Grâ e
au oût asymptotique amélioré, on peut s'attendre à des temps d'exé ution
signi ativement inférieurs par rapport aux algorithmes utilisés dans les systèmes Unitex et Outilex, pour le as des grammaires omplexes et à large
ouverture.

4 Voire

Josuttis (1999) pour une des ription détaillée de la STL. La STL de GNU fait
partie de la GNU's Compiler Colle tion : http://g .gnu.org/
5 http://www.tid.es/en
6 http://www.msn. om

Resumen
Este trabajo se entra en la investiga ión y el desarrollo de algoritmos eientes de apli a ión de gramáti as lo ales (Gross, 1997), tomando omo
referen ia aquellos que están siendo usados en sistemas open-sour e, a saber: el analizador sintá ti o top-down de Unitex (Paumier et al., 2009) y el
analizador sintá ti o à la Earley de Outilex (Blan and Constant, 2006a).
Las gramáti as lo ales son un formalismo basado en autómatas nitos
para la representa ión de la sintaxis de los lenguajes naturales. Las gramátias lo ales son un modelo de onstru ión de des rip iones pre isas y a gran
es ala de la sintaxis de los lenguajes naturales mediante la observa ión sistemáti a y la a umula ión metodológi a de informa ión. La idoneidad de las
gramáti as lo ales para esta tarea ha sido demostrada por múltiples trabajos (Ro he and S habes, 1997; Català and Baptista, 2007; Martineau et al.,
2007; Laporte et al., 2008a,b).
Debido a la naturaleza ambigua de la lengua, y a las propiedades de
las gramáti as lo ales, los analizadores sintá ti os lási os tales omo LR
(Knuth, 1965), el de CYK (Co ke and S hwartz, 1970; Younger, 1967; Kasami,
1965) y el de Tomita (1987) no son viables en el ontexto de este trabajo o
requiren adapta iones no triviales. Los analizadores sintá ti os top-down y
de Earley son posibles alternativas, aunque tienen un oste asintóti o exponen ial en el aso de las gramáti as lo ales.
En primer lugar, hemos desarrollado un algoritmo de apli a ión de gramáti as lo ales on un oste asintóti o polinomial (Sastre, 2009). A ontinua ión, hemos desarrollado estru turas de datos e ientes para la gestión
de onjuntos de elementos y de se uen ias. Estas estru turas han permitido
mejorar la e ien ia de nuestro algoritmo en ondi iones generales. Hemos
implementado di ho algoritmo y los algoritmos de Unitex y Outilex on las
mismas herramientas on el n de ompararlos bajo las mismas ondi iones.
Hemos implementado distintas versiones de ada algoritmo usando nuestras
vii
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estru turas de datos de tipo onjunto y aquellas in luidas en la implementaión de GNU de la librería estándar de plantillas (Standard Template Library
o STL).7 Hemos omparado el rendimiento de los distintos algoritmos y de
sus distintas versiones en el ontexto de una apli a ión industrial propuesta
por la empresa Telefóni a I+D: 8 aumentar la apa idad de omprensión de
un robot onversa ional apaz de suministrar servi ios en línea, tales omo
el envío de SMS a teléfonos móviles así omo de juegos y de otros ontenidos
digitales (Sastre et al., 2009). La omuni a ión on el robot se realiza en
español a través de Windows Live Messenger de Mi rosoft.9 A pesar del dominio restringido y de la simpli idad de las gramáti as apli adas, los tiempos
de eje u ión fueron menores para nuestro algoritmo y nuestras estru turas
de datos de tipo onjunto. Gra ias al oste asintóti o mejorado de nuestro
algoritmo, son de esperar tiempos de eje u ión signi ativamente inferiores
a los de los algoritmos empleados por los sistemas Unitex y Outilex para el
aso de gramáti as omplejas y de gran obertura.

7 Una

des rip ión detallada de la STL puede en ontrarse en Josuttis, 1999. La implementa ión de GNU de la STL está siendo distribuida junto on la ole ión de ompiladores
de GNU: http://g .gnu.org/
8 http://www.tid.es/en
9 http://www.msn. om

Prefa e
In the last de ades, our world's so ieties have been shifting an important
part of their resour es towards the produ tion, distribution and use of information, earning the surname of Information So ieties (Ma hlup, 1962,
but see Crawford, 1983). Moreover, information has be ome a key fa tor
in every aspe t of our lives, from e onomy and politi s to ulture. A ordingly, omputer s ien e and te hnology has evolved in order to ope with
the in reasing demand for the management of information: nowadays omputers are no longer mere programmable al ulators, as Charles Babbage
rst on eived them in 1837,10 but are able to pro ess multiple kinds of data
and present them in multiple formats. Pythagoras' laim `the whole thing
is a number ' is being exemplied ea h time a physi al phenomenon is enoded into binary digits and pro essed by omputers, from the so ommon
JPEG images (ITU, 1992; ISO/IEC, 1994), MP3 tunes (ISO/IEC, 1993) and
DivX R videos11 to the parti le ollisions that take pla e at CERN's Large
Hadron Collider (see Lefevre, 2009); upon these ollisions, data bursts of 700
megabytes per se ond are streamed towards an array of data servers for its
storage and distribution to omputers around the world (Shiers, 2007), whi h
will analyse this information a total of 15 petabytes a year12  in order to
learn about the nature of matter and of the universe itself.
Indeed, omputer s ien e and te hnology has not only provided the tools
for data pro essing but also for its distribution around the world, starting
with the reation of the Internet (see Leiner et al., 2009). Apart from pushing the boundaries of omputer networking (Newman et al., 2010), CERN
has also given rise to the most popular system for sharing information over
the Internet: the World Wide Web (Berners-Lee et al., 1992), also alled the
10 Visit

http://www.fourmilab. h/babbage/

11 Visit http://www.divx. om
12 1 petabyte = 106 gigabytes.
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WWW. The WWW has provided a universal mean for a essing and linking
related digital ontents over the Internet: anyone an write a text do ument with information that he or she onsiders of interest, make it available
around the world by means of a hyperlink and extend it with hyperlinks to
other related information, mimi king human's asso iative memory. Indeed,
omputers have not only assisted us in the management of numeri data,
but in the management of text do uments. Combined with sear h engines,
the WWW has be ome the paramount expression of exploitable olle tive
knowledge, mostly as text do uments written in some human language (or
natural language). The 15 petabytes of data produ ed at CERN ea h year
amounts to nothing in omparison with the 20 petabytes of data pro essed
by Google's lusters ea h day (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) in order to index
a fra tion of the one trillion web pages that form the World Wide Web.13
Thanks to the appearan e of Internet broadband onne tions, we rather
spend our time sear hing for the information we need at a given moment
than on downloading it: addresses and s hedules, produ ts and servi es,
news on re ent events along with omments from other people, solutions to
a great variety of problems and a huge amount of digital ontent, starting
with s ienti produ tions. Indeed, most of the more than 300 papers ited
in this dissertation have been sear hed and downloaded from the WWW,
as for any other present s ienti produ tion. A tually, we an say that we
are ooded with information. E ient natural language pro essing (NLP)
tools for information extra tion, ltering and sorting are an obvious need.
Moreover, ma hine translation tools are ne essary for the exploitation of text
do uments written in languages that we do not master. Additionally, mahine translation an help us to preserve the world's multi-linguisti ulture
whi h globalization is urrently threatening, starting with the dominan e of
English in s ienti literature (Enrique Hamel, 2007; Clavero, 2010). A ording to UNESCO, there are around 6,700 dierent languages spoken around
the world of whi h about half of them are in danger of disappearing before
the entury ends (Moseley, 2010).
But the appli ation of NLP te hnologies is not limited to web ontent:
natural languages are our most ommon medium for the ex hange and support of information. Apart from ma hine translators and the other mentioned appli ations, spell and grammar he kers help us to write well-formed
13 Google's

estimation as for 2008; visit http://googleblog.blogspot. om/2008/07/
we-knew-web-was-big.html

xi
texts, and onversational agents provide a more natural mean for humanma hine intera tion. Yet users of these te hnologies still omplain about
ridi ulous translation errors, ommuni ation deadlo ks with automated all
enter agents and in orre t warnings of their grammar he kers (Vetulani
and Uszkoreit, 2009, Pref., p. VI).
Though babies usually start talking when they are two years old, the
fa t is that human language is very omplex. Indeed, humans have two
remarkable apabilities whi h are very hard to me hanize:

• the apability to reason, onverse and make rational de isions in an
environment of impre ision, un ertainty, in ompleteness of information,
partiality of truth and possibility, and
• the apability to perform a wide variety of physi al and mental tasks
without any measurements and any omputations (Zadeh, 2009).
Qualitative spatial reasoning is a good example making use of both apabilities (see Freksa, 1991); for instan e, we are able to give dire tions without
knowing our environment's exa t distribution and without using exa t measures of distan e or dire tion but qualitative ones (a little farther, to your
left, et .). As ould be expe ted, natural languages are heavily inuen ed
by our way of thinking. An intriguing example is the fa t that all known
languages draw heavily on spatial metaphors (Mar us, 2004); for instan e,
we say a happy person is on top of the world while a sad person is down in
the dumps. But the most salient properties of natural languages in ontrast with formal languages are their ri hness, ambiguity and irregularity.
While su h properties do not prevent us from learning them and ommuni ating between us, the onstru tion of formal des riptions of natural languages
for their automati treatment is no less than hallenging. Though doubt
has been thrown on the suitability of the urrent omputational paradigm
in order to a hieve human-level ma hine intelligen e (Zadeh, 2009), multiple natural language models and te hniques have been proposed.14 General
human-level language understanding is far to be a hieved yet, but more onrete and modest problems have been treated with more or less su ess: the
nowadays existent natural language appli ations are the proof of this fa t,
14 We

briey des ribe the most popular omputable language models in se tion 1.3, and
the most popular parsing algorithms that may apply to our use ase in se tion 1.4.
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from Google's linguisti -aware sear hes to Google's ma hine translator.15 , 16
Most natural language te hniques use statisti al methods in order to automati ally build some language model by observation of large annotated
orpora.17 The purpose of su h te hniques range from part-of-spee h tagging and disambiguation (Chur h, 1988; S hmid, 1994; Brill, 1995) to the
automated onstru tion of lexi ons (see Sun et al., 2008) and grammars (see
Klein and Manning, 2005). These te hniques avoid the ost of manually
building large linguisti databases, whi h is very onvenient for the industrial
se tor. However, to whi h extent an a omputer apture linguisti information without the assistan e of human experts but rather just by sear hing for
oin iden es? No magi an extra t an information from a data set whi h
does not ontain it, either expli itly or not. In our ase, we humans do not
learn languages from examples alone but oupled with ontexts of use as
for the ase of our mother tongues or with language rules made expli it
as for the additional languages we may have learnt from a tea her and/or
a textbook. While the use of statisti s has given positive results, better quality results an be obtained by using hand rafted linguisti resour es. Despite
this fa t, defenders of the statisti al approa h have frequently riti ized the
hand rafted approa h as ine ient, subje tive, tedious, time- onsuming or
even boring. However, it appears that su h riti isms are rather founded
on personal preferen es than on onvin ing eviden e: tedious, laborious and
boring are an assesment of how mu h fun resear hers nd in their work, whi h
is rather a question of personal taste than a valid s ienti point (Laporte,
2009). Many other resear hers agree that the statisti al approa h will rea h
its limits soon, and that hand rafted linguisti resour es will be then ne essary in order to over ome su h limits (Gross and Senellart, 1998; Abeillé and
Bla he, 2000). The future will tell.

15 Google's

sear h engine no longer sear hes for an exa t list of words, but also sear hes
for the ine ted forms of the given words while tolerating spell errors.
16 Visit http://translate.google. om
17 An annotated orpus is a ma hine readable text extended with some linguisti metadata; for instan e, the Brown Corpus (Fran is and Ku£era, 1982) and the Penn Treebank
(Mar us et al., 1993) are two large annotated orpora of English: both omprise morphosynta ti annotations of words, while the latter also in ludes synta ti annotation of
senten es (hen e the name of `Treebank').
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
Parsing natural-language text with lo al grammars is one of the ways of loating meaningful sequen es in texts. Lo al grammars are language resour es
des ribing sets of meaningful sequen es in a language (e.g.: named entities,
measurement phrases, et .). When ompared to statisti al methods, the use
of lo al grammars provides more ontrol on the results. Current open-sour e
systems for parsing text with lo al grammars, namely Unitex (Paumier et al.,
2009) and Outilex (Blan and Constant, 2006a), make use of various algorithms depending on the features of the grammars. In this dissertation we
propose faster algorithms.

1.1 Lo al grammars
Formally, lo al grammars (Gross, 1997) are re ursive transition networks
(RTNs, Woods, 1970) with output dened on an alphabet of lexi al masks.
Lexi al masks are powerful linguisti operators whi h ease the denition of
natural language grammars: they allow for the representation of large sets
of words by means of simple expressions spe ifying a set of morphosynta ti
and/or semanti properties to omply with (e.g.: human noun singular, su h
as student, lover, reman, et .). Numerous studies have shown the adequa y
of automata for linguisti problems at all des riptive levels, from morphology
and syntax to phoneti issues (Ro he and S habes, 1997; Català and Baptista,
2007; Martineau et al., 2007; Laporte et al., 2008b,a). In parti ular, the
suitability of lo al grammars for the des ription of multiple natural language
mi rostru tures has been attested by multiple works:
3
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• named entities in Korean (Nam and Choi, 1997), Fren h (Friburger,
2002; Friburger and Maurel, 2002, 2004; Martineau et al., 2007), Arabi
(Mesfar, 2007; Traboulsi, 2009), et .,
• nominal determiners in Fren h (Gross, 2001; Silberztein, 2003a),
• expressions of measure and lo ation adverbs in Fren h (Constant, 2003b),
• date and duration adverbs in Korean (Jung, 2005),
• date adverbs in Greek (Voyatzi, 2006),
• measurement phrases in Fren h (Constant, 2009),
• Fren h determiners (Laporte, 2007),
• oordinated noun phrases in Serbo-Croatian (Nenadi¢, 2000),
• noun phrases and other lause elements in English (Mason, 2004),
• noun phrases with predi ative head in Fren h (Laporte et al., 2008 )),
• omplex predi ates in English (Gross, 1999) and Portuguese (Ran hhod
et al., 2004),
• et .1
Lo al grammars have also been used in pre-treatment stages fa ilitating further parsing, su h as

• hunking (Poibeau, 2006),
• super- hunking (Blan et al., 2007),
• annotating ompound da - onjun tions in Bulgarian (Venkova, 2000),
• annotating Fren h expletive pronouns (Danlos, 2005),
• et .
1 An

extensive list of works using or iting Unitex therefore likely to be based on lo al
grammars an be found at http://igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/index.php?page=12
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Lo al grammars have also been used for parsing Fren h simple senten es,
either belonging to a parti ular domain (Fairon and Paumier, 2005) or not
(Paumier, 2003). Finally, lo al grammars have been extended with feature
stru tures and uni ation pro esses in order to parse Fren h omplex senten es (Blan and Constant, 2005; Blan , 2006). The resulting formalism
an be seen as an alternative version of lexi al-fun tional grammars where
rewrite rules are oded as nite-state automata instead of ontext-free rules
(Blan , 2006, p. 140).
Lo al grammars for natural language parsing an be semi-automati ally
built from lexi on-grammar tables (Ro he, 1993; Constant, 2003a). A lexi ongrammar table onstitutes a lass of predi ative elements whi h depends on
the similarity of the senten e stru tures in whi h the predi ative elements
may appear (Le lère, 2002). Following the lexi on-grammar model of syntax
(Gross, 1996), a large set of lexi on-grammar tables for Fren h has been onstru ted sin e 1968. These tables onstitute a very ri h linguisti resour e
des ribing exhaustively the synta ti and distributional properties of 72000
predi ative elements,2 in luding

• verbs (Gross, 1975; Boons et al., 1976a,b, 1992),
• predi ative nouns (Gross, 1989; Giry-S hneider and Balibar-Mrabti,
1993; Giry-S hneider, 1978, 1987),
• idiomati expressions (Gross, 1982a, 1985, 1986b, 1988b,a, 1993; GiryS hneider, 1987), and
• adverbs (Gross, 1982b, 1986a; Molinier and Levrier, 2000).
However, these tables were essentially the result of a linguisti approa h with
no intention to build a tool for omputational appli ations (Le lère, 2003).
Though they have been su essfully exploited for the automati treatment of
Fren h, to some extent (Paumier, 2003; Blan , 2006), onverting them into
some exploitable format is a non-negligible task (see Hathout and Namer,
1998; Gardent et al., 2005, 2006; Constant and Tolone, 2008; Sagot and
Tolone, 2009); indeed, large parts of the informations they ontain are neither
expli it nor represented in a uniform manner. As work on lexi on-grammar
tables advan es, we have ompared our algorithms of appli ation of lo al
2A

essible through the HOOP interfa e (Sastre, 2006b,a) at http://hoop.univ-mlv.
fr/li enseAgreement.html
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grammars with those of the Unitex and Outilex systems within a simpler use
ase we des ribe below. We have not only a hieved lower exe ution times but
also a lower asymptoti ost; therefore, even better results an be expe ted
for the ase of larger and more omplex grammars su h as the ones that ould
be semi-automati ally built from the Fren h lexi on-grammar tables.

1.2 The MovistarBot
In ollaboration with the enterprise Telefóni a I+D,3 we have built a humanma hine interfa e based on short text messages and lo al grammars (Sastre
et al., 2009).4 This interfa e makes use of the dierent algorithms we present
in this dissertation (Sastre and For ada, 2009; Sastre, 2009), and has served
as an evaluation framework. The interfa e is aimed at extending the understanding apabilities of a hatterbot based on AIML (Walla e, 2004).5 , 6 Conversation with the hatterbot is performed by means of short text messages
sent through the Internet using one of the most popular instant messaging
lients: Mi rosoft's Windows Live Messenger, ommonly known as MSN or
Messenger.7
As well as providing some general onversation, the hatterbot is aimed at
providing mobile servi es (e.g.: sending SMSs), either requested in Spanish
(e.g.: envía Feliz Navidad al móvil 555-555-555, whi h means send Merry
a I+D is a resear h and development enterprise and member of the Telefóni a
group, leader of the tele ommuni ations market in Spain and Latin Ameri a and whi h
also enjoys a signi ant footprint in Europe.
4 In parti ular, we have used weighted RTNs with output
5 A hatterbot is a omputer program designed to simulate an intelligent onversation
with one or more human users.
6 AIML is a language for the spe i ation of hatterbot onversation rules based on
XML. These rules are mainly omposed of re ognition patterns less powerful than regular expressions oupled with an output whi h may in lude input fragments. Conversation ontexts may be dened so dierent sets of rules an be applied depending on the
urrent ontext, allowing the hatterbot to follow the human into parti ular domains of
onversation.
7 Communi ation between MSN lients and Mi rosoft's servers is performed by means of
the Mi rosoft Noti ation Proto ol (MSNP). Currently, Mi rosoft servers re ognize only
MSNP version 8 or higher, but Mi rosoft published only the spe i ations of version 2
(Movva and Lai, 1999). However, the open-sour e ommunity has been reversely engineering newer MSNP versions, and open-sour e ompatible lients are urrently available
(e.g.: Empathy, Kopete and Pidgin).
3 Telefóni
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Christmas to the ell phone 555-555-555 ) or by means of ommands (e.g.
sms Feliz Navidad 555555555 ). The interfa e we have built spe i ally tar-

gets senten es requesting the servi es the hatterbot an provide. We have
built a grammar for this spe i domain and implemented a natural language pro essing engine making use of the dierent algorithms presented in
this dissertation, in luding those of the Unitex and Outilex systems in order
to ompare their performan es. The engine has been pa ked as a Tom at
servlet so that it an provide its servi es through the Internet to several
users on urrently.8 Ea h time a message is to be sent to the hatterbot,
the message is rst sent to the engine for prepro essing. In ase the message
orresponds to a request of an available servi e, the engine extra ts the spe ied arguments (e.g.: the message to send and the target phone number) and
translates the message into the orresponding ommand, extending the hatterbot's understanding apabilities to a greater variety of natural language
senten es. If the message is not re ognized as a servi e request, it is returned
as is to the hatterbot with a spe ial ode so that the general AIML onversational rules are applied. Without the engine, the robot mainly sear hes
for keywords (e.g.: sms) and shows the pre ise syntax to be used in order to
laun h the presupposed servi e, obligating the user to retype any arguments
that were already provided. In ase the arguments are partially provided, the
hatterbot is now able to ask only for the missing ones; for instan e, upon
senten e `quiero enviar un SMS al 555 555 555 ' (I want to send an SMS to
the 555 555 555) the hatterbot will only ask for the message to send.
In order to ompare the performan es of the dierent algorithms, we have
built a orpus of 168 possible senten es,9 most of them servi e requests but
also other senten es in order to ontrol over-re ognition.10 Servi e requests
are formed by a few ompounds that may permute; for instan e `Envía el
8 Information

on Tom at an be found in the Apa he Tom at homepage http://
tom at.apa he.org and in Brittain and Darwin (2007); information and tutorials on
servlets an be found in http://java.sun. om
9 The original orpus ontains 334 senten es, though we have only taken into a ount
the senten es that are a urately des ribed by our grammars. Due to the time onstraints
of the MovistarBot proje t, a urate grammars for every servi e the MovistarBot had to
support ould not be built but simple keyword-mat hing rules were used instead, whi h
are by far simpler than the grammar rules we an expe t in a natural language parsing
use ase.
10 By over-re ognition we mean to re ognize senten es that a tually orrespond to a
servi e request plus others that do not, usually be ause of small dieren es that are not
modelled in the grammar.
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mensaje hola al móvil 555-555-555 ' (send the message hello to the mobile
555-555-555) ould also be written as `Envía al móvil 555-555-555 el mensaje hola ' (send to the mobile 555-555-555 the message hello), where ea h

ompound has a nite variability (e.g. `al móvil 555-555-555', `al 555555555',
et .). The orpus onsiders every possible permutation, using dierent ompound variants in ea h one instead of onsidering every possible ombination,
thus the orpus is representative in spite of its size. We have aligned the orpus with the answers the system should return and implemented a tool for
verifying the answer returned by the system for every senten e in the orpus.
Exe ution times have been measured under the same onditions for ea h algorithm, namely the same linguisti resour es and their orresponding data
stru tures.

1.3 Popular omputable grammar formalisms
1.3.1 Lexi on grammar
Lexi on grammar is a methodology for the empiri al study of the syntax of
natural languages reated by Gross (1996), starting with his book `Méthodes
en syntaxe ' (Gross, 1975). Lexi on grammar is based on Harris's (1965)
transformational theory of language; in this theory, the analysis of a senten e
onsists in applying some series of transformations (hen e the name) to one or
more elementary senten es: for instan e, senten e `The ball was hit by Mary'
is analysed as the result of transforming elementary senten e `Mary hit the
ball' into passive form. Harris's aim was to onstitute linguisti s as a produ t
of mathemati al analysis of the data of language, taking elementary senten es
as obje ts on whi h operators ould be applied (Harris, 1968, 1991). Apart
from Harris's theory, language models based on Harris's transformational
theory of language are alled transformational grammars, and they in lude
lexi on grammar.
Lexi on grammar onsiders that general grammar rules annot give a urate linguisti des riptions to the irregularities of natural languages; moreover, the presen e of spe i words within the senten es may ondition the
senten e stru tures (Gross, 1997). Though this idea was not original (see
Harris, 1951 or Chomsky, 1965), Gross was the rst one to shift from su h
theoreti al observation to the empiri al des ription of language, in luding
its lexis (Laporte, 2005). As for Harris's theory, senten es are lassied in
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lexi on grammar depending on their syntax, and ea h lass is asso iated to
an elementary synta ti stru ture of senten e. In order to take into a ount
the language irregularities, tables of predi ative elements for ea h lass are
built; these tables are alled lexi on-grammar tables (Le lère, 2002). Ea h
table entry is ompleted with the data representing the synta ti parti ularities of the orresponding predi ative element w.r.t. the other ones in the
lass. Parametrized lo al grammars an then be built in order to represent
the elementary and non-elementary synta ti stru tures for ea h table. Lo al
grammars for ea h entry are automati ally built by instantiating the parameters of su h parametrized grammars, for ea h entry of the orresponding
table. The ontrol exerted by the parameters ranges from the predi ative
element to appear in the senten es to the prepositions that introdu e the
senten e arguments, or even the substru tures of the parametrized grammar
that are to be kept or to be removed, depending on whether they apply or
not to the on erned predi ative element.

1.3.2 Context-free grammars
Context-free grammars (CFGs, initially alled phrase stru ture grammars )
were rst proposed by Chomsky (1956) as a des ription method for natural
languages. A similar idea was used shortly thereafter to des ribe omputer
languages: Fortran by Ba kus (1959) and Algol by Naur et al. (1960). The
resulting Ba kus-Naur form (BNF) an be seen as an alternate notation for
CFGs. Chomsky redened Harris's transformations as operations mapping
sets of deep stru tures (the syntax trees) to surfa e stru tures (the sequen e
of words that ompose the senten es). CFGs mainly onsist in a set of
terminal symbols, a set of non-terminal symbols and a set of rewrite rules,
where

• non-terminal symbols are labels of syntax tree stru tures (e.g.: `NP'
for noun phrase, `S' for senten e, et .),
• terminal symbols are the words of the language, and
• rewrite rules indi ate possible repla ements of non-terminal symbols
within sequen es of terminal and non-terminal symbols by other sequen es of terminal and non-terminal symbols; for instan e, rewrite
rule `NP → DET NOUN' indi ates that a noun phrase an be om-

10
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posed by a determiner followed by a noun, and `DET → the' indi ates
that `the' is a determiner.
Analyzing a senten e onsists in generating it by transforming sequen e `S'
(the non-terminal representing any senten e) into the sequen e of words that
form the senten e by performing some series rewrites (or transformations).
CFGs and any other grammar following this methodology, in luding lo al
grammars, are said to be generative grammars.
CFGs allow for a stru tured representation of languages by means of linguisti blo ks whi h an be reused in the des ription of other blo ks (e.g.:
one an dene what a noun phrase is, then dene a prepositional phrase as
a preposition followed by a noun phrase). CFGs are said to be ontext free
sin e any rewrite rule for a given non-terminal symbol may apply independently of the ontext in whi h that non-terminal symbol may appear, that is,
non-terminal symbol denitions do not take into a ount the non-terminal
ontext.
ECFGs are CFGs where regular expressions an be used within the right
part of rewrite rules in order to avoid repetition (but not for augmenting
the generative power of the grammar formalism). As for CFGs, there exists
an alternate notation for ECFGs based on BNF: extended BNF or EBNF.
EBNF is widely used for the des ription of omputer languages and other
formal languages, su h as XML DTDs (Albert et al., 1998). Indeed, the International Organization for Standardization has adopted an EBNF standard
(ISO/IEC, 1996).
CFGs, ECFGs, RTNs and pushdown automata (Oettinger, 1961; S hützenberger, 1963; Evey, 1963) are equivalent formalisms, but CFGs and ECFGs
are based on a set of rewrite rules while RTNs and pushdown automata are
based on nite-state automata. Finite-state automata allow for a more ompa t and e ient representation than rewrite rules (Woods, 1969, se . 1.7.3,
p. 40) and an be graphi ally represented for better readability. More details
on CFGs and ECFGs are given in appendix B.

1.3.3 Attribute grammars
Attribute grammars (AGs, Knuth, 1968) are CFGs extended with attributes.
These attributes are given values as the grammar produ tions are applied.
The attributes are divided into two groups: synthesized attributes and inherited attributes. The synthesized attributes are the result of the attribute
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evaluation rules, and may also use the values of the inherited attributes.
The inherited attributes are passed down from parent to hildren nodes, or
from elder brothers to younger brothers. In some approa hes, synthesized
attributes are used to pass semanti information up the parse tree, while
inherited attributes help pass semanti information down and a ross it; for
instan e, language translation tools (e.g.: ompilers) may use attributes in
order to assign semanti values to synta ti onstru tions. Additionally, it is
possible to validate semanti he ks that are not expli itly imparted by the
syntax denition. AGs an also be seen as an extension of CFGs for output generation; see, for instan e, syntax-dire ted translation based on AGs
in Aho et al. (1986, hap. 5, p. 279). As for CFGs, RTNs have also been
extended with attributes; the resulting nite-state ma hines have been alled
augmented transition networks (ATNs, Woods, 1969).

1.3.4 Probabilisti

ontext-free grammars

CFGs generating ambiguous senten es asso iate several parse trees to the
same ambiguous senten e, one per ea h interpretation. In order to hoose
one of the possible parse trees, rewrite rules an be asso iated to weights or
s ores, hen e asso iating to ea h parse tree an overall weight whi h is the
ombination (e.g.: addition or multipli ation) of the dierent weights of the
su essive rewrite rules that led to su h parse tree. Su h CFGs are alled
weighted CFGs (WCFGs). A spe ial ase of WCFGs, rst proposed by Booth
(1969), are probabilisti (or sto hasti ) CFGs (PCFGs): in these grammars,
weights are probabilities whi h dene a distribution over the dierent parse
trees the grammar represents; details on how this an be a omplished an
be found in Booth and Thompson (1973). WCFGs and PCFGs an be seen
as an extension of CFGs for the generation of a parti ular kind of output
(weights or probabilities), as for AGs. Probabilities an be omputed by
observation of large orpora as usually done in statisti al approa hes. As
ould be expe ted, RTNs an be extended with weights and probabilities
(see, for instan e, Blan 2006, se . 3.3, p. 85). More information on PCFGs
an be found in Jurafsky and Martin (2008, hap. 12, p. 444).

1.3.5 Lexi al-fun tional grammars
Lexi al-fun tional grammars (LFGs, Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982) are basi ally
CFGs extended with feature stru tures and uni ation pro esses. LFGs are
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omposed by two fundamental levels of synta ti representation: the onstituent stru ture ( -stru ture) and the fun tional stru ture (f-stru ture); stru tures have the form of CFGs, and f-stru tures are sets of attribute/value
pairs (the alled feature stru tures). Attributes may be features (e.g.: tense,
gender, et .) or fun tions (e.g.: subje t, obje t, et .). The name of the theory emphasizes an important dieren e between LFG and the Chomskyan
tradition from whi h it evolved: many phenomena are thought to be more
naturally analysed in terms of grammati al fun tions as represented in the
lexi on or in f-stru ture, rather than on the level of phrase stru ture. An example is the alternation between a tive and passive, whi h rather than being
treated as a transformation, is handled in the lexi on. Grammati al fun tions
are not derived from phrase stru ture ongurations, but are represented at
the parallel level of fun tional stru ture.
As stated before, lo al grammars have also been extended with feature
stru tures and uni ation pro esses for parsing Fren h omplex senten es
(Blan and Constant, 2005; Blan , 2006). Details on uni ation and how to
extend CFGs with feature stru tures and uni ation pro esses an be found
in Jurafsky and Martin (2008, hap. 11, p. 391).

1.3.6 Tree-adjoining grammars
Tree-adjoining grammars (TAGs, Joshi et al., 1975) are somewhat similar
to CFGs, but the elementary unit of rewriting is the tree rather than the
symbol: whereas CFGs have rules for rewriting symbols as strings of other
symbols, tree-adjoining grammars have rules for rewriting the nodes of trees
as other trees. A TAG onsists of a number of elementary trees, whi h an be
ombined with a substitution and an adjun tion operation in order to obtain
derived trees. Interior tree nodes are non-terminals, and frontier tree nodes
may either be terminals or non-terminals. Substitution repla es a frontier
non-terminal by a tree having the same non-terminal as root. Adjun tion
is more omplex; summarizing, it onsists in inserting a tree within another
tree, either re ursively or not. Be ause of the formal properties of adjun tion,
the formalism is more powerful than CFGs, but only mildly so (Joshi, 1985).
Lexi alized TAGs (LTAGs, Abeille, 1988) are a variant of TAGs where
ea h elementary tree ontains at least one frontier node labelled with a terminal symbol. Thus ea h elementary tree is asso iated with at least one lexi al
element. Finally, TAGs have also been extended with probabilities (S habes,
1992) and with feature-stru tures and uni ation pro esses (Vijay-Shanker
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and Joshi, 1988; Vijay-Shanker, 1992).

1.4 Parsing algorithms
1.4.1 Top-down
Usually, omputable language models are dened having in mind a parti ular
pro edure for their appli ation to language utteran es; for the ase of CFGs,
dening a top-down parser is quite straightforward: rewrite rules are applied
in order to su essively transform the senten e non-terminal into the sequen e
of words that form the senten e to analyse. The RTN ase is analogous:
starting from the initial state, outgoing arrows allowing to onsume the next
senten e word are followed until there are no words left. Due to the ambiguity
of the language, or simply due to the grammar stru ture itself, multiple
rewrite sequen es (or paths within the RTN) for a given senten e may be
possible. Variants of the top-down parser an be dened depending on the
order in whi h rewrite rules (or paths) are explored:

• the depth-rst variant (re ursive des ent, see Aho et al., 1986, se . 4.4,
p. 181) explores one rewrite sequen e (or path) at a time, oming ba k
to the last interse tion when rea hing a dead-end, and
• the breadth-rst variant advan es the exploration of every possible
rewrite sequen e (or path) as input words are read.
Top-down parsers may fall into an innite loop when applying left-re ursive
grammars, and hen e they do not support them. Both CFGs and RTNs
an be transformed into some equivalent non-left-re ursive grammar, though
su h transformations have some undesired side ee ts: the resulting parse
trees no longer orrespond to the original grammar and ontain arti ial
non-terminals whi h obfus ate them. Obviously, an alternative solution is
to avoid left-re ursive stru tures when building the grammars. Top-down
parsers are the simplest and easiest to implement, though they have an exponential worst- ase ost. We will present both depth-rst and breadth-rst
variants of top-down parsers in detail for the ase of nite-state ma hines,
in luding RTNs with and without output.
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1.4.2 Bottom-up
Though CFGs (and RTNs) seem on eived for being applied by means of topdown parsers, other pro edures are possible; for instan e, bottom-up parsing
with CFGs an be performed by reversely appling the rewrite rules to the
senten e words in order to undo the rewrites, obtaining sequen es that ontain non-terminals whi h are to be sear hed in other rewrite rules to undo,
and so on until obtaining the senten e non-terminal (see Aho et al., 1986,
se . 4.5, p. 195). Usually, whether an algorithm is more e ient than another one depends on the senten e to analyse and the grammar. Top-down
parsers may blindly explore multiple rewrite rules until a tually rea hing
some bottom-level rewrite rules whi h require for the presen e of ertain
senten e words; a greater proportion of rea hable bottom-level rules not omplying with the senten e words will result in a greater per entage of wasted
omputational time. One may think that a bottom-up parse ould solve this
problem, sin e it a tually starts from the spe i senten e words instead of
from a non-terminal symbol representing any senten e. However, bottom-up
parsers may also waste time by undoing rewrite rules that do not lead to the
senten e non-terminal (see Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, se . 10.1, p. 355 for a
omparative overview on top-down and bottom-up CFG parsers). Unfruitful
grammar explorations may be redu ed by using smarter algorithms, but one
annot expe t to ompletely avoid them sin e the whole grammar annot be
applied to the whole senten e in a single operation: information units within
both the grammar and the senten e are to be su essively examined, and subsets of the omputed partial parses may be ome in onsistent as additional
data is taken into a ount.

1.4.3 LR-parsers
LR-parsers (Knuth, 1965, but see Aho et al., 1986, se . 4.7, p. 215) are a
very e ient lass of top-down parsers, though they only support a subset
of CFGs. In the name, `L' stands for `left-to-right input s anning' and `R'
for `rightmost derivation'. LR-parsers are mainly based on a table of input
symbols × grammar states → a tion to perform, whi h is to be onstru ted
for ea h grammar.11 Thanks to this table, the grammar an be e iently
applied by systemati ally exe uting the a tion inside the ell indexed by the
11 Apart

from the mentioned table, a table a tion × state → state is also to be built;
see Aho et al., 1986, se . 4.7, p. 215 for more details.
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urrent state and input symbol. However, sin e only a single a tion an
be dened for a given symbol and state, grammars must be deterministi
and non-ambiguous, whi h is not the ase of natural language grammars.
Moreover, building an LR-table with a big alphabet will be ine ient or even
impra ti al; this is the ase of lo al grammars sin e they are dened on the
alphabet of the words of the language rather than on the alphabet of letters
and symbols.

1.4.4 Tomita
Tomita's (1987) parser is an extended version of LR-parsers whi h supports
non-deterministi and/or ambiguous grammars: upon multiple a tions, the
parsing pro ess is simply forked in order to exe ute all of them. However,
building LR-tables for lo al grammars will still be ine ient or impra ti al
due to the alphabet sizes. E ient data stru tures for the representation of
sparse tables ould be used, though we have not studied this possibility.

1.4.5 CYK
CYK (Co ke and S hwartz, 1970; Younger, 1967; Kasami, 1965) is one of the
rst parsers supporting natural languages namely ambiguous grammars
and CFGs having a polynomial worst- ase ost (n3 ). It is a bottom-up parser
whi h makes use of dynami programming: the parsing problem is broken
down into simpler subproblems, and partial solutions are stored in order to
be later reused so that no subproblem is solved twi e. As drawba k, the CYK
parser requires to rst transform the grammar into Chomsky's normal form
(Chomsky, 1959).12 Though this implies an additional operation to perform,
one may only have to ompute it on e as long as the grammar is not to
be modied. However, the grammar size will be onsiderably in reased, its
original stru ture modied, and many arti ial non-terminal symbols will be
introdu ed; as for the removal of left re ursivity, the resulting parse trees
will dier from those obtained from the original grammar, and arti ial nonterminals will obfus ate them.
12 Alternative

des riptions of Chomsky's normal form an be found in Autebert et al.
(1997, se . 3.1), Hop roft et al. (2000, se . 7.1.5) and Sipser (2006, p. 106109)
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1.4.6 Earley
Earley's (1970) CFG parser is another algorithm able to parse natural language grammars.13 It is a top-down breadth-rst algorithm whi h also makes
use of dynami programming, as for CYK. It has the same worst- ase ost
than CYK, but does not require to transform the grammar, namely to put
it in some normal form (as for CYK's), to determinize it (as for LR-parsers)
or to remove left re ursion (as for top-down parsers). Contrary to LR and
Tomita parsers, it an equally treat grammars dened on either small or big
alphabets. Thanks to its e ien y and exibility, Earley's parser has be ome
a lassi natural language parsing algorithm; indeed, it has been adapted to
several other grammar formalisms su h as

• RTNs (Woods, 1969),
• attribute grammars (Correa, 1991),
• PCFGs (Stol ke, 1995)
• grammars making use of feature stru tures and uni ation pro esses,
in general, su h as LFG (Shieber, 1985; see, for instan e, Jurafsky and
Martin, 2008, se . 11.5, p. 423 for the CFG ase),
• tree adjoining grammars (S habes and Joshi, 1988), and
• weighted RTNs extended with feature stru tures and uni ation proesses (Blan , 2006).
The algorithms we propose are mainly inspired in Earley's parser.

1.5 Existing software based on lo al grammars
1.5.1 Intex
Intex (Silberztein, 1993, 1994, 1998, 2004) was the rst orpus pro essing
system based on lo al grammars.14 Intex is omposed by a Windows graphi al interfa e written in C++ and a set of ommand line programs written in
13 We

briey des ribe Earley's CFG parser in appendix C, p. 411; see rst appendix B,
p. 405, for a des ription of the CFG notation.
14 Intex homepage: http://intex.univ-f omte.fr
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C; the ommand line programs are either alled by the graphi al interfa e or
through the ommand line in order to perform the dierent treatments available.15 Though Intex is mainly a Windows appli ation, Intex an be run on
Ma intosh platforms thanks to tools su h as Virtual PC,16 and Unix/Linux
binary versions of the ommand line programs are also provided with Intex (Silberztein, 2004, se . 17.1, p. 192). However, Intex is not open-sour e
and annot be freely downloaded ex ept for a ademi purposes, and a liense number is to be requested by email ea h time it is installed in a new
hard drive;17 moreover, details on the implemented algorithm of appli ation
of lo al grammars are not given in the do umentation; hen e, they remain
obs ure. In the a ademi sense, Intex is a tool for the study of natural languages but not for the study of parsing algorithms. Even in the former ase,
the Intex author may refuse to provide li ense numbers at will.18

1.5.2 NooJ
Intex development has been dis ontinued in favor of its su essor: NooJ
(Silberztein, 2003b, 2005a, 2007).19 The author de ided to reimplement the
whole system from the s rat h with a new set of programming tools from
Mi rosoft: the C# programming language, the .NET framework and the
Visual Studio software development environment.20 , 21 , 22 Though there exist
alternative implementations of C# and .NET ompatible with non-Windows
platforms, namely Mono and DotGNU,23 , 24 they do not fully support NooJ
yet (Silberztein, 2003b, p. 9). NooJ's author mentions two main reasons for
hoosing the new set of programming tools:25 the benets of a omponent
ording to paragraph entitled  Chapitre 1 of http://mshe.univ-f omte.fr/
intex/Unitex.htm
16 A ording to last paragraph of http://mshe.univ-f omte.fr/intex/Unitex.htm
17 Intex will run in demo mode if a li ense number is not provided.
18 A tually, the author of this dissertation experien ed this situation when trying to
install Intex in several ma hines in the ontext of a ademi proje t DRUID (Laforest and
Badr, 2003).
19 NooJ homepage: http://www.nooj4nlp.net/pages/nooj.html
20 See, for instan e, (Albahari and Albahari, 2010) for more information on C# programming language.
21 .NET homepage: http://www.mi rosoft. om/net
22 Visual Studio homepage: http://www.mi rosoft. om/visualstudio
23 Mono homepage: http://www.mono-proje t. om
24 DotGNU homepage: http://www.gnu.org/software/dotgnu
25 A ording to http://www.nooj4nlp.net/pages/links.html
15 A
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programming methodology (in ontrast with ANSI C) and a free automati
memory management. While su h features fa ilitate software development,
ontrol is lost on ertain implementation details whi h have an impa t on the
e ien y of the parsing algorithms; for instan e, the algorithms we propose
in this dissertation use omplex data stru tures whi h are ertainly more
expensive to delete on e they are no longer needed. If we are to redu e
onse utive parsing times,26 deletion of data stru tures annot be left to a
garbage olle tor but has to be optimized as well.

1.5.3 Unitex
Unitex (Paumier, 2003, 2006, 2008; Paumier et al., 2009) has been the rst
open-sour e alternative to Intex:27 it is distributed under the GNU LGPL liense and the linguisti resour es it in ludes are distributed under the LPGLLR li ense.28 The advantages of open-sour e development are multiple and
have been widely re ognized (Raymond, 1999; Davis et al., 2000; Raymond,
2001; Graham, 2001; Ambati and Kishore, 2004; For ada, 2006; von Krogh
and von Hippel, 2006; von Krogh and Spaeth, 2007; Paumier et al., 2009;
S a hi, 2010), starting with the simple intention of letting others study
one's work in order to reuse or even to improve it. Unitex uses a top-down
depth-rst algorithm of appli ation of RTNs with string output, where output strings may ontain opies of input segments. In our ase, we have reused
the Uni ode library in luded in Unitex but have reimplemented its parsing
algorithm in order to test the dierent algorithms under the same onditions;
Unitex linguisti programs are mainly implemented in ANSI C while we have
preferred to take advantage of the C++ obje t oriented and generi programming as well as of the new fun tionalities provided by the Standard Template
Library.29
26 Re

all that we are to analyse senten es requesting for online servi es as they are
re eived through the Internet from multiple users.
27 Unitex homepage: http://igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex
28 The terms and onditions of the LGPL-LR and GNU's LGPL li enses an be found at
http://igm.univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/lgpllr.html and http://www.gnu.org/li enses/
gpl.html, respe tively.
29 See Josuttis (1999, hap. 2, p. 13) for a good introdu tion on the new fun tionalities
added to C++, in luding the Standard Template Library.
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1.5.4 Outilex
Outilex (Blan et al., 2006; Blan and Constant, 2006a; Blan , 2006; Blan
and Constant, 2006b)30 is another open-sour e platform for orpus pro essing
(LGPL li ensed), based on RTNs with a more omplex output than Unitex's
RTNs: weights ombined with feature stru tures built by means of uni ation
pro esses. Outilex uses an Earley-like parser equivalent to that presented in
Sastre and For ada (2009). Though the original Earley parser has a polynomial worst- ase ost (n3 ), extending it for output generation results in an
exponential worst- ase ost due to grammars generating an exponential number of outputs w.r.t. the length of ertain inputs (Sastre and For ada, 2009).
Su h ases o ur in natural language grammars; for instan e, if the grammar
outputs represent senten e parses,31 the number of possible senten e parses
in reases exponentially w.r.t. the number of unresolved prepositional phrase
atta hments it ontains:

• in senten e `the girl saw the monkey with the teles ope', it is unknown
whether the girl used the teles ope or the monkey was holding it (21
interpretations),
• senten e `the girl saw the monkey with the teles ope in the garden', it
is also unknown whether the monkey was in the garden or the a tion
took pla e in the garden (22 interpretations),
• in senten e `the girl saw the monkey with the teles ope in the garden
under the tree', it is unknown as well whether the monkey was under
the tree or the a tion took pla e under the tree (23 interpretations),
• et .32
In the MovistarBot use
weights: output strings
the arguments provided
and weights are used in
30 Outilex

ase, we have used string output ombined with
are tags whi h identify the requested servi e and
(e.g.: to send an SMS to a given phone number),
order to hoose one interpretation among those of

homepage: http://igm.univ-mlv.fr/~m onstant/outilex
an be XML tags (Bray et al., 2008) that are inserted in ertain senten e
lo ations in order to identify and delimit the dierent senten e onstituents, extending
the original senten es with their parse trees.
32 Example borrowed from (Butt, 2002). More information on this problem, along with
a solution based on statisti s an be found in Ratnaparkhi (1998).
31 Outputs
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ambiguous senten es (the one with the highest s ore). The parsing algorithm we propose is able to ompute the highest-ranked output while keeping
Earley's original worst- ase ost.
Though a tive development on Outilex has been dis ontinued, its sour e
ode may be integrated into the Unitex system in the future.

1.6 Other nite-state software
1.6.1 Apertium
Apertium (Armentano-Oller et al., 2007; For ada et al., 2009, 2010) is an
open-sour e ma hine translation platform whi h is being distributed under
the GNU GPL li ense.33 , 34 Apertium uses nite-state transdu ers for lexi al
pro essing, hidden Markov models for part-of-spee h tagging, and multi-stage
nite-state hunking for stru tural transfer. Apertium was initially designed
to treat pairs of losely related languages spoken in Spain and Portugal,
but it is nowadays able to treat other less related language pairs su h as
Spanish and Fren h. Many of the breadth-rst and minizimation strategies
in Apertium have inspired this thesis.

1.6.2 SisHiTra
SisHiTra (sistema híbrido de tradu ión or hybrid translation system, Navarro
et al., 2004) is another ma hine translation system making use of nite-state
te hnology and statisti al methods, as Apertium, but is restri ted to Spanish
and Catalan. It an be used online at http://sishitra.iti.upv.es/

1.6.3 FSA Utilities
FSA Utilities toolbox (van Noord, 1997) is a olle tion of utilities to manipulate nite-state automata and nite-state transdu ers.35 Manipulations
in lude determinization (both for nite-state a eptors and nite-state transdu ers), minimization, omposition, omplementation, interse tion, Kleene
33 The

terms and onditions of GNU's GPL li ense an be found at http://www.gnu.
org/li enses/gpl.html
34 Apertium homepage: http://www.apertium.org
35 FSA Utilities homepage: http://www.let.rug.nl/
vannoord/Fsa/
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losure, et . Furthermore, various visualization tools are available to browse
nite-state automata. The toolbox is implemented in SICStus Prolog and is
being distributed under GNU's GPL li ense.36

1.6.4 XFST & Vi-xfst
XFST (Xerox nite-state tool, Karttunen et al., 1997) is a non-free generalpurpose utility for omputing with nite-state networks. It enables the user
to reate simple automata and transdu ers from text and binary les, regular
expressions and other networks by a variety of operations. The user an
display, examine and modify the stru ture and the ontent of the networks.
Vi-xfst (Oazer and Ylmaz, 2004a,b) is a front-end for XFST whi h provides a visual interfa e and a development environment for the onstru tion
of nite-state language pro essing appli ations. Complex regular expressions
an be built via drag-and-drop, treating simpler regular expressions as onstru tion blo ks.
More information on both tools an be found at the homepage of the
`Finite-State Morphology' book (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003): http://
www.fsmbook. om

1.6.5 AT&T FSM libraryTM
The AT&T FSM libraryTM (Mohri et al., 1998) is a set of general-purpose
software tools available for Unix. It allows for building, ombining, optimizing, and sear hing weighted nite-state a eptors and transdu ers.37 The
original goal of the library was to provide algorithms and representations
for phoneti , lexi al, and language-modeling omponents of large-vo abulary
spee h re ognition systems. The library is available under non- ommer ial
(binary only) and ommer ial li enses from AT&T Labs.

1.6.6 OpenFST
OpenFst (Allauzen et al., 2007) is a library for onstru ting, ombining,
optimizing, and sear hing weighted nite-state transdu ers.38 OpenFst on36 SICStus
37 AT&T

Prolog homepage: http://www.si s.se/si stus/
FSM libraryTM homepage: http://www2.resear h.att. om/~fsmtools/

fsm/
38 OpenFST homepage: http://www.openfst.org/twiki/bin/view/FST/WebHome
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sists of a C++ template library with e ient WFST representations and over
25 operations for onstru ting, ombining, optimizing, and sear hing them.
OpenFst is an open sour e proje t and is being distributed under the Apa he
li ense.39

1.6.7 HFST
The Helsinki Finite-State Transdu er software (HFST, Lindén et al., 2009) is
intended for the implementation of morphologi al analysers and other tools
whi h are based on weighted and unweighted nite-state transdu er te hnology.40 HFST is ompatible with XFST, and is being distributed under
GNU's LGPL li ense.

1.6.8 Foma
Foma (Hulden, 2009) is a ompiler, programming language, and C library for
onstru ting nite-state automata and transdu ers for various uses. It has
spe i support for many natural language pro essing appli ations su h as
produ ing morphologi al analysers.41 Foma is ompatible with XFST, and
is being distributed under GNU's GPL li ense.

1.7 Stru ture of this work
The dierent elements that we expose in this dissertation are heavily interrelated, whi h makes di ult to des ribe them in some sequen e without referring to future material; for instan e, the optimization of set data
stru tures for boosting the dierent parsing algorithms strongly depends on
the parti ular requirements of the dierent parsing algorithms. Conversely,
some implementation details of set data stru tures must be taken into a ount when onstru ting the parsing algorithms. We have hosen to follow a
weak bottom-up approa h: obje ts that are either omponents or simpler
39 The

terms and onditions of the Apa he li ense an be found at http://www.apa he.
org/li enses/LICENSE-2.0
40 HFST homepage:
http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/kieliteknologia/tutkimus/
hfst/
41 Foma homepage: http://foma.sour eforge.net
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ases of other obje ts are des ribed rst, but relevant properties of future
obje ts are briey des ribed in advan e when needed.
As we have seen, dierent authors dene dierent kinds of nite-state
ma hines depending on their needs, though the basi stru tures remain unhanged:

• Unitex uses RTNs with string output,
• Outilex uses RTNs outputting weights and feature stru tures, and
• we have used in the MovistarBot use ase RTNs outputting weighted
tables asso iating the identiers of the dete ted servi e and arguments
to the orresponding input intervals where they have been lo ated; for
instan e, the following output table is generated (among others) for the
ase of senten e `envía hola al 555-555-555 ' (send hello to the 555-555555):
sms → (1, 1]
message → (1, 2]
phone → (3, 14]
This table is a representation of the following senten e bra keting, assuming that the rst token position is 1 and that tokens are either words
or digits: `envía <sms/> <message>hola </message> al <phone>555-555555</phone>'.
Additionally, dierent kinds of nite-state ma hines are used depending on
the data to represent:

• tries and other a y li nite-state automata in order to represent di tionaries and other sets of sequen es,
• dierent kinds of RTNs in order to represent grammars, and
• ltered-popping RTNs (Sastre, 2009) a new kind of ma hine we also
present in this dissertation in order to serve as a ompa t representation of the result of applying a RTN with output.
Rather than being ompletely dierent obje ts, those ma hines having more
omplex features an be seen as extended versions of simpler ones, and are
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indeed easier to des ribe by in rementally rening the simplest ase. Be ause
of these reasons, we have hosen to build a hierar hy of nite-state ma hines
for any kind of input and output, along with the orresponding algorithms
of treatment. This hierar hy has served as a theoreti al basis for the implementation of a C++ library of nite-state ma hines and the orresponding
generi algorithms of appli ation. The library has been adapted to the MovistarBot use ase and is meant to be easily extended in order to onsider
RTNs with dierent kinds of output, su h as those of the Unitex and Outilex systems. As a nal remark, obje t oriented and generi programming
has not only allowed us to fa tor out ommon parts of the sour e ode but
also to ensure that dierent performan es are ex lusively due to the dierent
strategies followed by the dierent parsing algorithms.
This dissertation is mainly divided in 4 parts as we des ribe below.

1.7.1 Part I: Preliminaries
Part I in ludes this introdu tion and the des ription of some obje ts that are
used by our implementation of nite-state ma hines and their algorithms of
treatment, namely:

• Chapter 2 des ribes e ient implementations of set and map data
stru tures. Most of the parsing algorithms we des ribe in this dissertation make an intensive use of set and map data stru tures, hen e
the need for su h e ient implementations.
• Chapter 3 des ribes some implementation on erns around hara ter
representation. The texts to analyse are basi ally sequen es of hara ters.
• Chapter 4 des ribes the di tionaries we have used in order to store
morphosynta ti and semanti data for ea h word of the language, as
well as some implementation details.
• Chapter 5 des ribes tokens, the minimal input unit our ma hines take
into a ount, and how hara ter sequen es are segmented into tokens.
• Chapter 6 des ribes lexi al masks and other predi ates that we have
used as input labels of the lo al grammar transitions in order to represent sets of tokens, and to dete t whether tokens are blank-separated or
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not. Token sets are usually dened as the di tionary words omplying
with a set of morphosynta ti properties.

1.7.2 Part II: Finite-state ma hines
This part des ribes the hierar hy of ma hines we have dened. It omprises
denitions and properties of nite-state ma hines, algorithms of appli ation
and other algorithms that optimize the ma hines and ensure the absen e of
oending ma hine substru tures (substru tures that may lead to innite
loops upon the appli ation of the ma hines). Moreover, we will show that
those ma hines having unavoidable oending stru tures make no sense as
natural language grammars. Contrary to CYK's parser, these ma hine optimizations do not introdu e arti ial non-terminal symbols. Ea h hapter
orresponds to a type of nite-state ma hine, namely:

• Finite-state ma hines or FSMs ( hapter 7), the base lass for every
kind of nite-state ma hine. This lass does not really dene a spe i
ma hine but gives denitions, properties and algorithms ommon to all
the ma hines; in the ontext of obje t oriented programming it would
be an abstra t lass dening pure virtual methods.
• Finite-state automata or FSAs ( hapter 8), sequen e a eptors representing regular languages. Deterministi and non-deterministi FSAs
(DFAs & NFAs) are sub ategories of this lass. In parti ular, we have
used a y li DFAs for the representation of ele troni di tionaries.
• Tries ( hapter 9), a parti ular ase of DFAs used here for the optimization of sequen e opies and omparisons as well as for the representation
of ele troni di tionaries 6.1.4 (apart from a y li DFAs).
• Finite-state transdu ers with bla kboard output or FSTBOs ( hapter 10), a generi extension of FSAs for the generation of any kind of
output. Bla kboards are either simple or stru tured data types, and
output symbols are fun tions on bla kboards. Apart from generating output, bla kboards may also be used in order to further restri t
the language re ognized by the original FSA. In parti ular, ma hines
extended with feature stru tures and uni ation reje t input interpretations that involve the generation of in onsistent feature stru tures.
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• Finite-state transdu ers with string output or FSTSOs ( hapter 11),
letter transdu ers des ribed as a spe ial ase of bla kboard output
where bla kboards are strings and fun tions on bla kboars append output symbols. String output may be used to enri h texts with metainformation, for instan e tags indi ating the synta ti stru ture of the
senten es, or simply marking input segments ontaining relevant information to be extra ted.
• Re ursive transition networks or RTNs ( hapter 12), re ursive sequen e
a eptors equivalent to CFGs and pushdown automata (Oettinger, 1961;
S hützenberger, 1963; Evey, 1963), hen e having a greater generative
power than FSAs; as CFGs, RTNs allow for stru tured denitions of
grammars where subgrammars an be reused in the denition of higher
level grammars by means of all transitions.
• Re ursive transition networks with bla kboard output or RTNBOs ( hapter 13), a kind of ma hine ombining re ursive alls and bla kboard
output.
• Re ursive transition networks with string output or RTNSOs ( hapter 14), RTNBOs where bla kboards are strings and fun tions on bla kboards append output symbols (as for FSTSOs).
• Filtered-popping re ursive transition networks or FPRTNs ( hapter 15),
RTNs where returning from a all is only possible under ertain onditions (return or `pop' transitions are ltered, hen e the name). We also
all FPRTNs ltered-popping networks or FPNs, though we rather use
here a ronym FPRTN sin e a ronym FPN is already in use for fuzzy
Petri nets (see, for instan e, Aziz et al., 2010). We use here FPRTNs as
a ompa t representation of the set of outputs generated by a RTNBO
for a given input string. We present in this hapter an algorithm that
omputes su h FPRTN- ompa ted outputs in time n3 , even for ases in
whi h the number of outputs to generate in reases exponentially w.r.t.
the input length (an example of this situation with natural language
grammars has been given in se tion 1.5.4, p. 19).
• Reversed FPRTNs or RFPRTNs (se tion 15.5, p. 306), these ma hines
re ognize the reverse of the languages a epted by some FPRTN. Reversing a FPRTN requires to lter pushing transitions the all initializers instead of popping transitions. RFPRTNs may also be referred
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to as ltered-pushing RTNs or ltered-pushing networks, though we
use a ronyms RFPN or RFPRTN in order to avoid ambiguity (both
words `pushing' and `popping' start with the same letter).

• Output FPRTNs or O-FPRTNs ( hapter 16): the sub lass of FPRTNs
serving as a ompa t representation of a set of outputs. We study
here the properties of O-FPRTNs and set the bases for further postpro essings, mainly the e ient generation of the language of outputs
represented by an O-FPRTN.
A s hema of this ma hine hierar hy is given in gure ??.
The last 3 hapters of this part give the guidelines for onstru ting mahines with other kinds of output as parti ular ases of bla kboard output,
namely:

• Finite-state ma hines with omposite output or FSMCOs ( hapter 17):
FSMs generating multiple outputs, either of dierent types or not.
FSMCOs equivalent to Turing ma hines (Turing, 1936, but see Hop roft
et al., 2000, se . 8.2, p. 319) an be seen as ma hines with multiple output tapes.
• Weighted nite-state ma hines or WFSMs ( hapter 18): FSMs with
bla kboard output where bla kboards are weights and fun tions on
bla kboards may in rease or de rease them. This kind of output serves
as a non-arbitrary me hanism for the sele tion of a unique output upon
ambiguous senten es, whi h is to be used by end-user appli ations su h
as hatterbots and ma hine translators. In this hapter, we present
an algorithm able to generate only the top-ranked output represented
by an O-FPRTN in time n3 , even for ases in whi h the O-FPRTN
represents an exponential set of outputs.
• Uni ation nite-state ma hines or UFSMs ( hapter 19): a kind of
FSMs with bla kboard output where bla kboards are feature stru tures
and transitions may dene fun tions that unify pairs of bla kboards, as
for the ase of Outilex's lo al grammars. Uni ation allows for a ompa t representation of grammati al phenomena su h as agreement and
sub ategorization. Uni ation introdu es the possibility of generating
killing bla kboards, whi h in this ase are in onsistent feature stru tures; input sequen es that involve to generate killing bla kboards are
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to be reje ted. The e ient omputation of the non-killing top-ranked
output is a more omplex problem that is left open here for a future
work.

1.7.3 Part III: Results and on lusions
This is the on luding part and omprises two hapters:

• hapter 20 presents an empiri al omparison of the performan es of the
dierent algorithms of appli ation of lo al grammars in the ontext of
the MovistarBot proje t, and also ompares their performan e drops
with an arti ial minimal grammar generating an exponential number
of outputs w.r.t. an input in reasing in length, and
• hapter 21 summarizes our ontributions and gives a list of further
improvements that ould be applied to this work in the future.

1.7.4 Part IV: Appendi es
Finally, in this part we briey des ribe the basi algorithms and the obje ts on whi h they operate whi h have inspired some of the algorithms
presented in this dissertation, namely

• appendix A summarizes the set of lexi al masks and predi ates we have
used as input labels of the lo al grammar transitions,
• appendix B gives a brief overview of CFGs and presents the notation
we have followed for representing them,
• appendix C briey des ribes the original Earley parser for CFGs, and
• appendix D briey des ribes PERT networks and Kahn's algorithm for
omputing a possible topologi al sort a PERT network,42
Last but not least, an index of terms an be found at the end of this
manus ript, right after the bibliography. This index in ludes the dierent
abbreviations, algorithms, fun tions, and variable identiers. A list of the
most ommon abbreviations used throughout this dissertation has been given
in page xxiv.
42 PERT

stands for `program evaluation and review te hnique'.
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Figure 1.1: Hierar hy of the nite-state ma hines.

Chapter 2
Sets and maps
Most of the parsing algorithms that we will present in this dissertation make
an intensive use of data obje ts representing sets, that is, olle tions of unique
elements: upon adding an element to a set stru ture, the element must be
rst sear hed within the stru ture so that it is not added twi e.1 Other more
sophisti ated parsing algorithms also make use of maps.2 However, set and
map representation and management is, in essen e, the same problem sin e
maps an be regarded as sets of key/value pairs where keys are the only
distin tive trait between pairs: upon adding an element (k, v2 ) to a map that
already ontains an element (k, v1 ), (k, v2 ) will not be added (nor repla e
the former pair) sin e it is onsidered to be already present within the data
stru ture.3 At rst, we simply used the set and map implementation provided
by GNU's implementation of the C++ Standard Template Library (STL).
This implementation is expe ted to be e ient in most ases. However,
our experien e has proved that other implementations perform better 
1 We

do not intend here to give a mathemati al denition of set but rather treat them
as a ontainer lass of an obje t oriented programming language, namely C++ oupled
with the Standard Template Library (see for instan e Josuttis, 1999, se . 5.2, p. 70).
Introdu tory material on set theory an be found in Devlin (1993, hap. 1).
2 Likewise, we treat here maps as a lass of asso iative ontainer. To put them in
mathemati al terms, a map M is a binary relation between keys in K and values in V
su h that k M v and k M v ′ i v = v ′ , and we say M maps k to v or asso iates key k with
value v ; in other words, M may either map a key to a single value or leave it unmapped,
and no restri tion applies on the amount of keys asso iated with the same value.
3 Indeed, GNU's implementation of the STL uses the same data stru tures for the
representation of sets and maps, but the stored elements are keys in the former ase and
key/value pairs in the latter one.
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depending on the algorithm and the use of the stru tures and are even
mandatory if we are to implement faster parsing algorithms than the ones
used in the Unitex and Outilex systems.
Most of the algorithms we propose use a dynami programming approa h
(Bellman, 1957): the parsing problem is broken down into simpler subproblems, whi h are to be solved only on e. Some data stru ture is used in
order to represent the subproblems along with their omputed solutions (the
partial parses). The algorithms build either sets or maps of su h data stru tures in order to ensure that the same pair subproblem/solution is not added
twi e, hen e avoiding the repeated omputation of any further subproblems
that would follow the ones already solved. Sin e natural language senten es
an have multiple interpretations and indeed they usually do multiple
parses are possible. On e every subproblem is solved, the set of possible
parses is built by ombining the dierent subproblem solutions, avoiding repeated parses thanks to the use of a set data stru ture. Last but not least,
the algorithms perform sequential traversals of the sets and maps in order to
exe ute at least one of the following operations:

• sear h and remove every useless partial parse due to senten e misinterpretations,4
• apply some post-pro essing to ea h element of the set of total parses,
and
• delete the sets and maps on e they are no longer needed, whi h implies
to rst remove every set or map element one by one.
Whether more sophisti ated algorithms will be faster than simpler ones will
strongly depend on the use of set and map implementations providing eient addition, removal and sequential traversal methods. We simultaneously
dis uss these problems for both set and map stru tures by presenting solutions to the e ient management of sets of key/value pairs (for the ase of
sets, assume that values are empty).
The problem of e ient set management is ubiquitous. As ould be expe ted, the solutions that have been proposed are numerous. In this hapter
4 Note

that, due to lo al ambiguities, parsing algorithms may not realize of a senten e
misinterpretation until reading enough senten e words; for instan e, in senten e `the man
whistling tunes pianos', one does not realize that `tunes' is the senten e verb rather than
a part of the subje t until reading `pianos'.
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we rst introdu e the problem of set management by presenting a trivial solution based on arrays (se tion 2.1). We further rene this solution by means
of double-linked lists (se tion 2.2) and, furthermore, with binary-sear h trees
(se tion 2.3); many of the solutions proposed in the literature, in luding the
one of GNU's implementation of the STL, are based on some kind of binarysear h tree. In the se tion, we des ribe some GNU implementation hoi es
along with some alternative algorithms and optimizations. In se tion 2.4 we
enumerate and summarize the advantages and drawba ks of dierent kinds
of self-balan ed binary-sear h trees, a further rened kind of binary-sear h
trees. In se tion 2.5 we fo us on red-bla k trees, the parti ular kind of selfbalan ing trees hosen for GNU's implementation. In se tion 2.6 we present
our solution: a hybrid stru ture ombining a double-linked list with a redbla k tree. In se tion 2.7 we briey des ribe other stru tures that ould be
used instead of those based on red-bla k trees; some of them perhaps ombined as well with a double-linked list are worth to be onsidered in future
works. In se tion 2.8 we dis uss how to e iently implement maps of keys
to sets of values. Finally, we give in se tion 2.9 the guidelines for adapting the previously presented set and map stru tures for the representation
of multisets and multimaps; these guidelines are to be followed in order to
reimplement every set and map stru ture provided by the STL.

2.1 Arrays
In spite of the simpli ity of the on ept of set, the e ient implementation
of set data stru tures is a rather omplex problem. Sets are to be stored in
a omputer's memory, whi h in turn is an array of bytes. As stated before,
emulating a set with an array requires to rst sear h the array for elements
having the same key than the ones to be added before a tually adding them.
While adding an element to an unordered sequen e requires only a onstant
time (e.g.: to append it to the end of the sequen e), sear hing for an element
with a spe i key requires an average time proportional to the array size
sin e the element's key is to be ompared one by one with the ones of the
elements previously added to the array. In order to redu e this time, a total
order is to be dened over the set of keys say ki ≺ kj for every pair of keys
(ki , kj ) su h that i < j  and the array is to be kept sorted w.r.t. this order,
at least until element sear hes will no longer be required. A binary sear h
an then be performed, whi h has a logarithmi worst- ase ost w.r.t. the
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array size instead of proportional.
Algorithm 2.1 sorted_array_add adds a key/value pair (k, v) to a set
represented as a sorted array a0 . . . an−1 . It rst performs a binary sear h
for the position where to insert the element, then inserts it in that position
if it is not already o upied by an element having k as key. The algorithm
returns a Boolean indi ating whether the element was inserted or not. The
binary sear h is based on the one performed by algorithm B in Knuth (1998,
p. 410). During the whole algorithm exe ution, variables i and j represent
the bounds of the sear h interval, starting with [0, n), the range overing the
whole array. As long as the interval is not empty (i ≤ j ), it rst sets m to the
middle position of the interval. In ase the interval ontains an even amount
of elements, the greater of the two middle positions is hosen. If the key of
the element to sear h is less than the one of the middle element, the sear h
ontinues with interval [i, m), the inferior half of the urrent interval without
the middle element. If it is greater, it pro eeds with [m + 1, j), the superior
half of the urrent interval without the middle element. If it is neither less or
greater, the algorithm returns ((km , vm ), false) without inserting the element,
where (km , vm ) is the element in A su h that km = k . If the array does not
ontain an element having k as key, the interval will be su essively divided
by 2 up to obtaining an empty interval [i, j) with both i and j pointing to
the element having the least key greater than k . In that ase, the element is
inserted at position i and ((ki , vi ), true) is returned. The insertion operation
rst requires to shift elements (ki , vi ) . . . (kn−1, vn−1 ) one position to the right
in order to make room for the new element. Note that this algorithm does
not require to dene operators = or ≻ (reverse total order operator) but only
≺, without loss of e ien y. Indeed, STL sets and maps require to dene
only one omparator operator. More information on binary sear hes an be
found in Knuth (1998, hap. 6.2.1).
While the binary sear h has a logarithmi worst- ase ost (the sear h
spa e is divided by 2 at ea h unfruitful iteration), the insertion operation
still has a worst- ase ost proportional to the array size due to the shifting
operation. Moreover, if there is no free memory right after the last element
in order to allo ate one more element, the whole array must be opied into
a big-enough free memory segment. If the maximum amount of elements
to be added is known before reating the set, enough free memory an be
reserved in order to avoid this situation, but that will not be the ase for the
parsing algorithms presented in this dissertation and, anyway, we would still
be fa ing the shifting problem. Deleting an element from the array will not
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Algorithm 2.1 sorted_array_add(A, (k, v))
Input: A = (k0 , v0 ) . . . (kn−1 , vn−1 ), a sorted array of n key/value pairs
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(k, v), the key/value pair to add to the array
Output: A after inserting (k, v) at a position i, if there is no kj = k in A,
or A unmodied if there is a km = k in A
returns ((ki , vi ), true) in the former ase, and ((km , vm ), false) in
the latter one
1: i ← 0
2: j ← n
3: while i 6= j do
4:
m ← i + integer_division(i − j, 2)
5:
if k ≺ am then
6:
j=m
7:
else if am ≺ k then
8:
i=m+1
9:
else
10:
b ← false
11:
return ((km , vm ), false)
12:
end if
13: end while
14: insert(A, i, (k, v))
15: return ((ki , vi ), true)
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require to reallo ate the whole array, but the elements at greater positions
than the deleted one will still have to be shifted left. The operations in whi h
arrays ex el are both the sequential and random a ess of its elements (hen e
the name of random a ess memory or RAM).

2.2 Double linked lists
Double-linked lists are data stru tures having both e ient insertion and
removal methods as well as a sequential traversal method. List elements do
not ne essarily lie on onse utive memory positions but in arbitrary ones.
In order to enable both the forward and reverse traversal of the list, the list
stru ture ontains a pointer towards the rst element and another towards
the last one, and ea h list element ontains a pointer towards its previous
neighbour and another towards its next one. Both inserting and removing
an element x onsists in redire ting x's neighbouring pointers as well as the
ones of its neighbours, hen e saving the hassle of shifting every element with
a key greater than the one of x (see Cormen et al., 2001, hap. 10 for more
details). However, dire t a ess to elements at random positions is no longer
possible sin e they no longer lie at onse utive memory positions. In order
to ompute the middle element between two elements ai and aj , the list must
be walked from ai towards aj and from aj towards ai , element by element in
both dire tions, until both walks rea h the same element. Hen e, adding an
element to a sorted list will still have an average ost proportional to the list
size.

2.3 Binary sear h trees
Binary sear h trees (BSTs) are a straightforward representation of every possible binary sear h that an be performed on a sorted sequen e. Like doublelinked lists, they also augment ea h element data stru ture with two pointers,
though their stru ture is not sequential but hierar hi al: tree data obje ts
ontain a pointer towards the top element of the hierar hy, the root of the
tree, and the two pointers of ea h element referen e the root of their respe tive left and right subtrees. Subtree roots y and z of an element x are alled
the hildren of x and, onversely, x is alled the parent of both y and z . We
use symbol ⊥ in order to represent the absen e of element, namely
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• root(T ) = ⊥ (T has no root),5
• left(y) = ⊥ (y has no left hild) and
• right(z) = ⊥ (z has no right hild).
In pra ti e, the orresponding pointers are given a null value.
In the ideal ase, the root of the tree is the middle element, its left and
right subtrees ontain, respe tively, the inferior and superior halves of the tree
minus the root, the subtrees of the root's hildren ontain the quarters minus
the tree and subtree roots, and so on until rea hing a bottom hierar hy level
whose elements are either missing or have no hildren (see gure 2.1(a)).6
In other words, the number of hierar hy levels the height of the tree is
minimal. Su h trees are said to be balan ed. Sear hing for an element with a
key k inside a BST onsists in traversing the tree downwards from the root,
either stepping towards the left or right hild of ea h element x if k is less or
greater than the key of x, or stopping at x if its key is equal to k . Adding
an element to a BST will nally have a logarithmi worst- ase ost w.r.t.
the tree size rather than proportional, provided that the tree is balan ed.
In return, the sequential a ess to the tree elements is more omplex and
expensive than with arrays or double-linked lists. We will rst study the
sequential traversal sin e it introdu es some modi ations to be done on the
tree stru ture whi h the other algorithms must maintain.

2.3.1 Re ursive traversal
Algorithm 2.2 bst_pro ess_in_order performs an in-order walk of the tree
having x as root in order to perform some pro essing to every element of
the tree, in dire t order.
Note that, in a balan ed tree, the element that
follows another one that is pla ed at the bottom hierar hy level belongs to an
upper hierar hy level, and vi e-versa (see gure 2.1(a)). The algorithm rst
navigates the tree all the way down from the root up to the tree's bottomleft orner in order to a ess and pro ess the rst element, then dire tly
a esses the se ond one at an upper hierar hy level by returning from one
re ursive all and pro esses it, then navigates again towards the bottom of
5 Note

that a tree without root is an empty tree.
assume that every element is a essed with the same frequen y. Taking into
a ount that a ess frequen ies dier from element to element is a more omplex problem
whi h is not relevant to our use ase.
6 We
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Figure 2.1: At the left, a balan ed binary sear h tree and, at the right, a binary

sear h tree having a sequential stru ture.

Algorithm 2.2 bst_pro ess_in_order(x)
Require: x to be a BST element
Ensure: every element of the tree or subtree having x as root gets deleted
1: if x 6= ⊥ then
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

bst_process_in_order(left(x))
y ← right(x)
process(x)
bst_process_in_order(right(y))

end if
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the tree and so on up to rea hing and pro essing the last element at the tree's
bottom-right orner. In parti ular, GNU's implementation of the STL uses
this algorithm for deleting every element of a set or map.

2.3.2 Iterative traversal
The STL abstra ts the a tual stru tures representing sets and maps, thus
raw a ess to the tree elements is not possible and therefore neither it is to
perform a re ursive traversal. On the ontrary, the STL provides a universal me hanism for traversing any kind of ontainer by means of iterators.7
Su h iterators are equivalent to pointers towards the ontainer elements.8
Containers provide methods begin and end whi h return, respe tively, the iterator towards the rst and past-the-end elements of the ontainer. The latter
element lies after the last element out of the ontainer and its sole purpose is to serve as an end-of-sequen e mark; therefore this element stores no
key/value pair. Forward iterators provide post- and pre-in rement operators
whi h redire t them towards the next or the previous element, respe tively,
following the total order implemented by the hosen fun tion obje t (e.g.:
less<key_type>, see Josuttis, 1999, se . 5.9, p. 114). Container elements
are ommonly a essed in dire t order by means of a loop in rementing the
iterator returned by the begin method up to equaling the one returned by
the end one. Reverse versions of these methods and iterators are provided
for reverse traversals. More information on STL iterators an be found in
Josuttis (1999, haps. 7, p. 220).
In order to e iently ompute either the next or the previous element of
another one, the tree stru ture is modied as follows:

• ea h tree element is extended with a third pointer towards its parent,
• the pointer to the root of the tree within the tree stru ture is repla ed
with a pointer towards the past-the-end element,
• the parent, left and right pointers of the past-the-end element are dire ted towards the root, rst and last elements of the tree, respe tively,
and
7 Ve

tors, deques and lists are other ontainers provided by the STL. More information
on STL ontainers an be found in Josuttis (1999, hap. 6, p. 129).
8 Indeed, iterators are usually implemented as pointers with ustom in rement, de rement and dereferen e operators.
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• the parent pointer of the root element is dire ted towards the past-theend element.
The rst modi ation is needed in order to navigate the tree upwards. The
se ond and third ones allow for dire t a ess to the past-the-end, root, rst
and last elements. The last one is needed for dealing with boundary onditions (e.g.: omputing the element after the last one, whi h results in the
past-the-end element).
Algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem is the one used by GNU's implementation
of the STL in order to nd the next element of a BST element x.9 The
algorithm rst veries whether x has a right hild or not; if it does, the
element at the bottom-left orner of x's right subtree is returned as x's next
element. Note that this is true in any ase where x has a non-empty right
subtree:

• if x is the root, or is the right hild of the root, or an be rea hed from
the root by always des ending towards the right, elements in the right
subtree of x are all those elements of the tree whose keys are greater
than the one of x, and the element at the bottom-left orner of this
subtree is the one having the least key amongst all of them,
• if x is the left hild of an element p, elements in the right subtree of x
are the ones whose keys are greater than the one of x but less than the
one of p, the element at the bottom-left orner of this subtree being as
well the one having the least key amongst them, and
• nally, if p is the left hild of an element y and x is the right hild of
p, or x an be rea hed from p by always des ending towards the right,
the elements at the right subtree of x are those whose keys are greater
than the one of x but less than the one of y , also being the one of the
bottom-left element the least one amongst them.
A simplied version of the last ase applies when x has no right subtree
and is not the last element of the tree: sin e there are no elements between x
and y , y is the next element of x; in other words, the next element of x is the
original GNU C++ ode orresponds to method _Rb_tree_in rement in le
tree. of the libstd ++-v3 library. This le an be downloaded from http://g .
gnu.org/view vs/trunk/libstd %2B%2B-v3/sr /tree. ?view= o. The terms of use
of this le an be found in the own le header.
9 The
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lowest an estor of x in the tree hierar hy su h that x lies at the an estor's
left subtree rather than at the right one. The algorithm iteratively navigates
the tree upwards as follows: y is initialized as the parent of x and, at ea h
iteration, x is set to y and y to its parent as long as x is a right hild of y .
On e the pro ess stops, y will be the next element, as long as there is one.
If x is the last element of the tree, the past-the-end element is to be
returned. An extra ondition ould be added before the loop that navigates
the tree upwards so that the past-the-end element is returned if x is the left
hild of the past-the-end element. However, the past-the-end element annot
be a essed from the iterators, sin e they ontain only the pointer towards
a tree element but not towards the tree stru ture: the past-the-end pointer
of the tree stru ture an only be a essed by methods that take the whole
tree stru ture as argument rather than tree elements, su h as methods begin
and end. Algorithm TREE-SUCCESSOR in Cormen et al. (2001, p. 259)
solves the problem as follows: the parent pointer of the root is null and
the upwards navigation is stopped on e a null parent or the next element
of x is rea hed. In this ase, the extra ondition (null parent) is pla ed
within the loop performing the upwards navigation whi h, in turn, would
be nested in the loop traversing the whole tree. Rather than evaluating
the extra ondition a single time, it would be evaluated one or more times
for ea h element of the tree. GNU's implementation of the STL solves this
problem by navigating the tree upwards in order to rea h the past-the-end
element, if ne essary, and by pla ing the extra ondition after the loop. This
ondition veries whether y is the right hild of x. Sin e x will be the left
hild of y , this will only be possible for the past-the-end and root elements
sin e those are the only ones that are the parents of ea h other. If x is
not the last element of the tree, the next element of x will be rea hed before
rea hing the past-the-end element and, therefore, y will not be the right hild
of its own left hild. Otherwise, two situations are possible depending on the
presen e or absen e of a last element other than the root. These situations
are illustrated in gure 2.2 by means of a minimal tree for ea h one, oupled
with an exe ution tra e under ea h tree. The tra es ontain the values of the
relevant variables during the last exe ution stages, namely:

• x, y and their right hildren right before the rst iteration having x
and y as the root and the past-the-end elements, respe tively,
• the same variables right before the following iteration, if any, and
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• the variable whose value is to be returned at the end of exe ution.
As we an see, the value returned by the algorithm as the next of the last
element is the past-the-end element, in both situations.

Algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem(T, x)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree
x, an element of T

Output: returns the next element of x, or past_the_end(T ) if x = last(T )
1: if right(x) 6= ⊥ then
2:
x ← right(x)
3:
while left(x) 6= ⊥ do
4:
x ← left(x)
5:
end while
6:
return x
7: end if
8: y ← parent(x)
9: while right(y) = x do
10:
x←y
11:
y ← parent(y)
12: end while
13: if right(x) 6= y then
14:
return y
15: end if
16: return x

The iterative traversal has a slight advantage and an important drawba k
w.r.t. the re ursive traversal:

• the rst element is dire tly a essed while the re ursive traversal navigates the tree all the way down from the root up to the bottom-left
orner, but
• the tree is navigated both upwards and downwards in order to sear h
for the next elements while the re ursive traversal sta ks the elements
at higher hierar hy levels during the downwards traversal so that they
an simply be popped out when needed.
Instead of using a past-the-end element as the root's parent, Wein (2005)
proposes to use a before-the-begin element as the left hild of the rst element
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Status at rst iteration with x = r
y=p
y=p
x=r
x=r
right(y) = right(p) = r = x
right(y) = right(p) = l 6= x
right(x) = right(r) = l 6= y
Status at next iteration, if any
y=r
x=p
right(y) = right(r) = ⊥6= x
right(x) = right(p) = r = y
Returned value
x=p
y=p
Figure 2.2: The two boundary

ases of algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem and their

orresponding exe ution tra es on e the root is rst rea hed up to the end of
exe ution;

p, r ,

and

l

stand for past-the-end, root and last, respe tively.
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as well as a past-the-end element as the right hild of the last one. This
modi ation makes the boundary ases to behave exa tly as the other ones;
therefore, it is no longer required to navigate the tree up to the root's parent
in order to retrieve the past-the-end element.

2.3.3 Reverse iterative traversal
As the iterative traversal an be performed by su essively sear hing for the
next element of the urrent one, the reverse traversal an be done by su essively sear hing for the previous one. Sin e BSTs are symmetri , algorithm
bst_previous_elem an be obtained by simply repla ing right with left and
vi e-versa in algorithm 2.3. In order to study the new boundary ases, the
same repla ement is to be done to gure 2.2 as well as repla ing the last element by the rst one. There is only one ase that is not present in the normal
traversal and whi h requires a spe ial treatment: omputing the prede essor
of the past-the-end element. Let x be the element whose prede essor element
is to be omputed, the algorithm veries whether x has a left hild or not
and, if so, returns the element at the bottom-right orner of the left subtree
of x. The past-the-end element does have a left hild, but it is dened as
the rst element of the tree. Hen e, the algorithm would return either this
element or its the rightmost des endant, if any, instead of the last one. In
order to deal with this situation, GNU's implementation of the STL simply
veries rst whether x is the past-the-end element in order to return the last
element or to pro eed as usual. The modi ation proposed by Wein (2005)
(rst mentioned at the end of the previous se tion) also deals with this parti ular ase as for any other ase: sin e the past-the-end element is the right
hild of the last element and has no hildren, its previous element is pre isely
the last element, the losest an estor su h that the past-the-end element lies
at its right subtree.

2.3.4 Unrolled iterative traversal
Algorithm 2.4 bst_unrolled_next_elem is an optimized version of algorithm 2.3
bst_next_elem in whi h the trivial assignment x ← y of the last loop has
been removed by unrolling the loop. The loop ontent is doubled so that an
iteration of the unrolled loop performs two iterations of the original one. Instead of performing the trivial assignment, the roles of variables x and y are
ex hanged during the rst half of the loop, and ex hanged ba k during the
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se ond one. Between the two halves, an extra stop ondition is inserted whi h
in ludes the post-pro essing to be done after the loop but with the ex hanged
roles of x and y . This kind of optimization is likely to be automati ally done
by modern ompilers depending on the kind of optimization requested (e.g.:
we use ag -O3 with the g++ ompiler in order to obtain faster ode in spite
of the in rease in size). One an manually ode unrolled loops in order to
ensure that this optimization is in luded, but by relying on ags one an
generate dierent exe utables with the same sour e ode depending on the
hara teristi s and limitations of the targeted platform: while loop unrolling
an a elerate the program exe ution in a desktop omputer, the in rease in
size might not be an option for an embedded devi e with limited resour es.
GNU's implementation of the STL does not manually ode this loop, thus
we have relied on the optimization apabilities of the g++ ompiler. We leave
manual loop unrolling for a future work. More information on the removal
of trivial assignments an be found in Mont-Reynaud (1976), and other examples of appli ation of su h te hnique an be found in Bentley (1982, p.
59). Apart from the removal of trivial assignments, other benets as well as
drawba ks of loop unrolling are dis ussed in Dongarra and Hinds (1979) and
Sarkar (2001).
The unrolled version of algorithm bst_previous_elem an
be obtained by following the same pro edure, or by simply repla ing right
with left and vi e-versa in algorithm 2.4 bst_unrolled_next_elem.

2.3.5 Addition with Knuth's algorithm
Algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add adds a key/value pair (k, v) to a set ba ked
by a BST. This algorithm is a modied version of the one given in Knuth
(1998, hap. 6.2.2) whi h also keeps tra e of the root, rst and last elements
of the tree. The algorithm rst he ks whether the tree has a root or not,
storing the root in variable x. If not, it alls algorithm 2.7 bst_add_root
in order to add (k, v) as the tree's root, then returns pair (root(T ), true).
Otherwise, it performs a binary sear h in a similar fashion than algorithm 2.1
sorted_array_add. The tree is navigated downwards from the root by using
two variables, x and y , storing the urrent tree element and the previous
one, respe tively. A third variable c stores the result of the last omparison
k ≺ key(x). The urrent element for the next iteration is either the left
or right hild of x depending on whether k is less or greater than x's key,
respe tively. The loop ends on e rea hing an x having k as key or an y
la king the hild that would be the next element. In the former ase, the
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x, an element of T
Output: returns the next element of x, or past_the_end(T ) if x = last(T )
1: if right(x) 6= ⊥ then
2:
x ← right(x)
3:
while left(x) 6= ⊥ do
4:
x = left(x)
5:
end while
6:
return x
7: end if
8: y ← parent(x)
9: while right(y) = x do
10:
x ← parent(y)
11:
if right(x) 6= y then
12:
if right(y) 6= x then
13:
return x
14:
end if
15:
return y
16:
end if
17:
y ← parent(x)
18: end while
19: if right(x) 6= y then
20:
return y
21: end if
22: return x
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algorithm returns pair (x, false) from within the loop, and (k, v) is not added
to the tree. In the latter one, algorithm 2.6 bst_knuth_add_post is alled
in order to perform the post-pro essing after the loop. This post-pro essing
alls either algorithm 2.8 bst_add_left or algorithm 2.9 bst_add_right in
order to reate the la king hild of y with (k, v) as key/value pair. The value
of variable c determines whether the new element is to be a left or right hild
sin e y 's key annot be equal to k at this point.
Algorithms 2.7 bst_add_root, 2.8 bst_add_left and 2.9 bst_add_right
rst all algorithm 2.10 bst_ reate_elem in order to reate the new tree
element. This last subroutine simply initializes the key, value and pointer
elds to the passed values. On e the element is reated, they update the
pointers to the root, rst and last elements of the tree, whenever ne essary:

• a new element added as the tree's root be omes the rst and last element as well as the new tree's root,
• a new element added as the left hild of the rst element be omes the
new rst element, and
• a new element added as the right hild of the last element be omes the
new last element.
Provided that the tree is balan ed, algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add has a
logarithmi worst- ase ost w.r.t. the tree size. However, this algorithm does
not ensure that the tree will still be balan ed on e a new element is added.
Indeed, if the tree elements are added in either dire t or reverse order then
the resulting tree will resemble a double-linked list; for instan e, the tree of
gure 2.1(b) an be built by adding elements 1, 2 and 3 to the empty tree
in that order. Therefore, the worst- ase ost of adding an element to a BST
will still be proportional to the tree size depending on the order in whi h the
elements are added.
If one was to build a stati set or map in order to be just sear hed rather
than modied for instan e, whenever using a di tionary rather than building it a balan ed tree might not be the best option. Depending on the
frequen y in whi h the dierent keys are to be sear hed, some tree elements
should appear at upper hierar hy levels rather than at lower ones (e.g.: the
language's most frequent words). An algorithm for the onstru tion of su h
trees in time n2 is given in Knuth (1998, p. 436). For the ase of our parsing algorithms, sets and maps are built rather than just sear hed, and key
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(k, v), the key/value pair to add to the tree
Output: T after adding an element z with key(z) = k and value(z) = v , if
there is no element z ′ in T having k as key, or T unmodied otherwise
returns (z, true) in the former ase, and (z ′ , false) in the latter one
1: if (x ← root(T )) = ⊥ then
2:
return (bst_add_root(T, (k, v), true)
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

end if
repeat

y←x
if c ← (k ≺ key(x)) then
x ← left(x)
else if key(x) ≺ k then
x ← right(x)
else return (x, false)

end if
until x = ⊥
return bst_knuth_add_post(T, (k, v), y, c)

Algorithm 2.6 bst_knuth_add_post(T, (k, v), y, c)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), the key/value pair to add to the tree
y , the parent of the new tree element
c, a Boolean equal to k ≺ key(y)
Output: T after adding the new element holding (k, v)
returns the added element
1:
2:
3:
4:

if

then
return (bst_add_left(T, (k, v), y), true)
else return (bst_add_right(T, (k, v), y), true)
end if
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Algorithm 2.7 bst_add_root(T, (k, v))
Input: T , an empty binary sear h tree
(k, v), a key/value pair

Output: T after reating its root
1:
2:
3:
4:

z , the new tree's root holding (k, v)
z ← bst_create_elem((k, v), past_the_end(T ), ⊥, ⊥)
root(T ) ← first(T ) ← last(T ) ← z
first(T ) ← z
last(T ) ← z

Algorithm 2.8 bst_add_left(T, (k, v), y)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), a key/value pair
y , an element of T
Output: T after adding a new element z as left hild of y holding (k, v)
z , the new tree element
1: z ← bst_create_elem((k, v), y, ⊥, ⊥)
2: left(y) ← z
3: if first(T ) = y then
4:
first(T ) ← z
5:

end if

Algorithm 2.9 bst_add_right(T, (k, v), y)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), a key/value pair
y , an element of T
Output: T after adding a new element z as right hild of y holding (k, v)
z , the new tree element
1: z ← bst_create_elem((k, v), y, ⊥, ⊥)
2: right(y) ← z
3: if last(T ) = y then
4:
last(T ) ← z
5:

end if
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Algorithm 2.10 bst_ reate_elem((k, v), p, l, r)
Input: (k, v), the key/value pair of the new tree element
p, the parent of the new tree element
l, the left hild of the new tree element
r , the right hild of the new tree element
Output: z , the new tree element
1: key(z) ← k
2: value(z) ← v
3: left(z) ← l
4: right(z) ← r

frequen ies are unknown; hen e, we will onsider balan ed trees as the ideal
ase.

2.3.6 Addition with Cormen's algorithm
Algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add is another algorithm for adding a key/value
pair (k, v) to a set ba ked by a BST, based on algorithm TREE-INSERT
des ribed in Cormen et al. (2001, p. 261). Cormen's algorithm is on eived
for adding an element whose key is new to the set; it is equal to Knuth's
algorithm (Knuth, 1998, hap. 6.2.2) without the se ond test within the
binary sear h loop. However, algorithm bst_ ormen_add does take into
a ount that k may not be new to the set. Rather than omitting the equality
test, it transfers it to the post-pro essing after the loop, whi h is performed
by algorithm 2.12 bst_ ormen_add_post. This post-pro essing is divided
into two main ases depending on whether the key of the last tree element
stored in y is less than k or not. If it is less, we have the following sub ases:

• k is less than any other key within the tree, thus the tree has always
been navigated towards the left from the root up to the bottom-left
orner. This ase is re ognized by verifying whether y is the rst element of the tree. In this ase, a new rst element is added as left hild
of y by means of algorithm 2.13 bst_add_rst.
• k is less than y 's key, but not less than any other key within the tree.
If there is an element y ′ having k as key, the tree will be navigated
downwards up to su h element. Then, the right hild of y ′ will be
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hosen and, sin e every key within the right subtree of y ′ will be greater
than k , the tree will be navigated downwards up to the bottom by
always turning left. Hen e, y ′ is the lowest an estor of y su h that y
lies on its right subtree rather than on its left one. Note that this
orresponds to the reverse of one of the ases for the omputation
of the next element of another one. Hen e, y ′ an be retrieved by
means of the ounterpart of algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem, bst_previous_elem (se tion 2.3.3, p. 44). On e retrieved, the equality test is
nally performed. If the keys are equal, the algorithm returns pair
(y ′, false). If they are not, algorithm 2.14 bst_add_left_no_rst is
alled in order to reate a new element z as left hild of y , and (z, true)
is returned. bst_add_left_no_rst is equal to bst_add_rst without
verifying whether the new element is the rst one or not, sin e that
orresponds to the previous ase.

• k is greater or equal than y 's key. In this ase, the algorithm simply
performs the equality test between k and y 's key, and either adds or
not the new element as the right hild of y , depending on the result.
Opposite to the previous ase, if a new element is added then it must
be veried whether it is to be ome the new last element or not.
This algorithm is the one used by GNU's implementation of the STL, without
some minor ode fa toring in the post-pro essing part that we have omitted
in favor of a more readable ode.10
Summarizing, this algorithm has one advantage and one drawba k w.r.t.
algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add :

• the equality test is performed after the binary sear h loop a single time
rather than one time per iteration, but
• when the key to add is already in the set, the algorithm does not stop at
the orresponding tree element y ′ but navigates up to the tree bottom,
then omes ba k to y ′ in order to perform the equality test.
original C++ ode is splitted into methods _M_insert_unique and _M_insert_
of le stl_tree.h and the rst part of method _Rb_tree_insert_and_rebalan e
in le tree. . Both les belong to the libstd ++-v3 library and an be downloaded from http://g .gnu.org/view vs/trunk/libstd %2B%2B-v3/sr /tree. ?
view= o and http://g .gnu.org/view vs/trunk/libstd %2B%2B-v3/in lude/bits/
stl_tree.h?view= o, respe tively. The terms of use of these les an be found in their
respe tive headers.
10 The
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Algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add(T, (k, v))
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), the key/value pair to add to the tree
Output: T after adding an element z with key(z) = k and value(z) = v , if
there is no element z ′ in T having k as key, or T unmodied otherwise
returns (z, true) in the former ase, and (z ′ , false) in the latter one
1: if (x ← root(T )) = ⊥ then
2:
return (bst_add_root(T, (k, v), true)
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

end if
repeat

y←x
if c ← (k ≺ key(x)) then
x ← left(x)
else x ← right(x)

end if
until x = ⊥
return bst_cormen_add_post(T, (k, v), y, c)

We expe t bst_ ormen_add to be faster than bst_knuth_add, in general,
sin e

• the delayed onditional jump is one of the most expensive operations
within the binary sear h loop,
• the sear h for y ′ is to be done in less than half of the ases, on the
average, and
• this extra sear h will simply add an extra loop with a single onditional
jump rather than 3 (less/greater/no further hildren) with a logarithmi ost in the worst ase, provided that the tree is balan ed. Indeed,
the average ase will have an even smaller ost sin e the worst ase
will only take pla e when navigating ba kwards from the bottom-left
orner of the root's right subtree up to the root.

2.3.7 Addition with Andersson's algorithm
Andersson (1991) gives an algorithm for sear hing for an element inside a
BST, rather than for element addition. This algorithm is almost the same
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Algorithm 2.12 bst_ ormen_add_post(T, (k, v), y, c)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree
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(k, v), the key/value pair to add to the tree
y , the parent of the new tree element
c, a Boolean equal to k ≺ key(y)
Output: T after adding an element z with key(z) = k and value(z) = v , if
there is no element z ′ in T having k as key, or T unmodied otherwise
returns (z, true) in the former ase, and (z ′ , false) in the latter one
1: if c then
2:
if y = first(T ) then
3:
return (bst_add_first((k, v), y), true)
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

else

y ′ ← bst_previous_elem(y)
if key(y ′) ≺ k then
return (bst_add_left_no_first((k, v), y), true)
else return (y ′, false)

end if
end if
else if key(y) ≺ k then
return bst_add_right((k, v), y)
else return (y, false)
end if

Algorithm 2.13 bst_add_rst(T, (k, v), y)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), a key/value pair
y , an element of T
Output: T after adding (k, v) as left hild of y and rst of T
z , the new tree element holding (k, v)
1: z ← bst_create_elem((k, v), y, ⊥, ⊥)
2: left(y) ← z
3: first(T ) ← z
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Algorithm 2.14 bst_add_left_no_rst(T, (k, v), y)
Input: T , a binary sear h tree

(k, v), a key/value pair
y , an element of T
Output: T after adding (k, v) as left hild of y but not rst of T
z , the new tree element holding (k, v)
1: z ← bst_create_elem((k, v), y, ⊥, ⊥)
2: left(y) ← z

than algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add : both of them perform a binary sear h
similar to the one performed by algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add, but omitting
the equality test until the sear h loop is over. Apart from being a pure
sear her, the dieren e onsists in the way in whi h y ′ is retrieved: while
algorithm bst_ ormen_add walks the tree ba k in order to retrieve the previous element of y , Andersson's algorithm performs assignment y ′ ← x inside
the binary sear h loop ea h time the key of x is found to be less than the
sear hed key, that is, it keeps tra k of the last explored element whose key
might be equal to the sear hed one. On e the binary sear h ends, the algorithm simply uses the value of the pre omputed y ′ instead of sear hing for the
previous element of y . An addition version of Andersson's algorithm an be
easily built by performing these modi ations to algorithm bst_ ormen_add.
Due to the dieren es between Knuth's and Andersson's algorithm, the
dis ussion given in Knuth (1998, p. 436) on the onstru tion of optimal BSTs,
taking into a ount key frequen ies, does not apply for the ase of Andersson's algorithm. Spuler (1993) dis usses the optimal BST for Andersson's
algorithm, and gives an algorithm for the onstru tion of su h trees in time
n log n rather than n2 . Due to the resemblan e between Cormen's and Andersson's algorithms, this work is likely to apply as well to Cormen's algorithm.
Sin e we have already obtained faster parsing algorithms than those implemented in the Unitex and Outilex systems by using Knuth's and Cormen's
addition algorithms, we have not tested the orresponding Andersson's addition algorithm; moreover, we present in se tion 2.6 another possible optimization of the tree stru ture whi h makes unne essary to ompute y ′.
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2.3.8 Addition with unrolled loops
Trivial assignment y ← x in all the previous addition algorithms an be
removed by unrolling their binary sear h loops, as shown for the ase of
algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem in se tion 2.3.4 (p. 44).
Spuler (1992) gives another version of Andersson's binary sear h algorithm in whi h the sear h loop has been unrolled in order to remove the
trivial assignment y ′ ← x. The pro edure is similar to the one followed for
the onstru tion of algorithm 2.4 bst_unrolled_next_elem, but with a small
dieren e: a new loop is embedded inside the original one whi h has the roles
of y ′ and y ex hanged, and a onditional jump redire ts the exe ution ow
to the outer loop when the roles are ex hanged ba k.
The addition version of Andersson's algorithm has two trivial assignments
that ould be removed: y ← x and y ′ ← x. Rather than simply ex hanging
the roles of two variables, multiple ombinations of ex hanges between the 3
roles (x, y and y ′ ) are possible. This problem is quite more omplex, requiring
a quite greater number of loop versions than simply two, as well as a more
omplex network of exe ution ow deviations between the dierent loops. As
stated in the previous se tion, we present in se tion 2.6 another optimization
of the tree stru ture whi h no longer requires to ompute y ′ and, therefore,
to perform the se ond trivial assignment y ′ ← x.

2.3.9 Addition with a 3-way omparator
Algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add evaluates at ea h iteration of its binary sear h
loop whether the sear hed key is less, equal or greater than the key of the
urrent tree element. This operation is alled a 3-way omparison. This
operation is emulated by means of two appli ations of the `less than' omparator. However, some programming languages provide su h operator (e.g.:
Perl, Ruby, et .). Let <=> represent su h operator, a <=> b returns a
negative value if a < b, 0 if a = b, and a value greater than 0 if a > b. The
STL does not provide a generi version of this operator, but it is quite easy
to implement. Moreover, if a and b are signed numbers, one an simply ompute a − b. Anyway, we would still need to verify whether the result is either
negative, positive, or null, in order to hoose between navigating the tree
left, right, or stopping the algorithm exe ution. This operator be omes of
interest when keys are sequen es of values to be lexi ographi ally ompared,
rather than simple values.
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In order to ompare both the use of the less and 3-way omparators, we
rst re all how to extend the less omparator for being applied to sequen es of
elements. Algorithm 2.15 array_ ompare_less returns a Boolean indi ating
whether an array A is lexi ographi ally less than an array B . For the sake
of simpli ity, the algorithm supposes that B is either shorter or has the
same number of elements than A. A previous onditional instru tion would
be required in order to all the algorithm with B as the shorter array, if
ne essary. The algorithm emulates the 3-way omparison with two `less than'
omparisons, as for algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add. For ea h bi in B , it veries
whether bi is greater, less, or equal to the orresponding ai . If it is greater,
then the algorithm is to return true, if it is less then it is to return false, and
if it is equal then the same pro edure is to be performed on the next pair of
array elements as long as B has elements left. If B runs out of elements, then
either both arrays are equal or A is greater than B , depending on whether
A has the same amount of elements than B or not. In either ase, A is not
less than B , thus false is to be returned.

Algorithm 2.15 array_ ompare_less(A, B)
Input: A = a0 . . . am−1 , an array of m elements

B = b0 . . . bn−1 , an array of n elements su h that n ≤ m

Output: returns a boolean indi ating whether A is lexi ographi ally less
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

than B
i←0
while i 6= n do
if ai < bi then
return true
else if bi < ai then
return false

end if

⊲A<B
⊲A>B

i←i+1

end while
return false

⊲A≥B

Let us suppose that we are to use a `less than' operator with algorithm 2.5

bst_knuth_add, and that we are to ompare two arrays A and B having a

ommon prex of length l. We rst verify whether A is less than B or not,
whi h requires to perform 2l `less than' omparisons before rea hing the pair
of elements that dier. If B is not a prex of A, a last omparison for the
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diering elements is needed. In ase A is not less than B , we verify whether
B is less than A, whi h doubles the amount of omparisons.
Algorithm 2.16 array_ ompare_3w is the orresponding extension of the
3-way omparator for sequen es of signed numbers. At ea h iteration, it only
needs to verify whether the urrent pair of elements are the ones that dier
or not. If so, the result of the subtra tion is returned and, if not, the same
pro edure is repeated for the next pair of elements. On e every element of
B has been ompared, A will be greater than B if it still has elements left,
and equal if not. Subtra tion m − n will return a number greater than 0 in
the former ase, and 0 in the latter one. Note that this algorithm performs a
single if/then instru tion at ea h iteration instead of two, thanks to the use
of the subtra tion in order to emulate the 3-way omparison. Assignment
c ← ai −bi is not really performed sin e c is supposed to be the own pro essor
register in whi h the subtra tion result is returned, thus the result is not
really opied into a memory position. On e the 3-way omparison is nished,
algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add still requires to verify whether A ≺ B , B ≺
A or A = B in order to either navigate the tree left, right or stop the
algorithm exe ution. However, the ompiler is likely to embed the ode of
the 3-way omparison algorithm within algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add rather
than performing a all; in this ase, the if/then instru tion of the 3-way
omparison algorithm will also serve as the equality test of algorithm 2.5
bst_knuth_add (whether key(x) = key(y) or not), hen e algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add will only require to perform one additional if/then instru tion
after the equality test in order to verify whether key(x) ≺ key(y) or key(y) ≺
key(x).
Summarizing, we an expe t a performan e boost in Knuth's algorithm
proportional to the average length of the ommon prexes of the ompared
sequen es. Sin e both Cormen's and Andersson's algorithms perform the
equality test a single time after the binary sear h loop, they may only take
advantage of the 3-way omparator a single time instead of on e for ea h loop
iteration. We have implemented an equivalent version of the STL sets and
maps that use Knuth's algorithm, with and without the 3-way omparator,
and ompared it with GNU's implementation, whi h uses the modied version of Cormen's algorithm presented in se tion 2.3.6 (p. 50). Wein (2005)
presents another implementation of the STL sets and maps using the 3-way
omparator; however, details on the algorithm used for either sear hing or
adding elements to the trees are not given.
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Algorithm 2.16 array_ ompare_3w(A, B)
Input: A = a0 . . . am−1 , an array of m signed numbers

B = b0 . . . bn−1 , an array of n signed numbers su h that n ≤ m
Output: returns a number less than, equal to or greater than zero depending
on whether A is lexigraphi ally less, equal or greater than B , respe tively
1: i ← 0
2: while i 6= n − 1 do
3:
if (c ← ai − bi ) 6= 0 then
4:
return c
⊲ A 6= B
5:
6:
7:
8:

end if

i←i+1

end while
return m − n

⊲A≥B

2.3.10 Removal
As shown in se tion 2.3.1, the removal of every element of a BST an be
performed by means of an in-order walk. In order to maintain the extra
pointers added for the e ient iterative traversal of the tree (se tion 2.3.2,
p. 39), the root pointer is to be given a null value and the pointers to the
rst and last elements are to be redire ted towards the past-the-end element,
on e the in-order walk is nished. Apart from that, it will not be ne essary
to verify whether the resulting tree respe ts or not the well-formedness rules
sin e it it will be empty. Summarizing, we say a BST is well-formed if and
only if

• no tree element has more than two hildren,
• if the tree is not empty, only the root of the tree has no parent (or has
the past-the-end as parent, in order to deal with the boundary ases of
algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem in se tion 2.3.2),
• the keys of every element at the left subtree of an element x are all less
than the key of x, and
• the keys of every element at the right subtree of an element x are all
greater than the key of x.
It is only ne essary to ensure that, after deleting ea h element, the remaining
ones are still a essible from the resulting tree stru ture so that every element
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an be deleted. Sin e the in-order walk deletes the tree from the bottom to
the top, this restri tion is respe ted, and the deletion of every element an
be e iently performed even if the tree elements have no pointers towards
their parents. However, removing a single element from an arbitrary position
requires some further pro essing in order to obtain a well-formed BST. Let
z be the element to remove:

• if z has no hildren, it is only ne essary to nullify the orresponding
hild pointer of z 's parent,
• if z has a unique hild x, x is to take z 's pla e within the tree stru ture,
and
• if z has two hildren, a more omplex pro essing is ne essary sin e z 's
parent annot adopt both z 's hildren as its own left or right hildren
(one left and one right hildren are possible, but not two left or two
right hildren).
The rst ase is trivial. The se ond one is solved as stated, sin e:

• if x is a left hild of z , the keys of x and every element under x will be
less than the key of z and, onsequently, less than the key of the parent
of z , and
• the same reasoning applies if x is a right hild of z but with greater
keys instead of lesser ones.
For the third ase, it is ne essary to sear h for an alternative element y
having at most one hild, so that it an be put in the pla e of z within the
tree stru ture. This element an be, for instan e, the next element of z : as
stated in se tion 2.3.2 (p. 39), the next element of an element z having a right
hild is the element at the bottom-left orner of z 's right subtree. Obviously,
this element y will have no left hild but may have a right hild x. Instead of
popping z out of the tree stru ture, we pop y out by following either the rst
or the se ond ase depending on whether y has a right hild or not. On e
this has been done, it will sure that y has no hildren, thus it will be possible
to transfer z 's parent and hildren to y . Moreover, the key of y will be less
than the keys within the right subtree of z , and greater than the keys within
the left subtree of z . Alternatively, the previous element of z an also be put
in the pla e of z . On e the tree stru ture is rearranged, z an be deleted.
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The a tual algorithm an be found in Cormen et al. (2001, p. 262). This
algorithm has a slight dieren e w.r.t. the third ase of the previous explanation: instead of repla ing element z by element y and then deleting z , z
is given y 's key and y is deleted instead. Note that, if keys are simple values, it will be faster to opy a single key than several pointers. However,
this optimization is not ompatible with the STL spe i ation sin e set and
map iterators must remain valid until the element they point to is deleted;
summarizing, y annot be deleted instead of z sin e iterators pointing at y
would no longer point to an existent element.
GNU's implementation of the removal operation is based on Cormen's
algorithm but repla ing z by y instead of simply opying y 's key into z .
Moreover, the rst and last elements of the tree must be updated as follows:

• if z is the root and has no hildren, the past-the-end element is to
be ome the new rst and last element,
• if z is the root and has only a left or a right hild, this left or right hild
is to be ome either the new last or rst element, respe tively, and
• if z is not the root and has no left or right hild, the parent of z is to
be ome the new rst or last element if z is the rst or last element,
respe tively.
We will present in se tion 2.6 a quite simpler removal method based on
the use of BSTs ombined with double-linked lists; therefore we will not go
deeper into the details of GNU's implementation of the removal operation.11

2.4 Self-balan ing binary sear h trees
There exist several variations of BSTs whose addition and removal operations
perform some series of rotations on the tree elements so that the tree is also
kept more or less balan ed; the most popular ones are: AVL trees (Adel'sonVel'ski and Landis, 1962, named after their inventors), symmetri binary Btrees (Bayer, 1972, rebaptized as red-bla k trees after Guibas and Sedgewi k,
a tual GNU's C++ ode for element removal is a part of method
_Rb_tree_rebalan e_for_erase dened in le tree. of the libstd ++-v3 library.
This le an be downloaded from http://g .gnu.org/view vs/trunk/libstd %2B
%2B-v3/sr /tree. ?view= o. The terms of use of this le an be found in the own
le header.
11 The
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1978), AA trees (Arne Andersson, 1993, named after their inventor) and
s apegoat trees (Galperin and Rivest, 1993). Ex ept for the last one, all of
them require extending the tree elements with some extra data in order to
keep tra e of the tree balan e status. Pointers to the parent elements are
also required in order to navigate the tree upwards, as well as to perform
the element rotations. AVL trees extend their elements with the dieren e
between the heights of their left and right subtrees, and rebalan e the tree
after ea h element addition or removal so that this dieren e is always kept
between −1 and 1. This ensures that the tree will always be balan ed;
therefore AVL trees provide the best average sear h times (assuming that
every element within the tree is sear hed with the same frequen y). However,
they also perform a greater number of tree restru turings, whi h may result
in worst overall exe ution times. While adding elements to a BST in dire t or
reverse order results in sequential trees, adding them in random order tend to
result in balan ed trees, thus relaxing the rebalan e onstraints will a elerate
the addition operation with slight or no penalization on the sear h times as
long as elements are added in random sequen es. Rather than ensuring a
minimal tree height at all times, red-bla k trees ensure that, for every tree
element x, the longest sequen e of des endants of x is at most twi e as long
as the shortest one. Rather than a more e ient alternative, AA trees are
a simplied version of red-bla k trees. Rather than having a xed balan e
fa tor, s apegoat trees allow for hoosing an unbalan e toleran e index α,
ranging from sequential trees (α = 1) up to fully balan ed trees (α = 0).
Instead of having to add some extra information to ea h tree element, only
2 integer numbers are to be added to the whole tree stru ture. In the ase
of s apegoat trees, the element that is not α-weight-balan ed is sear hed
in order to perform the rebalan e operation on this element. The element
is alled the s apegoat, hen e the name of the trees. S apegoat trees with
dierent unbalan e toleran e indexes might be an option to onsider for a
future work. We fo us here on red-bla k trees sin e those are the ones used by
GNU's implementation of sets and maps in the STL. AVL trees do not seem
a ompetitive option; indeed, Lynge (2004) has already tested them against
the GNU's implementation, obtaining worst results for every operation.
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2.5 Red-bla k trees
As stated in the previous se tion, red-bla k trees are self-balan ing trees
whi h allow for some unbalan ing degree. This degree is determined by 3
axioms that hold for every red-bla k tree:

• every tree element is either red or bla k (hen e the name),
• if y is a hild of a red element x, then y 's olor is bla k, and
• for every sequen e of elements from a given element towards any des endant having an empty left or right subtree, the number of bla k
elements is the same.
In the extreme ases, these axioms ensure that the shortest path from a given
element x towards a des endant having an empty left or right subtree will
be formed by a sequen e of n red nodes, and the longest one by an alternate
sequen e of n red and n bla k elements. Therefore, the length of the shortest
path annot be less than half of the length of the longest one, hen e ensuring
a half balan e fa tor.
The red-bla k tree of gure 2.3(a) is a balan ed BST equivalent to that
of gure 2.1(a) whi h an be obtained without performing any rebalan e by
exe uting the following sequen e of operations:

• add 4 to the empty tree,
• add 2 and 6 in any order, and
• add 1, 3 and 5 in any order.
The red-bla k tree of gure 2.3(b) an be obtained by adding the same elements but in as ending order; note that the resulting tree is a partially
balan ed tree whi h respe ts the 3 previously stated axioms.
Sin e red-bla k trees are themselves BSTs, the former algorithms on BSTs
also apply to red-bla k trees. However, after either adding or removing and
element, it is ne essary to he k whether the red-bla k tree axioms are still
respe ted and, if not, the tree is to be restru tured. A detailed explanation
on how to perform these operations as well as the orresponding algorithms
is given in Cormen et al. (2001, hap. 13). For the ase of red-bla k trees,
Cormen et al. make use of a sentinel element: instead of using null pointers
in order to represent a missing left or right hild, a spe ial element alled the
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Figure 2.3: At the left, a balan ed red-bla k tree and, at the right, a partially-

balan ed red-bla k tree.
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sentinel is used in order to expli itly represent the empty subtrees. Sin e

the key of su h element is of no use, elements having one or two empty
subtrees are all linked to the same sentinel element instead of having a different sentinel for ea h empty subtree. The sentinel allows for dealing with
boundary ases as one would with normal ones, sin e it is no longer required
to verify whether the hild of an element exists or not before a essing it.
The tree stru ture must be augmented with su h an extra element, whi h
in fa t an perfe tly be the past-the-end element, and a pointer towards the
sentinel must be stored inside the tree stru ture so that the algorithms an
verify whether an element's hild is the sentinel or not. However, the implementation of the STL iterators oni ts with the use of sentinels: algorithms
operating on iterators rather than on whole tree stru tures do not have a ess
to the sentinel's pointer sin e iterators are implemented as pointers towards
tree elements rather than tree stru tures; therefore it is ne essary to use a
xed value su h as the null pointer in order to represent the empty subtrees.

2.6 Double-linked red-bla k trees
As stated at the beginning of this hapter, some of the parsing algorithms that
we will present in this dissertation sear h and remove every useless partial
parse before starting to ombine them in order to build the set of parses.
At a rst implementation version, we rst built a simplied version of the
sets of partial parses in the form of a single double-linked list, then threw
away the previous sets of partial parses and nally performed the removal
of useless partial parses from the list. Sin e no more elements were to be
added to the set of partial parses, and this set stru ture already ensured
that every ontained partial parse was unique, the double-linked lists were
preferred due to their more e ient removal operation. Although appending
an element to a double-linked lists is a fast operation, this pro edure wasted
time due to the dupli ated onstru tion and destru tion of ea h partial parse.
In order to avoid this situation, we de ided to perform all the treatment on
the original set stru tures. The exe ution times were lowered, but not as
mu h as expe ted: the removal operation was not only restru turing the tree
in order to respe t the BST axioms, but it was also rebalan ing the tree. This
rebalan ing was unne essary sin e the remaining operations to perform on
the trees involved only iterative traversals, but no sear h for spe i elements.
Finally, we onsidered an even more radi al solution: we extended ea h tree
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element with two pointers linking the element with its previous and next
elements (in the set order), obtaining a hybrid red-bla k tree and doublelinked list stru ture, and then removed the useless elements by treating the
stru ture as a simple double-linked list, without aring whether the BST
axioms were still respe ted or not. The resulting stru ture still allows for
its traversal, both for building the set of total parses and, afterwards, for
ompletely deleting the set of partial parses.
Mixing both red-bla k tree and double-linked list stru tures had already
been proposed by Das et al. (2008), but for a dierent purpose: a elerating
the appli ations making an intensive use of set and map iterators. In fa t, we
had not onsidered the possible speedup due to the faster a ess to the next
and previous elements of another one; this speedup has not only improved
the algorithms removing useless partial parses but every algorithm building
sets or maps of partial parses.
The added pointers towards the neighbours of ea h tree element not only
allow for a faster implementation of the sets and maps, but for several simpli ations of the dierent algorithms, namely:

• algorithm 2.3 bst_next_elem is redu ed to simply a essing the pointer
towards the next element and, onversely, the orresponding algorithm
bst_previous_elem just requires to a ess the pointer towards the previous element,
• the implementation of the STL iterators no longer oni ts with the
use of a sentinel element, sin e the retrieval of the previous or next
element of another one no longer requires to navigate the tree down up
to rea hing the sentinel but to simply follow the pointer towards the
previous or the next element,
• rather than using the left and right pointers of the past-the-end element
in order to have dire t a ess to the rst and last elements of the tree,
its previous and next pointers are used as for any other element of the
tree; hen e, when adding or removing an element so that the rst or
last elements are to be updated, no spe ial operation is to be performed
sin e the new rst or last element will be simply relinked with the pastthe-end element, in the same manner that it would happen when adding
or removing elements in the middle of the list,
• algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add no longer requires to navigate the tree
upwards in order to nd the previous element of the last visited one for
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performing the equality test, sin e the pointer to the previous element
an simply be followed,

• Andersson's algorithm no longer requires to keep tra k of the last visited element whose key may be equal to the sear hed one, sin e the
pointer towards the previous element an also be followed as for the
previous ase; indeed, both algorithms bst_ ormen_add and the addition version of Andersson's algorithm be ome the same algorithm after
this simpli ation,
• this simplied version of Andersson's algorithm no longer performs two
trivial assignments but only one, thus unrolling its binary sear h loop
in order to remove the remaining trivial assignment is as easy as for
the other algorithms and, nally,
• the removal of an element no longer requires to navigate the tree down
in order to nd the next element of the one to remove, but to follow
the pointer towards the next element.
We have implemented a set/map library equivalent to the one provided by
the GNU's STL implementation in order to fa ilitate their omparison
but using double-linked red-bla k trees with algorithm 2.5 bst_knuth_add
instead of standard red-bla k trees with algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add.
This alternate implementation has nally allowed us to make ompetitive
algorithms out of the parsers we propose in this dissertation. We expe t to
improve them further with algorithm 2.11 bst_ ormen_add in a future work.

2.7 Other stru tures
We briey present here other stru tures for the implementation of sets and
maps other than BSTs or BSTs ensuring some balan e fa tor. Some of these
stru tures may be worth to be tested in future implementations.

2.7.1 Treaps
Treaps (Seidel and Aragon, 1996, ontra tion of tree and heap) are BSTs
whi h exploit the fa t that randomly adding elements to a tree tends to result in balan ed trees, rather than for efully ensuring some balan e fa tor.
As elements are added to the treap, they are given a random priority. BST's
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addition and removal algorithms are modied so that, on e on luded, the
priority of every element within the treap is greater than the one of its hildren. This results in exa tly the same tree that would have been obtained
by adding the elements in their priority order. As for red-bla k trees, a
double-linked version of this stru ture might also perform well.

2.7.2 Splay trees
Rather than trying to a elerate the retrieval of arbitrary tree elements, splay
trees (Sleator and Tarjan, 1985) restru ture the tree so that the most frequently a essed elements are lo ated at higher hierar hy levels. All normal
operations on a BST are ombined with one basi operation alled splaying
(hen e the name): splaying the tree for a ertain element rearranges the tree
so that the element is pla ed at the root of the tree. Compared with the
other self-balan ing stru tures, they have two main drawba ks: they allow
for sequential trees, and sear h operations are more expensive sin e they involve restru turing the tree in order to raise the most frequently sear hed
elements within the tree hierar hy. Sin e our parsing algorithms add new
elements to the sets and maps rather than repeatedly a essing some of the
already added ones, we do not onsider splay trees appropriate for our use
ase.

2.7.3 2-3 trees
2-3 trees are another kind of non-binary self-balan ing sear h tree: they
allow for elements having either zero, two or three hildren, hen e the name.
Elements having no hildren also alled leaves  may have one or two keys.
From the point of view of BSTs, leaves having two keys are equivalent to two
BST leaves whi h lie atta hed at the same hierar hy level, where the key of
the left element is less than the one of the right one. Elements having two
hildren are stru tured in the same manner than the ones of BSTs: they have
a single key whi h must be greater than the key of their left hildren and less
than the one of their right ones. Elements with 3 hildren have two atta hed
keys k and k ′ rather than simply one. Let l, m and r be the keys of the left,
middle and right hild, respe tively, su h elements must hold that

l < k ≤ m ≤ k ′ < r.

(2.1)
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After ea h addition and removal, every 2-3 tree leaf lies at the tree's bottom
hierar hy level. This implies a perfe t balan e independently of the number
of elements within the tree, whi h is possible thanks to the use of the dierent
kind of tree elements.12 2-3 trees were introdu ed by Hop roft in 1970, though
not published (Cormen et al., 2001, p. 300). A des ription of 2-3 trees as well
as of its management algorithms an be found in Aho et al. (1974, se . 5.4).

2.7.4 2-3-4 trees
2-3-4 trees, also alled 2-4 trees, are a slightly more omplex version of 2-3
trees where elements having 4 hildren and 3 keys are also possible. Indeed,
2-4 and red-bla k trees are isometri stru tures as for 2-3 and AA trees.13
Sin e we have already tested red-bla k trees and either 2-3, 2-4 and AA
trees are stru tures analogous to red-bla k trees, we rather onsider other
alternative stru tures for a future work.

2.7.5 B-trees
B-trees (Bayer, 1972) are a generalization of 2-3 and 2-3-4 trees: leaves may
have one, two or more keys, and non-leaves may have n > 0 keys k1 . . . kn , in
whi h ase they have n + 1 hildren x1 . . . xn + 1 su h that

key(x1 ) < k1 < key(x2 ) < k2 < . . . < key(xn ) < kn < key(xn+1 ).

(2.2)

Note that the tree height de reases when using elements with a greater number of hildren and keys. B-trees were on eived for minimizing the number
of input/output a esses to se ondary storage devi es (e.g.: hard disks) and
have been widely used in database systems. Extensive information on Btrees an be found in Cormen et al. (2001, hap. 18). B-trees have already
been used in an implementation of STL sets and maps (Hansen and Henriksen, 2001); the performan es obtained w.r.t. red-bla k trees were better
for sear hes, similar for additions and onsiderably worse for removals. A
B-tree version ombined with a double-linked list might perform better than
double-linked red-bla k trees, sin e element removal would rather use the
double-linked list stru ture rather than the B-tree one.
12 Note

that BSTs an only be perfe tly balan ed when having either 0 or 2n elements,
with n ≥ 0.
13 Re all that AA trees are a simplied version of red-bla k trees.
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2.7.6 Hash tables
Hash tables are an array-based alternative to sear h trees. Let us suppose
that the number of every possible key identifying the elements to store within
the set is rather big in omparison with the number of elements that will be
added to the hash table. We allo ate an array bigger than needed for storing
all the elements to add, and use a hashing fun tion in order to ompute the
array position where to add ea h element. This fun tion usually onsists in
some short sequen e of heap arithmeti /bitwise operations on the element's
key. E ien y highly depends on whether the hash fun tion provides a
uniform distribution of the elements along the array in order to minimize
element ollisions ; su h ollisions take pla e ea h time a new element to
add is given an already o upied array position. In su h ases, multiple
te hniques might be used in order to solve the ollision (e.g.: using a se ond
hashing fun tion). This implies that, whenever retrieving a previously added
element, it does not su e to ompute the element's position, but also to
verify that both the sear hed key and the one of the retrieved element mat h.
Of ourse, by using bigger arrays than ne essary one an minimize the number
of ollisions, though more memory will be wasted. As drawba k, elements
within hash tables are not ne essarily kept in order, whi h prevents the use
of further optimizations su h as the one that we will present in se tion 2.8.
More information on hash tables, in luding some histori al ba kground, an
be found in Knuth (1998, se . 6.4).

2.7.7 Skip lists
Skip lists (Pugh, 1990) are sorted linked lists where ea h element may not
only be linked to its next element but to other elements several positions
ahead. These pointers allow for skipping some elements during the traversal
of the list, hen e the name. The number of ahead pointers for ea h element to
insert is randomly hosen su h that the number of elements having i pointers
de reases exponentially w.r.t. i. Sear hes are performed in a similar manner
than for BSTs, though starting from the rst element instead of the middle
one (the root of the tree): for ea h visited element, a proper ahead pointer
is followed so that the sear h spa e is redu ed to the element subsequen e
between the last visited element and the next element to visit. The average
sear h times are kept logarithmi , as for BSTs, while the total number of
pointers in reases proportionally to the list size. Opposite to double-linked
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lists, no ba kwards pointers are stored, so only forward traversal is possible.
Sin e they are already lists, there is no need to add extra pointers as done
with red-bla k trees in order to ombine both linked-list and tree stru tures.
However, ba kward pointers are used by some of the parsing algorithms,
apart from being useful for the optimization of some of the BST algorithms;
whether their use ould be avoided or adding su h pointers to the skip lists
would not result in an important loss of e ien y will require a further
study. Seidel and Aragon (1996) state that both skip lists and treaps have
similar performan es; therefore both of them are interesting andidates for
the optimization of our parsing algorithms.

2.7.8 Con urrent a ess stru tures
Personal omputer te hnology has lately fo used on in reasing the number
of pro essing ores up to 6 ores nowadays atta hed within a single hip
rather than on augmenting their lo k frequen ies. A performan e gain ould
be a hieved by on urrently exe uting the independent subtasks that ompose our parsing algorithms, taking advantage of multiple ores. However,
parallel algorithms are more omplex than their non-parallel ounterparts,
whi h we have not fully exploited yet. Moreover, it must be taken into
a ount that the speedup fa tor that an be a hieved by means of parallel
omputing is less than the available number of pro essors or pro essing ores.
Hen e, parallel omputing will be ome an interesting option on e the remaining alternatives will not be able to yield greater speedup fa tors. Be that as
it may, a straightforward way of making parallel versions out of our parsing
algorithms ould onsist in on urrently exploring several grammar rules in
parallel, whenever multiple grammar rules apply to the same senten e fragment.14 Sin e the exploration of su h rules results in the addition of partial
parses to some series of sets and maps, the main problem would onsist in guring out how to e iently integrate on urrent set and map stru tures into
our parsing algorithms. The list of works on on urrent versions of the set
and map stru tures dis ussed in this hapter is quite extensive; we on lude
this se tion with a small sele tion among them: Larsen et al., 2001 (selfbalan ing BSTs in general), Bronson et al., 2010 (AVL trees), Paul et al.,
1983 (2-3 trees), Bender et al., 2005 (B-trees), Hanke, 1999 (red-bla k trees),
Herlihy et al., 2006 (skip lists) and Triplett et al., 2010 (hash tables).
14 This

is the usual situation due to the ambiguous nature of natural languages.
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2.8 Maps of keys to sets
Let us suppose that we are to implement a map M of keys in K to sets
of keys in K ′ . One ould simply use a BST stru ture with key/value pairs
in K × P(K ′ ), where elements in P(K ′ ) are also represented by other BST
stru tures with keys in K ′ . Let (k, S) be a key/value pair where S is a set of
keys in K ′ ; if we are to add an element k ′ to S , we are to perform a binary
sear h on M in order to retrieve S , then another one in S and nally rebalan e
S . If the map did not exist, we are to add a map k to a newly reated empty
set S and rebalan e M and, nally, add k ′ to S . Moreover, in order to delete
M 's data stru ture on e it is no longer needed, we are to traverse M and,
for ea h pair (k, S) found, we are to traverse S as well in order to delete
the whole stru ture. Indeed, the reverse pro edure is performed in order
to build the map, though de omposed into several element additions. It is
possible to avoid the overhead aused by the use of several BST stru tures
by using a single BST stru ture representing a set in K × K ′ rather than a
map K → P(K ′ ). For instan e, if we are to represent map

{a M {x, y}, b M {z, t}},

(2.3)

we rather emulate su h stru ture by means of set

{(a, x), (a, y), (b, z), (b, t)}.

(2.4)

We redene the key omparator in order to lexi ographi ally ompare pairs
of keys in (K, K ′ ) as two-letter sequen es having keys in K as rst letter.
In order to iterate over the elements of a set mapped by key k , we sear h
for the rst element with key k , then sequentially a ess the next elements
until rea hing the past-the-end element or an element with a key other than
k . In ontrast with the rst solution, keys in K are repeated and some
extra key omparisons are also to be performed. However, we have obtained
shorter exe ution times in every parsing algorithm using maps of keys to sets
implemented as sets of key/value pairs.
In general, we have found that minimizing the number of requests for free
memory segments (dynami memory allo ations) has given better results in
spite of the added repetition: rather than reating STL ontainers of pointers
to other dynami ally allo ated stru tures, it is usually more e ient to let
the ontainer own its own elements.15 Note that memory allo ations involve
15 By owning an element

we mean to have the responsibility of allo ating and deallo ating
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to sear h for a big-enough memory segment, whi h be omes more and more
expensive as memory gets fragmented, and both memory allo ations and
deallo ations involve to update the memory allo ation table. A ontainer
of pointers will require two memory allo ations for ea h ontained element:
one for the own element's stru ture and another for the pointer to add to
the ontainer. Containers of pointers are to be used whenever the element
stru tures are to be shared among several ontainers; anyway, it is better
to let one ontainer have the ownership, and the others to take are only of
the pointers but not of the pointed memory segments. Containers of Boost's
shared smart pointers have also been tested,16 obtaining quite worst results:
su h pointers involve to manage a ounter of pointers to the same element
so that the element is deallo ated upon the deletion of the last remaining
pointer.
Why would anyone use ontainers of pointers rather than ontainers of
a tual elements? The original STL ontainers use opy semanti s, meaning
that whenever adding an element to a ontainer, a opy of su h element is
added rather than granting the ontainer the ownership of the element to
add. Containers of omplex stru tures may require to perform expensive
opies of elements that may just have been reated for being added to the
ontainer, thus being destroyed right after the opy is added to the ontainer.
One ould use some spe ial pointer ontainers that be ome responsible for
the deallo ation of the memory pointed by the added pointers (e.g.: Boost's
pointer ontainers). However, this involves two memory allo ations and deallo ations for ea h added element, as stated before. Another solution provided
by the new C++ standard, C++0x,17 is the use of move semanti s : instead of
opying the whole omplex stru ture, only the main pointers governed by
the stru ture are opied, and the original stru ture is left in an empty state
for its deletion. For instan e, an STL ve tor is basi ally a pointer to an
array plus an element ounter; rather than opying the whole array, only
the memory o upied by the element; properly dening ea h element's ownership is vital
for avoiding both segmentation fault errors as well as memory leaks: the former take pla e
whenever following a pointer whose pointed memory has not been allo ated rst, and
the latter whenever the pointers used to a ess some memory segment are deleted before
deallo ating the pointed memory.
16 Sear h for shared_ptr at the homepage of the Boost C++ libraries: http://www.
boost.org
17 Visit http://www2.resear h.att. om/ bs/C++0xFAQ.html for an overview of the new
features oered by C++0x.
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the pointer and the ounter are opied and both of them are nullied in the
original stru ture. Anyway, we have not needed to use su h omplex stru tures for the implementation of the algorithms presented in this dissertation,
and we have preferred not to use the new C++0x features until its denitive
establishment.18
Another optimization to take into a ount is the so alled RVO or return
value optimization : whenever assigning to a newly reated obje t A the
result B of a fun tion F , the ompiler is allowed to use B as A rather than
opying B into A and then deleting B . Moreover, if B is to be passed to a
fun tion G as parameter C , the ompiler is allowed dire tly use B as if it was
C . Indeed, the g++ ompiler a tually performs these optimizations, ignoring
any extra ode that might be in luded within the opy onstru tor apart
from the own obje t opying (e.g.: printf instru tions). However, elements
are yet systemati ally opied whenever added to STL ontainers, even when
the added elements are temporal obje ts. The use of move semanti s is the
standard pro edure to avoid su h opies, performing shallow opies instead.

2.9 Multisets and multimaps
Multisets and multimaps are sets and maps that may ontain several elements
having the same key. The same data stru tures and algorithms presented here
for the representation and management of sets and maps an be used for the
ase of multisets and multimaps, but with a slight dieren e: the equality
test in the addition algorithms is to be removed so that, whenever the key to
add is equal to some key k ′ within the tree, it is treated as if it was greater
than k ′ ; this implies that

• adding a key/value pair (k, v) always results in in reasing the tree size
by one element,
• tree elements having the same key appear at onse utive positions, from
the sequential point of view, and
• whenever adding a key/value pair (k, v) su h that k is already within
the tree, the new element is added as the next element of the last one
having k as key.
to now, support for the new C++0x features provided by the g++ ompiler is yet
onsidered experimental; visit http://g .gnu.org/proje ts/ xx0x.html for a list of
the urrently supported features.
18 Up
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Wein (2005) gives an alternative implementation of the STL multisets and
multimaps, also based in red-bla k trees, whi h supports two additional operations: split and atenation; splitting a set S by a key k results in two
disjoint sets S1 and S2 su h that S1 ontains all the elements of S whose keys
are less than k , and S2 ontains all the other elements, and the atenation is
the inverse operation.

Chapter 3
Chara ter treatment
From the point of view of a omputer, a text is a sequen e of binary digits
representing a sequen e of hara ters, where the orresponden e between digits and hara ters is given by a hara ter en oding system. Text pro essing
would be greatly simplied if there would be a unique and universal hara ter en oding system; though work on su h a universal hara ter en oding is
already quite advan ed (The Uni ode Consortium, 2007), there exist many
other en oding systems whi h are not intended to be universal. Computer
users are usually unaware of the existen e of hara ter en odings, sin e the
default hara ter en oding given by the operating system is transparently
used. Problems arise when trying to open a text le reated in a dierent
omputer with a dierent hara ter en oding system. For the ase of web
pages, the re ommendation is to in lude some meta-information spe ifying
the employed hara ter en oding; however, this re ommendation is not always followed. In that ase, there is no hoi e but to try dierent hara ter
en odings until the hara ters are properly rendered. If our hara ter en oding is not ompletely dierent than the appropriate one, one may still be able
to re ognize the language in whi h the text was written and limit the sear h
to the hara ter en odings for that parti ular language. Be as it may be, the
automati pro essing of su h texts will still be obstru ted, if not prevented.
Chara ter en odings are not only used for representing hara ters inside
text les, but also inside the omputer's memory as part of the data pro essed
by a omputer program. Depending on the language or languages to treat,
and whether the en oding is to be used for data storage or for text pro essing,
ertain hara ter en odings will be more appropriate than others. In our
ase, Telefóni a imposed a hara ter en oding system for data transmission
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over the Internet, but we are to hoose a hara ter en oding system for
both storing and pro essing linguisti data. We briey present here the
most relevant, namely Uni ode and those from whi h it evolved, and some
implementation details surrounding our hoi e.

3.1 ASCII
The Ameri an Standard Code for Information Inter hange (ASCII, Gorn
et al., 1963) is one of the rst widely used hara ter en oding systems, and
the basis of many others; it is restri ted to English and en odes ea h hara ter as a sequen e of 7 bits plus one bit, either used for data transmission
ontrol (parity bit) or simply left unused. Apart from the upper ase and
lower ase English letters, and some other symbols (e.g.: numbers, arithmeti
operators, pun tuation symbols, et .), ASCII in ludes 32 hara ters that do
not represent printable information but text formatting marks and/or a tions to be exe uted by devi es su h as printers or s reens; for instan e, the
bell hara ter (number 7) was used for alerting operators of an in oming
message by means of an audible sound. Most of those hara ters are no
longer used, but we still keep many of its text formatting marks, also alled
blank or white hara ters, namely: the white spa e (number 32) for separating words, the horizontal tabulation ( ode 9) for separating olumns, and
the line feed (number 10) for marking the end-of-line. Some systems (e.g.:
Windows platforms) pre ede the line feed by a arriage return (number 13),
and others (e.g. Unix and Linux platforms) use the line feed alone.1 More
details on ASCII, along with an evolving view of hara ter en oding systems
up to ASCII, an be found in Fis her (2000).

3.2 ISO-8859-x
ISO-8859-x is nowadays a family of 16 hara ter en odings extending ASCII
(x is a number between 1 and 16): the eighth bit is used in order to represent
additional hara ters not present in English; for instan e, ISO-8859-1 en odes
1 The

arriage return is the me hanism in a typewriter that pushes the ylinder on
whi h the paper is held towards one side in order to start a new line; on a omputer text
interfa e, the arriage return moves the ursor towards the beginning of the urrent line,
and an be used without a line feed in order to rewrite the urrent line of text, for instan e
for reating some text-based animation su h as a progress bar.
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additional hara ters for Western European languages su h Spanish (ñ, á),
Fren h (ç, è), German (ÿ, ö), et . ISO-8859-1 (ISO/IEC, 1998), also alled
Latin 1, was the default hara ter en oding for the web.

3.3 Uni ode
With the oming of globalization, Uni ode (The Uni ode Consortium, 2007)
be ame the new web hara ter en oding standard, though it still oexists
with many others. Uni ode overs most of the existing writing systems,
P
in luding symbols of a great variety of domains su h as mathemati s ( ,
∞), e onomy (¤, ¿), ulture (†, Y) and many others. Generi ally, Uni ode
maps integers between 0 and 1,114,111 to hara ters. Ea h integer is alled
a ode point, and ode points are grouped into 17 planes of 216 ode points
ea h one. Plane 0 is alled the basi multilingual plane or BMP: it omprises
hara ters from most modern languages as well as a large number of spe ial
hara ters, in luding ISO-8859-1 as the rst 256 ode points. Uni ode is
onstantly growing: around 100,000 hara ters have already been mapped,
having o upied only the 10% of the available spa e. Though intended to be
universal, there is not a unique Uni ode hara ter en oding form but several.
They either use a xed or variable amount of bytes in order to represent ea h
ode point, where the minimum amount of bytes is alled a ode unit. We
briey des ribe below the main Uni ode hara ter en oding forms.

3.3.1 UCS-2
UCS-2 uses 2 bytes per ode unit, and ea h ode unit orresponds to a ode
point. It en odes only the basi multilingual plane. UCS-2 les start with
ode point 0xFEFF, the so- alled byte order mark or BOM. The le endianness an be dedu ed by verifying whether the BOM bytes are transposed
(little endianness) or not (big endianness).2
2 The

terms big- and little-endian refer to two possible ways of laying out bytes in
memory or transmitting them through a serial onne tion: starting from the most signiant byte (big-endian) or from the least one (little-endian). These terms were introdu ed
by Cohen (1981), who borrowed them from the satyri novel `Gulliver's Travels' (Swift,
1726); in the novel, Lilliputians are divided into two religious fa tions: those who prefer
ra king open their soft-boiled eggs from the little end, and those who prefer the big end
(the Big-endian hereti s).
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3.3.2 UTF-16
UTF-16-LE & UTF-16-BE are 2 extension of UCS-2 also using 2 bytes per
ode unit, but either 1 or 2 ode units per ode point. UTF-16-LE imposes
little endianness, while UTF-16-BE imposes big endianness; hen e, the BOM
is optional, though re ommended for ba kwards ompatibility. Code points
of the basi multilingual plane are serialized as for UCS-2. Unused UCS-2
ode units are used in pairs, forming the so- alled surrogate pairs, in order to
represent hara ters beyond plane 0. UCS-2 is usually mistaken for UTF-16
sin e they do not dier as long as surrogates are not required, and UCS-2
has been abandoned in favor of UTF-16.

3.3.3 UTF-32
UTF-32-LE & UTF-32-BE are the 32 bit versions of UTF-16-LE and UTF16-BE. These are the only Uni ode s hemes representing every Uni ode ode
point with a xed amount of bytes, 4 to be exa t. However, they usually
imply a memory waste sin e the basi multilingual plane is enough in most
ases. Fixed-length en oding forms are useful for randomly a essing single
hara ters within strings, sin e a simple addition an multipli ation is enough
for omputing their position. However, one an better use the UTF-16 enoding forms without loss of e ien y as long as surrogates are not required.

3.3.4 UTF-8
UTF-8 is a variable-length hara ter en oding form, using 8 bits per ode
unit and 1 to 4 ode units per ode point. UTF-8 not only overs every
Uni ode ode point but is also the only Uni ode s heme fully ompatible
with ASCII, sin e ASCII hara ters are represented with a single byte. This
implies that both en odings will yield the same byte sequen es as long as
no hara ters outside ASCII are used. The byte order mark is not needed
here sin e ode units are one-byte long. For the ase of English and Western
European languages, UTF-8 is preferred for data storage an transfer rather
than for text pro essing: ommon hara ters take less spa e but a essing a
hara ter within a string requires to sequentially ompute and add the lengths
of every pre eding hara ter (unless it is previously known that every string
hara ter is oded with the same amount of bytes, su h as the ones in the
ASCII subset). Indeed, UTF-8 is the urrent hara ter en oding standard
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for the web. An important property of UTF-8 is that multi-byte ode points
may not ontain other ode points. Moreover, a null byte may also be used
for terminating UTF-8 strings, su h as in C and C++. Hen e, UTF-8 strings
may be treated as normal 1-byte har strings whenever omparing them for
equality. Furthermore, if one is to build a set of UTF-8 strings with some
implementation requiring an arbitrary total order (e.g.: binary sear h trees),
a lexi ographi al per-byte order an be e iently applied. Linguisti ally
sorting a set of strings is a more omplex problem: sin e not every language
denes the same sorting rules, a universal hara ter ordering is not possible.
For instan e, the letter after e in English (and ASCII) is f , but letter é is
pla ed between e and f in Spanish; to be exa t, letters with and without a ute
a ents are onsidered equal, unless the a ute a ents are the only distin tive
traits between two words (e.g.: ame and amé ).3 , 4 Thus, ame omes before
amé, but amé omes before amerizar (to land on the sea).

3.4 Implementation
Uni ode aims to fa ilitate the ex hange of text data by homogenizing hara ter representation; however, the presen e of multiple Uni ode en oding
forms has allowed for a heterogeneity of implementations between dierent
platforms and programming languages. It is not surprising to nd titles in the
literature su h as  Uni ode en oding forms: A devil in disguise?  (Biswas,
2003). Among the dierent interoperability issues mentioned in the paper,
we are mainly on erned by the C++ standard dire tives on Uni ode support:
a wide har type as well as wide string and stream types are to be used
in order to represent Uni ode hara ters longer than one byte, but ea h C++
ompiler is free to assume a dierent Uni ode en oding form. As a matter of
fa t, the g++ ompiler on a Linux platform uses 4 bytes in order to represent
3 Indeed,

a vowel with an a ute a ent is still the same vowel: the a ute a ent simply
marks the word's stressed syllable. That is not the tilde's ase: n and ñ are onsidered
dierent letters and have a dierent pronun iation.
4 ame and amé are ine ted forms of verb amar or to love; opposite to onventional
di tionaries, ele troni di tionaries are not only to ontain the innitive forms but every
ine ted form.
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wide hars, while the MinGW port of g++ to Windows uses only 2 bytes.5 , 6
If one is to write portable C++ ode using Uni ode, third party libraries are
to be used; the IBM ICU library is an open-sour e example of portable Uniode library, both available for C/C++ and Java.7 The Outilex system uses
UTF-8 and the ICU library in order to represent and ompare strings. In
our ase, we have de ided to reuse Unitex's Uni ode libraries, both for ompatibility with the Unitex system as well as for fo using on parsing rather
than on hara ter en oding issues. These libraries mainly use UTF-16LE,
both for string pro essing as well as for textual data storage, and have been
tested in dierent platforms and omputer ar hite tures, in luding little- and
big-endian's. Both grammar and di tionary les provided with the Unitex
system are en oded with UTF16-LE, though they an be easily re-en oded if
ne essary, for instan e by using the GNU i onv tool.8 Sin e we are mainly
to work on Spanish and other Western European languages, we simply ignore
the existen e of surrogate pairs an treat every hara ter as a single two-byte
ode unit.

3.4.1 Ex hanging hara ters between Java and C++
Another interoperability issue des ribed in Biswas (2003) that on erns us
is the ex hange of text data between Java and C++ programs: one of the
requirements given by Telefóni a for the use of our NLP engine was that it
should be a essible through the Internet as a Java servlet inside a Tom at
servlet ontainer,9 , 10 and hara ters should be re eived and transmitted as
UTF-8 streams. Servlets are Java programs that answer HTTP requests,
usually by returning a dynami ally built web page. In our ase, the servlet
re eives UTF-8 streams orresponding to request senten es, and returns a
plain UTF-8 text ontaining the result returned by the NLP engine. An
immediate solution would have been to implement our NLP engine in Java,

++ is one of the ompilers of the GNU Compiler Colle tion (GCC). More information
an be found in the GCC homepage: http://g .gnu.org/
6 More information on MinGW an be found in its o ial homepage: http//www.
mingw.org
7 More information on the ICU library an be found in the ICU proje t homepage
http://site.i u-proje t.org/.
8 http://www.gnu.org/software/libi onv/do umentation/libi onv/i onv.1.html
9 More information and tutorials on servlets an be found in http://java.sun. om
10 More information on Tom at an be found in the Apa he Tom at homepage http://
tom at.apa he.org and in Brittain and Darwin (2007)
5g
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sin e Java provides a good Uni ode support and it is easier not to mix different programming languages; however, this would have had an impa t in
performan e, sin e Java ode is to be exe uted in a virtual ma hine rather
than ompiled into the native ode of the ma hine where it is to be exeuted. Moreover, we are also interested in the pre ise manner in whi h our
obje ts are deallo ated from the omputer memory rather than on delegating
this task to the Java garbage olle tor: our parsing time measures in lude
the deallo ation osts, sin e more omplex parsers use more omplex data
stru tures whi h require more expensive deallo ation methods. We have
programmed a small Java servlet whi h simply interfa es Telefóni a's MovistarBot with our C++ NLP engine. The servlet invokes the NLP engine
through the Java Native Interfa e (JNI),11 and performs the ne essary hara ter en oding translations from UTF-8 to UTF-16LE and vi e-versa.

3.4.2 Chara ter normalization
Finally, a last requirement given by Telefóni a was to ignore every dia riti
mark, ex ept for the tilde in ñ, as well as to make no distin tion between
upper ase and lower ase letters. Omission of the dia riti marks is one of the
most ommon orthographi mistakes in written Spanish. Moreover, dia riti
marks are usually omitted for onvenien e when ommuni ating by means of
sort text messages: Spanish keyboards do not have separate keys for letters
with dia riti marks (ex ept for letter ñ) but an extra key must be pressed in
order to add the dia riti mark. As usual, the same applies to upper ase letters: two keys must be ombined in order to obtain the upper ase version of a
letter. Sin e surrogate pairs are not needed for the representation of Spanish
hara ters, we have built a look-up table mapping every single UTF-16LE
ode unit with its orresponding normalized version, that is, the orresponding lower ase letter without dia riti marks or the same ode unit, if already
normalized.12 Rather than reating a normalized opy of ea h user senten e,
we apply the look-up table on-the-y during the grammar appli ation, sin e
user senten es are to be dis arded on e treated. Moreover, user senten es
are kept unmodied so that original senten e fragments an be returned if
ne essary; for instan e, in  envía hola Pa o al 555  (send hello Pa o to the
11 See

Liang (1999) for a omprehensive book on JNI.
orresponden e between Uni ode lower ase and upper ase letters, as well as letters with and without dia riti marks, an be extra ted from http://www.uni ode.org/
Publi /UNIDATA/CaseFolding.txt
12 The
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555) the user is requesting to send the SMS hola Pa o to phone number
555. Normalized opies of grammar and di tionary les are onstru ted sin e
they are to be applied to ea h user senten e.

Chapter 4
DELAF di tionaries
Monolingual lexi ons (or vo abularies) for language pro essing are one of the
ways of automati ally annotating words with formalized linguisti information. As ompared to statisti methods, the use of lexi ons provides more
ontrol on the results. As ompared to other language pro essing lexi ons,
those with the DELA format oer onvenient fun tionality for update thanks
to an automati ine tion me hanism.1
DELAF di tionaries (Silberztein, 1993) are a kind of ele troni di tionaries whose purpose is to provide a set of unambiguous identiers for ea h use
of ea h simple word of a natural language, as well as to provide information
inherent to ea h one. These properties impli itly dene lasses of words (e.g.:
verbs, nouns, adje tives, et .).2 Grammar development an be greatly simplied by making referen e to these lasses instead of expli itly stating the
orresponding list of words (the exa t me hanism will be explained in hapter 6). Moreover, separating the information inherent to lexi al units from
the grammar rules results in a better stru tured approa h. DELAF di tionaries for several languages are freely distributed with the Unitex platform
under the LGPL-LR li ense.3 We have adopted the DELAF formalism in order to keep the ompatibility with the Unitex system, and used the Spanish
DELAF (Blan o, 2000) freely distributed with Unitex for the MovistarBot
stands for Di tionnaires Életroniques du LADL or LADL's Ele troni Di tionaries for ine ted forms, where LADL is the Laboratoire d'Automatique Do umentaire et
Linguistique.
2 `F' in DELAF stands for formes é hies or ine ted forms.
3 The terms and onditions of the LGPL-LR li ense an be found in http://igm.
univ-mlv.fr/~unitex/lgpllr.html
1 DELA
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use ase (se tion 1.2, p. 6). In parti ular, this di tionary des ribes more than
775.000 lexi al units.
We rst give a set of relevant denitions in se tion 4.1, and then des ribe the DELAF formalism in se tion 4.2. Next, we present our DELAF
implementations in se tion 4.3. We des ribe the modi ations we have introdu ed in the di tionaries for adapting them to the MovistarBot use ase
in se tion 4.4, and present the tools we have developed for automating some
pro esses on DELAF di tionaries in se tion 4.5. Finally, we mention other
ele troni di tionaries in se tion 4.6.

4.1 Denitions
Denition 1 (Use of a word). We all use of a word a ontext of utilization
of the word. Su h ontexts vary depending on the dierent meanings of the
word.
Denition 2 (Surfa e form). The surfa e form of a word is the exa t sequen e of hara ters that form it.
Denition 3 (Semanti lass). A word semanti lass is a set of words
dened by semanti riteria whi h uniquely apply to the properties inherent
to ea h word, for instan e the set of `human' words (e.g.: student, friend,
inhabitant, et ).
Denition 4 (Semanti feature). A word semanti feature is a word property
that determines whether the word belongs to a semanti lass or not, for
instan e feature `human'.
Denition 5 (Part-of-spee h). The part-of-spee h of a word, also alled lexi al or word ategory, is the semanti feature that determines the synta ti
role the word plays inside a senten e (e.g.: verb, noun, adje tive, et .).
Denition 6 (Ine ted form). A word's ine ted form is the parti ular modi ation the word has undergone in order to express a parti ular ase, gender,
number, tense, person, mood and/or voi e.
Denition 7 (Ine tional feature). A word's ine tional feature is a parti ular hara teristi expressed by an ine ted form.
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The set of ine tional features of a given word depends on the language
and the word's part-of-spee h; for instan e, in Spanish, verb ine tion omprises tense but not gender, adje tive ine tion omprises gender but not
tense, and prepositions have no ine tional features (they are invariant). Opposite to Spanish, some Polish verb tenses also omprise gender (e.g.: `byª ',
`byªa ' and `byªo ' orrespond to `he was', `she was' and `it was', respe tively).

Denition 8 (Lemma). The lemma, anoni al form or di tionary form of
a word is the ine ted form of the word that is used in order to refer to the
whole set of possible ine ted forms.
For instan e, verb lemmas in English, Fren h and Spanish are the innitive forms, in Basque are the parti iples and in Bulgarian and Latin are
the rst person singular of the indi ative present. Lemmas are also alled
the di tionary forms sin e onventional di tionaries in lude only su h forms.
For the ase of ele troni di tionaries, su h as the DELAFs, every possible
ine ted form is to be in luded.

Denition 9 (Ine tional paradigm). The ine tional paradigm of a given
word is its set of every possible ine ted form.
For instan e, ` olor' and ` olors' form the ine tional paradigm of word
` olor', with ` olor' as the lemma, and `texture' and `textures' form the ine tional paradigm of word `texture', with `texture' as the lemma.

Denition 10 (Ine tional model). An ine tional model is a set of rules
or pro edures ommon to a set of lemmas des ribing how to onstru t their
ine tional paradigms.
For instan e, the ine tional model of lemmas ` olor' and `texture' states
that the singular form is the lemma and that the plural form is built by
appending `s' to the lemma (` olors' and `textures'). In Spanish, ` olor ' and
`textura ' do not share the same the same ine tional model: while the plural
of `textura ' is built as in English (`texturas '), the plural of ` olor ' is built by
appending `es' to the lemma (` olores ').

Denition 11 (Ine tional lass). An ine tional lass is omposed by the
set of lemmas sharing the same ine tional model.
For instan e, Spanish rst- onjugation regular verbs form an ine tional
lass. Ine tional lasses ontaining a single lemma are also possible: for
instan e, irregular verb `to go' in either English, Fren h (aller ) or Spanish
(ir ).
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Denition 12 (Lexi al unit). A lexi al unit is a surfa e form oupled with a
lemma and a set of semanti and ine tional features whi h unambiguously
identify a parti ular use and ine ted form of the surfa e form.
Denition 13 (Ambiguous word). We say a word is ambiguous i its surfa e
form is shared among several lexi al units, that is, the word has either multiple
uses or meanings or orresponds to multiple ine ted forms.
The main purpose of lexi al units is to unambiguously identify the words
of the language. The set of properties added to the surfa e form depends on
the ones taken into a ount by the di tionary. We have dened here lexi al
units given by DELAF di tionaries, but other di tionaries may give other
sets of properties.

4.2 Des ription
DELAF di tionaries are text les listing a set of lexi al units, arranged into
lines. Opposite to onventional di tionaries, DELAF di tionaries do not
in lude word denitions but des ribe every possible ine ted form of the
words. Di tionary lines, or entries, look as follows:

envía,enviar.V+Trans_msg:P3s
envía,enviar.V+Trans_msg:Y2s
Ea h entry is omposed by the following data:

• surfa e form (`envía ' = `he sends', present indi ative, or `send, you',
imperative) terminated by a omma,
• lemma (`enviar ' = `to send') terminated by a period,
• one or more semanti feature identiers separated by plus symbols,
where the rst semanti feature orresponds to the part-of-spee h (V =
verb, Trans_msg = synonyms of `to send' in the ontext of sending an
SMS, for instan e `to transmit') and the last identier is followed by a
olon, and
• a sequen e of hara ters identifying the ine ted form of the word (P3s
= present indi ative, third person, singular; Y2s = imperative, se ond
person, singular).
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In order to avoid redundan y, lexi al units sharing all properties ex ept their
ine tional features are ompressed into a single line: one or more sequen es
of ine tional features may be spe ied, ea h one separated from the previous
one by a olon; for instan e, the two given entries for surfa e form envía are
rather des ribed in a single line as follows:

envía,enviar.V+Trans_msg:P3s:Y2s
As well, the lemma is omitted when it is equal to the surfa e form; for
instan e, the entry for the innitive form of `envía ' looks as follows (W =
innitive):

enviar,.V+Trans_msg:W
Both semanti and ine tional feature identiers are ase sensitive. Semanti feature identiers are omposed by an upper ase letter followed by
zero, one or more letters, digits or unders ores. Ine tional feature identiers
are omposed by a single upper ase letter, lower ase letter or digit (`P' means
`present indi ative tense', while `p' means `plural').
Both parts-of-spee h and ine tional features are more or less xed for
ea h parti ular language; most ommon parts-of-spee h onsidered in the
Spanish DELAF, along with their identiers, are: verb (V), noun (N), pronoun
(PRON), determiner (DET), adje tive (ADJ), adverb (ADV), preposition (PREP),
onjun tion (CONJ) and interje tion (INTJ). The ine tional features, along
with their identiers, are:

• indi ative tenses: present (P), imperfe t (I), preterit (J), future (F) and
onditional (C),
• subjun tive tenses: present (S), imperfe t with -ra ending (T), imperfe t
with -se ending (Q) and future (R),
• other verbal forms: innitive (W), gerund (G), past parti iple (K) and
imperative (Y),
• genders: mas uline (m), feminine (f), neutral (n),
• persons: rst (1), se ond (2), third (3), and
• numbers: singular (s), plural (p).
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4.3 Implementation
The main operation performed on DELAF di tionaries onsists in sear hing
for a parti ular surfa e form in order to retrieve the orresponding lexi al
units. Hen e, we implement these di tionaries as maps of surfa e forms to
sets of lexi al units. Some data stru tures for the representation of maps
where already presented in hapter 2. However, other data stru tures are
more appropriate for mapping sequen es rather than simple data.

4.3.1 Tries
In a rst implementation version, we reused a trie C++ lass we had already
programmed for optimizing the representation and management of sequen es
(this optimization, along with a formal denition of tries, will be given in
hapter 9). Briey, tries (Fredkin, 1960) are a kind of sear h trees where
ea h trie element orresponds to a unique prex within the set of prexes of
the represented set of sequen es. This orresponden e is as follows:

• the root represents the empty prex, and
• the hildren of an element representing a prex α represent prexes
ασ1 , ασ2 , et ., where σi is a letter that is unique for ea h hild.
Additionally, ea h trie element is extended with a pointer towards the orresponding set of lexi al units. In ase the trie element does not orrespond to
a omplete word, the pointer is null.
This implementation not only allows for sear hing for surfa e forms and
their orresponding lexi al units, but also for programmati ally adding, removing and/or modifying DELAF entries, as well as for saving the hanges
in DELAF text format. Tries allow for an e ient retrieval of the properties
asso iated to a given surfa e form. However, DELAF text les are large (e.g.:
32.6 MB for the ase of the Spanish DELAF di tionary), and loading them
into a trie data stru ture takes a few se onds. In the MovistarBot use ase
(se tion 1.2, 6), the di tionary and grammar are loaded upon the re eption
of the rst user senten e. On e the senten e analysis is nished, these data
stru tures are kept in memory in order to be reused by later analyses. Hen e,
only the rst analysis will be delayed due to data loading. However, while
modifying and testing the system, we are required to reload the di tionaries
many times, adding up those few se onds ea h time. Moreover, tries are not
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the most ompa t representation of ele troni di tionaries, though urrent
average omputers have memory sizes in the order of gigabytes rather than
megabytes.

4.3.2 Minimal a y li automata
Dominique Revuz studied during its PhD thesis (Revuz, 1991) ompression
te hniques for DELAF di tionaries whi h would allow to load entire DELAF
di tionaries in a personal omputer's RAM, while keeping short sear hing
times. Note that average omputers of that moment had around 8 MB of
RAM, against the more than 30 MB of DELAF text les. As result, he proposed to represent di tionaries as minimal a y li automata and presented
an e ient algorithm for the minimization of these ma hines (Revuz, 1992).
While tries fa tor out ommon prexes, minimal a y li automata also fa tor out ommon suxes. Hen e, states within the automata may not only
orrespond to a unique surfa e form, su h as within tries, but to multiple
surfa e forms. If the automaton were to be fully minimized, sear hing a surfa e form within them may not only lead to their orresponding lexi al units,
but also to the lexi al units orresponding to other surfa e forms sharing any
non-empty sux. In order to solve this situation, surfa e forms mapped to
dierent sets of lexi al units are regarded as having dierent endings, hen e
their suxes will not be mixed together. Up to here, the resulting automata
are not dierent than tries. However, the surfa e form is not stored within
the lexi al units, and the lemma is not fully stored: the lemma is repla ed
by a ode indi ating how to modify the ending of the surfa e form in order
to obtain the lemma (e.g.: ode `2in' for surfa e form `begun' indi ates that
the last two hara ters should be repla ed by `in', obtaining the lemma `begin'). As result, suxes of surfa e forms belonging to the same ine tional
lass, though having dierent lemmas, may be fa tored out; for instan e,
surfa e forms `loves', ` omes' and `stores' are all mapped to the same lexi al
unit, 1.V:P3s, and their sux `es' is fa tored out. This te hnique allows
for a greater ompression ratio than with tries for the ase of ine tional
languages, su h as English, Fren h, and spe ially Spanish. However, the
addition and subtra tion of di tionary words is no longer straightforward.
The Unitex platform provides a tool for the onversion of DELAF text
les into a ompressed format, based on these minimal a y li automata, and
uses the ompressed format for retrieving the lexi al units orresponding to
the surfa e forms in the texts to analyze. This format is des ribed in Paumier
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(2008, se . 12.8, p. 262). Following this des ription, we have programmed
a C++ ompressed di tionary lass whi h is able to interpret this format as
an automata for its appli ation. The ompressed di tionary le is loaded
as is, without requiring any reformatting as for the ase of the text format
(e.g.: building a trie). As result, the time required for loading a ompressed
di tionary is virtually imper eptible. As drawba k, this format does not
support modi ations on the di tionaries but only for the retrieval of lexi al
units. Modi ations are to be done on the text DELAF, whi h must be then
ompressed again for its use.
The Unitex platform ontains a set of DELAF di tionaries in ompressed
format for several languages freely distributed under the LGPL-LR li ense
and a tool for onverting DELAF text les into ompressed ones.4 However,
Unitex did not have a tool for reverting these di tionaries ba k to text format, hen e these di tionaries ould not be modied.5 Text di tionaries were
to be either downloaded, if available, or requested to the Unitex author. Following the routine for the serialization of a trie into a DELAF text le, we
also implemented a routine for the serialization of minimal a y li automata,
that is, reverting ompressed DELAFs ba k to the text format. In our ase,
we primarily developed su h routine for verifying the orre tness of our ompressed di tionary implementation: ompressing and de ompressing ba k a
text di tionary should not introdu e any hanges.

4.3.3 Alternative implementations
Ciura and Deorowi z (2001) give an alternative algorithm for the optimal
onstru tion of minimal a y li nite-state automata. Da iuk et al. (2000)
give algorithms for the management of minimal a y li nite-state automata
so that words an be added and subtra ted dire tly on this ompressed representation; Carras o and For ada (2002) extend these algorithms in order
to support minimal nite-state automata with y les. Da iuk et al. (2005)
implement dynami perfe t hashing with nite-state automata in order to
allow for a full minimisation of the di tionary, as well as to add new entries
to the ompressed di tionary without having to de ompress and ompress it
again. Hash tables have been briey dis ussed in se tion 2.7.6, p. 69. Dynami perfe t hashing is a parti ular kind of hashing whi h ensures that every
4 The

terms and onditions of the LGPL-LR li ense an be found in http://www.gnu.
org/li enses/gpl.html
5 Unitex's Un ompress tool is available sin e version 2.1
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indexed element is given a unique index, and that updates an be performed
e iently. Moreover, minimal perfe t hash fun tions ensure that indexes are
onse utive integer numbers (e.g.: ea h word of a di tionary onsidering n
words is mapped to a unique integer number between 0 and n − 1).

4.4 DELAF extensions
As stated before, parts-of-spee h and ine tional features are more or less
xed, depending on the language. We say `more or less xed' sin e one may
still add new parts-of-spee h and ine tional features in order to deal with
spe ial ases; for instan e, one may onsider the ontra ted form 'al' (to
the) as two lexi al units, preposition 'a' (to) and determiner 'el' (the), or
onsider it as a single lexi al unit with a spe ial part-of-spee h `prepositiondeterminer' (PREPDET in the Spanish DELAF). Be as it may be, lexi al units
must be unique: the lemma oupled with the set of semanti features identify the use of the surfa e form, and together with the surfa e form and
ine tional features the lexi al unit is uniquely identied; for instan e, the
following extra t of the English DELAF di tionary (Courtois, 2004) onsists
in four entries des ribing four possible uses of word `lay', and a total of 14
lexi al units:

lay,.A
lay,.N:s
lay,.V:W:1Ps:2Ps:1Pp:2Pp:3Pp
lay,lie.V+I:1Is:2Is:3Is:1Ip:2Ip:3Ip
The uses are:

• adje tive (A) `lay': non-spe ialist,
• noun (N) `lay': roman e,
• verb (V) `lay', either innitive (W) or present tense (P) and, in the latter
ase, either in rst (1) or se ond (2) person, singular (s), or in rst (1),
se ond (2) or third (3), plural (p): pla e, put, prepare, et .,
• intransitive (I) verb (V) `lie', simple past tense (I), any person, any
number: to be or to stay at rest in a horizontal position.
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Whether to write one or more entries for the same surfa e form depends on
the level of granularity we want to a hieve; if a parti ular appli ation requires
to distinguish among nt meanings of a single entry, it su es to reate the
semanti lasses that identify ea h meaning, and write a separate entry with
dierent semanti odes.
In ontrast with the set of parts-of-spee h, the set of semanti lasses of a
DELAF di tionary is open: one is expe ted to add the semanti lasses that
ease the denition of grammars for a parti ular appli ation; for instan e, we
have added semanti lasses for pronouns and determiners depending on the
distan e of the referred obje t:

• lose to the speaker (D1): este, esta, estos, estas, et . (this, these),
• lose to the listener (D2): ese, esa, esos, esas, et . (that, those), and
• far from both the speaker and the listener (D3): aquel, aquella, aquellos,
aquellas, et . (also translated as `that' and `those').
We have also dened the lass of verbs for the transmission of messages,
Trans_msg (enviar, mandar, transmitir, omuni ar, et ). When des ribing
the senten es requesting to send an SMS, it is only ne essary to spe ify this
semanti lass rather than the full verb list. Due to the amount of dierent
ine ted forms of verbs in Spanish, this semanti lass ontains hundreds of
words.
It has to be noted that the rst DELAF di tionary was written for Fren h
(Courtois, 1990); writing DELAF di tionaries for other languages may require to adapt the DELAF formalism in order to over other lexi al phenomena not present in Fren h, su h as en liti pronouns in Spanish. These
pronouns appear atta hed to the end of verbs; for instan e, `léemelo ' is omposed by verb `lee ' (read) and pronouns `me ' (to me) and `lo ' (it). We
have omitted every information on erning en liti pronouns and treated the
Spanish DELAF as the Fren h one sin e the overage on en liti pronouns
was quite in omplete. It has to be noted that en liti pronouns are ommonly used in Spanish when formulating requests, for instan e `muéstrame
los juegos que tienes ' (show me the games you have). Treatment of these
forms is dis ussed in the next hapter.
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4.5 DELAF tools
In order to ease the analysis and extension of DELAF di tionaries, as well
as for normalizing the di tionary hara ters, we have developed a set of 3
DELAF tools we des ribe below.

4.5.1 Analysis
The rst tool extra ts every di tionary entry mat hing at least one di tionarybased lexi al mask of a given set of masks. These lexi al masks are predi ates
that apply on the properties of the lexi al units, and will be the obje t of
hapter 6; for instan e, lexi al mask DET+D1:m an be used with this tool
in order to extra t any determiner with distan e D1 and gender mas uline.
We have used the tool for verifying the di tionary overage on subsets of
the language; for instan e, we extra ted the list of determiners and found
that the poeti forms were missing (`aqueste ', `aquestos ', aquese, et ). Conversely, these tools an be used for verifying whether a lexi al mask mat hes
the expe ted entries or not.

4.5.2 Extension
The se ond tool is a modied version of the rst one: instead of extra ting
the entries, it alters the set of semanti features of the mat hed entries. We
have used this tool for adding new semanti lasses to the Spanish DELAF.
For instan e, in order to add the semanti lass `Trans_msg' we have rst
built a set of lexi al masks mat hing every ine ted form of the verbs for the
transmission of messages (587 entries, the ones orresponding to verbs with
a parti ular lemma); then, we have used this tool for adding the semanti
feature `Trans_msg' to the mat hed entries. Spe ial attention must be paid
here sin e an important amount of di tionary entries ould be modied by
mistake. The rst tool an be used here for verifying the lexi al mask orre tness. In ase of mistake, this se ond tool an be also used for reverting
the hanges, sin e it allows for both removing and adding semanti features.

4.5.3 Normalization
The third tool normalizes the di tionary hara ters, as explained in se tion 3.4.2, p. 81. This tool also merges sets of di tionary entries when their
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normalization results in the same entry, ex ept for their ine tional features;
for instan e, entries for `I love' and `he/she loved'

amo,amar.V:P1s
amó,amar.V:J3s

be ome amo,amar.V:P1s:J3s ,

and so on for the same ine ted forms of every regular verb of the rst
onjugation.

4.6 Other ele troni di tionaries
DELAS di tionaries are similar to DELAF ones, but rather than expli itly
spe ifying ea h ine ted form and their orresponding lists of ine tional features, only lemmas oupled with their semanti features are spe ied, and the
rst semanti feature identies both the part-of-spee h and the ine tional
lass the lemma belongs to (e.g.: N4 orresponds to the fourth ine tional
lass of nouns).6 The DELAS format is on eived for the onstru tion and
maintenan e of ele troni di tionaries, and the DELAF for their use by omputer programs. Unitex is able to build the orresponding DELAF from a
DELAS di tionary and a formal des ription of the dierent ine tional models. Probably, it will be more e ient to add new semanti lasses within
the DELAS di tionary and then generate the orresponding DELAF than
dire tly modify the DELAF with the tool we have presented. However, opensour e Spanish DELAS di tionaries are not available and, though possible,
it will be more di ult to implement a tool for reversing the DELAF-toDELAS transformation than implementing the tool we have proposed for
altering the DELAF di tionaries dire tly, whi h has proved to be enough for
our use ase.
DELAC and DELACF di tionaries are the equivalent to DELAS and DELAF di tionaries but for ompound words.7 Currently, Unitex makes no distin tion between simple and ompound DELA formats, allowing to mix both
kind of forms in a single di tionary. Referen es to the DELAS and DELAF
formalisms within the Unitex manual subsume the orresponding DELAC
and DELACF ones. In our ase, we have stri tly supported the original DELAF format sin e the Spanish DELAF ontains no ompound words and,
stands for (DELA de formes simples or simple forms)
'C' in DELAC and DELACF stands for ` omposées' or ` ompound'.

6 DELAS
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anyway, our use ase omprises only a few ompound forms whi h we have
simply oded within the grammar rules (e.g.: `teléfono móvil ' or `mobile
phone'). DELAF and DELAS des riptions in luding ompound words an
be found in Paumier (2008, hap. 3, p. 49).
Though work on the Spanish DELA di tionaries has ontinued, newer
versions have been distributed only in binary format along with the Intex
system (Silberztein, 2004), and under a restri tive li ense forbidding their
free use by either private or publi organizations (without the author's onsent). Currently, Intex development has been dis ontinued in favor of NooJ
(Silberztein, 2003b), an evolved version of Intex. This evolution has also
ae ted the dierent DELA di tionary formats, whi h are now all integrated
within a single format (Silberztein, 2005b). Newer versions of the Spanish
DELA are being distributed in NooJ's binary format and under the same
terms than with the Intex system.
Apart from ompound words, there exist other linguisti obje ts formed
by multiple words and sus eptible to be regarded as lexi al units, su h as
omplex terms and named entities. These linguisti obje ts, along with
ompound words, are all referred under the term multi-word lexi al unit
(MWLU), and may present and important degree of exibility broader than
simple ine tion (e.g.: birth date/date of birth, hereditary disease/geneti
disease, et .). Rather than giving support to ompound words only, we may
rather onsider more general frameworks supporting any kind of multi-word
units. Currently, there exist a multipli ity of su h frameworks (Savary, 2008);
in parti ular, Multiex is a formalism and a tool that opes with the exibility and idiosyn rasy of multi-word units (Savary, 2009). Unitex in ludes
a Multiex version (see Paumier, 2008, hap. 10, p. 193), whi h is being
distributed along with Unitex under GNU's LGPL li ense.8
Other Spanish di tionaries are being freely distributed under GNU's GPL
li ense, along with the Apertium system.9 These di tionaries follow the XML
format des ribed in For ada et al. (2010, se . 3.1.2, p. 20), and an be easily reformatted in order to onvey the DELAF spe i ation. Apart from
monolingual di tionaries, Apertium in ludes other kind of di tionaries for
the automati translation between language pairs.
8 The

terms and onditions of GNU's LGPL li ense an be found in http://www.gnu.
org/ opyleft/lesser.html
9 The terms and onditions of GNU's GPL li ense an be found in http://www.gnu.
org/li enses/gpl.html

Chapter 5
Tokenization
Tokenization, or text segmentation, is the pro ess by whi h hara ter sequen es are split into tokens or information units, whi h must orrespond in
some way with the words des ribed in the lexi on (the DELAF di tionaries,
in our ase). In natural language pro essing (NLP), it makes more sense
to onsider words and symbols as information units rather than hara ters
alone. Tokenization is the rst stage of our NLP engine, and usually of any
natural language pro essor. Sin e we are rather interested in the optimization
of the algorithms of appli ation of lo al grammars, the tokenization pro ess
we have implemented is very simple, yet enough for our use ase. This proess is a simplied version of the one followed by the Unitex (Paumier, 2008,
se . 2.5.4, p. 43) and Outilex (Blan and Constant, 2006b, se . 6.1, p. 23)
systems, with some parti ular implementation features for better a ommodating our use ase. We des ribe the basi tokenization rules in 5.1, and its
implementation in se tion 5.2. We briey dis uss the problem of lexi al ambiguity (as for denition 13, p. 86), and how we have treated it in se tion 5.3.
Furthermore, we shortly des ribe in se tion 5.3.2 the me hanism followed
by the Unitex and Outilex systems for the representation and resolution of
lexi al ambiguity.
As stated before, this hapter does not intend to give a omprehensive
view on lexi al pro essing (indeed, tokenization is only a part of lexi al proessing). An alternative open-sour e lexi al pro essor to the ones found in
the Unitex and Outilex systems an be found in the Apertium system (see
For ada et al., 2010, hap. 3, p. 17). Opposite to Unitex, Apertium inludes a parti ular treatment of Spanish en liti pronouns; it must be noted
that, while the rst treated languages by the Unitex system were Fren h and
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English, the rst ones treated in Apertium were Spanish and several other
languages that are also spoken in Spain, su h as Catalan. As well, while
Unitex's approa h is rather onservative (upon unresolved ambiguity, every
interpretation is presumably a epted), Apertium's approa h is rather sele tive: the most likely translation between pairs of languages is to be returned
instead of the set of every possible translation; as result, Apertium in ludes
a part-of-spee h tagger based on statisti al data, whi h is neither present in
Unitex. It must be noted that, while Apertium's obje tive is the automati
translation between pairs of languages, Unitex is a tool for language analysis
and information extra tion.
Treatment of non- atenative (e.g. Arabi ) and agglutinative languages
(e.g. Basque, Korean, et .) is more omplex and beyond the s ope of this
work. Up to now, Apertium's treatment of su h languages is a known limitation (For ada et al., 2009). As a parti ular ase, Unitex in ludes a tokenizer
an a tagger for Korean texts (see Paumier, 2008, se . 7.7, p. 174) whi h were
on eived and developed by Huh (2005).

5.1 Des ription
The tokenization rules we have followed are similar to the ones of the Unitex
and Outilex systems:

• we distinguish between word tokens and symbol tokens, where word
tokens are sequen es of letter hara ters, and symbol tokens are single
symbol hara ters;
• word tokens are separated from adja ent word tokens by one or more
blank hara ters,1
• symbol tokens may or may not be blank-separated from other tokens,
and
• blanks are not tokens but token separators.
Following these rules, multi-words su h as `teóri o-prá ti o ' (theoreti al/pra ti al) are segmented into multiple tokens, and atta hed words su h as `envíamelo ' are segmented as single tokens (envía + me + lo = send + to/for
1 Blank

hara ters have been des ribed in se tion 3.1, p. 76
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me + it). Hen e, tokens orrespond to surfa e forms of lexi al units of simple
words only. Blank hara ters are not onsidered tokens but token separators,
and symbols are segmented as single tokens.

5.2 Implementation
We build a linked list of token stru tures, where ea h stru ture is omposed
by two pointers and an integer; the pointers delimit the token within the
input hara ter sequen e, an the integer identies the token type. As for
Intex, Unitex and Outilex, we identify the following token types, based on
their hara ter types:

• symbol,
• digit symbol,
• pun tuation symbol,
• neither digit or pun tuation symbol (dened impli itly),
• word,
• upper ase word,
• lower ase word,
• proper noun word (rst letter upper ase, the others lower ase), and
• neither upper ase, lower ase or proper noun word (dened impli itly).
Note that some token types subsume others (e.g.: `symbol' subsumes all the
other symbol types), while others are mutually ex lusive (e.g.: `symbol' and
`word'). Bitwise identiers allow for an e ient representation and omparison of token type identiers: one bit odes whether the type is `symbol' or
`word', and two other bits ode the `symbol' and `word' subtypes.
During the tokenization pro ess, we do not only he k whether the hara ters are either letters, symbols or blanks, but also whether they are digit,
pun tuation or other kind of symbols, and whether they are upper ase or
lower ase letters. The hara ter type is determined by means of a look-up
table. This way, we e iently ompute the type of the next input token while
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sear hing for its rightmost hara ter. Higher levels of treatment deal with
the token sequen e rather than with raw hara ters. Sin e blanks are not
tokens, blanks are impli itly omitted while iterating over the token sequen e;
the presen e of blanks between two tokens an yet be dete ted by he king
whether the tokens share one bound or not.
The Unitex and Outilex platforms perform some text normalization before tokenizing it, whi h in ludes repla ing blank sequen es by single blanks.
The tokenization result is written into a le in some text format, then this le
is read by higher levels of treatment. This pro edure is appropriate for the
linguisti study of texts, where dierent grammars are to be applied to the
same text and partial results are to be examined. In our ase, the same grammar is to be on urrently applied a single time to ea h user senten e as they
are re eived, and only the nal result is to be returned; hen e, tokenization
and any text normalization is to be performed on the y.
Sin e our NLP engine is to be invoked for the analysis of single senten es
(instant messaging ommuni ation is senten e-based), we do not implement
any pro edure for the segmentation of texts into senten es. Intex, Unitex
and Outilex insert senten e delimiter tags by applying a RTN with output.
Sin e our NLP engine also supports su h kind of RTNs, the same senten e
segmentation pro edure ould be easily implemented, if required.
More information on the parti ular text prepro essing, tokenization and
segmentation into senten es arried out by Unitex an be found in Paumier
(2008, se . 2.5, p. 37), by Outilex in Blan and Constant (2006b, hap. 6,
p. 23), and by Intex in Silberztein (2004, hap. 10, p. 97).

5.3 Treating lexi al ambiguity
Whether the same token may have dierent interpretations is trivially taken
into a ount while applying the grammar: if the grammar requires the next
token to be a verb, and one of the token interpretations orresponds to a verb,
the token is assumed to be a verb; moreover, multiple grammar rules to be
applied on the same token but having in ompatible requirements will all be
followed as long as the token has at least the same amount of interpretations,
ea h one omplying with the requirements of one of the rules.
Lexi al ambiguity is rather treated at senten e level than at token level:
every possible senten e interpretation is e iently omputed in some ompressed format, fa toring out ommon parts, then only the one derived from
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the appli ation of the most pre ise grammar rules is de ompressed and returned. The exa t pro edure is based on weighted RTNs and FPRTNs,
and will be explained in hapter 18. This pro edure is new to Intex, Unitex and Outilex systems: Intex and Unitex do not support weighted RTNs,
and Outilex's algorithm of appli ation of weighted RTNs has an exponential
worst- ase ost rather than polynomial, as we have managed thanks to the
use of FPRTNs; moreover, Outilex does not provide a me hanism for the
automati denition of grammar weights, though the one we have used is
not hard to implement.

5.3.1 Multiple segmentations
Multiwords may give rise to multiple segmentations: for instan e, ` inturón
negro ' (bla k belt) may orrespond to either two lexi al units (a belt that is
bla k) or to a single one (a master degree in martial arts). Though Spanish is
not an agglutinative language, en liti pronouns atta hed to verbs are very
ommon. Su h forms also give rise to multiple segmentation possibilities,
though this is not very frequent: for instan e, `dáte + lo ' (date it) and `dá
+ te + lo ' (give it to yourself), ` orreos ' (post o e) and ` orre + os ' (move
over [you all℄), `pésame ' ( ondolen es) and `pésa + me ' (weight [the oranges℄
for me), et . More ommon ases appear when omitting dia riti marks,
su h as `tomate ' (tomato) and `tóma + te ' (have yourself [a drink/some
va ation/et .℄), and `leales ' (plural of loyal) and `léa + les ' (read them [their
rights℄). As in Fren h, there exist a few ontra ted words, but they are not
ambiguous: for instan e, `al = a + el ' (to the, `au = à + le ' in Fren h)
and `del = de + el ' (of the, `des = de + les ' in Fren h). Sin e our use
ase omprises only a few multiwords, atta hed words and ontra tions, we
have simply oded them inside the grammar rules: multiwords are oded as
sequen es of lexi al units, and ontra tions and atta hed words are treated
as single lexi al units.

5.3.2 Text automata and ELAG grammars
Intex, Unitex and Outilex platforms perform a se ond tokenization level
based on the appli ation of ele troni di tionaries. This pro edure ould
also be applied in our ase in order to build a stru ture of lexi al units rather
than a simple token sequen e. They build what they all a text automaton :
an a y li FSA re ognizing every possible sequen e of interpretations of the
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me,.PRON+od:
envia,enviar.V:P3s:Y2s
q0
q1 me,.PRON+oi: q2
me,.PRON+SE:
q5

a:PREP

q6

este,.DET:ms
este,.N:ms
este,.PRON:ms

q3

este,estar.V:S1s:S3s:Y3s
q4

el,.DET:ms
telefono,.N:ms

TOKENIZATION

SMS,.N:ms
movil,.A:ms:fs

q7

movil,.N:ms
telefono movil,.N:ms

q8 5 q9 5 q10 5 q11

Figure 5.1: Text automaton illustrating the lexi al ambiguities of senten e  en-

víame este SMS al teléfono móvil 555  (send [for me℄ this SMS to the mobile phone
555), with dia riti

marks removed from both the senten e and the di tionary.

token sequen e, taking into a ount multiple segmentation possibilities (see
gure 5.1 for an example). Though possible, atta hed words are not fragmented but unambiguous ontra tions are (au be omes a le ), as part of a
text-prepro essing. As we stated before, these systems where rst fo used on
the treatment of Fren h and English, whi h are even less agglutinative than
Spanish.
Unitex and Outilex systems an partially disambiguate the text automaton by the appli ation of ELAG grammars (Elimination of Lexi al Ambiguities by Grammars, Laporte and Mon eaux, 2000). These grammars are to be
built manually by human experts rather than by some automated method,
and mainly onsist in asso iations of input fragments with possible tagging
s enarios. Their appli ation results in the removal of paths within the text
automaton that do not orrespond to any tagging s enario; for instan e, some
ommon words in both Fren h and Spanish an be used both as determiners
and as pronouns, and their use an be distinguished by their right ontexts:
they are determiners when pre eding nouns, and pronouns when pre eding
verbs (e.g.: in `la pintura, la ví ', meaning `the painting, I saw it', the rst
`la' is a determiner and the se ond one is a pronoun). Though the Apertium
system in ludes a part-of-spee h tagger, it also allows to use simple `forbid'
rules for 2 part-of-spee h sequen es in order to improve the tagger results
(For ada et al., 2010, se . 3.2.1, p. 56).
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Unitex's implementation of text automata and ELAG grammars is des ribed in Paumier (2008, se . 7, p. 147), Outilex's implementation in Blan
(2006, se . 2.7, p. 44) and Intex's implementation in Silberztein (2004, se . 14.1,
p. 153).

Chapter 6
Predi ates and lexi al masks
If one would dene the ma hines representing the grammar of a natural language on the alphabet of tokens of that language, grammar rules for spe i
token sequen es should be dened instead of being able to dene general
rules a epting tokens omplying with a set of lexi al properties (e.g.: verbs,
nouns, et .). Instead, we dene an alphabet of predi ates on the tokens so
that sets of tokens having ommon properties an be represented by means
of simple expressions. Spe ifying on rete tokens is still possible, allowing
for a wide range between general and parti ular grammar rules. This idea
was already proposed by van Noord and Gerdemann (2001) for the ase of
nite-state ma hines. We limit ourselves to des ribe here the set of prediates we have onsidered along with the odes used for representing them.
These predi ates are a subset of the ones supported by Unitex (Paumier,
2008, se . 4.3, p. 72), and their odes are based on Unitex's FST2 format
(Paumier, 2008, se . 12.3.2, p. 252). Some of them onstitute very powerful
linguisti operators, allowing for referen ing word lasses depending on the
properties des ribed in DELAF di tionaries (e.g.: any word belonging to a
set of semanti lasses and having a set of ine tional features). A s hemati
list of the predi ates along with their odes an be found in appendix A
(p. 403).

6.1 Lexi al masks
Denition 14 (Lexi al mask). A lexi al mask is a predi ate appli able to the
tokens of a natural language, dening a subset of zero, one or more tokens by
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means of lexi al riteria, that is, properties whi h only depend on the tokens
themselves. We say a lexi al mask mat hes a token i it is true for that
token; otherwise, we say it does not mat h the token.
Noti e that there are predi ates that are not lexi al masks; for instan e,
the ε-predi ates that will be presented in se tion 6.2 do not apply to tokens
but depend on the presen e or absen e of blanks between them, whi h are
not onsidered tokens.

6.1.1 Literal masks
Denition 15 (Literal mask). A literal mask is a lexi al mask mat hing a
unique token, where hara ter ase may or may not be restri ted.
Denition 16 (Lexi alization level). The lexi alization level of a grammar
is a measure of dependen e of grammar rules on spe i tokens.
Usually, the lexi alization level is expressed as a qualitative measure (e.g.:
highly or strongly lexi alized). In our ase, the lexi alization level of a grammar depends on the proportion of literal masks w.r.t. other kind of predi ates.
Due to the irregularities of natural languages, natural language grammars annot be dened as a set of general rules (Gross, 1997). Indeed,
syntax is usually onditioned upon the presen e of parti ular tokens (Harris,
1951; Chomsky, 1965; Gross, 1996). Appli ations requiring the re ognition
of properly written senten es, su h as syntax validators and orre tors, are
to use highly lexi alized grammars. The obje tive of the grammars we have
onstru ted for the MovistarBot use ase is to dete t the servi e the user
is requesting for (e.g.: to send an SMS, to download a game, et .), and to
delimit the senten e segments orresponding to servi e arguments (e.g.: the
text of the SMS to send, the title of the game to download, et .). These
grammars do not need to be stri t and, indeed, we have tolerated some syntax errors in benet of grammar simpli ity; for instan e, we have dened a
grammar ` atalog' whi h re ognizes several synonyms of atalog (e.g.: atálogo, lista, repertorio, et .), where some of them are mas uline and others are
feminine, and we state that su h words ould be pre eded by a determiner
but do not spe ify the proper determiner's gender for ea h ase (e.g.: we
do not only a ept `el atálogo ' and `la lista ' but also `*la atálogo ' and `*el
lista '). However, we still require some level of lexi alization sin e, usually,
keywords determine what the user is talking about or asking for (e.g.: SMS,
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message, send). Moreover, ontexts of unrestri ted arguments also require
some lexi alization level (e.g.: the text of the SMS to send, or the title of the
game to download). The only way to properly delimit su h arguments is by
elimination: on e their left and right ontexts are re ognized, the argument
is what is left; for instan e, in `envía el mensaje llego en 5 min al 555 ' (send
the message I arrive in 5 min to the 555), `envía el mensaje ' indi ates that
a message is to be sent, and `al móvil 555 ' spe ies the destination phone
number, thus `llego en 5 min ' is the message ontent. Fine des riptions of
su h ontexts are to be given so that they are not onsidered as part of the
unrestri ted arguments; in the last example, segment `el mensaje ' is optional
(one ould simply write `envía llego en 5 min al 555 ') and must not be
re ognized as part of the message to send.

Literal word masks
Denition 17 (Literal word mask). A literal word mask is a literal mask
whi h mat hes a unique word token and, in some ases, their ase variations.
Denition 18 (Case-sensitive word mask). A ase-sensitive word mask is
a literal word mask stri tly mat hing the spe ied word token, without ase
variations. We represent them as a ` ' symbol followed by the sequen e
of hara ters that ompose the word (e.g.: mask ` WORD' mat hes token
` WORD' but not tokens ` word' or ` Word)'.
Denition 19 (Case-insensitive word mask). A ase-insensitive word mask
is a literal word mask whi h also a epts ase variations, and we represent
them as a ` %' symbol followed by the sequen e of either upper ase or lower ase
hara ters that ompose the word (e.g.: mask ` %wOrD' mat hes both tokens
` word' and ` WORD').
As a onvention, every predi ate ode starts with either `% ' or ` '. For
the ase of literal word masks, the use of one or other symbol determines
ase sensitivity, and for the other ases there is no dieren e.
In most ases, the use of lower ase or upper ase letters does not alter the
meaning but is just a matter of formatting; for instan e, the MovistarBot
onsiders equivalent the senten es `envía llego en 5 min al 555' and `ENVÍA
LLEGO EN 5 MIN AL 555'. Proper nouns and abbreviations are an ex eption; for instan e, `RAM' is the random a ess memory of a omputer, `Ram'
is the onstellation or sign of Aries, and `ram' has several other meanings,
su h as the male of the sheep.
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Sin e our use ase also requires the omission of dia riti marks, our ase
insensitive word masks are also insensitive to dia riti marks. As stated in
se tion 3.4.2 (p. 81), we use a look-up table in order to retrieve the normalized
version of the token hara ters as they are ompared to the ase-insensitive
word masks, and these masks are normalized only on e and then applied to
every re eived user senten e.

Literal symbol masks
Denition 20 (Literal symbol mask). A literal symbol mask is a literal
mask whi h only mat hes a spe i symbol token. We represent literal-symbol
masks as a symbol ` %' or ` ' followed by the symbol to mat h (e.g.: ` '
mat hes token ` ').

6.1.2 Token mask
Denition 21 (Token mask). We dene the token mask as the lexi al mask
mat hing any token, and we represent it as ` %<TOKEN>' or ` <TOKEN>'.
Note that the ode representing the token mask is omposed by upper ase
letters. As a general rule, lexi al mask odes are ase sensitive, that is,
%<TOKEN>' and %<token>' do not represent the same lexi al mask.
The purpose of the token mask is to mat h unrestri ted or unknown
tokens and token sequen es. We have used it for mat hing unrestri ted arguments, and it an also be used for the omplementary ase: the extra tion
of well-known arguments from unrestri ted texts; for instan e, Laforest and
Badr (2003) use Intex-based automata for extra ting very spe i data from
a set of medi al pres riptions written in natural language, namely the illness, drug, dose, dosage frequen y and treatment duration (e.g.: inuenza
A, Tamiu, 75 mg, twi e daily, 5 days). This information is latter input into
a stru tured database.1
1 The

author of this dissertation parti ipated in the on eption of the language of spe i ation of extra tion rules used in Laforest and Badr (2003) and in the implementation
of a translator of su h rules to Intex automata.
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6.1.3 Chara ter- lass masks
Denition 22 (Chara ter- lass mask). A hara ter- lass mask is a lexi al
mask whi h restri ts only the type of the hara ters that ompose the token.
Denition 23 (Word mask). We dene the word mask as the hara terlass mask that mat hes any word token (e.g.: aB ), and we represent it as
` %<MOT>' or ` <MOT>'.2
Denition 24 (Symbol mask). We dene the symbol mask as the hara terlass mask mat hing any symbol token (e.g.: +), and we represent it as
` %<!MOT>' or ` <!MOT>'.
Note that the ode representing the symbol mask is the same than for
the word mask but inserting the ` !' symbol right after `<'. As a general
rule, by inserting the ` !' symbol we negate the lexi al mask. However, for
dierent lasses of lexi al masks the negation is dened in a parti ular way.
Note that the negation of the token mask would mat h no token, hen e it
makes no sense to dene it: we simply do not dene grammar rules mat hing
grammati ally in orre t sequen es.

Denition 25 (Digit mask). We dene the digit mask as the hara ter- lass
mask that mat hes any digit (e.g.: 7), and we represent it as ` %<NB>' or
` <NB>',3 and its negation as the mask mat hing any non-digit token (e.g.:
aB , +, ?, et .), and we represent it as ` %<!NB>' or ` <!NB>'.
Note that digit masks do not mat h numbers omposed by several digits
or ontaining a de imal dot; ea h digit is onsidered a token, as well as the
de imal dot, and ea h appli ation of a lexi al mask mat hes a single token.

Denition 26 (Pun tuation-symbol mask). We dene the pun tuation-symbol mask as the hara ter- lass mask mat hing every pun tuation symbol
(e.g.: ?), and we represent it as ` %<PNC>',4 and its negation as the mask
mat hing any non-pun tuation-symbol token (e.g.: +), and we represent it
as ` %<!PNC>' or ` <!PNC>'.
Fren h `mot ', whi h means `word'.
Fren h `nombre ', whi h means `number'
4 From Fren h `pon tuation ', whi h means `pun tuation'.
2 From

3 From
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Case-dependent word masks
Denition 27 (Case-dependent word mask). A ase-dependent word mask
is a hara ter- lass mask whose restri tions are uniquely based on the ase
of the hara ters that ompose the tokens.
Denition 28 (Negation of a ase-dependent word masks). We dene the
negation of a ase-dependent mask m as the mask mat hing every word token
that m does not mat h.
Note that the negation of a ase-dependent word mask does not mat h
symbol tokens.

Denition 29 (Upper ase-word mask). We dene the upper ase-word mask
as the ase-dependent word mask mat hing every word token whose letters are
all upper ase (e.g.: SMS), and we represent it as ` %<MAJ>' or ` <MAJ>'
and its negation as %<!MAJ>' or ` <!MAJ>'.5
Denition 30 (Lower ase-word mask). We dene the lower ase-word mask
as the ase-dependent word mask mat hing every word token whose letters
are all lower ase (e.g.: message), and we represent it as ` %<MIN>' or
` <MIN>' and its negation as %<!MIN>' or ` <!MIN>'.6
Denition 31 (Proper-noun mask). We dene the proper-noun mask as the
ase-dependent word mask mat hing every word whose rst letter is upper ase
and the others lower ase (e.g.: Chomsky), and we represent it as ` %<PRE>'
or ` <PRE>' and its negation as %<!PRE>' or ` <!PRE>'.7
As stated in se tion 5.2 (p. 99), token types are omputed during the
tokenization pro ess. The evaluation of hara ter lass masks is redu ed to
a bitwise omparison between the identiers of the required token type and
the next token type.

6.1.4 Di tionary-based masks
We have also added support for Unitex's di tionary-based lexi al masks,
whi h in turn are the same than the ones of the Intex system. These masks
Fren h `majus ule ', whi h means `upper ase'.
Fren h `minus ule ', whi h means `lower ase'.
7 From Fren h `prénom ', whi h means `proper noun' or `rst name'.

5 From

6 From
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dene subsets of the words of a DELAF di tionary ex ept the unknownword mask, whi h we dene below usually depending on the properties
onsidered in the di tionary.8

Denition 32 (Di tionary-word mask). A di tionary-word mask is a lexial mask that mat hes word tokens depending on riteria based on the data
ontained in a di tionary.
Denition 33 (Known-word mask). We dene the known-word mask as the
di tionary-word mask mat hing every word that belongs to the di tionary,
and we represent it as ` %<DIC>' or ` <DIC>'.9
Denition 34 (Unknown-word mask). We dene the unknown-word mask
as the di tionary-word mask mat hing every word that does not belong to the
di tionary, and we represent it as ` %<!DIC>' or ` <!DIC>'.
Note that the unknown-word mask does not mat h symbol tokens. This
mask may be used for testing the di tionary overage and for sear hing for
new di tionary-word andidates.

Denition 35 (Constrained di tionary-word mask). A onstrained di tionary-word mask is di tionary-word mask mat hing the subset of di tionary
words holding a given set of properties, whi h are to be spe ied in the di tionary (e.g.: being a verb in present tense).
Denition 36 (Lemma mask). A lemma mask is a onstrained di tionaryword mask mat hing every di tionary word having the spe ied word as lemma,
and we represent it as either ` %<lemma>' or ` <lemma>', where ` lemma'
is the lemma in lower ase letters.
As for the ase-insensitive masks, every grammar's lemma mask is normalized before applying the grammar in order to mat h the normalized lemmas
within the di tionary. In general, any lemma spe ied within any kind of
di tionary-word mask is normalized.

Denition 37 (Semanti -feature mask). A semanti -feature mask is a onstrained di tionary-word mask mat hing every di tionary word belonging to a
set of mandatory semanti lasses and not belonging to a set of forbidden semanti lasses, and we represent them as ` [%] <[+−]? Sem1 [+−]Sem2
8 DELAF
9 From

di tionaries have been des ribed in hapter 4, p. 83.
Fren h `di tionnaire ', whi h means `di tionary'.
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[+−] . . . [+−] Semn >', where [%@] stands for either symbol ` %' or ` ',
` Sem1 . . .Semn ` are a sequen e of n ≥ 1 semanti odes, ` [+−]' stands for
either a ` +' or ` −' symbol indi ating whether the following semanti ode
refers to a mandatory or forbidden semanti lass, respe tively, and ` [+−]?'
stands for an optional spe i ation of this symbol, by default ` +'; for instan e, masks ` <N+Hum>', ` <−Hum+N>' and ` <−N−Hum>' mat h ev-

ery human noun, every non-human noun and every non-noun non-human
word, respe tively.

Denition 38 (Lemma and semanti -feature mask). A lemma and semanti feature mask is a onstrained di tionary-word mask both restri ting the ine tional and semanti lasses of di tionary words, and we represent them as
` [%]<lemma.<[+−]? Sem1 [+−] Sem2 [+−] . . . [+−] Semn >', that is, as for
both the lemma and semanti -feature masks but rst spe ifying the lemma,
then a dot, then the sequen e of either mandatory or forbidden semanti
lasses.
Note that `<hum>' denotes a lemma mask while `<Hum>' denotes a
semanti -feature mask. Note also that lexi al units belong to a unique partof-spee h lass (part-of-spee h lasses are disjoint), hen e it only makes sense
to either spe ify a unique mandatory part-of-spee h or one or more forbidden
parts-of-spee h.

Denition 39 (Possible-ine tional-features mask). A possible-ine tional-features mask is a onstrained di tionary-word mask mat hing every di tionary word having all of the ine tional features represented by at least one
of the spe ied sequen es of ine tional odes; we represent the possible ine tional features as a olon-separated list of sequen es of ine tional odes
(e.g.: ` ms:mp' for mas uline singular or mas uline plural, whi h would be
equivalent to ` m' sin e every number is a epted). Sin e ine tion depends
on the part-of-spee h, masks restri ting the ine ted form alone are not to
be dened but both restri ting the part-of-spee h and the ine ted form, and
possibly other semanti lasses as well as the ine tion lass, and we represent them as either the semanti -features mask or the lemma and semanti features mask but inserting a olon after the semanti -features spe i ation
followed by the list of possible ine tional-features list.
For instan e, mask `%<V+Trans_msg:Y2:Y3>' mat hes 40 words that
an be used for ordering the MovistarBot (Y = imperative) to send an SMS
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(e.g.: envía, envíe, enviad, envíen, manda, mande, mandad, manden, et ).10 .
Mask `%<enviar.V+Trans_msg:Y2:Y3>' mat hes the subset orresponding
to ine ted forms of verb `enviar '.

Denition 40 (Negation of onstrained di tionary-word masks). The negated form of a onstrained di tionary-word mask mat hes every di tionary
word not mat hed by the original mask; we negate a di tionary mask by
inserting symbol `!' after symbol `<' (e.g.: ` %<!V>' mat hes any di tionary
word that is not a verb).
Note that the negation of a onstrained di tionary-word mask does not
mat h unknown words.
The implementation of su h masks onsists in sear hing the next input
token within the DELAF, either for verifying its presen e or absen e ( ase of
known and unknown word masks) or for verifying the presen e of a use of the
token whose properties omply with a set of restri tions ( ase of onstrained
di tionary-word masks).

6.2 ε-predi ates
Denition 41 (ε-predi ate). An ε-predi ate is a predi ate that applies to the
spa e between two tokens.
Some grammar rules are to be applied right before the next token to be
analysed. In other words, su h rules apply on the emptiness between the last
analysed token and the next one. This emptyness is usually represented by
the empty symbol, ε. Usually, su h emptiness has no asso iated properties
whi h ould be evaluated in order to de ide whether the rules are to a ept
or reje t it, hen e the emptiness is always a epted. In our ase, the spa e
between onse utive word tokens must ontain at least one blank hara ter,
and the spa e before and after symbol tokens may be either empty or ontain
one or more blank hara ters. In some ex eptional ases, the presen e or
absen e of blank hara ters is to be taken into a ount; for instan e, in
Fren h, sequen e `1,2' without blanks represents a real number, while `1, 2'
with a blank is a sequen e omposed by two numbers. In the MovistarBot
10 In

Spanish, we address somebody using the third person instead of the se ond one in
order to show respe t, ourtesy or distan e.
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use ase (se tion 1.2, p. 6), request senten es may also follow a ommandlike syntax, that is, a word ommand followed by a blank-separated list of
arguments where arguments are not to ontain blanks in some ases; for
instan e, one an request to send an SMS as follows:

sms phone message
where at least one blank hara ter must appear before and after phone, phone
is a sequen e of digit symbols without blanks between them, and message is
any sequen e of tokens, either blank-separated or not. This situation leads to
the denition of dierent kinds of ε-predi ates depending on whether tokens
are blank-separated or not.

Denition 42 (Blank-insensitive ε-predi ate). We dene the blank-insensitive ε-predi ate as the ε-predi ate that always evaluates true, independently
of the presen e of absen e of blanks between the last analysed token and the
next one, and we represent it with ode ` %<E>' or ` <E>'.
Denition 43 (Blank-sensitive ε-predi ates). Blank-sensitive ε-predi ates
are those who may or may not be true depending on the presen e or absen e
of blanks between the last analysed token and the next one.
Denition 44 (Mandatory-blank ε-predi ate). We dene the mandatoryblank ε-predi ate as the blank-sensitive ε-predi ate that evaluates true i the
next token is blank-separated, and we represent it with ode ` %\⊔' or ` \⊔',
where ` ⊔' represents a white spa e.
Denition 45 (Forbidden-blank ε-predi ate). We dene the forbidden-blank
ε-predi ate as the blank-sensitive ε-predi ate that evaluates true i the next
token is not blank-separated, and we represent it with ode ` %#' or ` #'.
As stated in se tion 5.2 (p. 99), the evaluation of these predi ates onsists
in verifying whether the pointer to the right bound of the last analysed token
and the pointer to the left bound of the next input token are equal or not.
These ε-predi ates are usually enough for natural language pro essing.
If ne essary, one may dene more ne-grained ε-predi ates whi h would, for
instan e, take into a ount the amount and type of blank hara ters between
tokens. For instan e, programming languages usually mark the start and
end of instru tion blo ks with start/end pairs of keywords (open/ losed urly
bra kets in C, C++ and Java, pairs if/, do/done, ase/esa in Unix/Linux
shell s ripts, et ), but in Python the start and end of a blo k is given by
the length of instru tion indentation (number of onse utive blanks at the
beginning of the instru tion line).
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6.3 Supporting predi ates
A grammar's appli ation usually onsists in keeping tra e of a set of live
grammar rules (some representation of grammar rules that have being partially applied to an input segment, depending on the algorithm of appli ation
of the grammar); the grammar must dene an initial set of rules, whi h is
used for building the initial set of live rules, and for ea h input token a new
set is omputed depending on the previous set and the next input token.
Ea h live grammar rule imposes some restri tions on the next input token,
whi h are expressed as lexi al masks and ε-predi ates in our ase. In order
to ompute the next set of live grammar rules, the set of next lexi al masks
by the urrent set of live rules must be sear hed for the ones mat hing the
next input token (in our ase, to sear h for the transitions outgoing from the
urrent states and whose labels mat h the next input token). In ase the
grammars were dened on an alphabet of letters rather than of predi ates,
the set of live grammar rules is to be sear hed in order to nd the ones whose
next letters are equal to the next input letter. The next-letter sets ould be
stored in some binary-sear h stru ture, su h as the ones presented in hapter 2, so that the ones equal to the next input letter ould be e iently found.
However, it is not possible to dene a lexi al mask ordering in order to guide
a binary sear h depending on the next input token and the result of the last
mask evaluation; for instan e, let %<A> (is adje tive), %<N> (is noun) and
%<V> (is verb) be the urrent andidate predi ates, and predi ate %<N>
be the rst one to be evaluated, whether the next token is a noun word or
not does imply whether the same token may or may not be a verb or an adje tive (e.g.: `love' an either be a noun or a verb, while `orange' an either
be a noun or an adje tive); hen e, all the andidate lexi al masks must be
systemati ally evaluated. While a binary sear h has a logarithmi ost, the
systemati sear h has a ost proportional to the number of lexi al masks to
evaluate. However, if su h number is small, the e ien y loss is insigni ant;
this is the ase of the MovistarBot grammar, with an average of 2.3 outgoing
transitions per state.

6.4 Assigning priorities to lexi al masks
During the rst stages of a grammar's development, one may dene general
rules (in our ase, transitions labeled with lexi al masks) in order to over a
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great number of ases, and later add more spe i rules for well-known ases
whi h may overlap with the general ases. Rule overlapping leads to multiple
senten e interpretations. A good heuristi for hoosing a single one is the
overall spe i ity level of the sequen e of rules that led to ea h interpretation
(in our ase, the sequen e of transitions whose lexi al masks re ognized the
entire senten e).
We have shortened lexi al masks depending on the ardinality of the set
of tokens mat hed by ea h one, from the most general (the token mask) to
the most spe i ( ase insensitive masks), and assigned a default weight for
ea h ase we have distinguished (see table 6.1). We have implemented a routine that automati ally assigns the orresponding weights to grammar rules
(transitions of re ursive transition networks with weight and string output)
depending on the spe i ity of their lexi al masks. Rules that are not labeled
with lexi al masks (ε-predi ate rules) are given a zero weight by default. We
interpret weights as s ores: the highest the spe i ity, the highest the s ore.
Note that mask %<TOKEN> is given a null s ore: re ognizing tokens without any restri tions does not in rease or de rease the interpretation s ore.
The main a hievement of this pro edure has been to su essfully deal
with ambiguous senten es due to unrestri ted arguments in the middle, su h
the text of the message that is requested to be sent by senten e `envía el SMS
Feliz Navidad al móvil 555 ' (send the SMS Merry Christmas to the mobile
555). One of the general grammar rules allows for simply writing `envía Feliz
Navidad' in order to ask for sending the SMS `Feliz Navidad', without either
spe ifying any phone number (the MovistarBot would then ask for it) or the
fa t that what we want to send is an SMS. Consequently, this rule re ognizes
`el SMS ' and `al móvil 555 ' as part of the message to send. However, the
general rule will use the token mask in order to re ognize those senten e
segments, while the more spe i rule will use literal masks, whi h are given
higher s ores. Other rule re ognizes the ase in whi h the user delimits the
text of the message by means of quotes, in whi h ase the quotes are neither
interpreted as part of the message sin e they are also re ognized by means
of literal masks.
Grammar rules that are already given a weight are not tou hed by the
weight assignment pro edure, hen e it is possible to dene ustom weights
for spe i grammar rules by hand. At a ertain time, Telefóni a requested a
fast implementation of a grammar for the re ognition of senten es requesting
to send an MMS, based on the mere dete tion of keyword `MMS'. However,
we had already dened other more spe i grammars that interpreted MMS
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Mask
%<TOKEN>
%<!NB>
%<!PNC>
%<MOT>
%<!DIC>
%<!PRE>
%<!MAJ>
%<!MIN>
%<MIN>
%<MAJ>
%<PRE>
%<DIC>
onstrained di tionary-word mask
%<!MOT>

%<NB>
ase-insensitive word mask
literal symbol mask
ase-sensitive word mask

Cardinality
∞
∞ but subset of %<TOKEN>
∞ but less than %<!NB>
∞ but subset of %<!NB>
and %<!PNC>
∞ but subset of %<MOT>
∞ but subset of %<MOT>
and less than %<!DIC>
∞ but less than %<!PRE>
∞ but upper ase is less frequent than lower ase
∞ but subset of %<!MAJ>
and less than %<!MIN>
∞ but subset of %<!MIN>
and upper ase is less frequent than lower ase
∞ but less than %<MAJ>
and %<MIN>
equal to the di tionary size
less than or equal to the di tionary size
equal to the ardinality of
the set of symbol tokens,
less than %<DIC> for natural languages
10 (de imal system)
2|w| for word w , though less
than %<NB> in pra ti e
1 among the set of symbol
tokens
1 among the set of word tokens, whi h is greater than
the set of symbol tokens

Figure 6.1: Default weights assigned to lexi al masks.

Weight
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
12

13
14
15
16
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requests as other kind of requests, hen e the MMS requests were misinterpreted in some ases (e.g.: `quiero enviar un MMS al 555 ' was re ognized as
`I want to send the SMS un MMS to the phone number 555'). This situation
was solved by assigning by hand to the MMS grammar a weight higher than
those automati ally assigned to the other grammars.

Part II
Finite-state ma hines
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Chapter 7
Finite-state ma hines
We give in this se tion the ommon denitions, properties and algorithms for
every ma hine used along this dissertation. The denition of FSM is too general to be dire tly applied as a ma hine, but is intended to be further rened
in order to briey dene the on rete ma hines in the subsequent hapters.
This denition is very similar to the usual denition of non-deterministi
FSA (NFA) but leaving undened the set of transition labels rather than being equal to the set of input symbols Σ plus the empty symbol, and dening
both the input alphabet and the set of transition labels as either nite or
potentially innite; the latter is required in order to onsider ma hines whose
transition labels are taken from a potentially innite alphabet of words or
predi ates on words, su h as the set of lexi al masks presented in hapter 6.1
As stated in van Noord and Gerdemann (2001), predi ate alphabets do not
need to be expli itly dened the rules for the onstru tion of predi ate
expressions are to be expli itly dened instead and, onsequently, su h
alphabets do not need to be nite. Moreover, van Noord and Gerdemann
(2001, se . 1.1, p. 2) expli itly state that robust synta ti parsing requires
an innite alphabet.

Denition 46 (Finite-state ma hine). In general, nite-state ma hines (FSMs)
are stru tures omposed of, at least, the following 6 elements:
• Q = {q0 , q1 , . . . , q|Q|−1}, a nite set of states (SS),
1 We

assume that a word is any sequen e of letters, though in pra ti e grammars are to
onsider only a nite set of words sin e grammars are to be nite des riptions of language
stru tures (hen e the expression `potentially innite').
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• Σ = {σ0 , σ1 , . . . , σ|Σ|−1 }, an either nite or potentially innite input

alphabet,

• Ξ = {ξ0, ξ1 , . . . , ξ|Ξ|−1}, an either nite or potentially innite set of

transition labels,

• δ : Q × Ξ → P(Q) a nite and partial transition fun tion where P(·)

represents the set of all subsets of a given set,

• QI ⊆ Q is the set of initial states and
• F ⊆ Q the set of nal or a eptan e states.

The parti ular denition of the set of transition labels depends on the kind of
parti ular ma hine.

Denition 47 (Letter FSM). A letter FSM is a FSM whose alphabet is
a nite set of letters, words or symbols rather than predi ates, and whose
transition labels are taken from su h alphabet, ex ept for the empty symbol.
This denition orresponds to a generalization of the denition of letter
transdu er given by Ro he and S habes (1997, p. 14).
For the simplest in arnation of FSM, letter FSAs, transitions labeled with
an input symbol an be traversed by onsuming the next input symbol when
both symbols are equal, and transitions labeled with the empty symbol an be
traversed without input onsumption. We will present FSAs as a parti ular
ase of this FSM denition in hapter 8 (p. 161).

Denition 48 (Lexi al FSM). A lexi al FSM is a FSM whose transition
labels are lexi al masks and ε-predi ates with, possibly, other extensions.2.
This denition is a generalization of the denitions of lexi al automaton
and de orated lexi al RTN given in Blan (2006, haps. 2 & 4, pp. 13 &
112). Su h RTNs are extended with uni ation pro esses and their labels
are de orated with equations on feature stru tures.
Most of the theory on FSMs we will present does not depend on the exa t
me hanism for the evaluation of transition labels, but on whether transitions
are taken or not and, therefore, the same theory applies to both letter or
lexi al FSMs. For the sake of simpli ity, we will present this theory for
2 Lexi

al masks and ε-predi ates have been des ribed in hapter 6, p. 105
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the ase of letter FSMs, and dis uss the dieren es w.r.t. the ase of lexi al
FSMs whenever they are not obvious. The grammars we have built for the
MovistarBot use ase (se . 1.2, p. 6) are a kind of lexi al RTNs.

Denition 49 (Null element). In general, we expli itly represent an illegal,
invalid or undened result of an operation as ⊥, the null element.
For instan e, given a state q of a FSM and a transition label ξ , we expli itly represent the la k of transitions from q , with label ξ , as δ(q, ξ) = ⊥.
Noti e that there is a dieren e between the null element and the neutral or
identity element: given a binary operator · and two operands a and b, if b is
the identity element of · then a · b = a, but if b is the null element then the
result is ⊥, that is, undened.

7.1 Transitions
Denition 50 (Transition). We represent a transition of a FSM as a triplet
(qs , ξ, qt ) ∈ (Q × Ξ × Q) where qt ∈ δ(qs , ξ). We all qs and qt the sour e
and target states of the transition, respe tively, and ξ the transition label.
Transitions, also alled moves or jumps, represent the possibility of hanging
the state of the ma hine from a sour e state to a target state depending on
the predi ate or ondition expressed by the ξ label and the urrent ontext of
exe ution of the ma hine, and to perform some other arbitrary a tions whi h
will further modify the urrent ontext of exe ution.
The ontext of exe ution of a ma hine is a generalization of the state
in whi h a ma hine an be during its appli ation; for instan e, the ontext
of exe ution of an augmented transition network, or ATN (Woods, 1969),
in ludes a set of registers whi h may be modied by additional a tions assoiated to transitions, and whose value may ondition the transition traversal.
A formal denition of exe ution ontext or exe ution state will be given in
se tion 7.6.

Denition 51 (Consuming transition). A onsuming transition is a transition onditioned upon the urrent input symbol and whi h triggers the onsumption of the symbol (to advan e the input pointer up to the next symbol)
whenever the transition is traversed.
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Denition 52 (Pure onsuming transition). A pure onsuming transition is
a onsuming transition not asso iating any other ondition or a tion to its
traversal than the sole onsumption of an input symbol.
A non-pure onsume transition would be, for instan e, a onsuming transition that also generates output.

Denition 53 (ε-transition). An ε-transition is a transition whose predi ate
requires no symbol to be onsumed. We expli itly represent the absen e of
symbol or empty symbol as ε.3
Transitions whose predi ates hold independently of the urrent ontext
ee tively represent the possibility of being in several states at the same time.
This is the ase of ε-transitions for several ma hines, for instan e FSAs, FSTs
and RTNs. Other ma hines may onsider other onditions to be taken into
a ount whi h prevent the transition from being traversed for some exe ution
ontexts, even when no input symbol is required to be onsumed; for instan e,
ε-transitions of ma hines extended with uni ation may require to unify two
feature stru tures, and the traversal of su h transition will not be possible if
the feature stru tures to unify are in ompatible. Uni ation ma hines will
be the obje t of hapter 19.

Denition 54 (Pure ε-transition). A pure ε-transition is an ε-transition not
asso iating any ondition or a tion to its traversal.
Denition 55 (Outgoing and in oming transitions). Given a transition
t = (qs , ξ, qt ), we say that t is an outgoing transition from state qs and
an in oming transition into state qt .

7.2 Graphi al representation
The lassi representation of FSMs onsists in a set of labeled ir les and
labeled arrows between the ir les, the former representing states and the
latter transitions (see gure 7.1(b)). Double-border ir les represent a eptan e states (e.g.: state q8 of gure 7.1(b)), and initial states are pointed to
by an arrow oming from nowhere (e.g.: state q0 of gure 7.1(b)).
3 Some

authors use dierent symbols in order to represent the empty symbol and the
empty string; for instan e, Ortiz-Rojas et al. (2005) represent the former as θ and the
latter as ε. We hoose here to make no distin tion in order to alleviate the notation.
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Intex, Unitex and Outilex use another kind of representation they all
graph, and whi h was on eived for fa ilitating the manual onstru tion and
maintenan e of lo al grammars.4 This is the representation we have used for
the onstru tion of the MovistarBot grammars.5 Graphs basi ally onsist in
a set of linked boxes, where boxes orrespond to transitions and links orrespond to states. Ea h box represents a set of transitions, one transition
per box line, whi h is shared among every pair of states represented by an
in oming and an outgoing link (e.g.: box `<TOKEN>' of gure 7.1(a) orresponds to the 4 `%<TOKEN>' transitions of gure 7.1(b)). Start symbols
`' and `%' of lexi al masks within boxes are not spe ied: ase-sensitive
masks are to be quoted, and ase-insensitive masks are not. Moreover, a box
entry may ontain a sequen e of lexi al masks rather than a single one, in
whi h ase represents an alternating sequen e of transitions and states rather
than a simple transition (e.g.: a box entry `"Feliz Navidad"' represents two
ase-sensitive masks whi h are to be applied in that order). The dire tion of
the transitions represented by a box is given by a triangular arrowhead atta hed to one side of the box. Graphs are meant to be read in the text sense,
whi h depends on the language (e.g.: left-to-right in English, right-to-left in
Arabi , et .), thus the arrowhead is always atta hed to the same side of the
boxes. Links between boxes do not arry state labels: state labels are not
to be expli itly dened sin e they have no impa t in the represented grammar. Graphs dene a unique initial state represented by a link onne ted to
a single box. To make the initial state more expli it, an empty box (a box
having only the arrowhead) is inserted right after the link, though this is not
ne essary; indeed, boxes having a single entry `<E>' (the blank-insensitive
ε-predi ate) are drawn as a triangle alone. Links representing a eptan e
states are those onne ted to the ir le with a square inside (see the rightmost box of gure 7.1(a)). Finally, graphs an be ommented as for the ase
of sour e ode (e.g.: see greyed text of gure 7.1(a)); labels of unlinked boxes
are treated as omments, and their frames are not drawn. More information
on Intex graphs an be found in Silberztein (2004, hap. 58), on Unitex
graphs in Paumier (2008, hap. 56), and on Outilex graphs in Blan and
Constant (2006b, hap. 4).
4 In

the ontext of mathemati s, a graph is a set of elements (verti es) oupled with a
set of edges whi h onne t pairs of elements; though the graphs presented here are very
similar to these graphs, they are not the same kind of obje t.
5 Indeed, we have used the Unitex graph editor.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Unitex graph re ognizing SMS

%<TOKEN>
ommand requests, (b) equivalent

lexi al FSM obtained by repla ing boxes and links by trasitions and states, respe tively, and ( ) equivalent pseudo-minimal lexi al FSM. Comments in (a) appear in
greyed fonts and have been used here to make state labels expli it and to indi ate
what ea h graph fragment is supposed to re ognize. Pseudo-minimization will be
explained in se tion 8.6.
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7.3 Sequen es of transitions
Denition 56 (Conne ted transitions). We say transition t is onne ted to
transition t′ i the target state of t is the sour e state of t′ .
Denition 57 (Path or transition on atenation). We dene a path within
a FSM as the on atenation of a sequen e of n > 0 su essively onne ted
transitions
(qs0 , ξ0, qt0 ) . . . (qsn−1 , ξn−1 , qtn−1 )

su h that qti = qsi+1 ,

for i = 0 . . . n−2.

and we represent it as

(7.1)

(qs0 , ξ0, qt0 ) · (qs1 , ξ1 , qt1 ) · . . . · (qsn−1 , ξn−1 , qtn−1 ),

(7.2)

(qs0 , ξ0 , qt0 )(qs1 , ξ1 , qt1 ) . . . (qsn−1 , ξn−1, qtn−1 ),

(7.3)

or simply as

or even simpler as
ξ0

ξ1

ξn−2

ξn−1

qs0 −
→ qs1 −
→ . . . −−→ qsn−1 −−→ qtn−1 .

(7.4)

Denition 58 (| · |). We dene | · | as the length or number of elements of
a sequen e.
We use | · | in order to represent the length of a path inside a FSM as well
as the length of a string.

Denition 59 (Start and end states of a path). The start state of a path
is the sour e state of its rst transition, and the end state of a path is the
target state of its last transition.
Denition 60 (Conne ted paths). We say path p is onne ted to path p′ i
the end state of p is equal to the start state of p′ .
Denition 61 (Con atenation of paths). We dene the on atenation of
a path p onne ted to a path p′ as the path omposed by the sequen e of
transitions of p followed by the sequen e of transitions of p′ , and we represent
it as p · p′ or simply as pp′ .
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Denition 62 (Cy le). A y le is a losed or self- onne ted path, that is, a
path whose start and end states are the same. Cy les are also alled loops
or losed paths.
Sin e y les are to be des ribed as transition sequen es, one of the y le
states is to start and end the sequen e. Cy les have no start or end states
in the sense of whether the sequen e of transitions an be followed, either in
dire t or reverse order, until there are no more transitions belonging to the
y le, sin e the rst transition follows the last one. However, when regarding
y le des riptions as itineraries (a sequen e of states and transitions to visit
in the order spe ied), the hoi e of the start and end state is not arbitrary:
traversing n times a y le starting at a state q ends up at q and not at any
other state.

Denition 63 (Self- on atenation of a y le). Given a y le p and an integer
n ≥ 0, we dene pn as the result of on atenating path p with itself n times.
Denition 64 (Empty path). Given any losed or un losed path p, we dene
p0 as the empty path or zero-length path.
Denition 65 (Self- on atenation of the empty path). Given a path p, we
dene the spe ial ases of on atenations of paths involving the empty path
as follows:
pp0 = p
p0 p = p

The empty path is the neutral element of the on atenation of paths.

Corollary 1 (Con atenation with the empty path). Con atenating the empty
path to itself any number of times results in the empty path, that is,
p0 p0 . . . p0 = p0

(7.5)

Denition 66 (Subpath). We say pb is a subpath of p i there exist two
paths pa and pb su h that pa pb pc = p.
Denition 67 (Consuming path). A onsuming path is a path having at
least one onsuming transition.
Denition 68 (Consuming y le). A onsuming y le is a losed onsuming
path.
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Denition 69 (ε-path). An ε-path is a path whose transitions are all εtransitions.
Denition 70 (ε- y le). An ε- y le is a losed ε-path.
Denition 71 (Rea hable). We say that a state qt is rea hable or derivable
from a state qs i there exists at least one path p whose start and end states
are qs and qt , respe tively. We say qt is rea hable or derivable from qs through
path p.
Denition 72 (Dire tly rea hable). We say that a state qt is dire tly rea hable from a state qs i qt is rea hable from qs through a path p su h that
|p| = 1.
We will rst dene the fun tion omputing sets of dire tly-rea hable states
from other states, and then dene the fun tion omputing the set of rea hable states by one or more appli ations of the former fun tion, hen e the
distin tion between rea hable and dire tly rea hable.

Denition 73 (ε-rea hable). We say that a state qt is ε-rea hable from a
state qs i it is rea hable through an ε-path.
Denition 74 (Dire tly ε-rea hable). We say that a state qt is dire tly εrea hable from a state qs i qt is dire tly rea hable from qs through an ε-path.

7.4 Stru tures
Denition 75 (Empty ma hine). We say a ma hine is empty i it ontains
no states.
Corollary 2 (Transitions of empty ma hines). Empty ma hines have no
transitions sin e no transitions an be dened without sour e and target
states.
Denition 76 (A y li ma hine). We say a ma hine is a y li i it ontains
no y les.
Tries are an example of a y li ma hines. These ma hines will be the
obje t of hapter 9.
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Denition 77 (Linear ma hine). We say a ma hine is linear or has a linear
stru ture i the ma hine is a y li , has at most one initial state and every
state has at most one outgoing transition.
A sequen e of symbols w an be represented by a linear FSA having a
unique a eptan e state and a path onsuming w from the initial state up to
the a eptan e state.

7.5 Substru tures
Denition 78 (Ma hine substru ture). Given a ma hine with a set of states
Q and a partial transition fun tion δ , (Q′ , δ ′ ) identies a ma hine substru ture i Q′ ⊆ Q and δ ′ is a partial transition fun tion su h that every transition dened by δ ′ is also dened by δ and the sour e and target state of every
transition in δ ′ belongs to Q′ .
Denition 79 (Disjoint ma hine substru tures). We say two ma hine substru tures are disjoint i they do not share any states and/or transitions.
Denition 80 (Properties of relations). A relation R on a set A is
• reexive i a R a, for all a in A,
• irreexive i ¬(a R a), for all a in A,
• antisymmetri i a R b and b R a imply a = b, for all a, b in A, and
• transitive i a R b and b R c imply a R c, for all a, b, c in A,

Denition 81 (Topologi al sort). Let (Q′ , δ ′ ) be a ma hine substru ture
and R a relation on Q′ su h that qs R qt i qt is rea hable from qs ; we say
a sequen e of states in Q′ is a topologi al sort of (Q′ , δ ′) i the following
onditions hold:
• R is irreexive, antisymmetri and transitive,
• the sequen e ontains every state in Q′ , and
• the sequen e is ompatible with R, that is, for every pair of states qi , qj ∈
Q′ , if qi appears before qj within the sequen e then either qi R qj or qi
and qj are not related.
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The problem of nding a topologi al sort for a graph was rst studied
for the ase of PERT networks (see appendix D, page 419). Sin e verti es of
a PERT network represent points in time and edges represent a tivities between two points in time, y les of length 1 make no sense: a tivities require
a positive amount of time in order to be performed. However, it makes sense
that every temporal point is rea hable from itself by performing no a tivity.
The original denition of topologi al sort requires R to be a (non-stri t) partial order, that is, it must be reexive rather than irreexive; sin e temporal
points are onsidered to be rea hable from themselves, R is also reexive.
The topologi al sort is dened as a (non-stri t) total order ompatible with
R, that is, an extension of R su h that antisymmetry and transitivity is kept
while relating every pair of verti es of the network. Totality implies reexivity sin e it also requires every vertex to be related to itself. Sin e FSMs
may ontain y les of length 1, we must distinguish between just being at
a state and rea hing it from itself, hen e we do not onsider that a state
is rea hable from itself unless it has a both outgoing and in oming transition. Consequently, our denition of topologi al sort does neither require R
or the topologi al sort to be reexive and, indeed, it forbids it; in our ase,
the topologi al sort of a FSM represents a linear ordering of the states of a
ma hine su h that ea h state an only be rea hed from zero, one or more of
the states pre eding them in the topologi al sort, but not from themselves
or from the states following them. This ordering will be used for optimizing the appli ation of ma hines with bla kboard output: we will see that it
is possible to pro ess ea h transition a single time as long as we follow the
ordering given by a topologi al sort.

Lemma 1 (Existen e of a topologi al sort). At least one topologi al sort
exists for a given ma hine substru ture i the substru ture ontains no y les.
Proof. Let (Q′ , δ ′ ) be a ma hine substru ture, R be a relation on Q′ su h
that qs R qt i qt is rea hable from qs , and
ξ0

ξ1

ξl−2

p = q0 −
→ q1 −
→ . . . −−→ ql−1

(7.6)

be a path within the substru ture. If p is a y le of length 1, then q0 = ql−1
and q0 is rea hable from itself, whi h would not allow for R to be irreexive.
If p is a path of length greater than 1 having no y li subpath, then there
is at least one state qi between q0 and ql−1 whi h is not equal to q0 or ql−1 .
If p is itself a y le, then both holds that qi is rea hable from q0 and q0 is
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rea hable from qi , whi h would not allow for R to be antisymmetri . Every
path respe ts transitivity, sin e every state within a path is rea hable from
all those pre eding them. Hen e, R an only be irreexive, antisymmetri
and transitive i the substru ture ontains no y les. The existen e of R
implies the existen e of at least one sequential ordering of the states in Q′
ompatible with R.

7.6 Behaviour
We give here the general denitions and equations that des ribe the language
represented by a FSM.

Denition 82 (Exe ution state). The exe ution states (ESs) of a given algorithm of appli ation of a ma hine are stru tures omposed by, at least, a
ma hine state plus, possibly, other additional data whi h depend on the algorithm. These ESs represent exe ution ontexts or partial omputations that
are performed in some order up to obtaining the nal result. If the algorithm does not require any additional information, ESs are simply states of
the ma hine rather than stru tures.
Denition 83 (X ). We dene X as the set of all possible ESs of an algorithm
of appli ation of a ma hine.
For instan e, ESs of an algorithm of appli ation of FSTSOs may not only
in lude a rea hed state q but also the partial output that has been generated
from an initial state up to rea hing q . Algorithms of appli ation of FSAs
require no further information, so X = Q in those ases. Every ma hine
an be redu ed to a either nite or innite-state automaton; for instan e,
we repla e ea h state q of a FSTSO by its exe ution states (q, z), for every
partial output z that an be generated from an initial state up to rea hing
q , and we opy ea h transition in oming to or outgoing from q but without
the output, and having the orresponding ESs as sour e and target states.
In other words, outputs are oded within the states of the ma hine rather
than within the transitions. Sin e ESs having dierent partial outputs will
no longer be the same ES, independently of whether they share the same
state or not, the resulting ma hine will have an innite number of states if
an innite number of partial outputs is possible; hen e, this sort of ma hine is
not to be generated for pra ti al NLP, but only the ne essary real states of
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the ma hine its ESs are to be produ ed for ea h input, and the algorithm
exe ution will nish as long as the number of ESs to produ e for ea h input is
nite. We will give an exa t denition of ES for ea h algorithm and ma hine
in their orresponding se tions.

Denition 84 (Multiple ES). A multiple ES is a set of exe ution states
(SES) omposed by every ES that an algorithm of exe ution of a ma hine
an generate for a given input sequen e; sin e ma hines may dene several
paths leading to dierent ESs for the same input sequen e, we onsider that
the ma hine is able to be taken to a multipli ity of ESs at a given exe ution
time. Throughout this dissertation, V and W will be used as SES identiers.
For instan e, pro essing an ambiguous senten e will lead to multiple ESs
at some exe ution time, one for ea h possible senten e interpretation onsidered in the grammar.

Denition 85 (Illegal ES). Illegal ESs are a spe ial kind of ESs whi h avoid
the traversal of any transition that ends at them.
For instan e, ma hines extended with uni ation pro esses dene as illegal every ES ontaining the null feature stru ture, that is, the result of
unifying two in ompatible feature stru tures; transitions that result in su h
illegal ESs annot be traversed.

Denition 86 (Realizable transition). We say a transition t within a FSM
is realizable from a given legal (sour e) ES xs i, the ma hine being in ES xs ,
the transition t an be traversed for some input symbol; in other words, t is
an outgoing transition of the state asso iated to the ES xs and the ma hine is
taken to a legal (target) ES xt from ES xs by traversing t, and onse uently by
exe uting the a tions asso iated to t, if any (e.g.: onsuming the urrent input
symbol). In general, we say a transition is either realizable or not depending
on the existen e of some input sequen e whi h allows for produ ing a legal
ES xs from where t an be realized.
Following the former example, a transition requiring to unify two in ompatible feature stru tures is not realizable even if the transition onsumes the
urrent input symbol.

Denition 87 (Realization of pure ε-transitions). Given a legal ES xs = (qs ,
a0 . . . an−1 ), where a0 . . . an−1 is the additional data produ ed by the algorithm
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of appli ation of the orresponding ma hine, a pure ε-transition t = (qs , ξ, qt )
is realizable by bringing the ma hine to ES xt = (qt , a0 . . . an−1 ). Sin e pure εtransitions do not impose any restri tion to their traversal, every ε-transition
is realizable, in general.
Note that pure ε-transitions do not asso iate any a tion to their traversal,
hen e they do not modify the urrent ontext of exe ution ex ept for the
ma hine state.

Denition 88 (Realization of pure onsuming transitions). Given a legal
ES xs = (qs , a0 . . . an−1 ), where a0 . . . an−1 is the additional data imposed
by the algorithm of appli ation of a ma hine, a pure onsuming transition
t = (qs , ξ, qt ) is realizable by onsuming the input symbol spe ied in ξ and
by bringing the ma hine to ES xt = (qt , a0 . . . an−1 ). Sin e pure onsuming
transitions do not impose any other restri tion to their traversal than the
presen e of some input symbol at the urrent input point, every pure onsuming transition is realizable, in general.
As for the ase of pure ε-transitions, sin e pure onsuming transitions do
not asso iate any a tion to their traversal other than the onsumption of the
urrent input symbol, the additional data of the ES is not modied.

Denition 89 (Realizable path). A path within a FSM is realizable from a
given legal ES xs i, the ma hine being in ES xs , every transition within the
path is onse utively realizable.
Denition 90 (Exe ution path). Given a realizable path
ξ0

ξ1

ξ2

ξn−1

ξn

p = t0 t1 . . . tn = q0 −
→ q1 −
→ q2 −
→ . . . −−→ qn −→ qn+1

from an ES x0 , we dene its exe ution path from x0 , X (p, x0 ), as
ξ0

ξ1

ξ2

ξn−1

ξn

X (p, x0 ) = x0 −
→ x1 −
→ x2 −
→ . . . −−→ xn −→ xn+1

where x1 is the ES the ma hine is taken to by transition t0 from ES x0 , x2 the
ES the ma hine is taken to by transition t1 from ES x1 , and so on. We also
all X (p, x0 ) the realization of path p from ES x0 . If the ESs of a ma hine
are states in Q, there is no dieren e between paths and their realizations.
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Denition 91 (Rea hable ES). Given two legal ESs xt and xs , we say xt
is rea hable or derivable from xs i there exists at least one realizable path
p whose exe ution from ES xs brings the ma hine to ES xt . We say xt is
rea hable or derivable from xs through path p.
Denition 92 (Deterministi ma hine). A ma hine is deterministi i it
holds the following properties:
• to have at most one initial state,
• not to have transitions that an be realized independently of the exe u-

tion ontext,6 and

• for every possible exe ution ontext of the ma hine there is at most one

realizable transition.7

Denition 93 (Equivalent ma hines). In general, we say two ma hines are
equivalent i for every possible input they yield the same output, no matter
how the ma hines are stru tured.
Depending on the type of output generated by a lass of ma hines, a
parti ular denition of equivalen e will be given ( onsidering that a Boolean
indi ating whether an input sequen e belongs to a language or not is already
an output).

Denition 94 (Minimal ma hine). We say a ma hine is minimal i there
exists no other equivalent ma hine having a smaller number of states.
Ma hines of dierent types may be yet equivalent if they produ e the
same kind of output; for instan e, both FSAs and RTNs return a Boolean
value. However, some ma hine types may allow for more ompa t stru tures;
for instan e, FSAs allow for fa toring out ommon prexes and suxes of
the represented sequen es, while RTNs an also fa tor out ommon inxes.
In general, when we speak about minimal ma hines we are restri ting the
type of the equivalent ma hine to the one of the original ma hine.
6 For

instan e, ε-transitions in FSAs. Re all that, apart from the input, exe ution
ontexts may omprise other data (e.g.: the output generated up to rea hing a ertain
ES).
7 For instan e, deterministi FSAs have no pair of transitions outgoing from the same
sour e state so that both are labeled with the same input symbol; otherwise both transitions might be realizable under the same exe ution ontext, that is, being at the sour e
state of these transitions.
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Denition 95 (Derivation rule). The set of derivation rules or derivation
me hanisms of a ma hine des ribe the ES dire tly rea hable from any given
ES of the ma hine. For the ase of FSMs, ea h transition lass is asso iated
to a derivation rule and ea h transition represents a parti ular ase of su h a
rule for a parti ular pair of sour e and target states and transition ondition
(expressed by the transition's label). The realization of a transition onsists
in applying the derivation rule orresponding to the transition type.
For instan e, denitions 87 and 88 des ribe the derivation rules asso iated
to pure ε-transitions and pure onsuming transitions, respe tively.

Denition 96 (∆). We dene fun tion
∆ : P(X) × Σ → P(X)

(7.7)

as the extension of the onsuming ases of transition fun tion δ to sour e and
target SESs instead of simple sour e and target states of the ma hine, that is,
∆(V, σ) is equal to the set of dire tly rea hable ESs from any ES of V through
transitions that onsume the next input symbol σ . The exa t behaviour of
fun tion ∆ depends on the type of ma hine and algorithm followed.

Denition 97 (D). Analogous to fun tion ∆, we dene fun tion
D : P(X) → P(X)

(7.8)

as the extension of the non- onsuming ases of transition fun tion δ to sour e
and target SESs, that is, D(V ) is equal to the set of dire tly ε-rea hable ESs
from any ES of V . Let A be a ma hine with n ε-transition types,8 we dene
D as
n
D:

[

Di ,

(7.9)

i=0

where Di (V ) represents a parti ular derivation rule of D(V ) for a type of
ε-transition. The exa t behaviour of ea h Di fun tion depends on the type
of ma hine and algorithm followed. For the sake of simpli ity, if i = 1 we
do not dene a D1 fun tion but we dene D itself as the dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs.
8 for

instan e, RTNs have three dierent kinds of ε-transitions: expli it ε-transitions,
push transitions and pop transitions; RTNs will be the obje t of hapter 12.
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Denition 98 (Simple dire t-derivation fun tion on SESs). A simple dire tderivation fun tion on SESs is an extension of a parti ular derivation ase
of transition fun tion δ to sour e and target SESs, namely fun tion ∆ and
the Di fun tions omposing fun tion D (or D for ma hines with a unique
type of ε-transition).
In general, simple dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs are all dened by
an expression of the form

F (V, σ) = {xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V },

(7.10)

where V is the sour e SES, σ is the urrent input symbol (for the ase of ∆)
or is omitted (for the ase of Di fun tions or fun tion D ), d is a predi ate
that depends on the followed derivation rule, and xt is the target ES derived
from sour e ES xs if d holds. For instan e, for the ase of FSAs, ∆(V, σ) is
dened as follows:

∆(V, σ) = {qt : (qt ∈ δ(σ)) ∧ (qs ∈ V )},

(7.11)

where qt and qs orrespond to xt and xs (for the ase of FSAs, ESs are simple
FSA states), and `qt ∈ δ(σ)' is the derivation predi ate. In order to avoid
repetition, we will dene simple dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs for ea h
algorithm and ma hine by spe ifying xs , xt and d. This generalization will
also be used for studying some properties ommon to every simple dire tderivation fun tion on SESs.

Denition 99 (i-re ursive fun tion appli ation). Let F be a fun tion of a
set A into itself, that is, F : A → A, we dene F i, the i-re ursive appli ation
of F , as
• the omposition of F with itself i − 1 times, for i > 1
• the fun tion itself, for i = 1, and
• idA , the identity fun tion of A, for i = 0.
For instan e, let f be a fun tion of N into itself su h that f (x) = x + 1,
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the following equations hold:

f 0 (0)
f 1 (0)
f 2 (0)
f 3 (0)

=
=
=
=

id(0)
f (0)
f (f (0))
f (f 2 (0))

=
=
=
=
..
.

0
0+1
= 1
0+1+1 = 2
2+1
= 3

(7.12)

f n (0) = f (f n−1 (0)) = n − 1 + 1 = n

Denition 100 (ε- losure). We dene the ε- losure of a SES V as the SES
ontaining V and every ε-rea hable ES from any ES of V :
Cε : P(X) → P(X)
Cε (V ) =

m
[

D i (V ),

(7.13)

i=0

that is, the ESs of V plus the ESs rea hable from any ES of V through one
up to m ε-transitions, where m is the smallest k su h that
k
[

i

D (V ) =

i=0

k+1
[

D i (V ),

(7.14)

i=0

if su h k exists, and undened otherwise.
Indeed, there are ma hines having SESs for whi h su h k does not exist
and, hen e, the ε- losure is not omputable. For ea h kind of ma hine, we
will identify the substru tures allowing for su h SESs, if any, in order to avoid
them.

Denition 101 (Delayability of union). Given n subsets Vi of a set X and a
unary fun tion F : P(X) → P(X), we say that the union of sets is delayable
w.r.t. F i
[
[
F(

F (Vi ).

Vi ) =

i

(7.15)

i

Sin e the union of sets is asso iative, if the previous equality holds for the
union of two sets then it holds for the union of two or more sets.

Lemma 2 (FSM D-union). The union of sets is delayable w.r.t. fun tion D
if it is delayable for ea h Di fun tion omposing D.
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Proof. Let D be the union of two fun tions D1 and D2 su h that the union

of sets is delayable w.r.t. both of them, and let V and V ′ be two SESs, then
it holds that

D(V ∪ V ′ ) =
=
=
=

D1 (V ∪ V ′ ) ∪ D2 (V ∪ V ′ )
D1 (V ) ∪ D1 (V ′ ) ∪ D2 (V ) ∪ D2 (V ′ )
D1 (V ) ∪ D2 (V ) ∪ D1 (V ′ ) ∪ D2 (V ′ )
D(V ) ∪ D(V ′ ).

(7.16)
(7.17)
(7.18)
(7.19)

Theorem 1 (Union of dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs). The union of
sets is delayable w.r.t. dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs.
Proof. Let F be a dire t-derivation fun tion on SESs, that is, a fun tion of
the form

(7.20)

F (V, σ) = {xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V },
where d is the derivation predi ate, the following equations hold:

F (V ∪ V ′ ) =
=
=
=
=

{xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V ∪ V ′ }
{xt : d ∧ (xs ∈ V ∨ xs ∈ V ′ )}
{xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V ∨ d ∧ xs ∈ V ′ }
{xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V )} ∪ {xt : d ∧ xs ∈ V ′ )}
F (V ) ∪ F (V ′ ).

Theorem 2 (D-union). Given lemma 2 and theorem 1, the union of sets is
delayable w.r.t. the D fun tion, in general.
Lemma 3 (ε- losure-union). Given a FSM, if the union of sets is delayable
w.r.t. its D fun tion then it is delayable as well w.r.t. its ε- losure fun tion:
D(

[
i

Vi ) =

[
i

D(Vi ) =⇒ Cε (

[
i

Vi ) =

[
i

Cε (Vi ).

(7.21)
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Proof. Let V and V ′ be two SESs, it holds that
′

Cε (V ∪ V ) =
=

m
[

D j (V ∪ V ′ )

j=0
m
[

j

D (V ) ∪

j=0

m
[

D j (V ′ )

j=0
′

= Cε (V ) ∪ Cε (V ),
where m is the smallest k su h that
k
[

D i (V ) =

i=0

k+1
[

D i (V ).

i=0

Theorem 3 (ε- losure-union). Given lemma 2 and lemma 3, the union of
sets is delayable w.r.t. the ε- losure, in general.
Lemma 4 (Iterative ε- losure). Sin e the union of sets is delayable w.r.t.
the D fun tion, the following is an equivalent denition of ε- losure, based
on iterative omputation:
Cε (V0 ) = Vm

with Vi+1 = Vi ∪ D(Vi ),

i > 0,

and m is the smallest k su h that Vk+1 = Vk .
Proof. By omputing the dierent Vi 's we obtain:
V1 = V0 ∪ D(V0 ) =

1
[

D j (V0 )

j=0

V2 = V0 ∪ D(V0 ) ∪ D(V0 ∪ D(V0 ))
= V0 ∪ D(V0 ) ∪ D(V0 ) ∪ D(D(V0))
2
[
D j (V0 )
= V ∪ D(V0 ) ∪ D(D(V0)) =
j=0

..
.

Vi =

i
[

j=0

D j (V0 )

(7.22)
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From the development of term Vm we obtain the rst denition of ε- losure.

Lemma 5 (Finite ε- losure). Given the iterative denition of ε- losure of
lemma 4, if there exists a natural number k ≥ 0 su h that Vk = Vk+1 then
Vk = Vl , for l ≥ k , that is, on e Vk is omputed, omputing further Vi 's will
not add anything to the ε- losure and, hen e, the ε- losure will be nite.
Proof. Let k be the smallest number su h that Vk = Vk+1 = D(Vk ), and l be
a number greater than k , then
Vl = Vk ∪ D(Vk ) ∪ D(D(Vk )) ∪ . . . ∪ D l−k (Vk )
= Vk ∪ Vk
∪ D(Vk )
∪ . . . ∪ D i−k−1(Vk )
..
.
= Vk ∪ Vk
= Vk

∪ Vk

∪ . . . ∪ Vk

and therefore omputing further Vi 's after Vk will not add anything to Cε (V0 ).

Denition 102 (∆∗ ). We re ursively dene ∆∗ , the extension of the transition fun tion over SESs ∆ for an input sequen e w ∈ Σ∗ , as follows:
∆∗ : P(X) × Σ∗ → P(X)
∆∗ (V, ε) = Cε (V )
∆∗ (V, wσ) = Cε (∆(∆∗ (V, w), σ))

(7.23)
(7.24)

This denition is analogous to that of δ̂ for NFAs (non-deterministi
FSAs) given in Hop roft et al. (2000, se . 2.3.3, p. 58), though ∆∗ is dened on SES and δ̂ is dened on NFA states.

Denition 103 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). We all XI the initial SES of
a FSM and XF its a eptan e or nal SES. ESs in XI or XF are stru tures
ontaining a state in QI or F , respe tively, plus any additional information
required to represent the initial or a eptan e ES depending on the type of
ma hine and algorithm followed. When no additional information is required,
as in FSAs, XI = QI and XF = F .
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Denition 104 (Deterministi exe ution of a FSM). Let A be a FSM with
an input alphabet Σ and a set of initial ESs XI , we say A is deterministi
in terms of exe ution i it holds that
|∆∗ (XI , w)| ≤ 1,

for all w ∈ Σ∗ ,

(7.25)

that is, A has a unique initial ES x0 and the number of rea hable ESs from
x0 by onsuming any input sequen e is at most one.

Denition 105 (Exe ution ma hine). Given a FSM A with Σ as input alphabet, X as its ES domain, XI as initial SES and XF as a eptan e SES, we
dene X (A), the exe ution ma hine of A, as an either nite- or innite-state
ma hine (depending on ea h ase) having at least the following elements
• X as set of states, either nite or innite,
• XI as set of initial states, nite,
• XF as set of a eptan e states, either nite or innite,
• Σ as input alphabet, either nite (for letter ma hines) or innite (for

ma hines on an alphabet of words or predi ates), and

• δ ′ as partial transition fun tion, either nite or innite, su h that

 xt ∈ δ ′ (xs , σ) ⇐⇒ the exe ution of A an dire tly derive xt from
xs by onsuming σ ,
 xt ∈ δ ′ (xs , ε) ⇐⇒ the exe ution of A an derive xt from xs
without input onsumption, and
 possibly other transitions depending on the type of ma hine and
algorithm of appli ation.
Exe ution ma hines an be seen as exe ution tra es of the algorithm of appli ation of the ma hines for every possible input. The exa t denition of
exe ution ma hine depends on the kind of ma hine and exe ution method.
Note that for FSMs having an innite number of ESs (e.g.: FSTs representing an innite number of translations), the number of transitions linking
the states of their orresponding exe ution ma hines will also be innite. As
stated before, exe ution ma hines are not to be entirely omputed but only
the ne essary substru tures for the appli ation of FSMs to spe i input
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sequen es. The on ept of exe ution ma hine will be used for the ase of
ma hines with output generation in order to study the possibility of omputing the dierent ESs in some spe i order that will a elerate the ma hine
appli ation: the order given by a topologi al sort of the exe ution ma hine
substru tures produ ed by derivation fun tions on SESs. In parti ular, we
will study the ne essary onditions for the existen e of su h topologi al sorts.

Denition 106 (F -substru ture). Given a derivation fun tion F on SES of
a ma hine A, we dene the F (V )-substru ture of X (A) as the substru ture
of X (A) omposed by every ES in V and every rea hed ES and traversed
transition during the omputation of F (V ).
Denition 107 (L). We dene L(A), the language of a FSM A, as the set of
sequen es w ∈ Σ∗ re ognized by A, that is, the set of sequen es whose whole
onsumption rea hes at least one a eptan e ES from at least one initial ES:
L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : ∆∗ (XI , w) ∩ XF 6= ∅}.

(7.26)

This formula is similar to that of Hop roft et al. (2000, se . 2.3.4, p. 59),
though using fun tion ∆∗ instead of δ̂ , an initial SES XI instead of a single
initial state q0 , and an a eptan e SESs XF instead of a set of a eptan e
states F .
We say that a word w is a epted or re ognized by a FSM A i w belongs
to the language of A; otherwise we say that w is reje ted or not re ognized
by the FSM.

Denition 108 (LR (x)). Let x be an ES of a FSM, we dene LR (x), the
right language of x, as
LR (x) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : ∆∗ ({x}, w) ∩ XF 6= ∅}.

(7.27)

Denition 109 (A eptor ma hine). We say that a ma hine or an algorithm
of appli ation of a ma hine is a pure a eptor i its sole purpose is to ompute
the a eptan e/reje tion of an input sequen e.
In denition 93 (p. 135) we introdu ed the on ept of equivalen e between
ma hines. On e dened what a pure a eptor ma hine is, we an give a more
on rete denition of equivalen e between pure a eptor ma hines:

Denition 110 (Equivalent pure a eptor ma hines). We say two pure a eptor ma hines A and A′ are equivalent i L(A) = L(A′ ).
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Denition 111 (Interpretation). Given a word w and a ma hine A, we say
a path p within A is an interpretation of w i X (p, xs ) rea hes an a eptan e
ES from an initial ES xs by onsuming w .
Denition 112 (Ambiguous word). We say a word w is ambiguous for a
given ma hine A i there exist several interpretations within A that onsume
w.
Denition 113 (Ambiguous ma hine and language). Ma hines re ognizing
at least one word through several interpretations are said to be ambiguous,
and so are their a epted languages.
Denition 114 (Useful state). We say a state is useful i there exists at
least one interpretation traversing the state; otherwise we say it is useless.
Denition 115 (Useful transition). We say a transition is useful i it is a
part of at least one interpretation; otherwise we say it is useless.
Denition 116 (Useful path). We say a path is useful i it is a subpath of
at least one interpretation; otherwise we say it is useless.
Denition 117 (Useful ma hine substru ture). We say a ma hine substru ture (Q′ , δ ′ ) is useful i it ontains at least one useful state. Conversely, we
say a ma hine substru ture is useless i it ontains no useful states.
Corollary 3 (Transitions of ma hine subtru tures and usefulness). A mahine substru ture that ontains useful transitions is also useful, sin e the usefulness of a transition implies the usefulness of its sour e and target states,
whi h also belong to the ma hine substru ture. Conversely, ma hine substru tures ontaining no useful states neither ontain useful transitions.
One may be tempted to say that a ma hine is useless i it ontains no
interpretation. However, su h ma hines may have a purpose analogous to
that of ε (to represent the empty symbol or the empty string), ∅ (to represent
the empty set), or 0 (to represent the null quantity).

Denition 118 (Trimmed FSM). We say a FSM is trimmed i it ontains
no useless states or transitions.
Denition 119 (w -usefulness). We say a path, a transition or a state is
useful for a given input sequen e w , or simply w -useful, i there exists an
interpretation of w traversing su h path, transition or state.
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Denition 120 (Pruning). We all pruning the pro ess of removing every
useless substru ture of a ma hine.
Corollary 4 (Result of pruning). The result of pruning a ma hine is either
the empty ma hine or a ma hine without useless states or transitions.
Some of the algorithms we will present in this dissertation require the
generation of the language of a new kind of ma hine we have alled lteredpopping re ursive transition network (FPRTN). We will rst study the ases
in whi h su h language is nite, in order to guarantee that the exe ution
of su h algorithms will nish. FPRTNs an be seen as RTNs whose popping transitions are not always realizable, and RTNs an be seen as FSAs
extended with all, push and pop transitions. Apart from these transitions,
the remaining transitions are the same and, hen e, the orresponding substru tures will have the same behaviour. Though it may seem obvious whi h
kind of FSA and RTN substru tures lead to innite languages, that is not
the ase for FPRTNs. We will present the FPRTN ase by extending the
simpler ases, starting here with the general ondition for any FSM.

Theorem 4 (Cardinality of the interpretation set). The number of interpretations of a FSM without useful y les is nite; otherwise, the number of
interpretations is innite i the ma hine allows for the realization of an innite number of self- on atenations of at least one useful y le, and an innite
subset of the realizable self- on atenations is useful.
Proof. Let it be a FSM A either without y les or with useless y les; sin e

for any interpretation p the same state annot be traversed twi e, every interpretation must be formed by a sequen e of onne ted transitions traversing
a sequen e of states without repetitions. The number of subsets of states of
a ma hine is equal to
|P(Q)| = 2|Q| ,
(7.28)
whi h is nite sin e Q is nite. For every subset of states Qi ⊆ Q, the number
of permutations without repetitions of the states in Qi is |Qi |!, giving a total
of
|P(Q)|
X
|Qi |!
(7.29)
i=0

possible sequen es of states without repetitions, whi h is also a nite number
sin e Qi is nite for i = 0 . . . |P(Q)|. Moreover, not every sequen e of states
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will be possible for a ma hine without useful y les sin e two interpretations
without y les may allow for the existen e of a third interpretation with y les
(e.g: interpretations with sequen es of states q0 q1 and q1 q0 may allow for an
interpretation with state sequen e q0 q1 q0 ). Finally, for ea h sequen e to be
an interpretation, at least one realizable transition (qj , ξj , qj+1) must exist for
ea h two onse utive states qj and qj+1 within the sequen e, ea h additional
realizable transition allowing for an additional interpretation. However, sin e
the number of transitions is nite, the total number of interpretations is also
nite.
Otherwise, if A ontains a useful y le pb for a given interpretation p =
pa pb pc , then A ontains the innite family of paths pi = pa pib pc for i ≥ 0; if an
innite subset of this family is realizable, then the number of interpretations
of the ma hine is innite i pi is an interpretation for some innite set of
values of i, that is, an innite set of useful self- on atenations of a y le is
required for a ma hine to have an innite set of interpretations.
The proof's last paragraph may remind the reader of the pumping lemma
for regular expressions (see Hop roft et al., 2000, se . 4.1.1, p. 126 or Sipser,
2006, se . 1.4, p. 77) but from a more general perspe tive: the pumping
lemma states that regular languages may not be omposed by an innite
number of random sequen es but, at most, by an innite number of words
that are built by the repeated self- on atenation of some nite set of random subsequen es, and our proof states that y les within FSMs may allow
for an innite number of interpretations by onse utively repeating the proessing asso iated to the y les, whatever the pro essing may onsist in.
Indeed, some of the ma hines we will present in this dissertation are equivalent to Turing ma hines and, therefore, go beyond regular and ontext-free
languages.

Theorem 5 (Cardinality of the language). The language of a ma hine is
innite i it ontains at least one useful onsuming y le p and an innite
set of self- on atenations of p is useful.

7.7 Reverse FSM
Some of the algorithms presented in this dissertation require to reversely
traverse a FSM, namely: a general minimization algorithm (se . 8.6, p. 174),
a FPRTN pruning algorithm (se . 16.1, p. 325) and an algorithm extra ting
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the top-ranked output represented by a FPRTN (alg. 18.2, p. 346). As for the
ardinality of the language of FPRTNs, we will dene the anoni al reverse
of a FPRTN as the extension of simpler ases, starting here with the general
denition of reverse FSM.

Denition 121 (Reverse transition). Let t be a transition (qs , ξ, qt), we dene tR , the reverse of t, as (qt , ξ, qs )
Denition 122 (Reverse sequen e). Let A be a set of elements, a be an
element of A, α and β be two sequen es of zero, one or more elements of A
and ε be the empty sequen e, we dene αR , the reverse of α, as
R

α =



ε,
α=ε
R
aβ , α = βa

(7.30)

Denition 123 (Reverse path). We dene pR , the reverse of a path p, as the
result of reversing the sequen e of transitions forming p and then repla ing
ea h transition by its reverse, that is,
p = t0 t1 . . . tn

i pR = tRn . . . tR1 tR0 .

(7.31)

Denition 124 (LR ). Let L(A) = {w0 , . . . , wn−1} be the language of a maR
hine A, we dene LR (A), the reverse language of A, as {w0R , . . . , wn−1
},
R
R
that is, reversed word wi ∈ L (A) i wi ∈ L(A), for i = 0 . . . n − 1.
Corollary 5 (Cardinality of LR ). Let A be a FSM, the ardinality of LR (A)
is equal to the ardinality of L(A)
Denition 125 (Reverse ma hine). We say a ma hine B is a reverse of a
ma hine A i L(A) = LR (B).
Denition 126 (Canoni al reverse ma hine). Let A be a FSM, we dene AR ,
the anoni al reverse of A, as the result of reversing ma hine A by means
of a parti ular pro edure whi h is to be dened for ea h parti ular kind of
ma hine.
For all the ma hines presented here, their anoni al reverses are ma hines
of the same kind, ex ept for FPRTNs: as we will see in hapter 15, reversing
a ltered-popping re ursive transition network results in a ltered-pushing
re ursive transition network and vi e-versa.
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7.8 E ient omputation of the ε- losure
In this se tion we derive from the iterative denition of ε- losure (lemma 4,
p. 140) an equivalent and more e ient denition so that at ea h iteration
we only onsider the ESs from where new ESs may be ε-derived, and reuse
previous omputations as far as possible. We will then give an algorithm for
the omputation of the ε- losure of any kind of FSM, based on this denition.

Denition 127 (ε-expansion). We dene E(V ), the ε-expansion of a SES
V , as the set of dire tly ε-rea hable ESs from any ES of V that is not already
present in V :
E : P(X) → P(X)
(7.32)

E(V ) = D(V ) − V

Lemma 6 (ε-expansion-based ε- losure). Sin e the union of sets is delayable
w.r.t. the D fun tion (theorem 2, p. 139), the following is an equivalent and
more e ient denition of ε- losure, based on su essive ε-expansions:
(7.33)

Cε (V0 ) = Cε′ (V0 , E(V0 ))

where Cε′ is an auxiliary fun tion whi h is re ursively dened as follows:
Cε′ : P(X) × P(X) → P(X)
Cε′ (Vi , Ei )

=



Vi ,
Cε′ (Vi ∪ Ei , D(Ei ) − (Vi ∪ Ei )),

Ei = ∅
Ei 6= ∅,

(7.34)

being Vi the SES resulting from the i-re ursive all to fun tion Cε′ and Ei the
ε-expansion of Vi .
As we will see, Ei is eventually to be empty for the ase of nite ε- losures.

Proof. Following the iterative denition of ε- losure of lemma 4, we ompute

the ε- losure of a SES V0 by generating the su essive Vi su h that ea h
one ontains V0 plus the ε-rea hable states through i ε-transitions, that is,
we in rement V0 with the rea hable ESs through one ε-transition, two εtransitions and so on. The new ESs appearing at a SES Vi+2 will ome from
the ESs that were not formerly onsidered during the omputation of D(Vi );
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rather than omputing the new ε-rea hable ESs at Vi+2 from every state of
Vi+1 , we only onsider the states Vi+1 − Vi , that is, the ε-expansion of Vi :

Vi+1 − Vi =
=
=
=

(Vi ∪ D(Vi )) − Vi
(Vi − Vi ) ∪ (D(Vi ) − Vi )
D(Vi ) − Vi
E(Vi ).

Hen e, we an reformulate the ε- losure denition as

Cε (V0 ) = Vm

su h that Vi+1 = Vi ∪ E(Vi )

(7.35)

and m is the smallest k su h that Vi+1 = Vi . If su h k exists, then the εlosure is nite (see lemma 5) and its omputation will nish on e the rst
empty ε-expansion is rea hed:

Cε (V ) = Vk : Vk = Vk+1 ⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

Vk = Vk ∪ D(Vk )
D(Vk ) ⊆ Vk
D(Vk ) − Vk = ∅
E(Vk ) = ∅

As well, we do not require to ompute at ea h iteration i the ε-expansion
from the whole set Vi but from the previous ε-expansion: let Ei = E(Vi ) for
i ≥ 0, it holds that

Ei+1 =
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

E(Vi+1 )
D(Vi+1 ) − Vi+1
D(Vi ∪ Ei ) − Vi+1
(D(Vi ) ∪ D(Ei )) − Vi+1
(D(Vi ) − Vi+1 ) ∪ (D(Ei ) − Vi+1 )
(D(Vi ) − (Vi ∪ D(Vi )) ∪ (D(Ei ) − Vi+1 )
D(Ei ) − Vi+1
D(Ei ) − (Vi ∪ Ei ).

Therefore, we an e iently ompute the ε- losure of V by following the
iterative pro edure below:

V0 = V
Vi+1 = Vi ∪ Ei
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where

E0 = E(V0 )
Ei+1 = D(Ei ) − Vi+1
until rea hing an Ek = ∅; by developing the equations of lemma 6 we obtain
this pattern.
Algorithm 7.1 fsm_eexpansion_e losure is an implementation of the εlosure based on ε-expansions (lemma 6), whi h uses algorithm 7.2 fsm_eexpansion in order to ompute the su essive ε-expansions. The implementation of fun tion D , whi h is used for the omputation of the ε-expansion,
depends on the type of ma hine.

Algorithm 7.1 fsm_eexpansion_e losure(V )
Input: V , the SES whose ε- losure is to be omputed
Output: V after omputing its ε- losure

⊲ Cε (V ), lem. 6

1: E = fsm_eexpansion(V )
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
V ←V ∪E
4:
E ← fsm_eexpansion(E)
5: end while

Algorithm 7.2 fsm_eexpansion(V )
⊲ E(V ), def. 127
Input: V , the SES whose ε-expansion is to be omputed
Output: E , the ε-expansion of V
1: for ea h xt ∈ D(V ) do
2:
if xt ∈/ V then
3:
4:
5:

E ← E ∪ xt

end if
end for

Finally, algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure is a more e ient pro edure for the omputation of the ε- losure, also based on ε-expansions. Instead
of omputing the whole ε-expansion at ea h iteration and then adding it to
V , it adds new states to V as they are found and it keeps a queue E of unexplored states that grows with ea h new ES found and de reases ea h time one
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of its ESs is explored; the onstru tion of the dierent ε-expansions is interla ed with the onstru tion of the ε- losure. Algorithm 7.4 add_enqueue_es
is a small routine used for adding ε-derived ESs to the SES whose ε- losure
is to be omputed. This routine is further used in the algorithm omputing
the ∆ fun tion of V (algorithm 7.6 fsm_re ognize_symbol ) in order to add
ESs rea hed through the onsumption of an input symbol.

Algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure(V, E)
Input: V , the SES whose ε- losure is to be omputed

⊲ Cε (V, E), lem. 6

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in V

Output: V after omputing its ε- losure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

E after emptying it
while E 6= ∅ do
xs ← dequeue(E)
for ea h xt ∈ D(xs ) do
add_enqueue_es(V, E, xt )

end for
end while

Algorithm 7.4 add_enqueue_es(V, E, xt )
Input: V , the SES where the ES is added

E , the queue of unexplored ESs
xt , the target ES to add to V
Output: V after adding the ES
E after enqueuing the ES, if new
1: if add(V, xt ) then
2:
enqueue(E, xt )
3:

end if

Noti e that the addition of xt to V by means of fun tion add in algorithm 7.4 add_enqueue_es requires to he k whether the ES already belongs
to the SES or not so that the underlying data stru ture does not represent
twi e the same element. Thus, we are to use set data stru tures providing
e ient sear h operations, su h as the ones presented in hapter 2. However, if we an ensure that the same element is not going to be added twi e
during the whole life of the set, and the order in whi h the elements are to
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be retrieved is not important, it is preferable to use a data stru ture that
sa ri es dupli ity he king, element ordering and, onsequently, ordered element retrieval but provides faster add and retrieval operations: for instan e
queues and sta ks. That is the ase of the set of unexplored ESs E and
operation enqueue in the same algorithm: we want to add to E the elements
that are new to V , so they are going to be new as well to E , and the order
in whi h unexplored ESs in E are explored does not modify the algorithm
result. Fun tion add is to return a Boolean indi ating whether the element
has been added or not to the set so that we an safely enqueue elements in
E . As well, algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure is not to initialize E with
every ES in V but E is to be built along with V by the algorithm omputing
∆(V ) (algorithm 7.6 fsm_re ognize_symbol in the next se tion), so that the
latter algorithm an also benet from the add-enqueue me hanism.
Algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure an be seen as a generalization
of the algorithm presented in van Noord (2000, se . 3.2): while van Noord's
algorithm omputes the ε- losure of a set of states of a FSA, our algorithm
omputes the ε- losure of a SES of any kind of FSM. Side by side, the differen es between both algorithms are:

• van Noord's algorithm marks the states that have been explored, while
our algorithm expli itly uses a queue E of unexplored ESs,
• van Noord's algorithm rst unmarks every state of the set whose εlosure is to be added, while our algorithm expe ts the initial E to be
passed as argument (it will be onstru ted along with the set whose
ε- losure is to be omputed),
• van Noord's algorithm adds to the ε- losure every state qt su h that
qt ∈ δ(qs , ε), with qs the unmarked states already in the ε- losure, while
we add the ESs xt su h that xt ∈ D(xs ), with xs the ESs in E .
The equations given in this se tion, along with the equations given in se tion 7.6 (p. 132) relative to the ε- losure, verify the algorithm orre tness for
every kind of ES and D fun tion.

7.9 Re ognizing a string
Based on the previous denitions, algorithm 7.5 fsm_re ognize_string is
a generi breadth-rst algorithm whi h omputes the a eptan e/reje tion
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of a given word for a FSM (denition 46, p. 121). This algorithm uses
algorithms 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure and 7.6 fsm_re ognize_symbol for
the omputation of the ε- losure and the ∆ fun tion of a SES, respe tively.
Two small routines are used in order to add an ES to a SES: algorithm 7.4,
the same used for the omputation of the ε- losure, and algorithm 7.7, a
version of the former algorithm whi h un onditionally adds the ES to the
SES. The latter algorithm is to be used whenever it is sure the ES is new so
we an omit the onditional jump.

Algorithm 7.5 fsm_re ognize_string(σ1 . . . σl ) ⊲ σ1 . . . σl ∈ L, def. (107)
Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: r, a Boolean indi ating whether the input string belongs to L
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

V ←∅
E←∅

for ea h xs ∈ XI do

unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, xs )

end for

fsm_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)
i←0
while V 6= ∅ ∧ i < l do
V ← fsm_recognize_symbol(V, E, σi+1 )
i←i+1
fsm_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)

end while
r ← false

for ea h q ∈ V do
r ← r ∨ q ∈ XF

end for

This algorithm is a generalization of the breadth-rst translator algorithm
for RTNs presented in Sastre and For ada (2007, 2009), whi h in turn is based
on the algorithm presented in Garrido-Alenda et al. (2002) for the appli ation
of deterministi augmented letter transdu ers. It iteratively omputes the ∆∗
fun tion: it rst initializes V as the initial SES of the ma hine and marks
every initial ES as unexplored for the ε- losure omputation, then adds to
V its ε- losure and afterwards performs a sequen e of iterations so that for
ea h one reinitializes V as the set of rea hable ESs from the previous V
by onsuming the next input symbol and adds its ε- losure. Ea h time an
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Algorithm 7.6 fsm_re ognize_symbol(V, E, σ)
Input: V , a SES

⊲ ∆(V, σ), def. (96)

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
σ , the input symbol to re ognize
Output: W , the set of rea hable ESs from V by onsuming σ
E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h xt ∈ ∆(V, σ) do
3:
add_enqueue_es(W, E, xt )
4:

end for

Algorithm 7.7 un onditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, xt )
Input: V , the SES where the ES is added
E , the queue of unexplored ESs
xt , the target ES to add to V
Output: V after adding the ES
E after enqueuing the ES, if new
1: add(V, xt )
2: enqueue(E, xt )
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ES is to be added, it veries if the ES is new and, if so, it marks it as
unexplored for the omputation of the ε- losure by enqueuing it into E , the
queue of unexplored ESs. The only ex eption is when building the initial
SES: sin e every initial ES is unique, all of them are un onditionally marked
as unexplored. Iterations pro eed until every symbol has been onsumed
or an empty SES V is rea hed. After the omputation of the ε- losure, an
empty queue is returned whi h is relled again when onsuming the next
input symbol. The algorithm a epts the string if the last omputed V
ontains at least one a eptan e ES. It is not ne essary to expli itly he k
whether the whole input has been onsumed or not: in ase an input symbol
annot be onsumed, the iterative pro ess will be interrupted after building a
last empty SES. Sin e this algorithm only omputes a eptability, it ould be
further optimized by having a spe ial last iteration whi h would immediately
return true on e the rst a eptan e ES is found, avoiding the onstru tion
of the whole last SES. The algorithm only requires to store two SESs: the
SESs of the urrent and the next iteration, the latter stored as a lo al variable
during the evaluation of the expression

V ← fsm_recognize_symbol(V, E, σi+1 )).
Sin e the algorithm performs a breadth-rst exploration of the ma hine,
parallel explorations of the ma hine will be joined together if they rea h the
same ES, avoiding the repeated exploration of ommon paths as happens
with depth-rst algorithms. Of ourse, if the ma hine is determinized (determinization is des ribed in the next se tion) then there will be a unique
path to be explored for every input string, thus there will not be parallel
paths to be joined; a simplest algorithm just seeking for the onse utive ESs
of the path exe ution would be more e ient. However, not every ma hine
an be determinized.
In order to adapt these algorithms for any kind of FSM, we need to spe ify
the following parti ularities of the ma hine:

• the initial SES XI and how to build it,
• the ∆ fun tion or how to traverse a onsuming transition,
• the D fun tion or how to traverse an ε-transition and
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• the a eptan e SES XF and how to evaluate if an ES x belongs to it.9
It must be taken into a ount that, sin e the algorithm is based in the
omputation of the ε- losure, the exe ution of this algorithm might fall into
an innite loop for the ase of ma hines allowing for innite ε- losures; for
ea h kind of ma hine, we will study su h ases in order to avoid them.

7.9.1 From breadth-rst to depth-rst
The same ESs and derivation fun tions used for the breadth-rst appli ation
of a ma hine an be used for its depth-rst appli ation; the dieren e lies in
the order in whi h the dierent ESs are omputed:

• An arbitrary initial ES x is hosen, then the rst su essively realizable
transitions, starting with the one outgoing from x, are followed until either an a eptor ES is rea hed after onsuming the whole input or until
rea hing an ES from where no more su essively realizable transitions
are found.

 In the former ase, the input is to be a epted.
 In the latter ase, the traversed path is to be walked ba k until
the last rea hed ES having some additional realizable outgoing
transition that has not been explored yet, and the same pro ess is
to be repeated from that ES and transition and remaining input
sux from that ES.

• If no interpretation starting at x is found, the pro ess repeats for the
next unexplored initial ESs until either nding an input interpretation
or until no more unexplored initial ESs are left, in whi h ase the input
sequen e is to be reje ted.
As we an see, the depth-rst exploration stops at the rst interpretation
found while the breadth-rst approa h explores every realizable path starting
at an initial ES by onsuming some input prex; the depth-rst approa h
will only explore all those paths for inputs that are to be reje ted. However,
the exploration of ea h path is performed independently of the others, thus
ommon subpaths of paths that join at some point will be explored several
9X

F might be innite; however, the algorithm only requires to implement predi ate
x ∈ XF rather than onstru ting XF .
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times. In pra ti e, the depth-rst a eptor algorithm has been the fastest
one. However, we are not only interested in re ognition but in omputing
every possible translation of a given input sequen e, in whi h ase every input
interpretation is to be explored. Depth-rst translation will be dis ussed in
se tion 10.6.1.
Algorithm 7.8 fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_string is a possible implementation of the depth-rst appli ation of a FSM. This algorithm simply initializes the explorations starting from ea h initial ES by alling algorithm 7.9
fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_sufx. This latter algorithm re ursively performs the sear h for the rst realizable path starting from a given ES xs
and a epting a given input sux σi . . . σl , the rst alls taking an initial ES
and the whole input. If the sux is empty and xs is an a eptor ES, the
algorithm simply returns true. If the sux is not empty, the algorithm alls
itself for input sux σi+1 . . . σl and for ea h target ES rea hable from xs by
onsuming σi , until nding the rst xs whose right language (denition 108,
p. 143) in ludes σi+1 . . . σl . If su h ES is found, the algorithm returns true.
Otherwise, the same pro ess repeats for the ε-rea hable ESs from xs and the
same input sux σi . . . σl . If neither here su h ES is found, the algorithm
nally returns false.

Algorithm 7.8 fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_string(σ1 . . . σl )

⊲

σ1 . . . σl ∈ L, def. 107
Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: a Boolean indi ating whether the input string belongs to L
1: for ea h x ∈ XI do
2:
if fsm_depth_first_recognize_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , 1, x) then
3:
return true
4:
5:
6:

end if
end for
return false

7.10 Determinization
In general, determinizing a FSM onsists in nding an equivalent (denition 93, p. 135) but deterministi FSM (denition 92, p. 135). Determinizing
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Algorithm 7.9 fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_sux(σ1 . . . σl , i, xs )

⊲

σi . . . σl ∈ LR (xs ), def. 108

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l

i, the index of the rst sux symbol
xs , an ES with qs as rea hed state
Output: a Boolean indi ating whether sux σi . . . σl an be re ognized from
xs or not
1: if i > l ∧ xs ∈ XF then
2:
return true
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

end if
if i ≤ l then
for ea h xt ∈ ∆({xs }, σi ) do
if fsm_depth_first_recognize_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , i + 1, xt ) then
return true
end if
end for
end if
for ea h xt ∈ D({xs }) do
if fsm_depth_first_translate_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , i, xt ) then
return true
end if
end for
return false
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a ma hine before its appli ation redu es the ost of appli ation of the mahine: instead of having to maintain a SES, only a single ES is to be omputed
for ea h input symbol. However, the resulting ma hine may be larger than
the original one. Dening a generi determinization algorithm for any kind of
FSM is not feasible sin e the denition of equivalen e depends on the purpose
of the ma hine, whi h may dier from ma hine to ma hine; for instan e, sequen e a eptors and sequen e translators do not share the same denition of
equivalen e (denitions 109 and 163, pp. 143 and 193, respe tively). Even for
ma hines having the same purpose, the same determinization algorithm may
involve to ompute an innite ma hine. We will rst study FSA's and then
give a generi algorithm that omputes an equivalent FSA for some a eptor
ma hine. The determinization issues for ea h kind of ma hine will be disussed in their respe tive hapters. In parti ular, a pseudo-determinization
algorithm will be given for ases in whi h full determinization is not possible (e.g.: due to output generation, whi h will be dis ussed in se tion 10.7).
Apart from performing a partial determinization, this algorithm removes ertain kinds of ε-moves and, hen e, avoids the possibility of falling into innite
loops due to ε- y les.

7.11 Minimization
As for determinization, minimizing a FSM onsists in nding an equivalent but minimal FSM (denition 94, p. 135). On e a ma hine is determinized, minimizing it will not a elerate the ma hine appli ation the size
of the SESs to ompute during the ma hine appli ation will not be further
redu ed but may onsiderably redu e the size of the ma hine; hen e, minimization may redu e both the time and amount of memory required to load
the ma hine. We will give in se tion 8.6 (p.174) a minimization algorithm
whi h an be seen as an extension of the determinization algorithm, based
on van de Sneps heut's (1985) minimization algorithm. Sin e grammars are
to be minimized only on e and then applied several times, we will rather
fo us on the optimization of the algorithms of appli ation of the ma hines
rather than on the optimization of their determinization and minimization
algorithms.

Chapter 8
Finite-state automata
FSAs are equivalent to regular expressions,1 that is, for any FSA there exists
a regular expression representing the same (regular) language and vi e-versa
(Kleene, 1956). FSAs and regular expressions are or have been used for building lexi al analysers as well as for des ribing sear h patterns and token sets
(Hop roft et al., 2000, se s. 2.4 & 3.3, pp. 68 & 108; Revuz, 1992; Da iuk
et al., 2000; Carras o and For ada, 2002; Da iuk et al., 2005); they not
only allow for des ribing nite sets of words, but also some innite sets of sequen es su h as integer numbers and email addresses (see gure 8.1). Regular
expressions are more onvenient for des ribing simple patterns; the manual
onstru tion of FSAs is usually more umbersome, either when using some
graphi al interfa e for drawing them, su h as the ones in luded in the Intex
(Silberztein, 2004, hap. 5, p. 49) and Unitex (Paumier, 2008, se . 5.2, p. 90)
systems, or by des ribing them in some text format, su h as with Graphviz's
dot format (Gansner and North, 2000) or with the VauCanSon-G LATEX
pa kage (Lombardy and Sakarovit h, 2002).2 Additionally, applying a FSA is
more straightforward than applying its equivalent regular expression, hen e
regular expressions are usually transformed into their equivalent FSAs for
their appli ation: FSAs are pro edural while regular expressions are de larative.
We present here letter FSAs as the simplest ase of FSM. We give the
basis for the denitions, properties and proofs of the ma hines presented in
the following hapters. More extensive material on letter FSAs and regular
1A

des ription of regular expressions an be found in Hop roft et al. (2000, se . 3,
p. 83) or in Sipser (2006, se . 1.3, p. 63).
2 Graphviz homepage: http://www.graphviz.org
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[_A-Za-z0-9-℄+(\.[_A-Za-z0-9-℄+)*
[A-Za-z0-9℄+(\.[A-Za-z0-9℄+)*\.[A-Za-z℄[A-Za-z℄
(a)
_
A-Z
A-Z
_ a-z
a-z
A-Z 0-9
a-z A-Z 0-9
0-9
a-z
A-Z
A-Z
0-9
a-z
a-z
\.

q0
q1
q2
q3
q4
q5
q6
\.
\.
(b)
Figure 8.1: (a) Unix regular expression (see Hop roft et al., 2000, se . 3.3, p. 108)

and (b) FSA mat hing any email address; additional transitions for the same sour e
an target states have been omitted, leaving a set of sta ked labels, and labels of
the form `X-Y' represent any

hara ter between

X

and

Y,

both in luded.

expressions an be found in Hop roft et al. (2000, hap. 23) and Sipser
(2006, hap. 1).

Denition 128 (FSA). A FSA (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) is a spe ial type of FSM
(denition 46, p. 121) whose set of labels Ξ takes its elements from Σ ∪ {ε},
where Σ is a nite input alphabet and ε is the empty symbol.

8.1 Transitions
Denition 129 (Consuming transition). Following denitions 51 and 52,
transitions in Q × Σ × Q, that is, whi h onsume and input symbol, are alled
pure onsuming transitions or simply onsuming transitions.
Denition 130 (ε-transition). Following denitions 53 and 54, transitions
in Q × {ε} × Q, that is, whi h do not onsume input, are alled pure εtransitions or simply ε-transitions.

8.2 Behaviour
Denition 131 (Exe ution state). The ESs of a FSA are states in Q.

8.2.
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The realization of FSA transitions falls into the FSM general ategories of
pure onsuming transitions and pure ε-transitions (see denitions 87 and 88,
pp. 133 and 134, respe tively).

Denition 132 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for FSAs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = qs ,
• xt = qt , and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , σ).

Denition 133 (D). The D fun tion for FSAs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = qs ,
• xt = qt , and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , ε).

Lemma 7 (Finite ε- losure). Given the iterative denition of ε- losure of
lemma 4 (p. 140) adapted for FSAs, there exists a nite number n ≤ |Q| so
that Vn = Vn+1 . Therefore, the ε- losure omputation an be redu ed to a
nite union of sets
Cε (V0 ) = Vn

su h that Vi+1 = Vi ∪ D(Vi),

i = 0 . . . n,

(8.1)

following lemma 5 (p. 141).
Proof. Let us suppose that Vi+1 6= Vi for all i ≥ 0, that is, there is no

nite number n so that Vn = Vn+1 . Sin e Vi+1 = Vi ∪ D(Vi ), it holds that
Vi ⊂ Vi+1 and that Vi+1 − Vi 6= ∅; therefore |V0 | − |V1 | ≥ 1, |V0| − |V2 | ≥
2, . . . , |V0| − |V∞ | = ∞. However, sin e FSAs have a nite number of states
and Vi ⊆ Q for i ≥ 0, Vi must be also nite for i > 0. Consequently, there
must be a nite number n ≤ |Q| su h that Vn = Vn+1 , where Vn ontains at
most every state of Q.

Denition 134 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). The initial and a eptan e
SESs of a FSA are its initial and a eptan e sets of states QI and F , respe tively.
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Denition 135 (Exe ution ma hine). The exe ution ma hine of a FSA A is
dened as for the generi exe ution ma hine (denition 105, p. 142) without
any other kind of transitions than pure onsuming transitions and pure εtransitions; sin e ESs of a FSA are FSA states, the exe ution ma hine of A
is A itself.
Denition 136 (L). Following denition 107 (p. 143), we dene L(A), the
language a epted by a FSA A, as
L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : ∆∗ (QI , w) ∩ F 6= ∅}.

(8.2)

Lemma 8 (Self- on atenation usefulness). If a y le p inside a FSA is useful,
then pn is also useful for n ≥ 0.
Proof. Given an interpretation p = pa pb pc su h that pb is a y le, pi = pa pib pc

for i ≥ 0 is an innite family of interpretations sin e pi is a path within the
FSA (pa is onne ted to pc and to pib for i > 0, and pib is onne ted to pc for
i > 0), every FSA path is realizable and the start and end states of pi are
initial and nal, respe tively, as for path p.
As for the ase of FSMs, this proof is related to the pumping lemma for
regular expressions (see paragraph after proof of theorem 6, p. 164).

Theorem 6 (Cardinality of the interpretation set). Given theorem 4 (p. 145)
and the previous lemma, the number of interpretations within a FSA is innite i it ontains at least one useful y le.
Theorem 7 (Cardinality of the language). Given lemma 8 and theorem 5
(p. 146), the language of a FSA is innite i it ontains at least one useful
onsuming y le.

8.3 Reverse FSA
Denition 137 (Reverse FSA). Let A be a FSA (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ), we dene
AR , the anoni al reverse of A, as the FSA (Q, Σ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′ ) with
• qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , σ) i qs ∈ δ(qt , σ)
• qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , ε) i qs ∈ δ(qt , ε)
• Q′I = F , and
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• F ′ = QI .
Our denition of reverse FSA is similar to that in Hop roft et al. (2000,
se . 4.2, p. 137); as main dieren e, Hop roft et al. require to add an additional state to the reverse ma hine that will serve as initial state. Additionally, a set of ε-transitions outgoing from that state towards the a eptor
states of the original ma hine is to be added in order to simulate multiple
initial states. We do not need su h additional state and transitions sin e our
denition of FSA is symmetri : we simply allow for multiple initial states as
well as for multiple a eptor states, hen e we only require to swap the sets
of initial and a eptor states of the original ma hine.

Lemma 9 (Reverse FSA). Let A be a FSA, AR is a reverse of A.
Proof. If w = σ1 σ2 . . . σl ∈ L(A) then there exists at least one nite path
p = p0 (q1 , σ1 , q1′ ) p1 (q2 , σ2 , q2′ ) p2 . . . (ql , σl , ql′ ) pl

(8.3)

within A that is an interpretation of w , where

• qj and qj′ are states in Q, for j = 1 . . . l,
• p0 is a nite and non-empty ε-path having q1 as end state, or is the
empty path and q1 is the start state of p,
• pl is a nite and non-empty ε-path having q1′ as start state, or is the
empty path and q1′ is the end state of p,
• pj is a nite and non-empty ε-path having qj′ and qj+1 as start and
end states, respe tively, or is the empty path and qj′ = qj+1 , for j =
1 . . . l − 1,
• the start state of p belongs to QI , and
• the end state of p belongs to F .
Consequently, the nite path
′
R
′
R
′
R
pR = pR
l (ql , σl , ql ) . . . p2 (q2 , σ2 , q2 ) p1 (q1 , σ1 , q1 ) p0

belongs to AR , where

(8.4)
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′
• pR
l is a nite and non-empty ε-path having ql as end state, or is the
empty path and ql′ is the start state of pR ,

• pR
0 is a nite and non-empty ε-path having q1 as start state, or is the
empty path and q1 is the end state of pR ,
′
• pR
j is a nite and non-empty ε-path having qj+1 and qj as start and
end states, respe tively, or is the empty path and qj+1 = qj′ , for j =
1 . . . l − 1,

• the start state of pR belongs to Q′I , and
• the end state of pR belongs to F ′ .
Therefore, pR is an interpretation of w R within AR and w R ∈ L(AR ). If
w ∈
/ L(A) then there is no su h path p within A, hen e neither there is a
path pR within AR and, onsequently, w R ∈
/ L(AR ).

8.4 Re ognizing a string
The base breadth-rst and depth-rst a eptor algorithms 7.5 (p. 153) and 7.8
(p. 157) for FSMs an be straightforwardly adapted for FSAs as explained
in se tion 7.9 (p. 152).

8.5 Determinization of a eptors into FSAs
We present here a generi algorithm for the determinization of any kind of
a eptor FSM whi h tries to ompute an equivalent but deterministi FSA,
whenever possible. This algorithm is a generalization of the FSA determinization des ribed in Hop roft et al. (2000, se . 2.3.5, p. 60, FSAs without
ε-moves) or in Sipser (2006, p. 54, FSAs with or without ε-moves), and will
be the base of the determinization algorithms for all the ma hines presented
in this dissertation.
Determinization (into FSAs) and appli ation of sequen e a eptors are
similar problems, though determinization is more omplex. Computing an
equivalent and deterministi FSA an be viewed as applying a ma hine not
just for a single input but for every input sequen e the ma hine an onsume
leading to the exploration of every realizable path within the ma hine
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and building an equivalent FSA so that for ea h set of rea hable ESs by onsuming a given input the new ma hine denes a unique state; that is, multiple
ESs for every possible input sequen e the ma hine an onsume are pre omputed and repla ed by single FSA states. On e the ma hine is determinized,
re ognizing an input is redu ed to sear hing for a single target state for ea h
input symbol to onsume rather than maintaining several parallel sear hes.
The omputation of the ε- losure is no longer required sin e ε-moves are removed during the determinization pro ess. Appli ation algorithms an be
highly simplied for the ase of deterministi ma hines, though we still need
the original algorithms for the ase of non-determinizable ma hines.

Theorem 8 (Equivalent deterministi a eptor). Given a non-deterministi
pure a eptor A having
• Σ as its input alphabet,
• X as domain of its ESs,
• XI ∈ X as initial SES,
• XF ∈ X as a eptor SES,
• ∆ : P(X) × Σ → P(X) as its onsuming transition fun tion on SESs

and

• Cε : P(X) → P(X) as its ε- losure transition fun tion on SESs,3

the following is a des ription of an equivalent and deterministi nite- or
innite-state automata A′ = (Q′ , Σ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′ ), depending on whether the
exe ution of A for any input sequen e produ es nite or innite sets of ESs
and transitions:
• Q′ ⊆ P(X),4
• V0 = Cε (XI ),
3 Examples

of ma hines following this des ription are letter FSAs in this hapter, letter
RTNs in hapter 12 and letter FPRTNs in hapter 15.
4 As stated in Hop roft et al. (2000, p. 61, 3rd prg.), not every multiple ES in P(X)
may be rea hable from {XI }, hen e Q′ does not need to ontain every multiple ES in
P(X). Indeed, the determinization algorithm must dis ard those unrea hable states if it
is to be used as part of the minimization algorithm à la van de Sneps heut (1985).
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V0 =
6 ∅
V0 = ∅

• if V0 6= ∅ then V0 ∈ Q′ (by denition of FSM, def. 46, p. 121),
• if Vs ∈ Q′ and Vt = Cε (∆(Vs , σ)) 6= ∅ then Vt ∈ Q′ and δ ′ (Vs , σ) = Vt ,

and

• F ′ = {Vf ∈ Q′ : Vf ∩ XF 6= ∅}.

Proof. Let A and A′ be two a eptors as the ones des ribed in the theorem

and w = σ1 . . . σl be a sequen e su h that there exists at least one path within
A onsuming it. The appli ation of A to this sequen e yields the following
sequen e of non-empty SESs:

V0 = Cε (XI )
V1 = Cε (∆(V0 , σ1 ))
V2 = Cε (∆(V1 , σ2 ))
..
.
Vl = Cε (∆(Vl−1 , σl ))

(8.5)
(8.6)
(8.7)
(8.8)
(8.9)

By onstru tion, A′ ontains a path
σ

σ

σ

1
2
1
p = V0 −→
V1 −→
V2 . . . −→
Vl .

(8.10)

If A a epts w then Vl ontains at least one ES in XF and, therefore, Vl ∈ F ′ .
Sin e V0 is the initial state of A′ and p is omposed only by pure onsuming
transitions, p is realizable and is an interpretation of w within A′ . If w ∈
/ L(A)
then Vl ontains no a eptan e ES and, therefore, path p exists within A′ but
is not an interpretation.
Up to here, we have proved that w ∈ L(A) implies w ∈ L(A′ ) and that
for every family of paths within A onsuming a sequen e w there exists a
unique path within A′ onsuming it. Let us suppose that A′ a epts some
additional sequen e not in A. If so, there must exist some interpretation of
su h sequen e within A′ . Sin e paths are added to A′ by omputing the SESs
rea hable from V0 , this interpretation must be equal to the on atenation of
some sequen e of subpaths of some of the added paths that share one or more
SES. Let w and w ′ be two sequen es of the form

w = σ1 . . . σj σj+1 . . . σl and
′
′
w ′ = σ1′ . . . σk′ σk+1
. . . σm
.

(8.11)
(8.12)
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If both sequen es are a epted by A, then they are also a epted by A′ and
the appli ation of A to these sequen es generates the following sequen e of
SESs:

V0 = Cε (XI )
V1 = Cε (∆(V0 ), σ1 )
..
.
Vj = Cε (∆(Vj−1 , σj ))
Vj+1 = Cε (∆(Vj , σj+1))
..
.
Vl = Cε (∆(Vl−1 , σl ))

V0′ = Cε (XI )
V1′ = Cε (∆(V0′ ), σ1′ )
..
.

′
Vk′ = Cε (∆(Vk−1
, σk′ ))
′
′
Vk+1
= Cε (∆(Vk′ , σk+1
))
..
.

(8.13)

′
′
Vm′ = Cε (∆(Vm−1
, σm
)).

Let Vj = Vk′ , then the following sequen es of SESs are also possible:

V0
V1

= Cε (XI )
= Cε (∆(V0 ), σ1 )
..
.

Vj
= Cε (∆(Vj−1, σj ))
′
′
Vk+1 = Cε (∆(Vj , σk+1
))
..
.
Vm′

′
′
= Cε (∆(Vm−1
, σm
))

V0′
V1′

= Cε (XI )
= Cε (∆(V0′ ), σ1′ )
..
.

′
Vk′
= Cε (∆(Vk−1
, σk′ ))
′
Vj+1 = Cε (∆(Vk , σj+1 ))
..
.

Vl

(8.14)

= Cε (∆(Vl−1 , σl )).

Therefore, sequen es
′
′
σ1 . . . σj′ σk+1
. . . σm
σ1′ . . . σk′ σj+1 . . . σl

and

(8.15)
(8.16)

are also a epted by both A and A′ . The same reasoning an be extended for
sequen es whose interpretations are omposed by more than two fragments
of subpaths of two or more interpretations.
Sin e the languages of A and A′ are equal, and every path within A
onsuming a sequen e w is ondensed into a unique path within A′ , A′ is a
deterministi ma hine equivalent to A.
Following this des ription, algorithm 8.1 fsm_determinize is a generi
determinization algorithm for a eptor ma hines. The algorithm an be
adapted for any kind of a eptor ma hine by repla ing X , XI , XF , ∆ and
Cε by their parti ular denitions. The algorithm transforms some kind of
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a eptor ma hine A into a deterministi FSA A′ = (Q′ , Σ, δ, QI , F ). It builds
the dierent multiple ESs of A and uses algorithm 8.3 fsm_ reate_state for
reating a single state in A′ for ea h one, keeping a map ζm of multiple ESs
to single FSA states. The initial steps of the algorithm perform the following
operations:

• initialize A′ as the empty FSA,
• if XI is empty, return A′ as is or, otherwise, pro eed,
• build Vt as the initial SES XI and Et as the orresponding queue for
ε- losure omputation,
• extend Vt with its ε- losure,
• reate the initial state rt of A′ ,
• map Vt to rt ,
• initialize Vm , the set of every omputed SES, as {Vt }, and
• initialize Em , the queue of unexplored SES orresponding to Vt .
The rest of the algorithm works in a similar fashion than algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure : while there are SESs Vs to explore within Em , dequeue
the next one, ompute the rea hable SESs Vt from Vs and add them to Vm
and, if not already present, enqueue them into Em as well. Step by step, the
loop iteration performs the following operations:

• dequeue the next unexplored Vs ,
• retrieve rs , the state of A′ orresponding to Vs ,
• all algorithm 8.2 fsm_re ognize_every_symbol in order to build fun tions ζt and ζe , the former mapping symbols σ ∈ Σ to target SESs Vt
su h that Vt = Cε (∆(Vs , σ)), and the latter mapping the input symbols
to the orresponding queues for ε- losure omputation,5
• for ea h input symbol that has been mapped to a non-empty SES Vt ,
5 In

pra ti e we implement a single map returning both the set and queue instead of
having to sear h inside two separate maps for ea h obje t.
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retrieve Vt ,
retrieve its orresponding queue,
extend Vt with its ε- losure,

add the resulting Vt to Vm and, if not already present, enqueue Vt
into Em as well, reate the orresponding state rt ∈ A′ and map
Vt to rt ,
 otherwise, retrieve the state rt ∈ A′ orresponding to Vt and,

 nally, add transition (rs , σ, rt ) to A′ .
The algorithm is not appli able for ases in whi h the number of ESs to
explored is innite. It is appli able for any FSA sin e FSA ESs are states
in Q, whi h is a nite set. The other ases are dis ussed in their respe tive
se tions.
Determinization of lexi al a eptors is slightly more omplex: let t =
(qs , ξ, qt ) and t′ = (qs , ξ ′, qt′ ) be two transitions of an a eptor A su h that
ξ 6= ξ ′ , for the ase of letter a eptors the realization of t and t′ is ex lusive
(the input symbol is either ξ , ξ ′ or none of them), while for the ase of lexi al
a eptors this is not ne essarily true; for instan e, let

ξ = <V:1>,
ξ ′ = <V:p>,

and

(8.17)
(8.18)

any verb in both rst person and plural will mat h both masks. Ea h set
of outgoing transitions from the same state must be repla ed by a set of
equivalent transitions whose realizations are ex lusive. For instan e, let the
former transitions t and t′ be the only ones outgoing from qs and having the
former dened lexi al masks ξ and ξ ′ , we rst ompute their orresponding
interse tion and dieren es:

ξ ∧ ξ ′ = <V:1p>
ξ ∧ ¬ξ ′ = <V:1s>
¬ξ ∧ ξ ′ = <V:2p:3p>

(8.19)
(8.20)
(8.21)

Then, we repla e t and t′ by the following transitions:

(qs , <V:1p>, qt )
(qs , <V:1p>, qt′ )
(qs , <V:1s>, qt )
(qs , <V:2p:3p>, qt )

(8.22)
(8.23)
(8.24)
(8.25)
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Algorithm 8.1 fsm_determinize(A)
⊲ theorem 8
Input: A, an a eptor having Σ as input alphabet, X as ES domain, XI as

initial SES, XF as a eptor SES, ∆ as onsuming transition fun tion on
SESs and Cε as ε- losure fun tion on SES,
Output: A′ = (Q′ , Σ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′), a deterministi FSA equivalent to A
1: initialize A′ as the empty FSA on alphabet Σ
2: if XI 6= ∅ then
3:
V t ← XI
4:
Et ← XI
5:
Vt ← fsm_interlaced_eclosure(Vt , Et )
6:
rt ← fsm_create_state(true, Vt ∩ XF 6= ∅)
7:
ζm (Vt ) ← rt
8:
Vm ← {Vt }
9:
Em ← {Vt }
10:
while (Em 6= ∅) do
11:
Vs ← dequeue(Em )
12:
rs ← ζm (Vs )
13:
(ζt , ζe ) ← fsm_recognize_every_symbol(Vs )
14:
for ea h σ : ζt (σ) ∈/ {⊥, ∅} do
15:
Vt ← ζt (σ)
16:
Et ← ζe (σ)
17:
Vt ← fsm_interlaced_eclosure(Vt , Et )
18:
if add(Vm , Vt , ) then
19:
enqueue(Em , Vt )
20:
rt ← fsm_create_state(false, Vt ∩ XF )
21:
ζm (Vt ) ← rt
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

else

rt ← ζm (Vt )

end if

δ ′ (rs , σ) ← {rt }

end for
end while
end if
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Algorithm 8.2 fsm_re ognize_every_symbol(Vs )
Input: Vs , a sour e SES
Output: ζt : Σ → P(Q), a map of input symbols to target SESs su h that

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

ζt (σ) = ∆(Vs , σ)
ζe , a map of input symbols to queues of ESs orresponding to the
SESs of ζt for ε- losure omputation
ζt ← ∅
ζe ← ∅
for ea h (xt , σ) : xt ∈ ∆(Vs , σ) do
add_enqueue_es(ζt (σ), ζe (σ), xt )

end for

Algorithm 8.3 fsm_ reate_state(is_initial, is_final)
Input: is_initial, future value of predi ate r ∈ Q′I
is_final, future value of predi ate r ∈ F ′
Output: r, the new FSM state
1: r ← new_state(Q′ )
2: add(Q′ , r)
3: if is_initial then
4:
add(Q′I , r)
5:
6:
7:
8:

end if
if is_final then
add(F ′ , r)

end if
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This pro edure requires the lexi al mask formalism to be losed under the
interse tion and the dieren e, whi h is not the ase of the lexi al masks
formalism of the Intex and Unitex systems or that of hapter 6: the dieren e of two lexi al masks may result in a subset of tokens that annot be
represented by any lexi al mask of those formalisms. Blan (2006, se . 2.5,
p. 29) gives an alternate and losed denition of lexi al masks, along with the
algorithms for the omputation of the interse tion and the dieren e. As we
will explain in the next hapter (se . 10.7, p. 199), we have hosen a simpler
determinization method whi h simply onsists in regarding any transition
label as a letter, in luding ε-moves based on mandatory or forbidden blank
ε-predi ates, hen e the pro edure applies to both letter and lexi al ma hines.
As drawba k, su h determinization method may not (and usually will not)
result in a totally deterministi ma hine due to non-ex lusive lexi al masks
of transitions outgoing from the same state. However, it must be taken into
a ount that some ma hines annot be totally determinized but, at least,
this partial determinization will remove ertain kinds of ε-moves whi h may
lead to innite loops when applying the ma hines. More information on determinization of lexi al FSAs and FSAs with predi ates, in general, an be
found in Blan (2006, se . 2.6, p. 37) and van Noord (2000, se . 2, p. 5),
respe tively.

8.6 Minimization
Following van de Sneps heut (1985, se . 3.1, p. 67), minimizing a FSA A
an be a hieved by performing the following sequen e of operations to A:
reverse, determinize, reverse and determinize again. In pra ti e, ea h state
stru ture stores its outgoing transitions as a map of input symbols to target
states. The ma hine is rst to be reversed, repla ing the maps of outgoing
transitions by maps of in oming transitions and swapping the initial and
a eptan e sets of states. The following determinize and reverse operations
an be ondensed into a single algorithm; it su es to perform the following
modi ations to algorithm 8.1 fsm_determinize :

• swap both arguments of alls to fsm_ reate_state, that is, reate initial
states of A′ as a eptor states and vi e-versa, and
• repla e δ ′ (rs , σ) ∈ {rt } by δ ′ (rt , σ) ∈ {rs }, that is, add the transitions
reversed.
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Finally the unmodied determinization algorithm is to be applied. Note
that just applying twi e the determinize-reverse operation may not yield a
deterministi FSA: the last determinization must be performed to the nonreversed ma hine in order to make sure that the resulting ma hine will have a
unique initial state (otherwise, the resulting FSA will have a single a eptan e
state but, possibly, several initial states). The same minimization algorithm
applies for the rest of the ma hines but using the determinization algorithm
proposed for ea h one; therefore, no further details on minimization will
be ne essary. We will not go into further details sin e the main subje t
of this dissertation is the optimization of the algorithms of appli ation of
lo al grammars rather than their minimization algorithms: we only require
to minimize a grammar one time before its appli ation, while the algorithms
of appli ation are to be exe uted on e for ea h senten e. We on lude the
hapter with an example of minimization à la van de Sneps heut of a lexi al
FSA (gure 8.2).
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Figure 8.2:

%<TOKEN>

Minimization à la van de Sneps heut of a FSA re ognizing SMS

ommand requests, regarding lexi al masks and

ε-predi

ates as letters; from top

to bottom, (a) original FSA, (b) reversed FSA, ( ) reversed-determinized-reversed
FSA and (d) reversed-determinized-reversed-determinized FSA.

Chapter 9
Tries
Retrie val trees (Fredkin, 1960), or tries, are a spe ial kind of FSAs whi h
have been ommonly used for the representation of di tionaries or nite sets
of words. This parti ular appli ation, along with alternative data stru tures, has been des ribed in hapter 4. In this hapter, we will rst give
a formal denition of trie and then present a new appli ation of this data
stru ture: the optimization of the algorithms of appli ation of FSMs using
string-like data.1 We have given a brief des ription of this optimization in
Sastre and For ada (2009, se . 4.1). Experimental results for ea h appli able
algorithm will be given in hapter 20; these results show speedups up to 30%.
Greater speedups might be obtained by using ternary sear h trees (Bentley
and Sedgewi k, 1997) instead of tries, though des ribing and implementing
this optimization by means of tries is more straightforward. We leave the
adaptation of this material for the ase of ternary sear h trees to a future
work.

Denition 138 (Trie). Given a nite set of strings S ∈ Σ∗ , we dene the
trie representing S as the FSA (Q, Σ, δ, qε , F ) su h that
• Q ontains a state qα for ea h prex α of ea h string in S ,
• δ(qα , σ) = qασ i ασ is a prex of some string in S , and
• F = {qα ∈ Q : α ∈ S}.
1 By

string-like we mean any data stru ture onsisting of an empty sequen e of elements or a non-empty sequen e of elements that an be built by appending elements to
the empty sequen e.
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Figure 9.1:

Trie representing the set of words

{`ago',

qto

`at', `by', `for', `in', `of ',

`o ', `on', `out', `to'}.

For the sake of simpli ity, we dene tries with a single initial state qε instead
of a set of initial states QI = {qε }, an with a transition fun tion returning
single states qασ instead of sets of states {qασ }.
By onstru tion, a trie a epts only the strings in S , is trimmed (definition 118, p. 144), is deterministi (see denition 92, p. 135) and has no
y les sin e interpretations share only the subpaths onsuming their ommon
prexes. (see gure ??).

9.1 Optimizing string pro essing with tries
Most of the algorithms of appli ation of FSMs that we will present throught
this dissertation build SESs whose ESs have one or more string-like omponents, namely partial outputs and sta ks of states. During the initialization
stage of these algorithms, a rst SES V0 is built ontaining the ESs in some
set XI . The string-like omponents of these ESs are empty sequen es in all
ases. Then, V0 is extended with its ε- losure and a loop onsuming the input
symbols starts: for ea h input symbol, a new SES Vi+1 is derived from Vi
and extended with its ε- losure. In all ases, let β be a string-like omponent
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of an ES xt that is to be derived from an ES xs , β is built from the orresponding string-like omponent α of xs by either opying α, opying only
some prex of α or opying a prex of α and then appending some sux.
On e xt is built, it is to be added to a SES, whi h implies to ompare β with
the orresponding string-like omponents of the ESs already in the SES in
order to avoid for dupli ates, as explained in hapter 2. The ost of all these
operations is proportional to the length of β .
Sin e there exists a bije tive orresponden e between trie states and
strings (a eptor state qα a epts string α and no other string), we an represent string-like omponents α and β as pointers to states qα and qβ of a trie,
respe tively; string opies and omparisons will be then redu ed to pointer
opies and omparisons, taking a onstant time (a single lo k y le in most
ases). In ase β is not a simple opy of α but some sux is also to be added
to or removed from α, we simply follow the pointer towards qα and traverse
or reate the trie path orresponding to that sux in order to retrieve pointer
to qβ , hen e saving the ost of either opying the unmodied prex of α or
traversing the trie path orresponding to that prex. Tries a epting only
the empty sequen e are initially built for ea h kind of string-like omponent,
and new paths are added to the tries as new suxes are to be appended to
the already a epted sequen es. Ea h string-like omponent β is built from
a previously built string-like omponent α as follows:
1. if β = α then pointer to qα is simply opied,
2. if β = ασ then transition t = (qα , σ, qβ ) is followed in order to retrieve
the pointer to qβ , previously adding t and qβ to the trie if not already
present (see algorithm 9.1),

Algorithm 9.1 on at_trie_string_and_symbol(qα, σ)
Input: qα , the trie state orresponding to string α
σ , a trie input symbol
Output: qασ , the trie state orresponding to string ασ
1: qασ ← δ(qα , σ)
2: if qασ = ⊥ then
3:
qασ ← fsm_create_state(false, true)
4:
δ(qα , σ) ← qασ
5:

end if
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Algorithm 9.2 on at_trie_string_and_string(qα, β)
Input: qα , the trie state orresponding to string α
β = σ1 . . . σl , the string to on atenate to qα
Output: qαβ , the trie state orresponding to string αβ
1: qαβ ← qα
2: i ← 1
3: while i 6= l + 1 ∧ (qα ← δ(qαβ , σi )) 6=⊥ do
4:
qαβ ← qα
5:
i←i+1
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

end while
while i 6= l + 1 do

qα ← qαβ
qαβ ← fsm_create_state(false, true)
δ(qα , σi ) ← qαβ
i←i+1

end while

3. if β = ασ1 . . . σl then we explore the already present trie path
σ

σj

σ

1
2
qα −→
qασ1 −→
. . . −→ qασj ,

(9.1)

then onstru t path
ασj+1

ασj+2

ασ

l
qασl
qασj −−−→ qασj+1 −−−→ . . . −−→

(9.2)

and nally return pointer to qασ1 ...σl (see algorithm 9.2), and
4. if βσ = α then pointer to qβ is retrieved by reversely following transition (qβ , σ, qα ), operation that an be e iently performed if the data
stru ture representing qα stores a pointer to qβ .
Obviously, the rst and last ases have a onstant time. Appending a
symbol σ to a string α represented by a trie state qα mainly requires a binary
sear h within the map of symbols to target states dire tly rea hable from qα .
As seen in hapter 2, this sear h has a logarithmi ost w.r.t. the number of
outgoing transitions from qα . Appending a string σ1 . . . σl requires to perform
j binary sear hes, where j is the greatest natural number su h that the trie
ontains a path orresponding to σ1 . . . σj , and then l − j additions of a state
and a transition to the trie, ea h one having a onstant time.
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For the ase of di tionary representation, a eptan e ags of trie states are
used for distinguishing between omplete words and mere prexes; however,
this distin tion is not needed for the optimization of string management by
means of tries: the set of strings orresponding to the whole onsumption of
the input will be given by the pointers to trie states within the ESs a epting
the whole input. Sin e we have dened tries as FSAs, the on atenation
algorithms always set these ags to true, just to give some value. In pra ti e,
we simply do not use any a eptan e ags.

9.2 Extra ting strings from tries
Depending on the algorithm of appli ation of FSMs, some string-like omponents of the ESs a epting the input are to be given as result, namely
the output sequen es generated by algorithms of appli ation of FSMs with
letter output (to be seen in hapter 11). Other string-like omponents are
only required for the implementation of derivation me hanisms, namely the
sta ks of return states onstru ted by some algorithms of appli ation of FSMs
with re ursive alls (to be seen in hapters 1214). These omponents an
be simply thrown away along with their respe tive tries on e the algorithm
exe ution ends. In ase the sequen es to return are to be represented as
arrays instead of pointers to trie nodes, a further pro essing is ne essary in
order to generate the orresponding trie strings. Of ourse, if the strings
represented by every state of the trie were to be returned, it would be better
to use normal strings sin e the beginning, but this will not be the ase: only
those sequen es orresponding to the onsumption of the whole input are
to be returned. Rather than generating the language of the trie, the last
omputed SES is to be traversed in order to sear h for the a eptor ESs, and
the pointers within these ESs representing the strings to extra t are to be
followed in order to explore only the relevant trie paths. Summarizing, using
tries for the representation of sequen es will result in a performan e gain as
long as the number of sequen es to extra t is small enough w.r.t. the number
of sequen es represented by the trie.
By denition, every trie state has a unique in oming transition ex ept for
qε , whi h has none. Therefore, the symbols of a string α represented by a
pointer to a trie state qα an be retrieved in reverse order by following the
pointer and then by reversely following ea h in oming transition up to state
qε (see gure ??, p. 178). Retrieving α instead of αR is slightly more om-
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plex. Algorithm 9.3 re ursive_retrieve_trie_string implements a possible
solution based on re ursivity. The algorithm takes a state qα and a ounter
of traversed in oming transitions i, having 0 as default value, and returns an
array a ontaining α and a natural number j equal to |α|. Counter i an also
be seen as the index of this re ursive all, starting with 0. As long as qσ 6= qε ,
the algorithm alls itself with the sour e state of the transition in oming to
qα and i + 1 as ounter. During the all in whi h qε is rea hed, i is equal to
|α|. At this point, an array a of length i is initialized and returned, along
with the value of i. The array is then lled with the symbols of α in dire t
order, one symbol after ea h return from a re ursive all: let σ be the last
symbol of the string represented by the state qα during re ursive all with
index i, σ is to be assigned to a[j − i − 1], the `mirror' position of i within a.
Summarizing, the algorithm traverses the path from qε up to qα in reverse
order in order to ompute the length of α, then initializes array a and lls it
in dire t order by taking its steps ba k.

Algorithm 9.3 re ursive_retrieve_trie_string(qα , i = 0)
Input: qα , the trie state whose string α is to be retrieved

i, the string length ounter having 0 as default value
Output: a, an array of input symbols storing α
j , the nal string length
1: if ∃(qβ , σ) : δ(qβ , σ) = qα then
2:
(a, j) ← recursive_retrieve_trie_string(qβ , i + 1)
3:
a[j − i − 1] ← σ
⊲ rst buer index is 0
4:
5:
6:
7:

else

a ← create_array(i)
j←i

end if

Finally, a simpler solution ould be implemented if α's length ould be
retrieved by simply following the pointer to qα ; we extend the data stru ture
representing ea h state qα within the trie with a eld storing qα 's depth, that
is, the length of the path starting at qε and ending at qα . Sin e tries have only
pure onsuming transitions, qα 's depth is equal to |α|. Upon the initialization
of a trie, the depth of its initial state is set to zero. Algorithms 9.1 on at_trie_string_and_symbol and 9.2 on at_trie_string_and_string are modied so that, ea h time a new state qβ is reated with an in oming transition
δ(qα , σ), qβ 's depth is set to qα 's plus one. Constru ting an array a ontaining
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a string α an then be done with a single traversal, as illustrated in algorithm 9.4 retrieve_trie_string : array a is rst initialized with a length equal
to the depth of qα , and then a loop lls the array from the last position up
to the rst one while reversely following ea h in oming transition.

Algorithm 9.4 retrieve_trie_string(qα )
Input: qα , the trie state whose string is to be retrieved
Output: a, an array storing α
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

j , the nal string length
a ← create_array(depth(qα ))
for i = depth(qα ) − 1 to 0 step −1 do
a[i] ← σ : δ(qβ , σ) = qα
qα ← qβ : δ(qβ , σ) = qα

⊲ rst buer index is 0

end for

9.3 A not-so-e ient on atenation ase
As we will see, some of the algorithms of appli ation of FSMs generating
letter sequen es require an additional on atenation ase: appending a trie
string β to another trie string α (e.g.: in gure ??, p. 178, appending qto
to qin in order to obtain qinto ). In this ase, knowing qβ 's depth will not
avoid the hassle of traversing ba kwards and then forward the path from qε
to qβ : this path is to be appended to the path orresponding to α in dire t
order. Algorithm 9.5 on at_trie_strings performs this operation, based on
algorithm 9.3 re ursive_retrieve_trie_string : it re ursively alls itself with
the states before qβ up to rea hing qε , then either explores or reates a path
analogous to the path from qε up to qβ in dire t order, starting from qα ; after
returning from ea h re ursive all, algorithm 9.1 on at_trie_string_and_symbol is alled in order to either rea h the next state or to reate it along
with its in oming transition, if not already present. In pra ti e, performan e
has dropped for the ase of algorithms using this kind of on atenation.
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Algorithm 9.5 on at_trie_strings(qα, qβ )
Input: qα , the trie state orresponding to a string α
qβ , the trie state orresponding to a string β

Output: qαβ , the trie state orresponding to string αβ
1: if ∃(qγ , σ) : δ(qγ , σ) = qβ then
2:
3:
4:
5:

qαβ ← concat_trie_strings(qα , qγ )
qαβ ← concat_trie_string_and_symbol(qαβ , σ)
else qαβ ← qα

end if
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Chapter 10
Finite-state transdu ers with
bla kboard output
FSTBOs are a generalization of nite-state transdu ers where outputs may
be any kind of obje ts (for instan e, strings for the ase of letter transdu ers)
and transitions may perform any kind of transformation to a urrent output
(transitions of letter transdu ers may append a symbol to the urrent output). FSTBOs an be seen as augmented transition networks (Woods, 1969)
without re ursive alls where register sets the bla kboards are not only
used in order to implement more omplex transition fun tions but are to be
given as output. We give here the general denitions for any kind of output,
we present in the next hapter FSTs with string output as a parti ular ase
of bla kboard output, and nally give in hapters 17, 18 and 19 the general
guidelines for the denition of weighted, uni ation and omposite output
ma hines as other parti ular ases of bla kboard output. Referen es to other
works are given for ea h parti ular ase in their respe tive se tions.

Denition 139 (FSTBO). A FSTBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) is a spe ial
type of FSM (denition 46, p. 121) whose set of labels Ξ takes its elements
from the set of input/output pairs (Σ ∪ {ε}) × (Γ ∪ {idB }), where
• Σ is a nite input alphabet,
• ε is the empty input symbol,
• Γ : B → B is a nite output alphabet of fun tions γ on nite bla kboards
b ∈ B,
185
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• idB the identity fun tion on bla kboards, and
• b∅ , is the empty bla kboard,
• BK ⊆ (B − {b∅ }) is a (possibly empty) set of illegal or killing bla k-

boards.

Transitions that produ e killing bla kboards annot be traversed: during the
exe ution of an algorithm of appli ation of a FSTBO, explorations of paths
rea hing su h bla kboards are killed.

10.1 Transitions
Denition 140 (Consuming transition). Following denition 51 (p. 123),
transitions in Q × (Σ × (Γ ∪ idB )) × Q, that is, whi h onsume an input
symbol, are alled onsuming transitions.
Denition 141 (Generating transition). Transitions in Q × ((Σ ∪ {ε}) ×
Γ) × Q, that is, having a non-empty output, are alled generating transitions.
Denition 142 (Translating transition). Transitions in Q × (Σ × Γ) × Q,
that is, both onsuming and generating, are alled translating or substituting
transitions.
Denition 143 (Deleting transition). Transitions in Q × (Σ × {idB }) ×
Q, that is, onsuming transitions that do not generate, are alled deleting
transitions.
Denition 144 (ε-transition). Following denition 53 (p. 124), transitions
in Q × ({ε} × (Γ ∪ {idB })) × Q, that is, whi h do not onsume input but may
or may not generate output, are alled ε-transitions.
Denition 145 (Inserting transition). Transitions in Q × ({ε} × Γ) × Q,
that is, generating ε-transitions, are alled inserting transitions.
Denition 146 (ε2 -transition). Transitions in Q × {(ε, idB )} × Q, that is,
non-generating ε-transitions, are alled ε2 -transitions.
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10.2 Graphi al representation
FSTBO transition labels may in lude an output as well as an input, as has
been seen in denition 139 (p. 185). In the lassi representation format, the
transition label is formed by an input/output pair of odes separated by a
olon (see gure 10.1(b)). The representation of non-generating transitions
is not modied, that is, the empty output is represented by the absen e of
the olon and output ode rather than by a olon followed by some ode
representing an empty output.
Unitex and Intex graphs may asso iate a single output to ea h box, representing them as text labels with bold fonts (by default) under the orresponding boxes (see gure 10.1(a)). In ase a box ontains multiple input
labels, the same output label is asso iated to ea h input label.

10.3 Sequen es of transitions
Denition 147 (Generating path). A generating path is a path ontaining
at least one generating transition.
Denition 148 (Generating ε-path). A generating ε-path is a generating
path without onsuming transitions.
Denition 149 (ε2 -path). An ε2 -path is a path whose transitions are all
ε2 -transitions.
Denition 150 (Generating y le). A generating y le is a losed generating
path.
Denition 151 (Generating ε- y le). A generating ε- y le is a losed generating ε-path.
Denition 152 (ε2 - y le). An ε2 - y le is a losed ε2 -path.

10.4 Behaviour
Due to bla kboard management and the fa t that it might be possible to arrive to a state q through dierent paths that generate dierent bla kboards,
ESs for FSTBOs are omposed by a state q ∈ Q plus the bla kboard generated from an initial ES up to the ES.
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(a)

%\⊔
%<E> : <sms/>
%<E> : <phone>
q0 %sms q1
q2
q3
q4,6
%<NB>

%#

%\⊔
%<E> : <message>
q9
q8 %<E>
q10,11
: </
phon
%<TOKEN>
e>
q{10,11},12
q13
q5,7
<E> : %<TOKEN>
%<TOKEN>
Figure

10.1:

(b)

(a) Unitex graph marking SMS requests and delimiting their

phone and message arguments by inserting XML tags, and (b) equivalent pseudominimized lexi al FSTSO. These obje ts are extended versions of the ones in gures 7.1(a) and 7.1( ) (p. 126) Pseudo-minimization is performed as explained in
se tion 8.6 (p. 174)

ombined with the pseudo-determinization that will be de-

s ribed in se tion 10.7.
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Denition 153 (Exe ution state). FSTBO ESs are pairs (q, b) ∈ (Q, B).
Denition 154 (Illegal SES). The illegal SES of a FSTBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK ,
δ, QI , F ) is (Q × BK ), that is, the set of all ES having a killing bla kboard.
Denition 155 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for FSTBOs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , bs ),
• xt = (qt , bt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK .
As we an see, the last ondition of predi ate d, bt ∈
/ BK , prevents ∆(V, σ)
from returning ESs with killing bla kboards.

Denition 156 (D). The D fun tion for FSTBOs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , bs ),
• xt = (qt , bt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK .
As for ∆(V, σ), the last ondition of predi ate d prevents D(V ) from
returning ESs with killing bla kboards.

Lemma 10 (Innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a FSTBO SESs V is innite
if there exists an ES xs within V or ε-rea hable from an ES of V su h that
• there exists an ε- y le p passing through xs ,
• starting from xs , for every traversal of y le p output fun tions always

return non-killing bla kboards, and

• non-identity output fun tions return a dierent bla kboard at ea h y le

traversal.

Proof. Let A be a FSTBO having a generating ε- y le
p = t0 t1 . . . tn−1 = (q0 , (ε, γ0), q1 )(q1 , (ε, γ1), q2 ) . . . (qn−1 , (ε, γn), qn ),
where γj ∈ (Γ ∪ idB ) and there is at least one γk ∈ Γ (non-identity output
/ BK )
fun tion) for j, k = 0 . . . n − 1; let (q0 , b0,0 ) ∈ V0 a non-illegal ES (b0,0 ∈
su h that
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• (qj , bi,j ) is a rea hable ES through path pi t0 . . . tj − 1, for i ≥ 0 and
j = 0 . . . n − 1, and
• if γj 6= idB then bi,j = bi′ ,j i i = i′ , for i, i′ ≥ 0 and j = 0 . . . n − 1,
that is, every output fun tion other than the identity produ e a new
bla kboard at ea h traversal of the y le.
Following the development of the iterative ε- losure of V0 (lemma 4,
p. 140) adapted for FSTBOs (denition 156 of D fun tion),

Cε (V0 ) = Vn

su h that Vi+1 = Vi ∪ {(qt , b′ ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ))∧
(qs , b) ∈ V0 ∧ b′ = γ(b) ∧ b′ ∈
/ BK }, i = 0 . . . n, (10.1)

/ BK an be omitted sin e we suppose that only
where the last ondition b′ ∈
non-killing bla kboards are produ ed,1 it holds that
(q0 , b0,0 ) ∈ V0
(q1 , b0,1 ) ∈ V1
..
.
(qn−1 , b0,n−1 ) ∈ Vn−1
(q0 , b1,0 ) ∈ Vn
(q1 , b1,1 ) ∈ Vn+1
..
.
(qn−1 , b1,n−1 ) ∈ V2n−1
(q0 , b2,0 ) ∈ V2n
..
.
(q0 , bi,j ) ∈ Vin+j
Sin e p is a y le, when traversing path pi t0 . . . tk an ES (qk+1 , bi,k+1 ) with
the same state qk+1 is produ ed for ea h i ≥ 0. However, sin e fun tion γk
is a non-identity fun tion always returning a dierent bla kboard, every ES
(qk+1 , bi,k+1) is dierent and therefore the ε- losure is indenitely in remented
with at least one ES per y le traversal. By denition, if an ES (q, b0,0 ) is
ε-rea hable from an ES of V0 , then there is a SES Vi that ontains the ES.
Sin e the ε- losure of V0 ontains the ε- losure of Vk and the ε- losure of Vk
is innite, so it is the ε- losure of V0 .
1 if

an ES is rea hable, then it is legal and therefore has a non-killing bla kboard
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Lemma 11 (Finite ε- losure). Under onditions other than those expressed
in the previous lemma, the ε- losure of a FSTBO SES is nite.
Proof. Let A be a FSTBO and (q0 , b0 ) an ES in V0 ; let p be any ε-path
(q0 , (ε, γ0), q1 ), (q1 (ε, γ1), q2 ) . . . (qn−1 , (ε, γn−1), qn ),

(10.2)

of A, by developing the iterative ε- losure of V0 we obtain the ESs

(q0 , b0 ) ∈ V0
(q1 , γ1(γ0 (b0 ))) ∈ V1
..
.
(qn , γn−1(. . . (γ1 (γ0 (b0 ))) . . .) ∈ Vn
..
.
where one of these ases holds:

• After a nite number of transitions have been traversed, a killing bla kboard is produ ed. Sin e a nite number of ESs have been derived up
to this point and no more ESs an be derived on e an illegal ES is
rea hed, the ε- losure is nite.
• If γj = idB for j = 0 . . . n − 1, then b0,0 = b0,1 = . . . b0,n−1 = b1,0 =
. . . = bi,j , that is, every ε-rea hable ES from (q0 , b0,0 ) has the same
bla kboard. Therefore, Cε (V0 ) is a nite set sin e it is a subset of
(Q × {b0,0 }), whi h is nite. In this ase the proof is the same than for
F SAs (proof of lemma 7, p. 163), whi h is based in the fa t that the
result of the ε- losure is a subset Q, whi h is nite.
• If γj ∈ (Γ ∪ {idB }) but qj = qk i j = k , that is, there are no ε- y les
having an ε-rea hable ES from q0 , the ε- losure is also nite if the εpaths are nite, whi h is true sin e FSTBOs have a nite number of
transitions.
• Finally, if γj ∈ (Γ ∪ {idB }) and γj ∈ Γ i qj 6= qk for j 6= k , that is,
there are no generating ε- y les having an ε-rea hable ES from q0 , the
ε- losure is also nite sin e it is the union of the se ond and third ases,
whi h are also nite: the path an be de omposed into on atenations
of ε2 -paths, with y les or not, and generating ε-paths without y les,
ea h one adding a nite SES to the ε- losure.
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Theorem 9. The ε- losure is always nite for FSTBOs without generating
ε- y les.
Denition 157 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and
a eptan e states of a FSTBO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs
are (QI × {b∅ }) and (F × (B − BK )), respe tively.
Denition 158 (Exe ution ma hine). The exe ution ma hine of a FSTBO
A is dened as for the generi exe ution ma hine (denition 105, p. 142)
without any other kind of transitions than pure onsuming transitions and
pure ε-transitions, thus its denition is equal to that of a FSA ex ept for
the possibility of having an innite set of states, transitions and a eptan e
states.
Note that the exe ution ma hine of a FSTBO A does not require to dene transitions with output fun tions sin e the resulting output bla kboards
are oded inside the state labels; for instan e, if A ontains a transition
(qs , (σ, γ), qt ) su h that qs is rea hable from some initial state by generating
bla kboard bs , then X (A) ontains a transition ((qs , bs ), σ, (qt , γ(bs ))).

Denition 159 (τ ). We dene τ (A), the language of translations of a FSTBO
A, as the set of input/output pairs (w, b) ∈ (Σ∗ × (B − BK )) su h that w is
re ognized and translated into bla kboard b by A, that is, an a eptan e ES is
rea hed from an initial ES by onsuming w and generating bla kboard b:
τ (A) = {(w, b) : (qf , b) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI × {b∅ }), w) ∩ (F × B)}.

(10.3)

Denition 160 (ω ). We dene ω(A, w), the translations or language of
bla kboards of a word w for a FSTBO A, as the set of bla kboards (SB)
b ∈ (B − BK ) su h that (w, b) belongs to the translations of A:
ω(A, w) = {b : (w, b) ∈ τ (A)}.

(10.4)

Denition 161 (τR ). Let x be an ES of a FSM A, we dene τR (x), the right
translations from x, as
τR (x) = {(w, b) : xf ∈ ∆∗ ({x}, w) ∩ XF }.

(10.5)
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Denition 162 (ωR ). Let x be an ES of a FSM A, we dene ωR (x, w), the
right translations of w from x, as
ωR (x, w) = {b : (w, b) ∈ τR (x)}.

(10.6)

Denition 163 (Translator ma hine). We say that a ma hine or an algorithm of appli ation of a ma hine is a translator i its purpose is to implement a map L → P(L′ ), that is, a map of words of a language L to sets of
words of a language L′ .
In a larger sense, we ould say that even a eptor ma hines are also
translators: a eptor ma hines translate input sequen es to Booleans (a eptan e or reje tion). However, generating more omplex output than simple
Booleans introdu es some additional omplexities that make worth the distin tion; for instan e, the possibility of innite ε- losures and, as we will see
in se tion 10.7, the impossibility of determinizing ertain ma hines.
In denition 93 (p. 135) we introdu ed the on ept of equivalen e between
ma hines, and then we formally explained the equivalen e between pure a eptor ma hines (denition 110, p. 143). On e dened what a translator
ma hine is, we an give the last denition of equivalen e between ma hines:

Denition 164 (Equivalent pure translator ma hines). We say two pure
translator ma hines A and A′ are equivalent i τ (A) = τ (A′ ).
Other ma hines than FSAs and FSTBOs that we will present in this
dissertation will simply have other kinds of transitions, but will nally be
either a eptors dening a language or translators dening a map between
two languages.

10.5 Re ognized languages
FSTBOs may be designed to express additional restri tions on the input
language through the killing-bla kboard me hanism in order to go beyond
regular languages. Indeed, for every Turing ma hine there exists an equivalent FSTBO (in the a eptor sense), as for augmented transition networks
(Woods, 1969, se . 1.7.9, p. 39). Following Hop roft et al. (2000, p. 319), we
briey dene Turing ma hines as follows:

Denition 165 (Turing ma hine). A Turing ma hine is a stru ture M =
(Q, Σ, Γ, δ, q0 , g∅ , F ) where
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• Q is a nite set of states,
• Γ is a nite tape alphabet,
• g∅ ∈ Γ is the blank symbol or default tape symbol,
• Σ ⊆ Γ − {g∅ } is a nite input alphabet,
• δ : Q × Γ → Q × Γ × {L, R} is a nite transition fun tion, where L
and R represent a left or right shift, respe tively,
• q0 ∈ Q is the unique initial state, and
• F ⊆ Q is the set of a eptor states.

ESs are triplets in (Q, Γ∗ , N): a state, a tape and a head position. The unique
ES is (q0 , σ1 . . . σn , 0) and the a eptan e SES is (F × Γ∗ , N).
Informally, a Turing ma hine is a kind of FSM with a potentially innite
tape and a bidire tional read/write head. Initially, the input is to be ontained in a segment of the tape and every other tape ell to ontain a spe ial
default symbol. Transitions an or annot be taken depending on the urrent
state as well as the tape symbol at the urrent head position. Traversing a
transition involves to bring the ma hine to the transition's target state, to
overwrite the tape symbol at the urrent head position and to shift the head
position either to the left or to the right. By potentially innite we mean
that the tape head an be shifted in both dire tions any number of positions,
though for a given ma hine and input only a nite number of shifts must be
ne essary if we are to apply the ma hine in pra ti e. Instead of storing an
innite tape, whi h would be impossible, we initially store a tape having the
same length as the input and, ea h time a symbol is to be read beyond the
limits, the tape is rst in remented with an extra ell ontaining the default
symbol.

Theorem 10 (FSTBO and Turing ma hine equivalen e). For every Turing
ma hine there exists a FSTBO re ognizing an equivalent language.
We basi ally use bla kboards to represent the tape and urrent head position, and output fun tions to perform the orresponding modi ations on
the tape and the head position as well as to produ e killing bla kboards
whenever the symbol spe ied in the transition does not orrespond to the
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tape symbol at the urrent head position. We dene an initial substru ture of the FSTBO for onsuming the whole input and loading it into the
tape, and another substru ture orresponding to the original Turing ma hine
stru ture where its behaviour is emulated by ε-transitions that operate on
the bla kboards.

Proof. Let M = {Q, Γ, g∅ , Σ, δ, q0 , F } be a Turing ma hine, we build a FSTBO

A = (Q′ , Σ′ , Γ′ , B, BK , δ ′ , QI , F ′ ) as follows:

• Σ′ = Σ ∪ {$}, the input alphabet of the original Turing ma hine plus
a spe ial symbol marking the end of input (EOI), where every original
input σ1 σ2 . . . σl−1 σl ∈ Σl is rst to be repla ed by σl σl−1 . . . σ2 σ1 $, that
is, the original input in reverse order followed by the EOI mark,
• Q′ = Q ∪ {q0′ }, the Turing ma hine original states plus a FSTBO initial
state needed for loading the input into the bla kboard's tape,
• F′ = F,
• QI = {q0′ }
• B = (Γ∗ × N), a tape and a head position,
• BK = {⊥}, the killing bla kboard,
′
• Γ′ = {idB }∪{γr,w,s
: (r, w, s) ∈ (Γ×Γ×{L, R}), the fun tions operating
on bla kboards, where
′
 γr,w,s
(bs ) returns ⊥ if r , the symbol to read, is not equal to the

tape symbol at the head position in bs ,

 otherwise builds bt , the bla kboard to return, by opying bs , then

overwritting bt 's tape symbol at the head position with w and,
nally, shifting bt 's head position one ell to the left, if s = L, or
to the right, if s = R,

 ells ontaining g∅ are automati ally appended to the tape when
a essing positions beyond the limits, and

• transitions are dened as follows:
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′
)), for ea h σ ∈ Σ; these transitions load the
 q0′ ∈ δ ′ (q0′ , (σ, γb,σ,L

input in reverse order onto the tape up to the EOI mark, keeping
the ma hine in the initial state q0′ ,

′
 q0 ∈ δ ′ (q0 , ($, γb,b,R
)); this transition dete ts the EOI mark, posi-

tions the head on the last opied symbol and brings the ma hine
to the initial state of the Turing ma hine to emulate, and

′
 qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , (ε, γr,w,s
)) i (qt , r) ∈ δ(qs , w, s); traversing a FSTBO

transition is also onditioned by the urrent tape symbol by the
killing-bla kboard me hanism.

10.6 Translating a string
Based on algorithm 7.5 fsm_re ognize_string (p. 153) adapted for FSTBOs,
algorithm 10.1 fstbo_translate_string omputes the set of possible translations of a given input string. It uses algorithm 10.2 fstbo_translate_symbol,
an adaptation of algorithm 7.6 fsm_re ognize_symbol (p. 154) for FSTBOs,
in order to ompute the ∆ fun tion, and algorithm 10.3 fstbo_interla ed_elosure, an adaptation of algorithm 7.3 fsm_interla ed_e losure (p. 151) for
FSTBOs, in order to ompute the ε- losure. Finally, algorithm 10.4 add_enqueue_esbo is used in the ∆ and ε- losure algorithms instead of algorithm 7.4
add_enqueue_es (p. 151) in order to add derived ESs with bla kboard output;2 both algorithms perform the same operation but the former he ks
whether the bla kboard is not a killing one before adding the ES. When
building the initial SES, the routine un onditionally_add_enqueue_es seen
in se tion 7.9 (p. 152) is used instead of an equivalent routine for ESs with
bla kboard output sin e, by denition, every initial ES has a non-killing
bla kboard: b∅ .
Apart from the adaptation of the algorithm for FSTBOs and the killing
bla kboard test, the main dieren e lies in the post-pro essing of the last
omputed SES: rather than looking for the rst a eptan e ES in order to
a ept the word, we extra t every output asso iated to any a eptan e ES
in order to build the set of translations of the input word. Sin e the SESs Vi
annot ontain ESs having a killing bla kboard, it is only ne essary to he k
2 In

add_enqueue_esbo, `esbo' stands for ES with bla kboard output.
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whether their state q is a epting or not. If no a eptan e ES is found then
an empty set of translations is returned. The domain of appli ation of the
translator algorithm must be redu ed to FSTBOs not having generating εy les in order to ensure that the algorithm exe ution will nish. For the ase
of NLP this is not an issue sin e generating ε- y les would lead to innite
sets of interpretations of natural language senten es, whi h makes no sense.

Algorithm 10.1 fstbo_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl ) ⊲ ω(A, σ1 . . . σl ), def. 160
Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

V ←∅
E←∅

for ea h q ∈ QI do

unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (q, b∅ ))

end for

fstbo_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)
i←0
while V 6= ∅ ∧ i < l do
V ← fstbo_recognize_symbol(V, E, σi+1 )
i←i+1
fstbo_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)

end while
T ←∅

for ea h (q, b) ∈ V : q ∈ F do
add(T, b)

end for

The algorithm an be further improved by using the trie string management shown in se tion 9.1 (p. 178) for the representation of string-like
stru tures of output bla kboards; FSTSOs are the simplest appli able ase
sin e their bla kboards are strings (see se tion 11.5, p. 215).

10.6.1 From breadth-rst to depth-rst
Algorithm 10.5 fstbo_depth_rst_translate_string (along with algorithm 10.6
fstbo_depth_rst_translate_sufx ) is another algorithm omputing the translations of an input sequen e for a given FSTBO but performing a depth-rst
traversal of the ma hine instead of a breadth-rst one. We simply modify
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Algorithm 10.2 fstbo_translate_symbol(V, E, σ)
Input: V , a SES

⊲ ∆(V, σ), def. (155)

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
σ , the input symbol to translate
Output: W , the set of rea hable ESs from V by onsuming σ
E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h (qs , bs ) ∈ V do
3:
for ea h (qt , γ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) do
4:
add_enqueue_esbo(W, E, (qt , γ(bt )))
5:
6:

end for
end for

Algorithm 10.3 fstbo_interla ed_e losure(V, E)
Input: V , the SES whose ε- losure is to be omputed

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in V
Output: V after omputing its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: while E 6= ∅ do
2:
(qs , bs ) ← dequeue(E)
3:
for ea h (qt , γ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, γ)) do
4:
add_enqueue_esbo(V, E, (qt , γ(bs )))
5:
6:

end for
end while

Algorithm 10.4 add_enqueue_esbo(V, E, xt )
Input: V , the SES where the ES is added

E , the queue of unexplored ESs
xt , the ES to add to V
Output: V after adding the ES, if legal
E after enqueuing the ES, if new and legal
1: if blackboard(xt ) ∈
/ BK then
2:
if add(V, xt ) then
3:
enqueue(E, xt )
4:
5:

end if
end if

⊲ Cε (V )
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the generi depth-rst re ognizer algorithms (se tion 7.9.1, p. 156) so that
they do not stop after rea hing the rst a eptor ES by onsuming the whole
input; instead, the algorithm is to ontinue until rea hing all those a eptor
ESs and to return a set of translations omposed by all of their orresponding bla kboards. Algorithms 7.8 fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_string and 7.9
fsm_depth_rst_re ognize_sufx are to be modied as follows:

• a set of translations T is to be returned instead of a Boolean value,
• when dete ting an a eptor ES, its bla kboard is to be added to T
instead of returning true,
• alls to algorithm 10.6 fstbo_depth_rst_translate_sufx are to be
performed without evaluating the returned value and without returning
any value, and
• the instru tion returning false is to be removed (T is impli itly returned
sin e it is an input/output variable).

Algorithm 10.5 fstbo_depth_rst_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl )

⊲

ω(A, σ1 . . . σl ), def. 160

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1: for ea h x ∈ XI do
2:
3:

fstbo_depth_first_translate_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , 1, x, T )

end for

10.7 Determinization
Deterministi transdu ers are ommonly known as sequential transdu ers;
following Mohri (1997, se 2.1), we dene sequential FSTBOs as follows:

Denition 166 (Sequential FSTBO). Let A be a FSTBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK ,
δ, QI , F ), we say A is sequential i it has deterministi input, that is, let A′
be a FSA (Q, Σ, δ ′ , QI , F ) su h that
qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , σ)
qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , ε)

⇐⇒
⇐⇒

qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) and
qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, γ)),

(10.7)
(10.8)
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Algorithm 10.6 fstbo_depth_rst_translate_sux(σ1 . . . σl , i, (qs , bs ), T )

⊲ ωR (xs , σi . . . σl ), def. 162

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l

i, the index of the rst sux symbol
bs , an ES with qs as rea hed state
T , a set of translations
Output: T after adding the right translations of σi . . . σl from xs
1: if i > l ∧ (qs , bs ) ∈ XF then
2:
add(T, bs )
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

end if
if i ≤ l then
for ea h xt ∈ ∆({(qs , bs )}, σi ) do

fstbo_depth_first_translate_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , i + 1, xt , T )

end for
end if
for ea h xt ∈ D({xs }) do

fstbo_depth_first_translate_suffix(σ1 . . . σl , i, xt )

end for

A′ is deterministi .
In general, FSTBOs representing natural language grammars are not determinizable due to their ambiguity.

Corollary 6. Let A and A′ be the ma hines of the previous denition; then,
∀w ∈ Σ∗ [|ω(A, w)| ≤ 1],

(10.9)

sin e A′ is deterministi and, hen e, it may ontain no more than one interpretation of w .

Corollary 7. Let A be a non-sequential FSTBO, if |ω(A, w)| > 1 for some
input sequen e w then there exists no sequential FSTBO equivalent to A.
Note that a FSTBO A may have two dierent interpretations for the
same input sequen e w , yet asso iate a single output to w ; for instan e, if
A maps input sequen es to s ores by adding some amount of points at ea h
transition, dierent paths may generate the same s ore by adding the same
points in dierent order.
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Sequential transdu ers an be generalized by introdu ing the possibility
of generating at most one additional output right after a epting an input
sequen e, where the output is given by a map of a eptor states to additional
outputs (S hützenberger, 1977). Su h transdu ers are alled subsequential.
Chorut (1977, 1978) hara terized the lass of transdu ers performing subsequential transdu tions, hen e being determinizable. Su h hara terization
impli itly denes an algorithm for the onstru tion of an equivalent subsequential transdu er. This algorithm has been expli itly given by several authors (Berstel, 1979; Mohri, 1996; Ro he and S habes, 1997). Mohri (1994a)
extended the denition of subsequential transdu ers to p-subsequential transdu ers, transdu ers asso iating up to p additional outputs to ea h a eptor
state, in order to allow for a `quasi-determinization' of FSTBOs representing
a spe ial lass of ambiguous languages.

Denition 167 (p-subsequential FSTBO). A p-subsequential FSTBO is a
stru ture (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, {qI }, F, ρ) where (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, {qI },
F ) is a sequential FSTBO and
ρ : F → P(Γ)

(10.10)

is a fun tion mapping a eptor states to sets of up to p additional output
fun tions.

Corollary 8 (Mohri, 1994b, se . 4). A p-subsequential FSTBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B,
BK , δ, QI , F, ρ) an be seen as a FSTBO (Q ∪ {q$ }, Σ ∪ {$}, Γ, B, BK , δ ′ ,
QI , {q$ }) where
• input symbol $ expli itly represents the end of input,
• q$ is an additional state and the only a eptor state, and
• δ ′ denes the same transitions than δ plus an additional transition
(qf , ($, γ), q$), for ea h (qf , γ) su h that qf ∈ F and γ ∈ ρ(qf ).
Though not deterministi in the stri t sense, p-subsequential transdu ers
(with p > 1) an be applied to an input sequen e as deterministi ma hines
until rea hing an a eptor state: only a single ES must be omputed for ea h
input symbol; on e the whole input is onsumed, if an a eptor ES is rea hed
then the set of translations is built by ombining the output of the ES with
the outputs mapped to the a eptor state of the ES.
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Denition 168 (τ ). We dene τ (A), the language of translations of a psubsequential FSTBO A, as
τ (A) = {(w, b′ ) : (qf , b) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI × {b∅ }), w) ∩ (F × B)∧
b′ = γ(b) ∧ b′ ∈
/ BK ∧ γ ∈ ρ(qf )}. (10.11)
Algorithms for the onstru tion of p-subsequential transdu ers equivalent
to string-to-string, string-to-weight and string-to-string-and-weight transdu ers,3 have also been given by Mohri (1996, 1997). These algorithms are similar to the ommon determinization algorithm: they join together transitions
sharing the same sour e state and label, and then join as well the orresponding target states. In order to join transitions onsuming the same input but
performing dierent output transformations, the transformations are totally
or partially delayed to the subsequent transitions. If not totally delayed, the
non-delayed partial transformations must be equal so that the transitions an
be joined; for instan e, let γ and γ ′ be two output transformations appending strings αβ and αβ ′ , respe tively, only the generation of suxes β and β ′
is to be delayed. Target states are oupled with the orresponding delayed
transformations. When taking these ouples as sour e states for joining their
orresponding outgoing transitions, the delayed transformations are added
to the transition output labels. Delayed transformations of a eptor states
will be the additional transformations to perform on e the whole input has
been onsumed. Summarizing, no output transformation is generated until enough input symbols are observed in order to make sure that the right
transformation is performed.
Figure 10.2 illustrates a string-to-string transdu er along with its equivalent subsequential transdu er.4 Output labels α simply indi ate that string
α is to be appended to the urrent output. Under ea h state of the sequential transdu er, the orresponding set of ouples state/delayed output have
been in luded. The initial state r0 orresponds to ouple (q0 , ε), that is, to
have rea hed state q0 with no delayed output. Transitions (q0 , (a, b), q1 ) and
(q0 , (a, a), q2 ) are joined by delaying the generation of a and b. Rea hing state
r1 is equivalent to have rea hed state q1 with delayed output b or state q2 with
delayed output a. Transitions (q1 , (b, b), q0 ), (q2 , (a, a), q2 ) and (q2 , (a, b), q0 )
3 Transdu

ers implementing maps of strings to either strings, weights, or both string and
weights, respe tively, where weights represent s ores or probabilities; weighted ma hines
will be the obje t of hapter 18.
4 Example extra ted from (Mohri, 1996).
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c:c

b:b
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q2

r0 = {(q0 , ε)}

(a)
Figure 10.2: (a) Non-deterministi

r1 = {(q1 , b), (q2 , a)}
(b)

string-to-string transdu er and (b) equivalent

subsequential transdu er; transitions
additional outputs to generate after a

onsuming $, the end-of-input, represent the
epting the input.

re eive these delayed outputs, be oming (q1 , (b, bb), q0 ), (q2 , (a, aa), q2 ) and
(q2 , (a, ab), q0 ). Then, the two latter transitions are joined by delaying only
the generation of the se ond symbol, whi h results in rea hing exa tly the
same set of ouples {(q1 , b), (q2 , a)}. The other transitions have unique inputs, thus their outputs do not need to be delayed and hen e rea h the set
of ouples {(q0 , ε)}. A eptor states of the sequential transdu er are those
having at least one ouple (qf , α) with qf ∈ F , and the additional outputs to
generate are those delayed outputs α: nothing for r0 and a for r1 .
Figure 10.3 illustrates a string-to-string transdu er along with its equivalent ∞-subsequential transdu er.5 Outputs of transitions (q0 , (a, x), q0 ) and
(q0 , (a, x), q0 ) are totally delayed at ea h step, resulting in dierent target
states ri with 2i dierent delayed outputs.
An alternative to quasi-determinization is lazy or on-the-y determinization (Mohri et al., 2002; Jussila et al., 2005), whi h onsists in determinizing
the explored paths of the ma hine during its appli ation; supposing that a
grammar is always applied to the same subset of input sequen es, only the
orresponding paths will be determinized yet keeping a nite ma hine sin e
the input sequen es are nite. When applying the ma hine for the rst time,
the ost of determinizing the orresponding substru tures will be added to
the ost of applying the ma hine as if it was deterministi . Su essive appliations will take advantage of the already determinized substru tures, saving
the determinization ost. However, the ma hine may grow in size ex essively
5 Example

extra ted from (Blan , 2006, p. 69).
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on e applied to a ertain amount of input sequen es. Lazy determinization
is the solution adopted by the Outilex system (Blan , 2006, se . 2.8.4, p. 68).
The solution we present here is the one used by the Unitex and Apertium
systems (Garrido-Alenda et al., 2002), whi h onsists in determinizing the
ma hine's underlying FSA instead of the ma hine itself.6

Denition 169 (Underlying FSA). Let A = (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) be
a FSTBO, we dene its underlying FSA as (Q, ((Σ ∪ {ε}) × (Γ ∪ {ε})) −
{(ε, ε)}, δ, QI , F ) with (ε, ε) as the empty symbol; in other words, FSTBO
input/output pairs be ome FSA input symbols ex ept for (ε, ε) whi h be omes
the empty symbol.
This pro ess may only perform a partial determinization of the FSTBO:
let (qs , (σ, γ), qt ) and (qs , (σ, γ ′ ), qt ) be two transitions of a FSTBO, these transitions will not be joined together sin e (σ, γ) and (σ, γ ′ ) will be interpreted
as two dierent input symbols. However, it is sure that, for every FSTBO,
this pro edure will end up with a nite ma hine sin e FSA determinization
always ends up with a deterministi FSA. One important advantage of FSA
6 This

kind of determinization is performed in Unitex whenever ompiling a graph (see
Paumier, 2008, se . 6.2, p. 105), though this is not mentioned in the manual. In GarridoAlenda et al. (2002), this determinization pro edure is mentioned in the ontext of the
interNOSTRUM ma hine translator; Apertium is another ma hine translator that has
evolved from interNOSTRUM and whi h has inherited this feature.
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determinization is that ε-moves are removed, avoiding the need for ε- losure
omputation during further FSA appli ations. Determinizing a FSTBO as
its underlying FSA will not remove every ε-move, sin e generating transitions
are treated as onsuming transitions, but will at least remove every FSTBO
ε2 -transition.

10.8 Minimization
Mohri (1994b) also dened an algorithm for the minimization of transdu ers
by onstru ting equivalent p-subsequential transdu ers. As for the ase of determinization, the same problem remains: for some transdu ers, p is innite.
Obviously, if we treat the FSTBO as its underlying FSA then minimization
à la van de Sneps heut (se tion 8.6, p. 174) an be normally performed.

10.9 Bla kboard set pro essing
The set of explored paths during the re ognition of an input sequen e for a
FSTBO without killing bla kboards depends uniquely on the input symbols
to onsume and not on the generated bla kboards. By dening killing bla kboards, the set of explored paths may be redu ed but not extended. However,
sin e ESs ontain the bla kboard generated up to rea hing the FSTBO state
q , multiple ESs xi = (q, bi ) are possible for the same FSTBO state q ; moreover, a path p starting at q will allow for multiple exe ution paths, ea h one
starting at an xi . Therefore, algorithm 10.1 fstbo_translate_string (p. 197)
may perform several explorations of p, while it is possible to explore p a
single time in order to build the set of bla kboards (SBs) it generates. We
extend the FSA pro essing for FSTBO bla kboard set pro essing (BSP) by
onstru ting a fun tion ζBi for ea h FSA SES Vi that maps FSA ESs 
whi h are in fa t simple FSA states to SBs, rather than storing generated
bla kboards within ea h ES.

Denition 170 (ZB ). Given a FSTBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ), we dene
ZB as the set of every partial map ζB of FSA ESs in Q to SBs in P(B).
Denition 171 (BSP SES). We dene the equivalent BSP SES VB of a
FSTBO SES V as a pair (V ′ , ζB ) where V ′ ⊆ Q is a FSA SES a set of
FSA states and ζB ∈ ZB is a fun tion mapping states to SBs su h that
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) : V ′ = {q : (q, b) ∈ V } ∧ ζB (q) = {b : (q, b) ∈ V },

(10.12)
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whi h is equivalent to say that
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) :

[

q∈V

(10.13)

{q} × ζB (q) = V.
′

In BSP, performing a derivation from a state qs due to a onsuming
transition δ(qs , (σ, γ)) → qt , or due to an ε-transition δ(qs , (ε, γ)) → qt , the
γ fun tion is to be applied to every bla kboard in ζB (qs ).

Denition 172 (γ on SBs). Given a fun tion γ on bla kboards, we extend
the denition of γ for SBs as follows:
γ : P(B) → P(B)
γ(Bs ) = {bt : bs ∈ Bs ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK }

(10.14)

Note that the appli ation of γ dis ards killing bla kboards; hen e γ may
return an empty SB, in whi h ase there is no ES to be derived.

Denition 173 (BSP ∆). We redene the FSTBO ∆ fun tion for BSP SESs
as follows:
∆ : (P(Q) × ZB ) × Σ → (P(Q) × ZB ),

su h that
∆((V, ζB ), σ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {qt : ζB′ (qt ) 6= ∅}∧
[
ζB′ (qt ) =

γ(ζB (qs )) (10.15)

γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(σ,γ))∧qs ∈V

The omputation of ∆ traverses every path of length 1 having a state
of Vi as sour e state and onsuming σi+1 in order to build (Vi+1 , ζBi+1 ) from
(Vi , ζBi ). However, the omputation of the ε- losure traverses every ε-path
of any length having any state of Vi as start state, whi h allows for dierent
derivation paths to share subpaths. These ε-paths an be explored without
repeating the traversal of shared subpaths by following a topologi al sort
(denition 81, p. 130) of the orresponding ε- losure-substru ture (denition 106, p. 143). However, only a y li substru tures an be topologi ally
sorted (lemma 1, p. 131). Let A be a FSTBO and A′ be the FSA equal to
A after removing its output alphabet and transition outputs, y les in the
ε- losure-substru tures of X (A′ ) ome from y les in A, whi h an be of two
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forms: generating ε- y les and non-generating ε- y les (ε2 - y les); however,
the former must be forbidden in order to avoid innite ε- losures, and the
latter an be removed by determinizing A regarding it as its underlying FSA
(denition 169, p. 204). Forbidding generating ε- y les does not redu e the
apability of the formalism for the representation of natural language grammars, sin e they allow for generating an innite output from a nite input
(e.g. an innite parse tree for a given senten e), whi h makes no sense.

Theorem 11 (ε2 - y le removal). For every FSTBO with ε2 - y les there exists an equivalent FSTBO without ε2 - y les whi h an be obtained by determinizing the underlying FSA (denition 169, p. 204).
Theorem 12 (Existen e of a topologi al sort). Considering lemma 1 (p. 131)
and theorem 11, for every FSTBO without generating ε- y les there exists at
least one equivalent FSTBO A su h that, given A′ the FSA obtained from A
after removing its output alphabet and transition outputs, there exists at least
one topologi al sort for every ε- losure-substru ture (denition 106, p. 143)
of X (A′ ).
Re all that the exe ution ma hine of a FSA is the FSA itself (denition 135, p. 164); therefore, X (A′ ) = A′ sin e A′ is a FSA.
The denition of D for BSP is almost the same than the previous deninition of ∆ for BSP; for the ase of D , no input symbol is to be onsumed,
ε-transitions are onsidered instead of onsuming ones, and a BSP SES is
derived from a single sour e state and SB instead of from a BSP SES:

Denition 174 (BSP D). We redene the FSTBO D fun tion for BSP as
follows:
D : Q × B → (P(Q) × ZB )
D(qs , Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {qt : ζB′ (qt ) 6= ∅}∧
ζB′ (qt ) =

[

γ(Bs ), (10.16)

γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(ε,γ))

that is, D(qs , Bs ) returns a pair (V ′ , ζB′ ) where ζB′ is a fun tion mapping ea h
ε-rea hable state qt from qs to the set of bla kboards
For the ase of BSP, we iteratively ompute the ε- losure of a BSP SES
(V0 , ζB0 ) by omputing at ea h iteration the ε-rea hable states qt from a
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unique sour e state qi , and by in reasing ζB (qt ) with every bla kboard generated by ε-rea hing qt . The state to be taken as qs for ea h iteration is given
by a topologi al sort of the orresponding Cε (V0 )-substru ture.

Denition 175 (BSP ε- losure). Given a BSP SES (V0 , ζB0 ) of a FSTBO
A, A′ the FSA equal to A after removing its output alphabet and transition
outputs, and x0 , . . . , xn a topologi al sort of the Cε (V0 )-substru ture of X (A),
we redene the ε- losure for BSP as follows:
′
′
, ζB′ i+1 ) = D(xi , ζBi (xi )) ∧ Vi+1 = Vi ∪ Vi+1
∧
Cε (V0 , ζB0 ) = (Vn , ζBn ) : (Vi+1

∀xt ∈ Vi+1 [ζBi+1 (xt ) = ζBi (xt ) ∪ ζB′ i+1 (xt )],

i = 0 . . . n − 1. (10.17)

Note that ESs xi and xt of A′ are in fa t FSA states sin e A′ is a FSA.
In the equation,
′
• Vi+1
is the set of ε-rea hable FSA states xt from xi ,

• Vi+1 a umulates every ε-rea hed FSA state from V0 up to iteration
′
i + 1 (the union of V0 with V1′ , V2′ , . . . , Vi+1
),
• ζBi+1 maps ea h state xt ∈ Vi+1 to the SB generated by ε-rea hing xt
from any state xs ∈ V0 , where states xs have been rea hed prior to the
omputation of the ε- losure by generating SB ζB0 (xs ), and
′
• ζB′ i+1 maps the states xt ∈ Vi+1
) to the bla kboards that have been
generated by dire tly ε-rea hing xt from xi after having rea hed xi by
generating SBs ζBi (xi ).

Theorem 13 (BSP ε- losure equivalen e). Let V be a non-BSP SES of a
FSTBO A su h that there exists a topologi al sort of the Cε (V )-substru ture
of A, and let VB be a BSP SES of A, then the equivalen e of V and VB
implies the equivalen e of Cε (V ) and Cε (VB ).
Proof. Let V be a non-BSP SES of a FSTBO, VB = (V0 , ζB0 ) its equivalent

BSP SES, (Q′ , δ ′ ) the Cε (V )-substru ture and q0 , . . . , qn a topologi al sort
of (Q′ , δ ′ ). By denition of ε- losure-substru ture, V ontains at least every
state in Q′ that is unrea hable from any other state in Q′ through any path
within (Q′ , δ ′), and therefore so it does V0 : if q is su h an unrea hable state
and it does not belong to V , then it annot be derived during the omputation of the ε- losure and therefore annot belong to Q′ . By denition of
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topologi al sort, q0 is su h an unrea hable state and therefore belongs to V0 .
V1 ontains every state in V0 plus every ε-rea hable state from q0 by generating at least one non-killing bla kboard. If q1 is one of the unrea hable
states then it belongs to V0 and therefore to V1 as well; otherwise q1 must
be ε-rea hable from q0 sin e, by denition of topologi al sort, it annot be
ε-rea hed from any qi with i > 1. Following the same reasoning for Vi and
Vi+1 with i = 1 . . . n − 1, we dedu e qi+1 ∈ Vi+1 and therefore Vn = Q′ .
Fun tion ζB0 maps every state in V0 to a SB so that the equivalen e is
kept w.r.t. V . Sin e q0 ∈ V0 , it holds that {q0 } × ζB0 (q0 ) = {(q0 , b) ∈ V },
that is, ζ0 is a omplete map for q0 . If q1 is one of the unrea hable states,
ζB0 (q1 ) ontains every bla kboard that an be generated up to rea hing q1 ,
and therefore so it does ζB1 . Otherwise ζB0 may or may not be a omplete
map for q1 , but it is sure that ζB1 is: by denition of topologi al sort, every
ε-path rea hing q1 from a state of V0 is ompletely traversed on e every εderivation from q0 is omputed, and therefore every generated bla kboard
for q1 has been added to ζB1 (q1 ). Following the same reasoning for Vi and
Vi+1 with i = 1 . . . n − 1, we dedu e ζBi+1 is a omplete map for qi+1 with
i = 1 . . . n − 1, and therefore (Vn , ζBn ) is equivalent to Cε (V ).
In se tion 7.8 (p. 148) we gave an e ient denition of ε- losure based on
ε-expansions; the main idea onsisted in using only the ESs in E = D(V )−V
as sour e ESs in order to try to rea h new ESs, sin e the ESs in V had already
been used as sour e ESs and, hen e, no new ESs would be derived from them.
For the ase of BSP, D(qi , ζBi ) returns states and maps that are not already
present in (Vi , ζBi ), hen e there is no need for an ε-expansion-based denition.
BSP requires to follow a topologi al sort of the exe ution ma hine substru tures involved in the re ognition of a string. The topologi al sort an
be omputed as these substru tures are explored, but it is ne essary to know
rst whi h substru tures of the whole exe ution ma hine are going to be explored. Exe uting the ma hine in order to nd these substru tures and then
exe uting it again by means of BSP makes no sense. However, there are ases
in whi h it is sure that the whole exe ution ma hine will be explored, for instan e when omputing the whole language of a trimmed ma hine (without
useless states or transitions; a simple method for the generation of the language of a FSA will be given in the next hapter). One may ompute the set
of outputs for a given ma hine and input sequen e as another kind of ma hine
re ognizing this set, for instan e a FSA for the ase of FSTBOs or an output
FPRTN for the ase of RTNBOs (see hapters 15 and 16). In parti ular, the
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former ase is of interest sin e these output FPRTNs an be omputed in
polynomial time even when representing exponential languages. On e this
ma hine is built, an output enumeration an be e iently onstru ted by
omputing the represented language through BSP.

Chapter 11
Finite-state transdu ers with
string output
We present in this se tion FSTSOs as a spe ial kind of FSTBO in whi h
bla kboards are strings, output fun tions append a symbol to the output
string, and there are no killing bla kboards. These FSTSOs orrespond to
the denition of letter transdu er given, for instan e, in Ro he and S habes
(1997, p. 14). As we have seen in se tion 10.7 (p. 199), other types of FSTs are
possible su h as sequential transdu ers (denition 166, p. 199), subsequential
transdu ers (S hützenberger, 1977) and p-subsequential transdu ers (denition 167, p. 201), though all of them an be turned into an equivalent letter
transdu er ( orollary 8, p. 201). Additionally, deterministi augmented letter transdu ers (Garrido-Alenda and For ada, 2002) are a more general type
of letter transdu ers, due to the in luded lookahead me hanism for input
segmentation. FSTSOs have multiple appli ations (Mohri, 1997; Karttunen,
2001) su h as parsing (Silberztein, 1993), information extra tion (Hsu and
Chang, 1999; Friburger and Maurel, 2002, 2004), phonology (Kaplan and
Kay, 1994; Karttunen, 1993), morphology (Karttunen et al., 1992; Karttunen, 1993), spelling orre tion (Oazer, 1996), spee h pro essing (Mohri
et al., 1996) and grammati al inferen e (On ina et al., 1993; On ina, 1998).
We are mainly interested in parsing and information extra tion by using
string output for enri hing texts with meta-information, for instan e by inserting XML (Bray et al., 2008) tags that expli itly represent the synta ti
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stru ture of the text senten es or identify the information to be extra ted.1
XML tags an be e iently treated as output symbols instead of strings by
representing them as pointers to the states of a trie, as explained in hapter 9.

Denition 176 (FSTSO). A FSTSO (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, QI , F ) is a spe ial type of
FSMs (denition 46, p. 121) whose set of labels Ξ is the set of input/output
pairs (Σ∪{ε})×(Γ∪{ε}), where Σ is a nite input alphabet, Γ a nite output
alphabet and ε the empty symbol. FSTSOs an be seen as FSAs augmented
with string output or as a parti ular type of FSTBO where
• fun tions in Γ always perform the on atenation of an output symbol

to the urrent bla kboard; for the sake of simpli ity, we onsider that
Γ ontains output symbols g rather than fun tions on bla kboards, and
output labels g represent the on atenation of a symbol g to the urrent
bla kboard,

• the identity fun tion on bla kboards idB on atenates the empty symbol
ε to the urrent bla kboard; we will therefore use ε instead of idB in

order to expli itly state that a transition does not modify the urrent
output,

• B = Γ∗ , that is, bla kboards are sequen es of zero, one or more output

symbols,

• BK = ∅, that is, there are no killing output strings, and
• b∅ = ε, that is, the empty bla kboard is the empty string.

11.1 Transitions
FSTSO transitions are a parti ular ase of FSTBO transitions (se tion 10.1,
p. 186):

• onsuming transitions (denition 140, p. 186): Q × (Σ × (Γ ∪ {ε})) × Q,
• generating transitions (denition 141, p. 186): Q × ((Σ ∪ {ε}) × Γ) × Q,
1 An

example of grammar re ognizing SMS ommand requests and delimiting phone
number and message to send has been shown in gure 10.1, p. 188
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• translating or substituting transitions (denition 142, p. 186): Q×(Σ×
Γ) × Q,
• deleting transitions (denition 143, p. 186): Q × (Σ × {ε}) × Q,
• ε-transitions (denition 144, p. 186): Q × ({ε} × (Γ ∪ {ε})) × Q,
• inserting transitions (denition 145, p. 186): Q × ({ε} × Γ) × Q and
• ε2 -transitions (denition 146, p. 186): Q × ({ε} × {ε}) × Q.
Substituting, deleting and inserting operations have been ommonly used
to give a measure of the dieren e between two strings: the edit distan e,
also alled the Levenshtein distan e (Levenshtein, 1966); the edit distan e
between two strings is equal to the minimal number of symbol substitutions,
deletions and insertions to be performed in order to transform one string into
the other. Edit distan e is the basis of approximate string mat hing. An
extensive dis ussion on this subje t an be found in Navarro (2001).

11.2 Sequen es of transitions
As for FSTSO transitions, FSTSO paths are a parti ular ase of FSTBO
paths. Every denition in se tion 10.3 (p. 187) an be straightforwardly
adapted by repla ing FSTBO transitions by their orresponding FSTSO transitions, hen e we will not give more details here.

11.3 Behaviour
Denition 177 (Exe ution state). FSTSO exe ution states are pairs (q, z) ∈

(Q, Γ∗ ).

Denition 178 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for FSTSOs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , zs ),
• xt = (qt , zt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, g)) ∧ zt = zs g ,
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where g ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}.

Denition 179 (D). The D fun tion for FSTSOs is itself a simple dire tderivation fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , zs ),
• xt = (qt , zt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)) ∧ zt = zs g ,

where g ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}.

Lemma 12 (Finite and innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a FSTSO SESs
V is innite i there exists an ES (q, z) within V or ε-rea hable from an ES
of V su h that q is traversed by a generating ε- y le.
Proof. Sin e the FSTSO ε- losure fun tion is a parti ular ase of the FSTBO

ε- losure fun tion, this proof is a parti ular ase of proofs of lemmas 10
(p. 189) and 11 (p. 191).

Theorem 14. The ε- losure is always nite for FSTSOs without generating
ε- y les.
Re all that generating ε- y les allow for innite translations of nite input
sequen es, whi h makes no sense for the ase of natural language grammars
(e.g.: asso iating an innite parse tree to a nite senten e).

Denition 180 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and
a eptan e states of a FSTSO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs are
(QI × {ε}) and (F × Γ∗ ), respe tively.
Note that, sin e FSTSOs have no killing bla kboards, there is no need to
restri t the outputs of a eptor ESs.

Denition 181 (τ ). We dene τ (A), the language of translations of a FSTSO
A, as the set of input/output sequen e pairs (w, z) ∈ Σ∗ × Γ∗ su h that w is
re ognized and translated into z by A, that is, the set of input/output sequen e
pairs su h that the whole onsumption of w rea hes at least one a eptan e
ES from at least one initial ES through a path that generates z :
τ (A) = {(w, z) : (qf , z) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI × {ε}), w) ∩ (F × Γ∗ )}.

(11.1)
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Denition 182 (ω ). We dene ω(A, w), the translations of a word w for a
FSTSO A, as the set of output sequen es z ∈ Γ∗ su h that (w, z) belongs to
the translations of A:
ω(A, w) = {z : (w, z) ∈ τ (A)},

(11.2)

with τ (A) of the previous denition.

11.4 Re ognized languages
In se tion 10.5 (p. 193) we proved that the killing-bla kboard me hanism
ould be used in order to emulate Turing ma hines. Sin e FSTSOs dene
no killing bla kboards, the same languages an be re ognized by means of
FSTSOs than by means of FSAs.

11.5 Translating a string
Algorithms for string translation with FSTSOs, either by means of a breadthrst or a depth-rst exploration, an be easily derived from the orresponding
FSTBO algorithms (algorithms 10.1 fstbo_translate_string and 10.5 fstbo_depth_rst_translate_string, pp. 197 and 199) by taking into a ount the
dieren es between FSTSOs and FSTBOs listed in denition 176 (p. 212).
These algorithms an be further improved by using the trie string management shown in se tion 9.1 (p. 178) sin e the involved on atenations onsist
in appending a symbol to a string, that is, one of the ases in whi h trie
string management is faster than normal string on atenation.2

11.6 Language generation
The pro edure for the generation of the language of a FSA des ribed here is
meant to be extended in further hapters for other ma hines, namely RTNs
( hapter 12) and output FPRTNs ( hapter 16). Output FPRTNs are a kind
of nite state ma hines that e iently represent the set of outputs generated
by applying a RTNBO (a RTN with bla kboard output). The language of
2 Provided

that the number of nal output strings to generate is small enough w.r.t.
the number of partial output strings to ompute.
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su h output FPRTNs is later to be generated in order to extra t the ee tive
list of outputs. Moreover, this pro edure will be the base for the extra tion
of the top-ranked output represented by a weighted output FPRTN ( hapter 18).
The whole language represented by a FSA an be easily omputed by
transforming the FSA into a FSTSO as explained in the following theorem.

Theorem 15 (Language generation). Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) be a FSA and
A′ = (Q′ , Σ′ , Γ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′) a FSTSO su h that
• Q′ = Q, Q′I = QI and F ′ = F ,
• Σ′ = ∅,
• Γ = Σ, and
• qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , (ε, σ)) i qt ∈ δ(qs , σ),

then it holds that

L(A) = ω( A′ , ε)

(11.3)

Proof. Let it be the FSA and FSTSO of the previous theorem, and an input

sequen e w = σ1 . . . σl ∈ Σ∗ . FSA A ontains a path of the form

p = p0 (q0 , σ1 , q1 )p1 (q1 , σ2 , q2 ) . . . pl−1 (ql−1 , σl , ql ),

(11.4)

where paths pi for i = 0 . . . l − 1 are ε-paths or empty paths, i FSTSO A′
ontains a path of the form

p′ = p′0 (q0 , (ε, σ1 ), q1 )p1 (q1 , (ε, σ2), q2 ) . . . pl−1 (ql−1 , (ε, σl ), ql ),

(11.5)

where paths p′i for i = 0 . . . l − 1 are ε2 -paths or empty paths. Therefore, a
path p within A onsumes w i its equivalent path p′ within A′ translates
ε into w . Finally, p is an interpretation within A i A′ is an interpretation
within A′ , and therefore A re ognizes w i A′ translates ε into w .
Following this equivalen e, any algorithm omputing the translations of
an input sequen e for a FSTSO an be easily transformed into an algorithm
omputing the language of a FSA by onsidering every FSA transition as
an ε-transition generating the original input, and omputing the translations
of ε instead of the translations of a given input sequen e. Noti e that re ognizing the empty string does not require to apply fun tion ∆ and only
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requires to apply the ε- losure on e. Translator algorithms for language generation an be redu ed to the omputation of the ε- losure of the initial SES
plus the extra tion of the outputs from the generated a eptan e ESs. Algorithm 11.1 fsa_language is su h a simplied adaptation of the breadth-rst
algorithm 10.1 fstbo_translate_string adapted for string output.

Algorithm 11.1 fsa_language(A)
Input: A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ), a FSA
Output: L, the language of A

⊲ L(A), eq. (136)

1: V ← ∅
2: E ← ∅
3: for ea h q ∈ QI do
4:
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (q, ε))
5: end for
6: while E 6= ∅ do
7:
(qs , w) ← dequeue(E)
8:
for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , ε)) do
9:
add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qt , w))
10:
end for
11:
for ea h (qt , σ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , σ)) do
12:
add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qt , wσ))
13:
end for
14: end while
15: L ← ∅
16: for ea h (q, w) ∈ V : q ∈ F do
17:
add(L, w)
18: end for

The domain of appli ation of the resulting algorithm is derived from the
domain of appli ation of the original algorithm: FSTSOs ontaining generating ε- y les involved during the omputation of the ε- losure are ex luded
from the domain sin e they lead to innite ε- losures (see lemma 12, p. 214).
Note that pruned FSAs leading to su h FSTSOs by following the transformation of theorem 15 (p. 216) are in fa t FSAs with onsuming y les, that
is, FSAs representing innite languages (see theorem 7, p. 164). As for the
original algorithm, this algorithm an also be improved with the trie string
management shown in se tion 9.1 (p. 178). BSP of FSTBOs (se tion 10.9,
p. 205) an also be applied here sin e the substru ture of the ma hine to
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be explored for language generation is known: the whole ma hine, provided
that the ma hine is trimmed (denition 118, p. 144).

Chapter 12
Re ursive transition networks
RTNs (Woods, 1970) are nite-state ma hines equivalent to pushdown automata (Oettinger, 1961; S hützenberger, 1963; Evey, 1963; but see Hop roft
et al., 2000, hap. 6, p. 219) and CFGs (briey des ribed in appendix B,
page 405). A major advantage of RTNs over CFGs is the ability to merge
ommon parts of many CFG rules; onsequently, not only a greater eien y of representation is a hieved but more e ient algorithms of appli ation sin e separate pro essing of ommon parts is also fa tored out (Woods,
1969, se . 1.7.3, p. 40). As stated in appendix B, CFGs an be extended with
regular expressions in order to also allow for a more ompa t representation.
However, the same advantages and disadvantages of FSAs over regular expressions ( hapter 8, p. 161) take pla e here for RTNs over extended CFGs
(ECFGs): it is faster and less umbersome to manually write simple grammars as ECFGs with a text editor than as RTNs by means of some graphi
interfa e (su h as the ones of the Intex, Unitex and Outilex systems), but ertain grammars an be more readable when graphi ally represented as RTNs
than when represented as ECFGs with omplex regular expressions (see gure 12.1).1 Indeed, the graphi al representation of RTNs used in the Intex,
Unitex and Outilex systems (the graphs des ribed throught se tions 7.2, 10.2
and 12.2, pp. 124, 187 and 225, respe tively) has been optimized in order to
give a very intuitive view of natural language grammars.
We present here RTNs as FSAs extended with a subroutine jump me hanism. This me hanism allows for a better stru turing of the grammar as
well as for reusing grammar fragments: subgrammars or grammar blo ks are
1 Example

extra ted from (Paumier, 2004)
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S → E|F
H → SdccH | f
J → K | ccL

RECURSIVE TRANSITION NETWORKS

E → acG
I → ccSdI | g
K → ccSdK | g

G → H | SdI
F → bdJ
L → SdccL | f

(a) CFG

S → (ac((Sdcc)∗f + Sd(ccSd)∗ g)) + (bd((ccSd)∗ g + cc(Sdcc)∗ f ))
(b) ECFG

a

S1

c

S
b

S3

c
d

S2

f

S4

g

S

S5

( ) RTN
Figure 12.1: Equivalent (a) CFG, (b) ECFG and ( ) RTN.

dened for lo al stru tures, and other subgrammars may be dened from
a higher point of view by means of subroutine jumps to lower level subgrammars (see gure 12.3, p. 224, for a simple example of stru tured RTN).
Examples of lo al stru tures are Korean time adverbs (Jung, 2005), Fren h
lo ation adverbs (Constant, 2003b), Fren h measure expressions (Constant,
2003b) and Greek frozen adverbs (Voyatzi, 2006). As for any pie e of software, readability, reusability and well-stru turing are ru ial for the onstru tion and maintenan e of large and omplex grammars, su h as natural
language ones.2 We give a formal denition similar to the informal one given
by Woods (1970) but labelling all transitions with sets of states instead of
single states, whi h fa ilitates the denition of reverse RTNs. Woods (1969,
se . 3.3, p. 82) gives another denition of RTN whi h is straightforwardly
derived from the denition of CFG, fa ilitating the redenition of Earley's
(1970) parser for the RTN ase.3 We derive in se tion 12.10 an alternative
denition of the Earley parser based on the FSA-like denition of RTNs and
the generi breadth-rst algorithm of appli ation of FSMs (se . 7.9, p. 152).
The appli ation of a RTN may not only result in the a eptan e or the
reje tion of a senten e but also in a des ription of the senten e stru ture,
2 Extensive

material on on epts and prin iples of software design an be found in
Pressman (2001, hap. 13, p. 335)
3 The Earley parser was originally on eived for the appli ation of CFGs; see appendix C
(p. 411) for a brief des ription and a dis ussion on the original Earley parser.
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represented as the path or paths that allow to re ognize the senten e. In this
ase, grammar and senten e stru tures are analogous. However, this prevents
from possible restru turings of the grammar that may boost the ma hine
appli ation, su h as the weak Greiba h normal form for RTNs (Paumier,
2004),4 sin e dierent grammar stru tures yield dierent senten e stru tures
in spite of not altering the set of a epted senten es. We have hosen to
represent senten e stru tures as output XML tags bounding the senten e
omponents instead of subgrammar labels (see gure 13.2, p. 259). Hen e,
it is not required to expli itly dene subgrammars nor subgrammar labels
(analogous to CFG non-terminals); we all a subgrammar by spe ifying its set
of subinitial states. Let this set be Qc , ea h subgrammar is impli itly dened
as the ma hine substru ture rea hable from Qc , in luding Qc and ex luding
the substru tures of other alled subgrammars. We permit subgrammars to
share states and transitions in order to support grammar optimizations su h
as the weak Greiba h normal form. However, RTN subgrammars are intended
to be disjoint before applying su h optimizations for the sake of modularity.
Common parts of subgrammars ould be avoided by simply repli ating su h
parts, but that would imply a loss of e ien y.

Denition 183 (RTN). A RTN (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) is a FSA (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F )
(denition 128, p. 162) extended with a subroutine jump me hanism: its set
of transition labels Ξ takes its elements from (Σ ∪ {ε}) ∪ P(Q), where
• labels of the form Σ ∪ {ε} have the same interpretation as in the ase

of FSAs, and

• labels of the form P(Q) represent subroutine jumps or alls to state sets

(denition 187 in the next se tion).

12.1 Transitions
Denition 184 (Consuming transition). Following denition 51 (p. 123),
transitions in Q × Σ × Q, that is, whi h onsume an input symbol, are alled
onsuming transitions.
4 This

weak Greiba h normal form is an adaptation of the ECFG Greiba h normal
form (Albert et al., 1998), whi h in turn is an extension of the CFG Greiba h normal form
(Greiba h, 1965; Ko h and Blum, 1997).
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Consuming transitions orrespond to terminal symbols within the body of
CFG produ tion rules (e.g.: produ tion `N → garden' of CFG of gure 12.2
and transition (qN0 , %garden, qN1 ) of gure 12.3).

Denition 185 (Expli it ε-transition). Following denition 53 (p. 124),
transitions in Q × {ε} × Q, that is, whi h do not onsume input, are alled
expli it ε-transitions.
ε-transitions orrespond to ε symbols within the body of CFG produ tion
rules.

Denition 186 (Impli it ε-transition). Within the ontext of RTNs there are
two kinds of impli it ε-transitions, that is, transitions that are impli itly dened by the RTN and whi h do not require to onsume input when traversed:
push transitions (denition 189) and pop transitions (denition 190).
Denition 187 (Call transition). Call transitions are transitions of the form
(qs , Qc , qt ) ∈ Q × P(Q) × Q and represent a subroutine jump to a set of states
Qc , that is, the re ursive appli ation of the whole RTN taking Qc as set of
initial states before bringing the ma hine to state qt . The exa t behaviour of
all transitions is governed by the RTN impli it ε-transitions.
Call transitions orrespond to non-terminal symbols within the body of
CFG produ tion rules (e.g.: non-terminal symbol `PP ' in produ tion `VP →
VP PP ' of CFG of gure 12.2 and transition (qVP 1 , qPP 0 , qVP 3 ) of gure 12.3).

Denition 188 (Subinitial set of states). We say a subset of states Qc of a
ma hine A is a subinitial set of states (SS) of A i A ontains at least one
all to Qc .
Subinitial SSs orrespond to CFG non-terminals expanding into one or
more right-hand sides; every rule left-hand side with the same non-terminal
symbol is ondensed into a single subinitial SS (e.g.: heads of produ tions
`VP → VP PP ' and `VP → V NP ' of CFG of gure 12.2 and subinitial SS
{qVP 0 } of gure 12.3).

Denition 189 (Push transition). Push transitions are impli it ε-transitions
whi h take pla e ea h time a state having at least one outgoing all transition
is rea hed: for ea h all transition (qs , Qc , qr ), and for ea h state qc ∈ Qc ,
the ma hine impli itly denes a push transition (qs , qr, qc ) whi h brings the
ma hine from sour e state qs to alled state qc , without input onsumption.
Additionally, the transition pushes return state qr onto the sta k, a tion that
we represent as qr. Push transitions are subroutine jump initializers.
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VP → VP PP
VP → V NP

NP → DET N
NP → NP PP

PP → PREP NP

N → monkey
N → telescope
N → garden

V → watch

PREP → in
PREP → with

DET → the

Figure 12.2: A left-re ursive CFG representing a toy grammar whi h re ognizes

senten e Wat h the monkey with the teles ope in the garden, among others, with
non-terminal

VP

as the grammar's start symbol;

for noun phrase and

PP

VP

stands for verb phrase,

NP

for prepositional phrase.

Denition 190 (Pop transition). Pop transitions are impli it ε-transitions
whi h take pla e ea h time an a eptan e state qf ∈ F is rea hed during
a subroutine jump: for ea h pair of states (qf , qr ) ∈ F × Q, the ma hine
impli itly denes a pop transition (qf , qr, qr ) whi h pops state qr from the
sta k and brings the ma hine to state qr , with qr as the state at the top of
the sta k.
Denition 191 (Realization of all transitions). A all transition (qs , Qc , qr ),
or simply a all to Qc , is realizable i there exists at least one realizable path
p starting with one of the orresponding transitions pushing qr onto the sta k
and ending with a transition popping the previously pushed qr from the same
sta k position. If p exists then we say all to Qc is realizable through path p.
Denition 192 (Call ompletion). During the pro ess of appli ation of a
ma hine with alls, we say a all is un ompleted or unresolved when a path
has been exe uted up to realizing the orresponding push transitions, but not
up to realizing any of the orresponding pop transitions; we all the pro ess
of realizing a pop transition a all ompletion or resolution.
Denition 193 (ε- all). We say a all to a subinitial SS Qc is an ε- all, a
deletable all or an ε-realizable all i it is realizable through an ε-path (see
denition 69, p. 129).
These ε- alls orrespond to deletable non-terminals within the bodies of
CFG produ tion rules.
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{qVP 0 } qVP 1 {qPP 0 }
qVP 0

{qDET 0 } qNP 1 {qN0 }

qVP 3

qNP 0

{qV0 } qVP 2 {qNP 0 }
qPP 0

qN0

{qPREP 0 }

qPP 1

%monkey
%garden q
N1

{qNP 0 } qNP 2 {qPP 0 }

{qNP 0 }

qDET 0

qNP 3

qPP 2

%the

qV0 %wat h qV1
%in

qDET 1

qPREP 0

qPREP 1
%with

%teles ope

Figure 12.3: Left-re ursive RTN equivalent to CFG of gure 12.2.

VP

PP

V

NP

DET
NP

(a) VP

N
PP

(b) NP

watch
( ) PP

(d) V

monkey
telescope
garden

the

(e) N

(f) DET

in
with
(g) PREP

Figure 12.4: Unitex set of graphs equivalent to CFG of gure 12.2.
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12.2 Graphi al representation
Unitex and Intex graphs represent alls to subgraphs as subgraph identiers
with shaded ba kground (see gure 12.4). We represent all transitions as
dashed arrows labeled with the alled subinitial SS (see gure 12.3).
There are ases in whi h it an be useful to expli itly represent impli it
transitions (push and pop transitions for the ase of RTNs), for instan e
when graphi ally representing an exe ution tra e for the visualization of the
exe ution paths generated by an algorithm of appli ation of a ma hine (e.g.:
the exe ution tra e in gure 12.7, p. 238). ESs and transitions between ESs
are represented as for states and transitions between states of a ma hine,
though labels of ESs may be stru tures rather than single elements. We
usually mark useless ESs (those who do not derive any a eptan e ES) with
two rossed lines. Push transitions are represented as dotted arrows, and pop
transitions as thi k arrows. Both types of transitions are labeled with the
return state of the all they implement, that is, the pushed state for the ase
of push transitions and the popped state for the ase of pop transitions. For
the latter ase, sin e the popped and target states are the same, the transition
label an be omitted. For the ase of algorithms that use other more omplex
subroutine jump me hanisms than the one based on a sta k, su h as the
Earley-like ones (the Earley RTN ase will be des ribed in se tion 12.10),
push and pop transitions may be labeled with stru tures more omplex than
the return state (e.g.: exe ution tra e of gure 12.7, p. 238).

12.3 Sequen es of transitions
Denition 194 (Expli it path). An expli it path is a path omposed by expli it transitions (denition 185, p. 222).
Note that expli it paths are not ne essarily realizable sin e all transitions
may not be realizable.

Denition 195 (ε-path). Following denition 69 (p. 129), within the ontext of RTNs, an ε-path is a path that an be traversed without input onsumption, that is, whose transitions are either impli it ε-transitions, expli it
ε-transitions or ε- all transitions.
Denition 196 (Expli it ε-path). An expli it ε-path is both and ε-path and
an expli it path.
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Denition 197 (Call y le). Let p be a path having qs as start state, we say
p is a all y le i its last transition is a push transition having qs as target
state and, during the whole y le, the pushed state is never popped from that
position of the sta k.
Denition 198 (Call ε- y le). A all ε- y le is both an ε-path and a all
y le.
Denition 199 (Re ursive all). We say a all to a SS Qc within a RTN A
is re ursive i there exists at least one all y le within A starting at a state
of Qc .
RTN re ursive alls orrespond to CFG produ tions of the form `A →
αAβ '.

Denition 200 (Left-re ursive all). We say a all to a SS Qc within a RTN
A is left-re ursive i there exists at least one all ε- y le within A starting
at a state of Qc .
RTN left-re ursive alls orrespond to CFG produ tions of the form `A →
Aα' (e.g.: produ tion `VP → VP PP ' of CFG of gure 12.2 and all transition (qVP 0 , qVP 0 , qVP 1 ) of gure 12.3).

Denition 201 (Right-re ursive all). A all to a SS Qc is right-re ursive
i it is realizable through a path (qs , qr, qc )pp′ p′′ , where p is a all y le, p′
is a path ompleting all to Qc and p′′ is an ε-path.
RTN right-re ursive alls orrespond to CFG produ tions of the form
A → αA.

Denition 202 (Deletable re ursion). We say a path ompleting a all is a
deletable re ursion i it implies the all to be both left- and right-re ursive,
that is, it is a path having the same form than the one of the previous denition but p is not only a y le but also an ε- y le.
RTN deletable re ursions orrespond to CFG produ tions of the form
A → A; we all them deletable sin e they do not ontribute anything to
the grammar des ription: saying that the stru ture of A is equal to its own
stru ture does not larify what A an be made of.
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Denition 203 (Re ursive ma hine). We say a ma hine is re ursive i it
ontains at least one re ursive all, left-re ursive i it ontains at least one
left-re ursive all, and right-re ursive if it ontains at least one right-re ursive
all.
Denition 204 (Re ursion degree). The re ursion degree of a ma hine with
all transitions is equal to the maximum number of useful self- on atenations
or onse utive traversals of its all y les.

12.4 Substru tures
Denition 205 (Subma hine). Let Qc be a set of initial states of a ma hine
or one of its subinitial SSs, we dene its Qc -subma hine as the ma hine
substru ture omposed by Qc and every state and transition of every expli it
path starting at a state of Qc .
A RTN subma hine orresponds to a Unitex graph or to a subset of
produ tions of a CFG ontaining every produ tion having a parti ular nonterminal as head (e.g.: the set of produ tions of CFG of gure 12.2 starting
with VP , graph VP of gure 12.4 and {qVP 0 }-subma hine of gure 12.3).

Denition 206 (Axiom subma hine). We dene the axiom subma hine of
a ma hine A as its Qc -subma hine su h that Qc is the set of initial states
of A. Let A represent a grammar, the axiom subma hine orresponds to the
grammar's axiom or start symbol (see denition 288 in appendix B, p. 405).

12.5 Behaviour
Denition 207 (Exe ution state). RTN ESs are pairs (q, π) ∈ (Q × Q∗ )
where π is a sta k of return states, λ being the empty sta k.
The realization of RTN transitions falls into the FSM general ategories
of pure onsuming transitions and pure ε-transitions (denitions 87 and 88,
pp. 133 and 134, respe tively) ex ept for push, pop and all transitions.

Denition 208 (Push transition realization). A push transition (qs , qr, qc )
is realizable from ES (qs , π), for any sta k π , and its realization brings the
ma hine to ES (qt , πqr ).
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Denition 209 (Pop transition realization). A pop transition (qs , qr, qc ) is
realizable from ES (qs , π) i π = π ′ qr and qs ∈ F , and its realization brings
the ma hine to ES (qr , π ′ ).
Sin e the realization of all transitions depends on the realization of push
and pop transitions, as well as on the paths transitively onne ting push
transitions to pop transitions, we rather dedu e whether a all transition an
or annot be realized rather than adding a separate denition.

Lemma 13 (Call transition realization). A all transition (qs , Qc , qr ) is realizable from an ES (qs , π) by bringing the ma hine to ES (qr , π), for any sta k
π , i there exists at least one expli it path p starting at a state qc ∈ Qc and
ending at an a eptor state su h that p is omposed by
• either onsuming transitions or expli it ε-transitions, or
• either onsuming transitions, expli it ε-transitions or all transitions

realizable from the ES rea hed just before ea h orresponding all,

the se ond ase requiring for ea h all transition at least one nite sequen e
of re ursively realizable alls so that the last all of the sequen e falls into the
rst ase.
Proof. Let t = (qs , Qc , qr ) be a all transition of a RTN A, and
p = (qs , qr, qc )p′ (qs , qr, qr )
a path inside A with qc ∈ Qc . The push transition is realizable by pushing
qr onto the sta k. If p′ is omposed only by onsuming transitions and/or
expli it ε-transitions then it is also realizable. The pop transition is realizable
by popping the previously pushed state qr sin e p′ does not modify the sta k.
Let p′ be omposed by a unique all transition t′ su h that t′ is realizable
through a path
p′ = (qs′ , qr′ , qc′ )p′′ (qs′ , qr′ , qr′ ).
If p′′ is omposed only by onsuming transitions and expli it ε-transitions,
the realization of t′ falls into the rst ase. The realization of t′ momentarily
modies the sta k by pushing a return state but popping it again, thus
the same reasoning than for the rst ase applies here for the realization
of t. If t′ is realizable through another all whi h is ompletable through
another all and so on re ursively, t is realizable as long as the last all is
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ompletable through a path only omposed by onsuming transitions and/or
expli it ε-transitions. Sin e the realization of ea h all leaves the sta k as
before the all, a path omposed by any sequen e of alls is realizable as long
as every all is individually realizable, the presen e of onsuming transitions
and expli it ε-transitions in between not modifying this fa t sin e they are
always realizable and do not modify the sta k. Obviously, for any other ases
t is not realizable, either be ause there is no path rea hing an a eptan e state
whi h would allow for the realization of the orresponding pop transition or
be ause the path traverses a non-realizable all transition.

Denition 210 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTNs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , π),
• xt = (qt , π), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , σ).

Denition 211 (D). The D fun tion for RTNs is omposed by 3 simple
dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (denition 98, p. 137), Dε with
• xs = (qs , π),
• xt = (qt , π), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , ε),
Dpush with
• xs = (qs , π),
• xt = (qc , πqt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc ,

and Dpop with
• xs = (qf , πqr ),
• xt = (qr , π), and
• d = qf ∈ F .
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Lemma 14 (Innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a RTN SES V is innite if
there exists an ES (q, π) within V or ε-rea hable from an ES of V su h that
q has an outgoing left-re ursive all transition.
Re ursive-des ent parsers applying left-re ursive CFGs may fall into innite loops (Aho et al., 1986, se . 2.4, p. 47). Sin e RTNs and CFGs are equivalent, the same problem arises for the ase of the base top-down breadth-rst
and top-down depth-rst a eptors (algorithms 7.5 and 7.8, pp. 153 and 157)
when adapted for the appli ation of RTNs.

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one for FSTBOs with generating ε- y les
(proof of lemma 10, p. 189). Left-re ursive alls behave as generating ε- y les:
it is possible to traverse innite times and without onsuming input the
sequen e of states that form the y le, but for ea h y le traversal the sta k
of return states will be in remented with at least one new return state from
the left-re ursive all as happened with the in reasing output sequen e;
hen e, ea h su essive traversal of the y le will generate new ESs with larger
sta ks.

Lemma 15 (Finite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a RTN SES V is nite i
there is no ES (q, π) within V or ε-rea hable from V su h that q has an
outgoing left-re ursive all transition.
Proof. As we have seen for FSAs, ε-paths having only expli it ε-transitions do

not yield innite SESs sin e every ES derived through an expli it ε-transition
(qs , ε, qt ) from an ES (qs , π) is of the form (qt , π) ∈ (Q × {π}), whi h is a
nite set. Even if the ε-path is a y le, during the rst path traversal every
possible ES will be added to the ε- losure and further traversals will not add
new ESs. The ompletion of a non-left-re ursive all through an ε-path does
not produ e an innite SES either. Let (q0 , π) ∈ V0 be an ES from where we
nd a all transition (q0 , Qc , qn ) that is ompleted through an ε-path

(q0 , qn, q1 ), (q1 , ε, q2 ) . . . (qn−2 , ε, qn−1), (qn−1 , qn, qn ),

(12.1)

that is, an ε-path whose rst transition is a push transition initiating the all
(q1 ∈ Qc ), the last one is a pop transition that returns from the all, and the
middle transitions are expli it ε-transitions; following the iterative ε- losure
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of V0 , it holds that

(q0 , π) ∈ V0
(q1 , πqn ) ∈ V1
(q2 , πqn ) ∈ V2
..
.
(qn−1 , πqn ) ∈ Vn−1
(qn , π) ∈ Vn .
As we an see, every ES produ ed during the all belongs to the domain
(Q × πqn ), whi h is also nite even if the ε-path that ompletes the all has
ε- y les. As well, if the ε-path ontains a nite su ession of alls that are
always ompleted by means of expli it ε-paths, the total number of ESs is
also nite sin e ea h all produ es a nite number of ESs. If any of these
alls an also be ompleted through a non-left-re ursive sub all whi h is
ompleted through an expli it ε-path and/or su essive non-left-re ursive
alls, the number of ESs is nite as well sin e the number of ESs given by
the sub all is nite. Any nite number of sub alls will produ e as well a nite
number of ESs. Finally, non-left-re ursive alls that annot be ompleted by
means of an ε-path give also a nite number of ESs, sin e it is a sub ase of
non-left-re ursive alls that an be ompleted through ε-paths (the ε- losure
explores some part of the alls but not up to ompleting them).

Theorem 16. Following lemmas 14 and 15, the ε- losure is always nite for
non-left-re ursive RTNs.
Denition 212 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and
a eptan e states of a RTN, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs are
(QI × {λ}) and (F × {λ}), respe tively, with λ the empty sta k.
Denition 213 (Exe ution ma hine). The exe ution ma hine of a RTN A is
dened as for the generi exe ution ma hine (denition 105, p. 142) without
any other kind of transitions than pure onsuming transitions and pure εtransitions, thus its denition is equal to that of a FSA though possibly having
an innite set of states, transitions and a eptan e states.
As for the FSTBO ase (denition 158, p. 192), the exe ution ma hine of
a RTN does not require to dene all, push or pop transitions sin e they are
repla ed by pure ε-transitions that point to states whi h already in lude the
resulting sta k after pushing or popping the orresponding return state.
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Denition 214 (L). Following denition 107 (p. 143), we dene L(A), the
language a epted by a RTN A, as
L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : ∆∗ ((QI × {λ}), w) ∩ (F × {λ}) 6= ∅}.

(12.2)

Lemma 16 (Innite re ursion degree). The re ursion degree of a RTN having
at least one useful all y le is innite.
Proof. Let A be a RTN ontaining the stru ture of gure 12.5 so that
p = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) pc (qf3 , qr2, qr2 ) pd (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) pe
is a path within A, path pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) is a all y le, and the realization
of p produ es the sequen e of ESs

(q0 , λ)
(qc1 , π1 qr1 )
(qc1 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 )
(qr2 , π1 qr1 π2 )
(qr1 , π1 )

...
...
...
...
...

(qs1 , π1 )
(qs2 , π1 qr1 π2 )
(qf3 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 )
(qf2 , π1 qr1 )
(qf1 , λ).

Path p is an interpretation within A sin e (q0 , λ) ∈ XI and (qf1 , λ) ∈ XF .
By suppressing the all y le we obtain path

p0 = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) pc (qf3 , qr1, qr1 ) pe ,
whose realization produ es the sequen e of ESs

(q0 , λ) . . . (qs1 , π1 )
(qc2 , π1 qr1 ) . . . (qf3 , π1 qr1 )
(qr1 , π1 ) . . . (qf1 , λ).
As for p, path p0 is an interpretation within A. By self- on atenating the
all y le k ≥ 1 times we obtain the innite family of paths

pk = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) (pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ))k pc (qf3 , qr2, qr2 )
(pd (qf2 , qr2, qr2 ))k−1 pd (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) pe
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...

q0

qs1

{. . . , qc1 , . . .}

...

qr1

pa , pushes π1

pe , pops π1

pb , pushes π2

pd , pops π2

...

qc1

qs2

{. . . , qc1 , . . .}

qr2

...

qf1

qf2

...
pc

RTN generi

Figure 12.5:

re ursive

qf3

all to

stru ture

ontaining innite interpretations due to

{. . . , qc1 , . . .}.

The realization of these paths produ e the following family of sequen es of
ESs. . .

(q0 , λ)
(qc1 , π1 qr1 )
(qc1 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 )
(qc1 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 π2 qr2 )
(qc1 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k−1 )
(qc1 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k π2 qr2 )
(qr2 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k π2 )
(qr2 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k−1π2 )
(qr2 , π1 qr1 π2 )
(qr1 , π1 )
. . . and therefore paths pk
within A.

...
...
...
...
..
.
...
...
...
...
..
.
...
...

(qs1 , π1 )
(qs2 , π1 qr1 π2 )
(qs2 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 π2 )
(qs2 , π1 qr1 π2 qr2 π2 qr2 π2 )
(qs2 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k−1 π2 )
(qf3 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k π2 qr2 )
(qf2 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k )
(qf2 , π1 qr1 (π2 qr2 )k−1 )
(qf2 , π1 qr1 )
(qf1 , λ),

onstitute an innite family of interpretations
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Theorem 17 (Possible re ursion degrees). The re ursion degree of a RTN
is either zero or innite.
In hapter 15 we will present other kind of RTNs FPRTNs having a
not so obvious set of possible re ursion degrees: zero, one or innite. The
proof for the ase of FPRTNs is an extension of the proof for the ase of
RTNs.

Theorem 18 (Cardinality of the interpretation set). Given the previous
theorem and the theorems 4 (p. 145) and 6 (p. 164) on the ardinality of
the interpretation set for FSMs and for FSAs, the number of interpretations
of a RTN is innite i it ontains at least one useful non- all y le or its
re ursion degree is not zero.
Theorem 19 (Cardinality of the language). Given theorem 5 (p. 146), sin e
FSAs allow for the realization of any of its transitions, the language of a
RTN is innite i it ontains at least one useful onsuming y le, whi h in
this ase an be a all y le as well.

12.6 Reverse RTN
Denition 215 (Reverse RTN). Let A be a RTN (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) with disjoint subma hines; we dene AR , the anoni al reverse of A, as a RTN
(Q, Σ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′ ) su h that
• Q′I is the set of a eptan e states of A's axiom subma hine,
• F ′ is the union of QI and every subinitial state of A,
• AR ontains a onsuming transition or expli it ε-transition t i A ontains transition tR , and
• AR ontains a all transition (qs , Qc , qt ) with Fc as the set of a eptan e
states of its Qc -subma hine i A ontains a all transition (qt , Fc , qs )
with Qc as the set of a eptan e states of its Fc -subma hine.

Push and pop transitions are impli itly dened by the previous all transitions.

Lemma 17 (Reverse RTN). Let A be a RTN with disjoint subma hines, AR
is a reverse of A.
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Proof. The proof for the ase of words whi h are re ognized by means of

paths ontaining FSA transitions, that is, without subroutine jumps, is the
same than for FSAs (proof of lemma 9, p. 165). Let t = (qs , Qc , qt ) be a all
transition within A su h that t is realizable through a path

(qs , qt, qc )p(qf , qf , qt )
with qc ∈ Qc , and p does not ontain push, pop or all transitions; RTN AR
ontains a all (qt , Fc , qs ) with Fc equal to the set of a eptan e states of the
Qc -subma hine of A, and this all is realizable through a path

(qt , qs, qf )pR (qc , qs, qs )
that onsumes w R . No other words are re ognized by a all to Fc due to the
reversal of other subma hine than the Qc -subma hine sin e subma hines are
disjoint. Note that given two non-disjoint subma hines of A for Qc and Q′c
with Fc and Fc′ as sets of a eptor states, reversed subma hines Fc and Fc′ of
AR may rea h states that are not rea hable by the non-reversed subma hines
of Qc and Q′c . If p ontains a nite re ursion degree n of alls, the same
reasoning is to be applied n re ursive times. Finally, if A re ognizes a word
w through a path p starting at a state qs ∈ QI and ending at a state qt ∈ F ,
then AR re ognizes w R through a path p′ starting at qt ∈ Q′I and ending at
qs ∈ F ′ . Consequently, LR (A) = L(AR ) is true.
As stated before, non-disjoint subma hines an be made disjoint by repliating their shared substru tures, thus any RTN an be reversed as explained
above. Anyway, we will not need to reverse any ma hine with non-disjoint
subma hines sin e the grammars we will treat are built as sets of disjoint
Unitex's graphs.

12.7 Re ognizing a string
The base breadth-rst and depth-rst a eptor algorithms 7.5 (p. 153) and 7.8
(p. 157) an be adapted for RTNs as explained in se tion 7.9 (p. 152), but
ex luding left-re ursive RTNs from their domain of appli ation in order to
avoid innite ε- losures. The dieren e between RTNs and the simplest
FSMs, FSAs, is the subroutine jump me hanism, whi h is implemented by
adding a ouple of ε-moves (push and pop transitions) that operate on a
sta k. The main modi ation to be done to the base breadth-rst a eptor
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lies in the omputation of the ε- losure, whi h we show in algorithm 12.1
rtn_interla ed_e losure. The adaptation of the depth-rst base a eptor
an be straightforwardly performed by following the denition of D(V ) for
RTNs.

Algorithm 12.1 rtn_interla ed_e losure(V, E)
Input: V , the SES whose ε- losure is to be omputed

⊲ Cε (V )

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in V
Output: V after omputing its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: while E 6= ∅ do
2:
(qs , π) ← dequeue(E)
⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
3:
for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , ε) do
4:
add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qt , π))

end for

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

11:
12:
13:
14:

if π = π qr ∧ qs ∈ F then

⊲ PUSH-TRANSITIONS

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , πqr ))

end for
end for
′

⊲ POP TRANSITIONS

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qr , π ′ ))

end if
end while

Figure 12.7 is a graphi al representation of the exe ution tra e of the
breadth-rst a eptor algorithm adapted for RTNs, for RTN of gure 12.6
and input aabb. As we an see in the exe ution tra e, the number of onurrent explorations of the RTN doubles ea h time an a is onsumed. Even
though this number is redu ed ea h time a b is onsumed, the number of
generated ESs in reases exponentially w.r.t. the length of input an bn .5 Determinizing the RTN would have avoided this dupli ation, keeping a linear
5 This

is a minimal theoreti al ase whose purpose is to illustrate the problem of the
exponential output generation; an example of exponential output generation for the ase
of natural language grammars has been given in se tion 1.5.4, p. 19.
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relation between the number of ESs and the input length. However, determinization may be too omplex or even impossible, for instan e for ma hines
on an alphabet of predi ates rather than symbols or ma hines with output
(this has been dis ussed in se tions 8.5 and 10.7, pp. 166 and 199). Assuming that the leftmost transitions of ea h ES within the tra e are the
rst transitions of ea h ES, the depth-rst a eptor will just generate the
leftmost exe ution path; therefore, its exe ution ost will be linear for this
ase. Note that for other ases the algorithm may explore an exponential
number of paths onsuming some input prex before nding the rst input
interpretation, hen e its asymptoti ost is yet exponential.
Both a eptor algorithms an be further improved by representing sta ks
as pointers to the states of a trie of RTN state sequen es, as explained in
se tion 9.1 (p. 178).
Left re ursion allows for a natural way of modelling many natural language stru tures (e.g.: see CFG in gure 12.2, p. 223), but the algorithm we
have presented here is not able to pro ess left-re ursive RTNs. There exist
algorithms that transform any left-re ursive CFG into an equivalent non-leftre ursive CFG; the lassi algorithm an be found in Aho et al. (1986, p. 176),
and a more e ient algorithm in Moore (2000). Sin e RTNs and CFGs are
equivalent formalisms, left-re ursion removal is also possible for RTNs (see
gures 12.8 and 12.9). In order to deal with left re ursion, a RTN pro essing
system may simply forbid left-re ursive RTNs the solution adopted by the
Unitex system or implement some algorithm for the removal of left re ursion. However, we may be interested not only in the re ognition of a senten e
but in determining the senten e's stru ture (identifying the senten e's onstituents and groupings), whi h might be oded within the RTN as a pre ise
sequen e of all transitions. In this ase, if we transform the grammar in order to remove left re ursion then we modify the sequen e of subroutine alls
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eptor algorithm for the RTN of gure 14.1 and input

aabb.

orrespond, respe tively, to the exploration of the RTN expli it transitions,
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re ognizing the senten es and therefore the resulting senten e stru ture. Another possibility is to extend RTNs for output generation the obje t of the
next hapter and to ode the senten e stru tures as output tags inserted in
the right pla es, for instan e XML tags bounding ea h senten e onstituent.
In that ase, transforming the RTN stru ture does not modify the resulting
senten e stru ture as long as both ma hines are equivalent. This is analogous
to the elimination of left re ursion from syntax-dire ted translation s hemes
des ribed in Aho et al. (1986, hap. 2, p. 25).6 In se tion 12.10 we present a
more e ient algorithm of appli ation of RTNs whi h is also able to pro ess
left-re ursive RTNs, saving the hassle of left-re ursion dete tion and removal.

12.8 Flattening
Flattening is a possible transformation to perform on a RTN in order to a elerate its appli ation. This operation is already implemented in the Unitex
system (Paumier, 2008).

Denition 216 (Flattening). Flattening a RTN A onsists in repla ing every
all transition t = (qs , Qc , qt ) in A by an ex lusive opy of A's Qc -subma hine,
as follows:
• remove t,
• for ea h state q of the Qc -subma hine, reate a new state r , and make
r an a eptor state if so it is q ,
• for ea h transition (qs′ , ξ, qt′ ) within the Qc -subma hine, add transition
(rs′ , ξ, rt′ ), with rs′ and rt′ the previously reated states orresponding to
states qs and qt ,
• for ea h state qc ∈ Qc , add transition (qs , ε, qc ), and
• for ea h a eptan e state qf of the Qc -subma hine, add transition (qf , ε, qt ).

Call transitions of added opies of subma hines are to be re ursively repla ed
as previously des ribed.
6 Syntax-dire

ted translation s hemes are CFGs extended with some kind of output
generation me hanism that re reates the synta ti stru ture of the senten es they are
applied to.
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VP → VP PP
VP → V NP

VP → V NP VP′
VP → V NP

VP′ → PP VP′
VP′ → PP

NP → DET N NP′
NP → DET N

VP′ → PP NP′
NP′ → PP

=⇒
NP → NP PP
NP → DET N
Figure 12.8:

Left-re ursion of CFG of gure 12.2 (p. 223)

an be removed by

repla ing the produ tion rules at the left by those at the right; however, the grammar's stru ture is modied and new arti ial symbols
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Figure 12.9:

(b)
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Unitex graphs equivalent to those of gure 12.8: graphs (a) and

orrespond to the produ tions at the left, and graphs ( ), (d), (e) and (f )

orrespond to the produ tions at the right.
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As we an see, attening transforms the RTN into a FSA, thus allowing
for a full determinization of the RTN. However, this pro ess is not appli able
to RTNs with re ursive alls sin e the repla ement of these alls by their
orresponding Qc -subma hines would never end. However, the maximum
number of re ursive realizations of alls for a given set of input sequen es is to
be nite sin e input sequen es are to be nite. The Unitex system allows for
setting up a maximum number of re ursive repla ements in order to perform,
at least, a partial attening of re ursive RTNs; re ursive alls beyond this
level are not repla ed, hen e the resulting RTNs a ept the same languages.
It must be taken into a ount that attening a RTN with ambiguous and
re ursive alls in reases its size exponentially w.r.t. the number of re ursive
repla ements to perform. The number of re ursive repla ements is to be set
to the greatest number lower than or equal to the maximum expe ted number
of re ursive realizations of alls su h that the resulting RTN is small enough
to be handled. The MovistarBot grammar is not re ursive, hen e every all
an be removed by attening it, but the number of states and transitions is
in reased by a fa tor of 4.1 and 10.1, respe tively.

12.9 Determinization
When applied to RTNs, the generi determinization algorithm seen in se tion 8.5 (p. 166) not only performs a determinization but also a attening;
therefore, it an only be applied to non-re ursive RTNs. However, we are
also interested in applying re ursive RTNs; as for FSTBOs (se tion 10.7,
p. 199), we pseudo-determinize re ursive RTNs by determinizing their underlying FSAs. If the RTN is to be also attened, better results an be
obtained by attening rst the RTN and then pseudo-determinizing it.

Denition 217 (Underlying FSA). Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) be a RTN, we
dene its underlying FSA as (Q, Σ ∪ P(Q), δ, QI , F ), that is, RTN input
symbols and RTN subinitial SSs be ome FSA input symbols.
Note that, sin e all transitions are interpreted as onsuming transitions,
determinizing a RTN's underlying FSA does not pseudo-determinize the
alled subma hines. Algorithm 8.2 fsm_re ognize_every_symbol (p. 173)
needs to be modied so that when σ is a subinitial SS Qc , algorithm 8.1
fsm_determinize (p. 172) is exe uted again on RTN A but taking Qc as
initial SS, if this has not already been done. In other words, the dierent
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subma hines are to be separately pseudo-determinized, assuming that they
are disjoint. Algorithm 8.1 fsm_determinize is to take RTN A as a global
argument for ea h exe ution, and it is to take two new optional arguments:

• the SS Qc to be taken as initial SS, with QI as default value for the
rst exe ution of the algorithm, and
• a global map ζI of subinitial SSs Qc ∈ P(Q) to subinitial states rc ∈ Q′ ,
taking the empty map as default value.
Note that, sin e the RTN is being treated as its underlying FSA, ESs in the
algorithm are simple RTN states, namely: XI = QI , XF = F , xt ∈ Q and
Vs , Vt ∈ P(Q).
In algorithm 8.1 fsm_determinize, state rt ∈ Q′ is reated before the
while loop as the initial state of A′ . In the RTN version, this is to be done
only for the rst algorithm exe ution. Moreover, map ζI (Qc ) = rt is to be
added for every exe ution. The presen e of this map is to be he ked in
algorithm 8.2 fsm_re ognize_every_symbol so that determinization of the
Qc -subma hine is not started multiple times. Additionally, the reation of
all transitions of ma hine A′ is to be given a spe ial treatment: the original
algorithm would reate a all transition (rs , Qc , rc ), where Qc is some subinitial SS of A, but transition (rs , ζI (Qc ), rc ) is to be reated instead, where
ζI (Qc ) is the subinitial state of A′ orresponding to Qc . At this point, it is
sure that ζI (Qc ) is already dened sin e algorithm 8.2 fsm_re ognize_every_symbol has been previously alled, and this algorithm triggers the determinization of every Qc -subma hine whi h has not already been triggered, for
every all transition having as sour e any of the states of A whi h have been
ondensed into state rs of A′ . Finally, an innite loop due to left-re ursive
alls is not possible sin e all transitions are treated as onsuming transitions:
omputing the subinitial state rc orresponding to a subinitial SS Qc implies
to ompute the ε- losure of Qc , whi h does not traverse all transitions.
Furthermore, mapping ζI (Qc ) = rc is immediately dened afterwards, whi h
prevents from initiating the determinization of the Qc -subma hine more than
one time.

12.10 Earley-like pro essing
Finite-state automata an give a more ompa t representation of a set of
sequen es by fa toring out ommon prexes and suxes of the a epted
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sequen es. RTNs an also fa tor inxes by dening one subautomaton for
ea h repeated inx, and by using transitions alling the set of initial states
of the orresponding subautomaton ea h time the inx is to be re ognized.
However, it is up to the parsing algorithm to dete t that the same set of
initial states is being alled from multiple points of the grammar for the
same input point so that the all is pro essed only on e; for instan e, in
RTN of gure 12.6 (p. 237) both alls to {q0 } ould be omputed only on e
(per re ursion level). Inspired by Earley's (1970) CFG parser, we show here
a modied and more e ient version of the base a eptor algorithm 7.5 for
FSMs (p. 153) whi h is able to pro ess left-re ursive RTNs (see gure 12.11)
without falling into an innite loop, and whi h fa tors out the omputation
of inx alls of parallel explorations of the RTN. Our algorithm diers from
the Earley-like parser for RTNs given by Woods (1969) in that

• it is based on a FSA-like denition of RTNs rather than on a CFG-like
one,
• RTNs with ε-moves are supported, and
• alls are performed towards subinitial SSs instead of single states, whi h
fa ilitates the denition of the anoni al reverse RTN (or the reverse
exploration of a RTN)
We have already presented a version of this algorithm for RTNs with string
output in Sastre and For ada (2007, 2009). A brief des ription of the original Earley parser is given in appendix C (p. 411), and a brief omparative
dis ussion w.r.t. other parsing algorithms has been given in se tion 1.4.6,
p. 16.
We mainly modify the subroutine jump me hanism, whi h is a part of the
ε- losure omputation. We repla e the use of a sta k of return states by a
more omplex representation of the ESs and a hart storing every omputed
SESs V during ea h iteration of the algorithm. When a all transition to a
SS Qc is to be traversed, two kinds of ESs are generated: one paused and one
or more a tive ESs:

• the paused ES represents a hypotheti al return from the all that is
not to be resumed until the all is ompleted, and
• the a tive ESs initialize the all from ea h alled qc ∈ Qc and the urrent
input, if all to Qc has not already been initialized at this input point.
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Ea h all is omputed only on e for ea h paused ES waiting for its ompletion, and ea h time the all is ompleted the orresponding paused ESs are
resumed.

Denition 218 (Earley exe ution state). ESs for Earley-like RTN pro essing
are quadruplets in (Q × (P(Q) ∪ {λ}) × P(Q) × N), where quadruplets of
the form (qs , {λ}, Qh , i) are alled a tive ESs and quadruplets of the form
(qr , Qc , Qh , i) are alled paused ESs. In the quadruplets,
• the rst term, qs or qr , is the urrent state of the ES: the sour e state

for a tive ESs and the return-from- all state for paused ESs,

• the se ond term, Qc or λ, is the alled SS Qc whose ompletion this
paused ES is waiting for, or λ if this is an a tive ES,
• Qh or hypothesis SS is the last alled SS whose asso iated alls will be

ompleted on e an a eptan e state is rea hed, and

• i is the number of onsumed input symbols at the moment of initiating the last all to Qh , that is, when generating the last a tive ES
(qs , λ, Qs , i) from where this either a tive or paused ES is derived.
ESs of the original Earley parser (the hart items) in lude a se ond index
j su h that σi+1 . . . σj is the input interval that has been onsumed sin e the
initialization of the last all up to the ES, for an input sequen e σ1 . . . σl .
Sin e ESs are grouped into SESs su h that Vj ontains every generated ES
after onsuming j symbols, we retrieve j from the index of Vj rather than
expli itly representing it inside every ES.

Denition 219 (Earley ∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTN Earley-like pro essing,
the equivalent to Earley's s anner, is a simple dire t-derivation fun tion on
SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , λ, Qh , i),
• xt = (qt , λ, Qh , i), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , σ).
Noti e that the ∆ fun tion does not apply to paused ESs: there is nothing
to do with paused ESs until the all they depend on is ompleted. Input
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symbols are only to be onsumed from a tive ESs, and paused ESs are to
wait for all ompletions. Noti e as well that neither the hypothesis state
nor the input position i are modied: they remain the same until entering
into or oming out from a all.

Denition 220 (Earley D). The D(Vk ) fun tion for RTN Earley-like proessing is omposed by 3 simple dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (denition 98, p. 137):
• the expli it ε-transition pro essor, Dε (Vk ) with

 xs = (qs , λ, Qh, j),
 xt = (qt , λ, Qh, j), and
 d = qt ∈ δ(qs , ε),
• the equivalent to Earley's predi tor, Dpush (Vk ) with

 xs = (qs , λ, Qh, j),
 xt = (qc , λ, Qc , k) or xt = (qr , Qc , Qh , j), meaning that both target
ESs are derived from xs if p holds, and
 d = qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc , and
• the equivalent to Earley's ompleter, Dpop (Vk ) with

 xs = (qf , λ, Qh, j),
 xt = (qr , λ, Q′h, i), and
 d = qf ∈ F ∧ (qr , Qh , Q′h , i) ∈ Vj ,
where Dpop is retroa tive, that is, if during the omputation of Dpush (Vk )
a paused ES (qr , Qc , Qh , j) is added to Vk due to a all to a SS Qc
that has already been ε- ompleted,7 its resumed ES (qr , λ, Qh , j) is to be
retroa tively added to Vk as well.
Retroa tive ε- ompletion is dis ussed in more detail in the next se tion.
7 Completions

the whole all.

within the same SES Vk are only possible if no input is onsumed during
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Denition 221 (Earley initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of
initial and a eptan e states of a RTN, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs for Earley-like pro essing are (QI × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs
starting a all to any initial state before onsuming any input symbol, and
(F × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs from where those initial alls would pop,
respe tively.
Denition 222 (Earley exe ution ma hine). The Earley exe ution ma hine
of a RTN is a FPRTN. Its denition and the onstru tion of the exe ution
substru tures for a parti ular input sequen e will be des ribed in hapter 15.
For the Earley ase, it does not su e to repla e all, push and pop transitions by pure ε-transitions; onsider an ε-path having several onse utive
and deletable alls to the same subinitial SS Qc (see RTN of gure 12.10);
during the omputation of an ε- losure involving this path, all to Qc is omputed only on e and therefore a unique stru ture resolving this all is built
in the exe ution ma hine: the exe ution ma hine still needs all transitions
in order to be able to return to the right state on e the all is ompleted.
Moreover, the all may be ompleted through dierent paths that do not
ne essarily onsume the same amount of input symbols, resulting in multiple return states orresponding to dierent input points. FPRTNs perform
an additional test in order to forbid pop transitions that bring the ma hine
to return states orresponding to dierent input points than those of the
a eptor states that pre ede them. More details will be given in hapter 15.

Denition 223 (Earley L). Following denition 107 (p. 143), we dene
L(A) the language of a RTN A through Earley-like pro essing as
L(A) = {w ∈ Σ∗ : ∆∗ ((QI × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), w)∩
(F × {λ} × {QI } × {0}) 6= ∅}. (12.3)

12.11 Earley a eptor algorithm
Algorithm 12.2 rtn_earley_re ognize_string is a sequen e a eptor implementing predi ate w ∈ L(A) through Earley-like pro essing (denition 223,
p. 246). It uses algorithm 12.3 rtn_earley_re ognize_symbol for omputing the Earley-like ∆ fun tion (denition 219), the equivalent to Earley's
s anner, and algorithm 12.4 rtn_earley_interla ed_e losure for omputing
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the Earley-like ε- losure (generi FSM ε- losure in denition 100, p. 138,
using the Earley-like D fun tion in denition 220, p. 245), whi h in ludes
both Earley's predi tor (push transition pro essor) and ompleter (pop transition pro essor). Moreover, it in ludes an ε-transition pro essor for expli it
ε-transition support as well as an ε- ompleter for handling deletable alls;
both omponents are missing in the original Earley parser sin e:

• it does not support CFGs with either dire tly or indire tly deletable
non-terminals, and
• the empty symbol is used only for the denition of dire tly deletable
non-terminals (e.g.: A → ε).8
Noti e that the main dieren e w.r.t. the FSM a eptor, algorithm 7.5
(p. 153), is the way in whi h the ε- losure is omputed. Finally, add_enqueue_es and un onditionally_add_enqueue_es are the small routines seen
in se tions 7.8 (p. 148) and 7.9 (p. 152) for onditionally or un onditionally
adding an ES to a SES.
Following the predi tor- ompleter me hanism, every all started at a SES
Vi to the same SS is omputed only on e. Without the possibility of εompleting a all, alls started in Vi are ompleted during the omputation
of Vi+1 or later, and therefore after every paused ES is added to Vi . Ea h
time the all is ompleted, every paused ES in Vi depending on the all is
sear hed in order to be resumed. If alls an be ε- ompleted then they an be
started and ompleted during the omputation of the same SES; therefore,
paused ESs depending on the all might be added to the SES after the all is
ompleted, and therefore remain paused. In order to avoid this, ε- ompleted
alls must be marked in order to retroa tively resume subsequent paused
ESs. Algorithm rtn_earley_interla ed_e losure builds a set T ontaining the
alled subinitial SSs Qc that have been ε- ompleted during the omputation
of the ε- losure of the SES Vk .9 The ε- ompleter inside the ompleter adds
Qc to T for ea h ES (qs , λ, Qc , i) that triggers the all ompletion in Vk
with i = k : sin e at Vi we have onsumed i symbols and ES (qs , λ, Qc , i)
indi ates that the all started when i symbols where onsumed, the all is
being ompleted without input onsumption. The ε- ompleter inside the
8A

non-dire tly deletable non-terminal B an still be indire tly deletable: the grammar
produ tions may allow for rewriting B as a dire tly deletable non-terminal, whi h in turn
an be rewritten as the empty symbol.
9 In pra ti e we add the pointer to the set obje t representing Q .
c
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predi tor immediately resumes every paused ES (qr , Qc , Qh , i) added to Vi so
that Qc ∈ T .
A dis ussion on extending Earley's CFG parser for supporting CFGs with
deletable non-terminals an be found in Ay o k and Horspool (2002), as well
as an example of exe ution illustrating the problem. In the paper, a list
of deletable non-terminals is to be previously built so that alls to su h
non-terminals are immediately ompleted. In our ase, we have followed a
dierent approa h sin e the algorithm we give here is to be further extended
for output generation, whi h will require an e ient pro edure for the omputation of su h outputs rather than simply ompleting the deletable alls
prematurely. We give in gure 12.10 an equivalent example to that given by
Ay o k and Horspool (2002) in order to illustrate the problem for the ase
of RTNs and how we have solved it. An example implying a left-re ursive
RTN equivalent to the one for CFGs in appendix C (p. 411) is shown in
gure 12.11. Fun tions in the rightmost olumn of exe ution tra es ex ept
fun tion deletable (Qc ) represent the derivation me hanism that has been
followed in order to produ e the ES in the same line, where the arguments
are the index of the ESs from where this ES has been derived:

• re ognize (i, σ): derived from ES i by taking a transition onsuming
input symbol σ ,
• ε-transition (i): derived from ES i by taking an ε-transition,
• all (i) and pause (i): the a tive and paused ESs, respe tively, derived
from ES i by taking a all transition, and
• resume (i, j) and ε-resume (i, j): derived by resuming paused ES i due
to rea hing ES j whi h triggers the all ompletion, the former by the
ompleter and the latter by the ε- ompleter (inside the predi tor).
Fun tion deletable (Qc ) a ompanies fun tion resume (i, j) and indi ates that,
upon resuming ES i, the ε- ompleter (inside the ompleter) has dete ted that
all to SS Qh is deletable. Noti e that when deriving an ES that is already
present in the orresponding SES, there is no line added to the tra e and
therefore the derivation me hanism for that ES does not appear in the tra e;
for instan e, in gure 12.11 a all is performed from the initial ES in 1 whi h
produ es the paused ES in 2 and an a tive ES that is already present in 1.
A graphi al representation of the exe ution tra e of the Earley-like a eptor algorithm for RTN of gure 12.6 and input aabb the same ase seen
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Algorithm 12.2 rtn_earley_re ognize_string(σ1 . . . σl )
def. (223)

⊲ σ1 . . . σl ∈ L,

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: r, a Boolean indi ating whether the input string belongs to L
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

allocate_memory_for_chart(V l+1 )
V0 ← ∅
E←∅
for ea h (qc ∈ QI ) do
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V0 , (qc , λ, QI , 0))

end for

V ← rtn_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, 0)
k←0
while Vk 6= ∅ ∧ k < l do
Vk+1 ← rtn_earley_recognize_symbol(Vk , E, σk+1 )
k ←k+1
rtn_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, k)

end while
r ← false

for ea h (qs , λ, QI , 0) ∈ Vk do
r ← r ∨ qs ∈ F

end for

Algorithm 12.3 rtn_earley_re ognize_symbol(V, E, σ)
def. (219)

Input: V , a SES

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
σ , the input symbol to re ognize
Output: W , the set of rea hable states from V by onsuming σ
Output: E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h (qs , λ, Qh , i) ∈ V do
3:
for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , σ) do
4:
add_enqueue_es(W, E, (qt , λ, Qh , i))
5:
6:

end for
end for

⊲ ∆(V, σ),
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Algorithm 12.4 rtn_earley_interla ed_e losure(V l+1 , E, k)
Input: V l+1 , the hart

⊲ Cε (Vk )

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in Vk
k , the index of the SES, Vk , whose ε- losure is to be omputed
Output: V l+1 after adding to Vk its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: T ← ∅
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
(qs , λ, Qh , j) ← dequeue(E)
⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
4:
for ea h qt ∈ δ(q, ε) do
5:
add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qt , λ, Qh , j))
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

end for

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
if add(Vk , (qr , Qc , Qh , j)) then
if Qc ∈/ T then
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

⊲ PREDICTOR

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qc , λ, Qc , k))

end for
else

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qr , λ, Qh , j))

end if
end if
end for

if qs ∈ F then
for ea h (qr , Qh, Q′h , i) ∈ Vj do

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qr , λ, Q′h , i))

if i = k then
add(T, Qh )

end if
end for
end if
end while

⊲ COMPLETER

⊲ ε-COMPLETER
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q0
{q5 }
q1
{q5 }
q2
{q5 }
q3
{q5 }
q4

q5
{q7 }

a
q6
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ε
q8

Figure 12.10:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 :
14 :

(q0 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q1 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q5 , λ, {q5 }, 0)
(q6 , {q7 }, {q5 }, 0)
(q7 , λ, {q7 }, 0)
(q8 , λ, {q7 }, 0)
(q6 , λ, {q5 }, 0)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q2 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q3 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q3 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , λ, {q0 }, 0)

15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :
19 :

(q6 , λ, {q5 }, 0)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q3 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , λ, {q0 }, 0)

20 :
21 :
22 :
23 :
24 :
25 :
26 :
27 :

(q2 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q5 , λ, {q5 }, 1)
(q3 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q6 , {q7 }, {q5 }, 1)
(q7 , λ, {q7 }, 1)
(q8 , λ, {q7 }, 1)
(q6 , λ, {q5 }, 1)

RTN with deletable

V0
initial ES
pause(1)
all(1)
pause(3)
all(3)
ε-transition(5)
resume(4, 6); deletable({q7 })
resume(2, 7); deletable({q5 })
pause(8); all already in 3
ε-resume(7, 9)
pause(10); all already in 3
ε-resume(7, 11)
pause(12); all already in 3
ε-resume(7, 13)
V1
re ognize(3, a)
resume(2, 15)
resume(9, 15); resume(20, 27)
resume(11, 15); resume(22, 27)
resume(13, 15); resume(23, 27);
a eptan e ES
pause(16)
all(16)
pause(17); all already in 21
pause(18); all already in 21
pause(21)
all(21)
ε-transition(25)
resume(24, 26); deletable({q7})

alls (left) and exe ution tra e of algo-

rithm 12.2 rtn_earley_re ognize_string for this RTN and input
the

ε-
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a

(right); without

ompleter, greyed ESs would be missing and the input reje ted.

1:
2:

{q0 }
q1

q0

3:
4:

b

5:
6:

q2

7:
8:

a

2l + 1 :
2l + 2 :

V0
(q0 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
initial ES
(q1 , {q0 }, {q0 }, 0) pause(1); all already in 1
V1
(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
re ognize(1, b)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(2, 3)
V2
(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
re ognize(4, a)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(2, 5)
V3
(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
re ognize(6, a)
resume(2, 7)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
..
.
Vl
re ognize(2l, a); a eptan e ES
resume(2, 2l + 1)

(q2 , λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q1 , λ, {q0 }, 0)

Figure 12.11: Left-re ursive RTN re ognizing the language

l
_re ognize_string for this RTN and input ba .

ban

and exe ution tra e of algorithm 12.2 rtn_earley-
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in se tion 12.7 is shown in gure 12.12. Note that paused ESs are not represented as states of the tra e but as labels of the push and pop transitions;
their purpose is to annotate the required information upon starting a all
for popping from it later. As for the base a eptor algorithm for RTNs, the
number of parallel explorations is dupli ated ea h time an a is onsumed,
but when performing the parallel alls to {q0 } the algorithm reates a unique
exploration path for the all. On e the all is ompleted, the two exploration
paths are joined after onsuming a b. The average number of parallel explorations is kept onstant w.r.t. the length of input an bn , thus the algorithm
has a linear exe ution time for this RTN instead of exponential as for the
base a eptor algorithm.
Note that the exponential explosion is due to multiple nesting levels of
subgrammar alls ombined with multiple interpretations within the alled
subgrammars: grammar of gure 12.6 produ es 2n dierent outputs with n as
the number of nesting levels of all to {q0 }. The amount of su h nesting levels
that take pla e when parsing natural language senten es annot be expe ted
to be very high, sin e we nd di ult to understand senten es involving
a high number of ambiguous nesting levels and therefore we usually avoid
to formulate su h omplex senten es. However, sin e the speedup due to
fa toring out the omputation of subgrammar alls in reases exponentially
w.r.t. the number of nesting levels, and general natural language grammars
involve ambiguous alls to heavy-weighted subgrammars, the performan e
gain an be expe ted to be onsiderable even for low nesting levels.
Sin e RTNs and CFGs are equivalent and the presented Earley-like algorithm for RTNs is an almost straightforward adaptation of Earley's CFG
parser, we an expe t the same asymptoti ost than that of the original
parser: polynomial (n3 ) in the worst ase, but linear for many natural language input senten es and grammars. The algorithm annot be further optimized using the trie string management seen in se tion 9.1 (p. 178) sin e it
neither generates output nor relies on a sta k of return states for re ursive
all management.

12.12 Earley-like determinization
Even though Earley-like pro essing avoids falling into innite loops during
the ε- losure omputation, it does not prevent innite loops when it is applied
to the generi determinization algorithm (se tion 8.5, p. 166): Earley-like ESs

V0
a
V1

(q0, ¸, {q0}, 0)
"
(q5, ¸, {q0}, 0)

Initial_set
a

[ C"(Initial_set)

(q1, ¸, {q0}, 0)
(q3, ¸, {q0}, 0)
(q2, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q4, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q0, ¸, {q0}, 1)
a
a
"
(q5, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q2, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q4, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
V2

V3

(q2, ¸, {q0}, 0)

(q4, ¸, {q0}, 0)

(q1, ¸, {q0}, 1)

(q3, ¸, {q0}, 1)

(q2, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q4, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q0, ¸, {q0}, 2)
"
(q5, ¸, {q0}, 2)
(q2, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q4, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q2, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q4, ¸, {q0}, 1)
b

b
(q5, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q4, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q2, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q4, ¸, {q0}, 0)
(q2, ¸, {q0}, 0)

V4

b

(q5, ¸, {q0}, 0)

b

¢(V0, a)

[ C"(¢(V0, a))

¢(V1, a)

[ C"(¢(V1, a))

¢(V2, b)

[ C"(¢(V2, b))
¢(V3, b)

[ C"(¢(V3, b))
Figure 12.12:

and input

aabb.

Exe ution tra e of the RTN Earley-like a

eptor algorithm 12.2 for the RTN of gure 12.6

Thi k dashed arrows link push transitions with their

de orate push and pop transitions.

orresponding pop transitions. Paused ESs
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belong to sequen es of SES V0 . . . Vl , where V0 ontains the ESs before onsuming any input symbol, V1 after onsuming the rst input symbol and so
on, so even though two ESs belonging to two dierent SES Vi and Vj might
be equal, they are not regarded as the same ES (an Earley-like determinization algorithm would require to extend ESs with another eld storing the
index of the SES they belong to). If the RTN an re ognize input sequen es
of any length (it ontains y les that an be onse utively realized any number of times for some nite input), the determinization algorithm will try
to generate an unbounded number of ESs, in reasing the index of the SES
they belong to ea h time an input symbol is onsumed. This feature makes
breadth-rst pro essing a better hoi e for RTN determinization. Another
possibility is to determinize only the paths onsuming the rst n input symbols, though we have not studied it. A similar approa h alled prex overlay
transdu ers (POTs) is presented in Mars hner (2007) for RTNs with output.
The main idea is that the sear h spa e of a RTN representing a natural language grammar gets redu ed as senten e words are re ognized, sin e the rst
words ondition the following ones; therefore, if we are to partially determinize a RTN at the expense of in reasing its size, we an expe t a greater
sear h spa e redu tion by fully determinizing the paths re ognizing the rst
n words than by attening the rst n re ursive alls and then determinizing
the RTN's underlying FSA.

Chapter 13
Re ursive transition networks
with bla kboard output
We present here RTNBOs as a generalization of output generation with RTNs
by ombining the denitions and properties of FSTBOs ( hapter 10) and
RTNs (previous hapter). RTNBOs an be seen as an alternative denition
of augmented transition networks (Woods, 1969): both formalisms extend
RTNs with registers that store information generated during their appli ation, and both formalisms dene extra onditions to the traversal of transitions whi h depend on the values stored in the registers. RTNs with string
output are presented in hapter 14 as a parti ular ase of output generation.
RTNs with omposite output, weighted RTNs and RTNs with uni ation
pro esses an be dened as spe ial kinds of RTNBOs. The guidelines for obtaining su h denitions will be given in hapters 17, 18 and 19, respe tively.

Denition 224 (RTNBO). A RTNBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) is a FSTBO
(Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) (denition 139, p. 185) extended with a subroutine

jump me hanism, as for RTNs (denition 183, p. 221) w.r.t. FSAs (denition 128, p. 162): the set of transition labels Ξ takes its elements from the
set ((Σ ∪ {ε}) × (Γ ∪ {idB })) ∪ P(Q), where
• labels in ((Σ ∪ {ε}) × Γ) ∪ P(Q) are the same than for the ase of

FSTBOs and,

• labels in P(Q) represent subroutine jumps or alls to state sets, as for

the ase of RTNs.
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13.1 Transitions
In the denition of RTNBO, transitions that onsume input and/or generate
output are not allowed to modify the sta k of return states and vi e-versa.
This way, transition denitions for the ase of FSTBOs and RTNs an be
reused for the ase of RTNBOs. Transitions that either onsume input or
generate output are inherited from the FSTBO ase, whi h are

• onsuming transitions (denition 140, p. 186): Q×(Σ×(Γ∪{id B }))×Q,
• generating transitions (denition 141, p. 186): Q × ((Σ ∪ ε) × Γ) × Q,
• translating or substituting transitions (denition 142, p. 186): Q×(Σ×
Γ) × Q,
• deleting transitions (denition 143, p. 186): Q × (Σ × {idB }) × Q and
• inserting transitions (denition 145, p. 186): Q × ({ε} × Γ) × Q.
Transitions that modify the sta k are inherited from the RTN ase, whi h
are

• all transitions (denition 187, p. 222): Q × P(Q) × Q,
• push transitions (denition 189, p. 222): Q × Q × Q,
• pop transitions (denition 190, p. 223): Q × Q × Q and
• impli it ε-transitions (denition 186, p. 222): push or pop transitions.
Finally, transitions that neither onsume input nor generate output nor modify the sta k have the same form than FSTBO ε2 -transitions but fall into the
ategory of RTN expli it ε-transitions (denition 185, p. 222):

• expli it ε2 -transitions (denition 146, p. 186): Q × ({ε} × {idB }) × Q.

Denition 225 (ε2 - all). We say a all to a subinitial SS Qc is an ε2 - all
or ε2 -realizable all i it is realizable through an ε2 -path (see denition 149,
p. 187).

13.2.
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GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION

DET

<NP> NP

N
PP

</NP>

<N>

(a) NP
Figure 13.1:

monkey
telescope
garden

</N>

(b) N

Graphs of subgures 12.4(b) and 12.4(e) (p. 224) after inserting

XML output tags for marking the senten e

ompounds they re ognize.

{qDET0 } qNP2 {qN0 }

qNP0 %<E> : <NP> qNP1

qNP4

%<E> : </NP>

qNP5

{qNP0 } qNP3 {qPP0 }

qN0 %<E> : <N> qN1

%monkey
%<E> : </N>
%garden q
qN3
N2
%teles ope

Figure 13.2: RTNBO fragments equivalent to the graphs of gure 13.1.

13.2 Graphi al representation
The graphi al representation of RTNBOs is a ombination of the representations of FSMs (se tion 7.2, p. 124), FSTBOs (se tion 10.2, p. 187) and RTNs
(se tion 12.2, p. 225), both for the lassi al representation as for the Unitex
and Intex graphs. Figures 13.1 and 13.2 show some fragments of the graph
and RTN shown in se tion 12.2 (p. 225) but extended with XML output tags
in order to mark the re ognized senten e ompounds.

13.3 Sequen es of transitions
Denitions given on the sequen es of transitions of FSTBOs (se tion 10.3,
p. 187) and RTNs (se tion 12.3, p. 225) also apply for the ase of RTNBOs.
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13.4 Behaviour
The denitions in this se tion orrespond to the appli ation of RTNBOs
without Earley pro essing (as for the non-Earley appli ation of RTNs des ribed in se tion 12.5, p. 227). The Earley-like appli ation of RTNBOs will
be des ribed in se tion 13.9.

Denition 226 (Exe ution state). RTNBO ESs are triplets (q, b, π) ∈ (Q ×
B × Q∗ ) where b is an output bla kboard, b∅ being the empty bla kboard, and
π is a sta k of return states, λ being the empty sta k.
Denition 227 (Illegal SES). As for FSTBOs (denition 154, p. 189), the
illegal SES of a RTNBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) is (Q × BK × Q∗ ), that
is, the set of all ES having a killing bla kboard.
Denition 228 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTNBOs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , bs , π),
• xt = (qt , bt , π), and
• d = qs ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK .

The RTNBO ∆ fun tion behaves as the FSTBO ∆ fun tion (denition 155,
p. 189): ESs are extended with a sta k whi h is in fa t not modied.

Denition 229 (D). The D fun tion for RTNBOs is omposed by 3 simple
dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (denition 98, p. 137), Dε with
• xs = (qs , bs , π),
• xt = (qt , bt , π), and
• d = qs ∈ δ(qs , (ε, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK .
Dpush with
• xs = (qs , b, π),
• xt = (qc , b, πqt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc ,

13.4.
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and Dpop with
• xs = (qf , b, πqr ),
• xt = (qr , b, π), and
• d = qf ∈ F .

As an be seen, Dε is dened as fun tion D for FSTBOs (denition 156,
p. 189) but extended with an sta k of return states whi h is left inta t,
and fun tions Dpush and Dpop are dened as the ones for RTNs (see definition 211, p. 229) but extended with an output bla kboard whi h is not
modied.

Lemma 18 (Innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a RTNBO SES V is innite
if there exists an ES (q, b, π) within V or ε-rea hable from V su h that q is
traversed by a generating ε- y le holding the onditions expressed in lemma 10
(p. 189) and/or q has an outgoing left-re ursive all transition, as for RTNs
(lemma 14, p. 230).
Proof. The proof for the ase involving generating ε- y les an be obtained

by extending FSTBOs ESs of proof of lemma 10 (p. 189) with a sta k of
return states π that does not hange. The ase involving left-re ursive alls
an be obtained by extending RTN ESs of proof of lemma 14 (p. 230) with
a non-killing output bla kboard that does not hange. Sin e both ases lead
to innite ε- losures, the ombination of both denes several ε-paths adding
an innite SES to the ε- losure, and therefore leading to innite ε- losures
as well.

Lemma 19 (Finite ε- losure). Under onditions other than those expressed
in the previous lemma, the ε- losure of a RTNBO SES is nite.
Proof. This proof is also a mixture of the analogous proofs for FSTBOs (proof

of lemma 11, p. 191) and RTNs (proof of lemma 15, p. 230). If we only
onsider paths that do not modify the sta k of return states, by extending
the proof for FSTBOs with sta ks that do not hange we see that every εpath not ontaining a generating ε- y le su h as the des ribed in the proof
lead to nite ε- losures. If we only onsider paths that do modify the sta k
of return states or do not modify it but do not generate output, by extending
the proof for RTNs with non-killing bla kboards that do not hange we see
that every ε-path not ontaining left-re ursive alls lead to nite ε- losures
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as well. Finally, a path being omposed by the on atenation of a nite
sequen e of paths of both kinds will lead to the nite union of the nite SES
for ea h individual path, thus also leading to a nite ε- losure.

Theorem 20. The ε- losure is nite for non-left-re ursive RTNBOs whi h
do not ontain generating ε- y les su h as the ones des ribed in lemma 10
(p. 189).
As already mentioned, su h generating ε- y les do not make sense in
natural language grammars sin e they allow for innite translations of nite
input sequen es (e.g.: nite senten es with innite parse trees). Therefore,
forbidding su h y les does not limit the natural language grammars that an
be represented but ensures that the exe ution of the algorithms of appli ation
of RTNBOs will end.

Denition 230 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and
a eptan e states of a RTNBO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs
are (QI × {b∅ } × {λ}) and (F × B × {λ}), respe tively.
Denition 231 (τ ). We dene τ (A), the language of translations of a RTNBO
A, as the set of input/output pairs (w, b) ∈ (Σ∗ ×B) su h that w is re ognized
and translated into b by A, that is, the set of input/output pairs su h that the
whole onsumption of w rea hes at least one a eptan e ES from at least one
initial ES through a path that generates b:
τ (A) = {(w, b) : (qf , b, π) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI ×{b∅ }×{λ}), w)∩(F ×B×{λ})}. (13.1)

Denition 232 (ω ). We dene ω(A, w), the translations of a word w for a
RTNBO A, as the set of output sequen es b ∈ B su h that (w, b) belongs to
the translations of A:
ω(A, w) = {b : (w, b) ∈ τ (A)},

(13.2)

with τ (A) of the previous denition.

13.5 Translating a string
Algorithm 13.1 rtnbo_translate_string performs a breadth-rst appli ation
of a RTNBO to an input string in order to obtain its set of translations. It is
an almost straightforward adaptation of the breadth-rst FSTBO translator
(algorithm 10.1, p. 197) but with the following dieren es:
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• the initial set of ESs has empty sta ks of return states added to ea h
ES,
• the use of the ∆ and ε- losure fun tions adapted for RTNBOs,
• in the last loop, we extra t the output bla kboards of the ESs of the last
Vi that have both an empty sta k of return states and an a eptan e
state.1
Algorithm rtnbo_translate_symbol an be easily dedu ed from algorithm 10.2
fstbo_translate_symbol (p. 198) by extending ESs with a sta k that does not
hange, and algorithm rtnbo_interla ed_e losure an be easily dedu ed from
algorithm 12.1 rtn_interla ed_e losure by extending ESs with an output
bla kboard that

• might be modied for the ase of expli it ε-transitions, as for onsuming
transitions in algorithm 10.2 fstbo_translate_symbol, and
• is not modied for the other ases (push and pop transitions).
Algorithm 10.5 (p. 199), the depth-rst translator algorithm for FSTBOs,
an yet be used for RTNBOs by simply repla ing the implementation of the
∆ and D fun tions for the ase of RTNBOs.
As for the RTN breadth-rst and depth-rst a eptor algorithms (se tion 12.7, p. 235), these algorithms an be further improved by representing
the sta ks of return states as pointers to the nodes of a trie (see se tion 9.1,
p. 178). As for the ase of FSTBOs, bla kboard elds ontaining data sequen es may also be represented as pointers to trie nodes.

13.6 Flattening
There is no dieren e between attening a RTNBO and attening a RTN
(se tion 12.8, p. 239) sin e this pro ess applies only to all transitions, whi h
are dened as for RTNs, and subma hines are to be opied as is, that is,
without interpreting their ontent.
1 As

for FSTBOs, it is not ne essary to he k whether the bla kboards belong to BK
or not sin e, by denition, every ES in Vi is legal.
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Algorithm 13.1 rtnbo_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl )
eq. (13.2)

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

V ←∅
E←∅

for ea h qc ∈ QI do

unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , b∅ , λ))

end for

rtnbo_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)
i←0
while E 6= ∅ ∧ i < l do
Vi ← rtnbo_translate_symbol(V, E, σi+1 )
i←i+1
rtnbo_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)

end while
T ←∅

for ea h (q, b, λ) ∈ V : q ∈ F do
add(T, b)

end for

⊲ ω(A, σ1 . . . σl ),
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13.7 Determinization
This se tion is a ombination of the determinization se tions for FSTBOs
(se tion 10.7, p. 199) and RTNs (se tion 12.9, p. 241); we are interested in
determinizing the RTNBO regarding it as its underlying FSA.

Denition 233 (Underlying FSA). Let A = (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ) be a
RTNBO, we dene its underlying FSA as (Q, (((Σ ∪ {ε}) × (Γ ∪ {ε})) −
{(ε, ε)}) ∪ P(Q), δ, QI , F ) with (ε, ε) as the empty symbol, that is, RTNBO
input/output pairs and RTNBO subinitial SSs be ome FSA input symbols
ex ept for (ε, ε), whi h be omes the empty symbol.

13.8 Bla kboard set pro essing
We present here bla kboard set pro essing (BSP) of RTNBOs as an extension
of the FSTBO ase (se tion 10.9, p. 205). As for FSTBOs, we traverse the
RTNBO as a RTN, and we dinami ally build a map ζB asso iating ea h
RTN ES with the set of bla kboards (SB) that an be generated by rea hing
the ES from an initial ES through any path. When deriving an ES xt from
an ES xs we must make sure that ζB (xs ) is ompletely built so that every
bla kboard to be generated by this derivation is added to ζB (xt ). ESs derived
by onsuming i symbols are rea hed before the ones derived by onsuming j
symbols, for 0 ≤ i < j , and therefore the ∆ fun tion respe ts this restri tion.
We only require to pay spe ial attention to the way in whi h the ε- losure
is omputed: ESs must be ε-derived by following a topologi al sort of the
ε- losure-substru tures of A′′ . The relation between the y les in A and the
y les in A′′ is not so straightforward as for the FSTBO ase due to the
presen e of a sta k inside RTN ESs.

Denition 234 (ZB ). Given a RTNBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ), we dene
ZB as the set of every partial map ζB of RTN ESs Q × Q∗ to SBs in P(B).
Denition 235 (BSP SES). We dene the equivalent BSP SES VB of a
RTNBO SES V as a pair (V ′ , ζB ) where V ′ ⊆ Q × Q∗ is a RTN SES and
ζB ∈ ZB is a fun tion mapping states to SBs su h that
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) : V ′ = {(q, π) : (q, b, π) ∈ V } ∧ ζB ((q, π)) = {b : (q, b, π) ∈ V },
(13.3)
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whi h is equivalent to say that
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) :

[

{q} × ζB ((q, π)) × {π} = V.

(13.4)

(q,π)∈V ′

The denition of γ on SBs does not hange w.r.t. the FSTBO ase (denition 172, p. 206).

Denition 236 (BSP ∆). We redene the RTNBO ∆ fun tion for bla kboard
set pro essing as follows:
∆ : (P(Q × Q∗ ) × ZB ) × Σ → (P(Q × Q∗ ) × ZB ),

su h that
∆((V, ζB ), σ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {x : ζB′ (x) 6= ∅}∧
[
ζB′ ((qt , π)) =

γ(ζB ((qs , π))), (13.5)

γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(σ,γ))∧(qs ,π)∈V

As for the FSTBO ase, the existen e of a topologi al sort for the omputation of the ε- losures depends on the possibility of removing the ε- y les of
the RTNBO. As for FSTBOs, RTNBO ε- y les with generation are simply
forbidden in order to avoid innite ε- losures. RTNBO ε2 - y le removal is
slightly dierent from the FSTBO ase due to the presen e of all transitions.

Theorem 21 (ε2 - y le removal). For every non-left-re ursive RTNBO with
ε2 - y les not involving deletable alls there exists an equivalent non-left-reursive RTNBO without ε2 - y les whi h an be obtained by determinizing the
RTNBO regarding it as its underlying FSA.
Proof. RTNBO ε2 - y les an be divided into two lasses: all ε2 - y les and

non- all ε2 - y les. Call ε2 - y les orrespond to left-re ursive alls, whi h are
forbidden sin e they lead to innite ε- losures. Non- all ε2 - y les an be
divided again into two lasses: the ones that involve deletable alls and the
ones that do not. ε2 - y les belonging to the former lass are forbidden, and
the ones belonging to the latter lass are the same than the ε2 - y les found in
the FSTBO ase, and therefore an be removed by determinizing the RTNBO
as its underlying FSA.
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RTNBO ε2 - y les with deletable alls are not removed when determinizing its underlying FSA: su h ε2 - y les are redu ed to an ε2 - y le omposed
only by deletable alls, where the subinitial SS of ea h all is repla ed by a
single state that is both subinitial and nal. However, su h y les do not
ontribute anything to the grammar des ription. We simply forbid their
presen e in order to support BSP.

Theorem 22 (Existen e of a topologi al sort). Considering lemma 1 (p. 131)
and the previous theorem, for every non-left-re ursive RTNBO without εy les involving deletable alls and/or output generation there exists an equivalent RTNBO A su h that, given A′ the RTN obtained from A after removing
its output alphabet and transition outputs, there exists at least one topologi al
sort for every ε- losure-substru ture of X (A′ ).
As for the FSTBO ase (denition 174, p. 207), we dene fun tion D for
BSP for a single sour e RTN ES and its asso iated SB instead of a RTN SES
and a mapping of RTN ESs to SBs sin e we iteratively ompute the ε- losure
ES by ES, following a topologi al sort.

Denition 237 (BSP D). We dene fun tion D for RTNBO BSP as follows:
D : ((Q × Q∗ ) × ZB ) → (P(Q × Q∗ ) × ZB ),

su h that
D(xs , Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = Vε ∪ Vpush ∪ Vpop ∧
∀xt ∈ V ′ [ζB′ (xt ) = ζBε (xt ) ∪ ζBpush (xt ) ∪ ζBpop (xt )]∧
(Vε , ζBε ) = Dε (xs , Bs ) ∧ (Vpush , ζBpush ) = Dpush (xs , Bs )∧
(Vpop , ζBpop ) = Dpop (xs , Bs ) (13.6)
Dε ((qs , π), Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {x : ζB′ (x) 6= ∅}∧
ζB′ ((qt , π)) =

[

γ(Bs ) (13.7)

γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(ε,γ))

Dpush ((qs , π), Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {(qc , πqt ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , Qc )} ∧ qc ∈ Qc ∧
∀x ∈ V ′ [ζB′ (x) = Bs ] (13.8)

({(qr , π)}, ζB′ ) : ζB′ (qr , π) = Bs qs ∈ F
Dpop ((qs , πqr ), Bs ) =
(13.9)
(∅, ζB′ ) : ∀x[ζB′ (x) = ∅]
qs ∈
/F
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Denition 238 (BSP ε- losure). The denition of BSP ε- losure is the same
than for FSTBOs (denition 175, p. 208) but repla ing FSTBOs by RTNBOs,
FSAs by RTNs, FSA ESs by RTN ESs and the BSP D fun tion for FSTBOs
by the one for RTNBOs.
The proof of equivalen e between BSP and non-BSP ε- losures for RTNBO
breadth-rst pro essing is analogous to the one for the FSTBO ase (proof
of theorem 13, p. 208).

13.9 Earley-like pro essing
RTNBOs perform the re ognition of an input sequen e as RTNs do, but also
ompute its asso iated output bla kboards as result of applying to the empty
bla kboard b∅ the omposition of the sequen e of output fun tions found during the traversal of the RTNBO. Earley-like RTN pro essing (se tion 12.10,
p. 242) fa tors out the omputation of parallel alls to the same state by
pausing every alling ES, then starting a new and single pro essing for the
all and nally resuming the paused ESs ea h time the all is ompleted. For
the ase of RTNBOs we fa tor out as well the omputation of the output
bla kboard of ommon alls. However, it is ne essary to dene a bla kboard
omposition operator so that, for ea h all ompletion, the bla kboards omputed during the all an be ombined with the bla kboards of the paused
ESs to be resumed in order to pro eed with the exploration of the RTNBO:

Denition 239 (Bla kboard omposition operator). Given a RTNBO (Q,
Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ), its bla kboard omposition operator ◦ is a binary
fun tion on bla kboards
◦:B×B →B

su h that given two bla kboards
and

b = (γm ◦ γm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γ0 )(b∅ )

(13.10)

′
b′ = (γn′ ◦ γn−1
◦ . . . ◦ γ0′ )(b∅ )

(13.11)

it holds that
′
b ◦ b′ = (γn′ ◦ γn−1
◦ . . . ◦ γ0′ ◦ γm ◦ γm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γ0 )(b∅ ).2
2 Re

(13.12)

all that the notation of fun tion omposition reverses the fun tion spe i ation w.r.t. the order in whi h they are applied, that is, (γm ◦ γm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γ0 )(b∅ ) =
γm (γm−1 (. . . (γ0 (b∅ )) . . .))
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In other words, the bla kboard omposition operator enables to separately
ompute partial results orresponding to onse utive segments of the sequen e
of output fun tions and then ombine those partial results as if the sequen e
of output fun tions was applied sequentially to the empty bla kboard. The
on rete denition of the bla kboard omposition operator depends on the
kind of on rete ma hine.

Lemma 20 (Asso iative bla kboard omposition operator). Let • be a binary
operator on bla kboards; if every output fun tion of a RTNBO A is of the form
γbr (bl ) = bl • br ,3 and • is asso iative, then • is the bla kboard omposition
operator of A.
Proof. Let output fun tions of a RTNBO B be dened as in the lemma, then
it holds that

γbr (b∅ ) = br and
idB (bl ) = bl , 4

(13.13)
(13.14)

b∅ • br = br and
bl • b∅ = bl ,

(13.15)
(13.16)

whi h imply that

that is, b∅ is the identity element w.r.t. •. Let bla kboards b and b′ be dened
as

b = (γbm ◦ γbm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γb0 )(b∅ ) and
b′ = (γb′n ◦ γb′n−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γb′0 )(b∅ ),

(13.17)
(13.18)

then it holds that

b = b∅ • b0 • . . . • bm−1 • bm = b0 • . . . • bm−1 • bm
b′ = b∅ • b0 • . . . • b′n−1 • b′n = b′0 • . . . • b′n−1 • b′n .

and

(13.19)
(13.20)

If • is asso iative, then it holds that

b • b′ = b∅ • b0 • . . . • bm−1 • bm • b′0 • . . . • b′n−1 • b′n
(13.21)
= (γb′n ◦ γb′ n−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γb′0 ◦ γbm ◦ γbm−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γb0 )(b∅ ), (13.22)
3 Bla

kboards bl and br stand for left and right operands, respe tively.
all that b∅ stands for the empty bla kboard and that idB stands for the identity
fun tion on bla kboards.
4 Re
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and therefore • is the bla kboard omposition operator of A (denition 239).
The previous lemma is applied to the denition of the bla kboard omposition operator for every parti ular output ase treated in this dissertation,
namely weights (the obje t of hapter 18) and feature stru tures built by
means of uni ation pro esses (the obje t of hapter 19). RTNBOs whose
output bla kboards do not allow for the denition of a bla kboard omposition operator an still be applied e iently if su h bla kboards are weighted
and only the top-ranked bla kboard is to be returned. More details will be
given in hapter 18.

Denition 240 (Earley exe ution state). ESs for Earley-like RTNBO proessing are ESs for Earley-like RTN pro essing (denition 207, p. 227) augmented with a bla kboard in B representing the output generated up to the
ES, in parti ular stru tures in (Q × B × (P(Q) ∪ {λ}) × P(Q) × N).
Denition 241 (Earley ∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTNBO Earley-like pro essing, the equivalent to Earley's s anner, is a simple dire t-derivation fun tion
on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , bs , λ, Qh , i),
• xt = (qt , bt , λ, Qh , i), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈
/ BK .

The RTNBO Earley-like ∆ fun tion behaves as the RTN Earley-like ∆ fun tion (denition 219, p. 244) extended with bla kboard pro essing analogously
to the way in whi h the FSA ∆ fun tion (denition 132, p. 163) is extended
with bla kboard output for FSTBO pro essing (denition 155, p. 189).

Denition 242 (Earley D). The D(Vk ) fun tion for RTNBO Earley-like
pro essing is omposed by 3 simple dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (definition 98, p. 137):
• the expli it ε-transition pro essor, Dε (Vk ) with

 xs = (qs , bs , λ, Qh, i),
 xt = (qt , bt , λ, Qh , i), and
 d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, γ)) ∧ bt = γ(bs ) ∧ bt ∈/ BK ,
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• the equivalent to Earley's predi tor, Dpush with

 xs = (qs , bs , λ, Qh, j),
 xt = (qc , b∅ , λ, Qc , k) or xt = (qr , bs , Qc , Qh , j), meaning that both
target ESs are derived from xs if p holds, and
 d = qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc , and
• the equivalent to Earley's ompleter, Dpop with

 xs = (qf , bf , λ, Qh , j),
 xt = (qr , br , λ, Q′h , i), and
 d = qf ∈ F ∧ (qr , bs , Qh , Q′h , i) ∈ Vj ∧ br = bs ◦ bf ∧ br ∈/ BK ,
where ◦ is the bla kboard omposition operator and Dpop is retroa tive,
as for RTN Earley-like pro essing (denition 220, p. 245).

Denition 243 (Earley initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and a eptan e states of a RTNBO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e
SESs for Earley-like pro essing are (QI × {b∅ } × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs
starting a all to any initial state before onsuming any input symbol or generating any output, and (F × B × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs from where
those initial alls would pop, respe tively.
Denition 244 (Earley τ ). We dene τ (A) the language of translations
of a RTNBO A through Earley-like pro essing as
τ (A) = {(w, b) : (qf , b, λ, QI , 0) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI × {b∅ } × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), w)∩
(F × B × {λ} × {QI } × {0})}. (13.23)

Denition 245 (Earley ω ). We dene ω(A, w) the translations of a word
w for a RTNBO A through Earley-like pro essing as
ω(A, w) = {b : (w, b) ∈ τ (A)},

with τ (A) of the previous denition.

(13.24)
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13.10 Earley translator algorithm
Algorithm 13.2 rtnbo_earley_translate_string is a sequen e translator implementing the Earley-like version of ω(A, w) (denition 244, p. 271), whi h we
have obtained by extending the orresponding Earley-like sequen e a eptor
algorithm for RTNs (algorithm 12.2, p. 249) with bla kboard output. As for
the a eptor algorithm, it uses algorithm 13.3 rtnbo_earley_translate_symbol for omputing the Earley-like ∆ fun tion (denition 241, p. 270), and
algorithm 13.4 rtnbo_earley_interla ed_e losure for omputing the Earleylike ε- losure (generi FSM ε- losure in denition 100, p. 138, using the
Earley-like D fun tion in denition 242, p. 270). Finally, add_enqueue_esbo and un onditionally_add_enqueue_es are the small routines seen in
se tions 10.6 (p. 196) and 7.9 (p. 152) for onditionally or un onditionally
adding an ES to a SES.
The dieren es between the Earley-like a eptor algorithm (algorithm 12.2)
and the translator version (algorithm 13.2) are enumerated below:

• ESs are extended with a bla kboard element, whi h is b∅ for the initial
ESs, so when arriving to the same state through dierent paths it is
possible to have several ESs due to dierent bla kboards,
• pro essing a transition with output requires to apply a γ fun tion to
the bla kboard of the sour e ES,
• as for FSTBOs, illegal ESs ( ontaining killing bla kboards) are reje ted,
• instead of a Boolean, the result of the algorithm is the set of bla kboards
(SB) ontaining every bla kboard of every a eptan e ES in the last V ,
• given the set of paused ESs Wpush of a SES Vk having alled the same
SS Qc , and the set of ESs Wpop from where the all has been popped,
the algorithm omputes the omposition of every pair of bla kboards
of every pair of ESs in Wpush × Wpop , whi h raises its asymptoti ost
from polynomial to exponential, and
• the ε- losure algorithm requires to build the list of not only the εompleted alls but their orresponding outputs as well, so the omposition of bla kboards an be performed when retroa tively ε- ompleting
a all inside the predi tor.
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Algorithm 13.2 rtnbo_earley_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl ) ω(A, σ1 . . . σl ),
eq. (13.24)

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

allocate_memory_for_chart(V l+1 )
V0 ← ∅
E←∅
for ea h (qc ∈ QI ) do
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V0 , E, (qc , b∅ , λ, QI , 0))

end for

V0 ← rtnbo_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, 0)
k←0
while Vk 6= ∅ ∧ k < l do
Vk+1 ← rtnbo_earley_translate_symbol(Vk , E, σk+1 )
k ←k+1
rtnbo_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, k)

end while
T ←∅

for ea h (qs , bs , λ, QI , 0) ∈ Vk : qs ∈ F do
add(T, bs )

end for

Algorithm 13.3 rtnbo_earley_translate_symbol(V, E, σ)

def. (241)

Input: V , a SES

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
σ , the input symbol to translate
Output: W , the set of rea hable ESs from V by onsuming σ
E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h (qs , bs , λ, Qh , j) ∈ Vk do
3:
for ea h (qt , γ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, γ)) do
4:
add_enqueue_esbo(W, E, (qt , γ(bs ), λ, Qh , j))
5:
6:

end for
end for

⊲ ∆(V, σ),
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Algorithm 13.4 rtnbo_earley_interla ed_e losure(V l+1 , E, k)
Input: V l+1 , the hart

⊲ Cε (Vk )

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in Vk
k , the index of the SES whose ε- losure is to be omputed
Output: V l+1 after adding to Vk its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: T ← ∅
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
(qs , bs , λ, Qh , j) ← dequeue(E)
⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
4:
for ea h (qt , g) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)) do
5:
add_enqueue_esbo(Vk , E, (qt , γ(bs ), λ, Qh , j)
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

end for

⊲ PREDICTOR

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
if add(Vk , (qr , bs , Qc , Qh , j)) then
if ∄bc : (Qc , bc ) ∈ T then
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

add_enqueue_esbo(Vk , E, (qc , b∅ , λ, Qc , k))

end for

else
for ea h bc : (Qc , bc ) ∈ T do

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add_enqueue_esbo(Vk , E, (qr , bs ◦ bc , λ, Qh , j)

end for
end if
end if
end for

if qs ∈ F then
for ea h (qr , bc , Qh, Q′h , i) ∈ Vj do

⊲ COMPLETER

add_enqueue_esbo(Vk , E, (qr , bs ◦ bc , λ, Q′h , i)

13.11.
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⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add(T, (Qh , bs ))

end if
end for
end if
end while

As for the RTN Earley-like ase (se tion 12.11, p. 246), the optimization
of sequen e representation by means of tries (se tion 9.1, p. 178) annot be
applied here to the management of sta ks of states sin e the Earley translator algorithm for RTNBOs (algorithm 13.2) does not use su h sta ks. It
might be appli able to the representation of string-like outputs, though for
Earley-like pro essing this modi ation might de rease e ien y rather than
optimizing the algorithm sin e it falls into the not-so-e ient ase des ribed
in se tion 9.3 (p. 183). A more detailed dis ussion will be given in se tion 14.7
(p. 289) for the ase of RTNSOs.

13.11 Earley-like bla kboard set pro essing
Analogous to breadth-rst bla kboard set pro essing (BSP) of RTNBOs (se tion 13.8, p. 265), we present here Earley-like BSP of RTNBOs as an extension of the FSTBO ase (se tion 10.9, p. 205). The exe ution ma hines of the
orresponding ma hines without output for both the FSTBO and RTNBO
breadth-rst ases (FSAs and RTNs, respe tively) are FSAs. However, for
the ase of Earley-like RTN pro essing the resulting exe ution ma hine is an
output FPRTN, a sub lass of FPRTNs that we will study in hapter 16.5
Dening a topologi al sort for output FPRTN substru tures and nding the
ne essary onditions for its existen e is not so straightforward as for FSAs
due to the presen e of all transitions and the parti ular way in whi h they
are onstru ted. We just present here the equations for Earley-like BSP of
5 To

be exa t, the Earley-like exe ution ma hine of a RTN is an input FPRTN: a
ma hine built as for output FPRTNs but taking as transition labels the inputs of the RTN
instead of the outputs of the original RTNBO. Moreover, output FPRTNs are built for
re ognizing only the translations generated by the RTNBO for a given input sequen e,
and the exe ution ma hine onsumes every input sequen e the RTN an onsume. More
details will be given in hapter 16.
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RTNBOs, supposing that there exists su h a topologi al sort for the ε- losure
substru tures of the orresponding output FPRTNs. An appli ation of these
equations will be given in se tion 16.3 (p. 329) for the generation of the language of an output FPRTN, along with a denition of topologi al sort for
output FPRTN substru tures and the ne essary onditions for its existen e.

Denition 246 (ZB ). Given a RTNBO (Q, Σ, Γ, B, BK , δ, QI , F ), we dene
ZB as the set of every partial map ζB of RTN Earley ESs (Q × B × (P(Q) ∪
{λ}) × P(Q) × N) to SBs in P(B).
Denition 247 (Earley bla kboard set pro essing). We dene the equivalent
Earley BSP SES VB of a RTNBO Earley SES V as follows:
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) : V ′ = {(qs , λ, Qh , i) : (qs , b, λ, Qh , i) ∈ V } ∪
{(qs , Qc , Qh , i) : (qs , b, Qc , Qh , i) ∈ V } ∧
ζB (qs , λ, Qh , i) = {b : (qs , b, λ, Qh , i) ∈ V } ∧
ζB (qs , Qc , Qh , i) = {b : (qs , b, Qc , Qh , i) ∈ V },

(13.25)
(13.26)
(13.27)
(13.28)

whi h is equivalent to say that
VB = (V ′ , ζB ) : (

[

{qs } × ζB (qs , λ, Qh , i) × {λ} × {Qh } × {i}) ∪

(qs ,λ,Qh ,i)∈V ′

(

[

(qs ,Qc ,Qh ,i)∈V

{qs } × ζB (qs , Qc , Qh , i) × {Qc } × {Qh } × {i}) = V. (13.29)
′

The denition of γ on SBs (denition 172, p. 206) does not hange.

Denition 248 (Earley BSP ∆). We redene the RTNBO ∆ fun tion for
Earley-like BSP as follows:
∆ : (P(Q × {λ} × P(Q) × N) × ZB ) × Σ → (P(Q × {λ} × P(Q) × N) × ZB ),

su h that
∆((V, ζB ), σ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {(qt , λ, Qh , i + 1) : ζB′ (qt , λ, Qh , i + 1) 6= ∅}∧
[
ζB′ (qt , λ, Qh , i + 1) =
γ(ζB (qs , λ, Qh , i)) (13.30)
γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(σ,γ))∧(qs ,λ,Qh ,i)∈V

13.11.
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Denition 249 (Earley BSP D). The D fun tion for BSP Earley RTNBO
pro essing is dened as follows:
D : ((Q × Q∗ ) × ZB ) → (P(Q × Q∗ ) × ZB )
D((qs , λ, qh , j), Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = Vε ∪ Vpush ∪ Vpop ∧
ζB′ (qt , π) = ζBε (qt , π) ∪ ζBpush (qt , π) ∪ ζBpop (qt , π)∧
(Vε , ζBε ) = Dε ((qs , π), Bs ) ∧ (Vpush , ζBpush ) = Dpush ((qs , π), Bs )∧
(Vpop , ζBpop ) = Dpop ((qs , π), Bs ) (13.31)
Dε ((qs , λ, qh , j), Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {(qt , λ, qh , j) : ζB′ (qt , λ, qh , j) 6= ∅}∧
[
ζB′ (qt , λ, qh , j) =
γ(Bs ) (13.32)
γ:qt ∈δ(qs ,(ε,γ))

Dpush ((qs , λ, qh , j), Bs ) = (V ′ , ζB′ ) : V ′ = {(qc , λ, qc , k), (qt , qc , qh , j) :
(qs , λ, qh , j) ∈ Vk ∧ qt ∈ δ(qs , qc )}∧
(ζB′ (qc , λ, qc , k) = {b∅ } ∧ ζB′ (qt , qc , qh , j) = Bs ) ⇐⇒
((qs , λ, qh , j) ∈ Vk ∧ qt ∈ δ(qs , qc )) (13.33)

 (V ′ , ζ ′ ) : V ′ = {(qr , λ, qh′ , i) :
(qr , qh , qh′ , i) ∈ Vj } ∧ ζ ′ (qr , π) = Bs
qs ∈ F
Dpop ((qs , λ, qh , j), Bs ) =

(∅, ζ ′) : ζ ′(qs , λ, qh , j) = ∅
qs ∈
/F
(13.34)

Denition 250 (BSP ε- losure). The denition of BSP ε- losure is the same
than for breadth-rst BSP of RTNBOs (denition 238, p. 268) but repla ing
RTN ESs by RTN Earley ESs and the BSP breadth-rst D fun tion by the
orresponding Earley one.
The proof of equivalen e between Earley-like BSP and non-BSP ε- losures
for RTNBO Earley-like pro essing is analogous to the one for the FSTBO
ase (proof of theorem 13, p. 208).

Chapter 14
Re ursive transition networks
with string output
We present here RTNSOs as a spe ial ase of RTNBOs in the same way we
have presented FSTSOs as a spe ial ase of FSTBOs in hapter 11. We have
published brief des riptions of RTNSOs as well as of the breadth-rst and
Earley-like algorithms of appli ation of RTNSOs we des ribe here in Sastre
and For ada (2007, 2009).

Denition 251 (RTNSO). A RTNSO (Q, Σ, Γ, δ, QI , F ) is a spe ial type of
FSM (denition 46, p. 121) with a sta k, where the set of labels Ξ of the
ma hine take its elements from ((Σ ∪ {ε} × (Γ ∪ {ε})) ∪ P(Q), Σ is an input
alphabet, Γ an output alphabet, ε the empty symbol and Q the nite SS of the
RTNSO. RTNSOs an be seen as a spe ial ase of RTNBOs in the same way
FSTSOs are a spe ial ase of FSTBOs (see denition 176, p. 212).

14.1 Transitions
RTNSO transitions are a parti ular ase of RTNBO transitions (se tion 13.1,
p. 258) as FSTSO transitions are a parti ular ase of FSTBO transitions (see
se tion 11.1, p. 212). Possible RTNSO transition types are:

• onsuming transitions: Q × (Σ × (Γ ∪ {ε})) × Q,
• generating transitions: Q × ((Σ ∪ {ε}) × Γ) × Q,
• translating or substituting transitions: Q × (Σ × Γ) × Q,
279
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• deleting transitions: Q × (Σ × {ε}) × Q,
• inserting transitions: Q × ({ε} × Γ) × Q,
• all transitions: Q × P(Q) × Q,
• push transitions: Q × Q × Q,1
• pop transitions: Q × Q × Q,2
• impli it ε-transitions: push or pop transitions, and
• expli it ε2 -transitions: Q × ({ε} × {ε}) × Q.

14.2 Sequen es of transitions
Analogously, RTNSO paths are a parti ular ase of RTNBO paths. Every
denition in se tion 13.3 (p. 259) is inherited by repla ing RTNBO transitions
by their orresponding RTNSO transitions.

14.3 Behaviour
Denition 252 (Exe ution state). RTNSO ESs are triplets (q, z, π) ∈ (Q ×
Γ∗ × Q∗ ) where z is a sequen e of output symbols, ε being the empty output,
and π is a sta k of return states, being λ the empty sta k.
Denition 253 (∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTNBOs is a simple dire t-derivation
fun tion on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with
• xs = (qs , z, π),
• xt = (qt , zg, π), and
• d = qs ∈ δ(qs , (σ, g)),

where g ∈ Γ∪{ε}. The RTNSO ∆ fun tion behaves as the FSTSO ∆ fun tion
but extending its pro essing with sta ks of return states that are in fa t left
untou hed.
1 Re

2 Re

all that qc represents to push state qc onto the sta k.
all that qr represents to pop state qr out of the sta k.

14.3.
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Denition 254 (D). The D fun tion for RTNSOs is omposed by 3 simple
dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (denition 98, p. 137), Dε with
• xs = (qs , z, π),
• xt = (qt , zg, π), and
• d = qs ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)),

where g ∈ Γ ∪ {ε}, Dpush with
• xs = (qs , z, π),
• xt = (qc , z, πqt ), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc ,

and Dpop with
• xs = (qf , z, πqr ),
• xt = (qr , z, π), and
• d = qf ∈ F .

Lemma 21 (Innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a RTNSO SES V is innite
if there exists an ε-rea hable ES (q, z, π) su h that q has an outgoing leftre ursive all transition and/or is traversed by a generating ε- y le.
Proof. Sin e the RTNSO ε- losure fun tion is a parti ular ase of the RTNBO
ε- losure fun tion, this proof is a parti ular ase of proof of lemma 18 (p. 261)
for RTNBOs. The ESs derived during the omputation of the ε- losure are
not expli itly required to be legal sin e RTNSOs do not dene killing bla kboards. Additionally, non-identity output fun tions are neither expli itly
required to always generate new bla kboards sin e, for the ase of string
output, this is always true: zg 6= z i g 6= ε.

Lemma 22 (Finite ε- losure). For onditions other than those expressed in
the previous lemma, the ε- losure of a RTNSO SES is nite.
Proof. Sin e the RTNSO ε- losure fun tion is a parti ular ase of the RTNBO

ε- losure fun tion, this proof is a parti ular ase of proof of lemma 19 (p. 261)
for RTNBOs.
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Theorem 23. The ε- losure is always nite for non-left-re ursive RTNSOs
without generating ε- y les.
Denition 255 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and
a eptan e states of a RTNSO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e SESs
are (QI × {ε} × {λ}) and (F × Γ∗ × {λ}), respe tively.
Denition 256 (τ ). We dene τ (A), the language of translations of a RTNSO
A, as the set of input/output pairs (w, z) ∈ (Σ∗ × Γ∗ ) su h that w is re ognized and translated into z by A, that is, the set of input/output pairs su h
that the whole onsumption of w rea hes at least one a eptan e ES from at
least one initial ES through a path that generates z :
τ (A) = {(w, z) : (qf , z, π) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI ×{ε}×{λ}), w)∩(F ×Γ∗ ×{λ})}. (14.1)

Denition 257 (ω ). We dene ω(A, w), the translations of a word w for a
RTNSO A, as the set of output sequen es z ∈ Γ∗ su h that (w, z) belongs to
the translations of A:
ω(A, w) = {z : (w, z) ∈ τ (A)},

(14.2)

with τ (A) of the previous denition.

14.4 Translating a string
Algorithm 14.1 rtnso_translate_string is a spe ialization of algorithm 13.1
rtnbo_translate_string (p. 264) for the omputation of the set of string translations for a given RTNSO an input sequen e. Algorithms for omputing the
∆ and ε- losure fun tions an be easily derived from their RTNBO ounterparts (see se tion 13.5, p. 262). Noti e that, sin e RTNSOs do not dene
killing strings, routine add_enqueue_es (se tion 7.8, p. 148) an be used
instead of routine add_enqueue_esbo (se tion 10.6, p. 196) in order to add
derived ESs to the urrent SES: both routines perform the same operation
but the former one does not verify whether the derived ESs ontain killing
bla kboards or not.
Figure 14.2 is a graphi al representation of the exe ution tra e of algorithm 14.1 rtnso_translate_string, for RTNSO of gure 14.1 and input aabb.
This RTNSO annot be determinized as for the RTN ase in se tion 12.7

14.4.

TRANSLATING A STRING

Algorithm 14.1 rtnso_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl )
eq. (14.2)

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

V ←∅
E←∅

for ea h qc ∈ QI do

unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , ε, {λ}))

end for

rtnso_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)
i←i+1
while Vi 6= ∅ ∧ i < l do
V ← rtnso_translate_symbol(V, E, σi+1 )
i←i+1
rtnso_interlaced_eclosure(V, E)

end while
T ←∅

for ea h (q, z, π) ∈ V do
if q ∈ F ∧ π = λ then
add(T, z)

end if
end for
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Figure 14.1: Example of ambiguous RTNSO

b :]

orresponding to RTN of gure 12.6

(p. 237) extended with string output; labels of the form
put/output pair (e.g.:
represent a
Input

a

a : {

for transition

(q0 , (a, {), q1 ))

all to the state spe ied by the label (e.g.:

an be interpreted as

[

or

{

and

b

as

]

or

x : y

represent an in-

and dashed transitions
transition

(q1 , q0 , q2 )).

}.

(p. 235) sin e transitions labeled with the same input symbols dene dierent outputs. As for the RTN ase, the number of parallel parses is doubled
ea h time an a is onsumed, but is not redu ed after onsuming ea h b due
to the dierent outputs of the ESs. The number of generated ESs is also
exponential w.r.t. the length of input an bn , as for the RTN ase.
The algorithm an be further improved with the trie string management
seen in se tion 9.1 (p. 178), whi h in this ase may be applied to both the
output strings and the sta k of return states.

14.5 Language generation
In se tion 11.6 (p. 215) we des ribed how to adapt an FSTSO translator
algorithm in order to obtain an algorithm for the generation of the language
of a FSA. We follow here an analogous pro edure for the onstru tion of an
algorithm for the generation of the language a RTN, that is, by adapting a
RTNSO translator algorithm.

Theorem 24 (Language generation). Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) be a RTN and
A′ = (Q′ , Σ′ , Γ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′) a RTNSO su h that
• Q′ = Q, Q′I = QI , F ′ = F ,
• Σ′ = ∅,
• Γ = Σ,
• qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , (ε, γ)) i qt ∈ δ(qs , σ), and
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Figure 14.2: Exe ution tra e of the RTNSO breadth-rst translator algorithm 14.1 for the ambiguous RTNSO of

gure 14.1) and input

aabb.

Solid, dotted and bold tra e transitions

the RTN expli it transitions, push transitions and pop transitions.

orrespond, respe tively, to the exploration of
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• qt ∈ δ ′ (qs , Qc ) i qt ∈ δ(qs , Qc ),

then it holds that

L(A) = ω(A′ , ε)

(14.3)

Proof. The proof is analogous to the one for the FSA/FSTSO ase (proof of

theorem 15, p. 216). In this ase, paths pi and p′i for i = 0 . . . l − 1 may also
ontain push and pop transitions modifying a sta k of return states. However,
it still holds that p is an interpretation within A i p′ is an interpretation
within A′ .

Algorithm 14.2 rtn_language is an adaptation of the breadth-rst translator algorithm 14.1 for the omputation of the language of a RTN. As for
the FSA/FSTSO ase, the domain of appli ation is given by the original
algorithm, that is, the algorithm annot ompute the language of RTNs ontaining useful onsuming y les and/or useful left-re ursive alls. As for the
original algorithm, this algorithm an also be improved with the trie string
management shown in se tion 9.1 (p. 178).

14.6 Earley-like pro essing
We adapt here the RTNBO Earley-like pro essing equations (se tion 13.9,
p. 268) for the RTNSO ase, that is, repla ing bla kboards with strings. We
mainly remove the killing bla kboard me hanism and dene the bla kboard
omposition operator as the string on atenation operator.

Denition 258 (String omposition operator). We dene the bla kboard
omposition operator (denition 239, p. 268) for the ase of RTNSOs as
the string on atenation operator sin e it is a parti ular ase of lemma 20
(p. 269).
Denition 259 (Earley exe ution state). ESs for Earley-like RTNSO proessing are ESs for Earley-like RTNBO pro essing (denition 226, p. 260)
where the bla kboards are strings in Γ∗ , that is, stru tures in (Q×Γ∗ ×(P(Q)∪
{λ}) × P(Q) × N).
Denition 260 (Earley ∆). The ∆ fun tion for RTNSO Earley-like pro essing, the equivalent to Earley's s anner, is a simple dire t-derivation fun tion
on SESs (denition 98, p. 137) with

14.6.
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Algorithm 14.2 rtn_language(A)
Input: A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ), a RTN
Output: L, the language of A

⊲ L(A), eq. (12.2)

1: V ← ∅
2: E ← ∅
3: for ea h qc ∈ QI do
4:
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , ε, {λ}))
5: end for
6: while E 6= ∅ do
7:
(qs , w, π) ← dequeue(E)
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS

for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , ε) do

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qt , w, π))

end for

for ea h (qt , σ) : qt ∈ δ(qs , σ) do

⊲ CONSUMING TRANSITIONS

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qt , wσ, π))

end for

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

⊲ PUSH-TRANSITIONS

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , w, πqr ))

end for
end for

19:
if π = π qr ∧ qs ∈ F then
20:
add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qr , w, π ′))
21:
end if
22: end while
23: L ← ∅
24: for ea h (q, w, λ) ∈ V : q ∈ F do
add(L, w)
25:
26: end for
′

⊲ POP TRANSITIONS
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• xs = (qs , z, λ, Qh , i),
• xt = (qt , zg, λ, Qh , i), and
• d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, g)),

where g ∈ (Γ ∪ {ε}).

Denition 261 (Earley D). The D(Vk ) fun tion for RTNSO Earley-like
pro essing is omposed by 3 simple dire t-derivation fun tions on SESs (definition 98, p. 137):
• the expli it ε-transition pro essor, Dε (Vk ) with

 xs = (qs , z, λ, Qh, i),
 xt = (qt , zg, λ, Qh, i), and
 d = qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)),
where g ∈ (Γ ∪ {ε}),
• the equivalent to Earley's predi tor, Dpush with

 xs = (qs , zs , λ, Qh , j),
 xt = (qc , ε, λ, Qc , k) or xt = (qr , zs , Qc , Qh , j), meaning that both
target ESs are derived from xs if p holds, and
 d = qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) ∧ qc ∈ Qc , and
• the equivalent to Earley's ompleter, Dpop with

 xs = (qf , zf , λ, Qh, j),
 xt = (qr , zs zf , λ, Q′h , i), and
 d = qf ∈ F ∧ (qr , zs , Qh , Q′h, i) ∈ Vj ,
where Dpop is retroa tive, as for the RTN ase denition 220 (p. 245).

Denition 262 (Earley initial and a eptan e SESs). Given the sets of initial and a eptan e states of a RTNSO, QI and F , its initial and a eptan e
SESs for Earley-like pro essing are (QI × {ε} × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs
starting a all to any initial state before onsuming any input symbol and
generating any output, and (F × Γ∗ × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), the ESs from where
those initial alls would pop, respe tively.
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Denition 263 (Earley τ ). Following denition 244 (p. 271), we dene
τ (A), the language of translations of a RTNSO A through Earley-like proessing, as
τ (A) = {(w, z) : (qf , z, λ, QI , 0) ∈ ∆∗ ((QI × {ε} × {λ} × {QI } × {0}), w)∩
(F × Γ∗ × {λ} × {QI } × {0}). (14.4)

Denition 264 (ω ). We dene ω(A, w), the translations of a word w for a
RTNSO A through Earley-like pro essing, as
ω(A, w) = {z : (w, z) ∈ τ (A)},

(14.5)

with τ (A) of the previous denition.

14.7 Earley translator algorithm
Algorithm 14.3 rtnso_earley_translate_string is a sequen e translator implementing the Earley-like ω(A, w) fun tion (denition 263), whi h we have
obtained by removing the killing bla kboard me hanism of the Earley-like
translator for RTNBOs (algorithm 13.2, p. 273), and by repla ing bla kboard management by string management. Analogously to the RTNBO
algorithm, it uses algorithm 14.4 rtnso_earley_translate_symbol for omputing the Earley-like ∆ fun tion (denition 260) and algorithm 14.5 rtnso_earley_interla ed_e losure for omputing the Earley-like ε- losure (generi
FSM ε- losure in denition 100, p. 138, using Earley-like D fun tion in denition 261, p. 288). Finally, the routines add_enqueue_es and un onditionally_add_enqueue_es seen in se tions 7.8 (p. 148) and 7.9 (p. 152), respe tively,
are used for onditionally or un onditionally adding derived ESs to the urrent SES without he king for illegal strings sin e there are none dened. We
have already presented the resulting algorithm in Sastre and For ada (2007,
2009).
Figure 14.3 is a graphi al representation of the exe ution tra e of the
Earley-like translator algorithm adapted for RTNSOs, for RTNSO of gure 14.1 and input aabb. As for the RTN ase (without output generation,
se tion 12.11, p. 246), the number of parallel explorations is dupli ated ea h
time the ambiguous symbol a is to be translated but then the ommon all
to SS {q0 } is fa tored out, redu ing again the number of parallel explorations
to one. However, when ompleting a all to {q0 } the two outputs generated
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Algorithm 14.3 rtnso_earley_translate_string(σ1 . . . σl ) ⊲ ω(A, σ1 . . . σl ),
eq. (14.5)

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: T , the translations of σ1 . . . σl
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

allocate_memory_for_chart(V l+1 )
V0 ← ∅
E←∅
for ea h (qc ∈ QI ) do
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V0 , E, (qc , ε, λ, QI , 0))

end for

rtnso_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, 0)
k←0
while Vk 6= ∅ ∧ k < l do
Vk+1 ← rtnso_earley_translate_symbol(Vk , E, σk+1 )
k ←k+1
rtnso_earley_interlaced_eclosure(V l+1 , E, k)

end while
T ←∅

for ea h (qs , z, λ, QI , 0) ∈ Vk : qs ∈ F do
add(T, z)

end for

Algorithm 14.4 rtnso_earley_translate_symbol(V, E, σ)
def. (260)

Input: V , a SES

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
σ , the input symbol to translate
Output: W , the set of rea hable ESs from V by onsuming σ
E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h (qs , z, λ, Qh , j) ∈ V do
3:
for ea h (qt , g) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, g)) do
4:
add_enqueue_es(W, E, (qt , zg, λ, Qh , j))
5:
6:

end for
end for

⊲ ∆(V, σ),
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Algorithm 14.5 rtnso_earley_interla ed_e losure(V l+1 , E, k)
Input: V l+1 , the hart

⊲ Cε (Vk )

E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in Vk
k , the index of the SES, Vk , whose ε- losure is to be omputed
Output: V l+1 after adding to Vk its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: T ← ∅
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
(qs , z, λ, Qh , j) ← dequeue(E)
⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
4:
for ea h (qt , g) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)) do
5:
add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qt , zg, λ, Qh , j))
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

end for

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
if add(Vk , (qr , z, Qc , Qh , j)) then
if ∄z ′ : (Qc , z ′ ) ∈ T then
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

⊲ PREDICTOR

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qc , ε, λ, Qc , k))

end for

else
for ea h z ′ : (Qc , z ′ ) ∈ T do

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qr , zz ′ , λ, Qh , j))

end for
end if
end if
end for

if qs ∈ F then
for ea h (qr , z ′ , Qh , Q′h, i) ∈ Vj do

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qr , zz ′ , λ, Q′h , i))

⊲ COMPLETER
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23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
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⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add(T, (Qh , z ′ ))

end if
end for
end if
end while

during the all are ombined with the outputs generated before the all, resulting in an exponential explosion of ESs to ompute. The algorithm saves
an exponential number of steps w.r.t. the breadth-rst RTNSO algorithm in
se tion 14.4 (p. 282) by fa toring out push transitions, but still suers from
an exponential explosion of ESs to ompute upon popping; sin e the number
of outputs in reases exponentially w.r.t. the input length, it is inevitable to
perform an exponential number of operations if one is to generate the ee tive list of translations. In the next hapter we show how to delay as mu h
as possible the exponential explosion by building the translation set as some
kind of nite-state ma hine re ognizing the language of translations but fa toring out the ommon output subsequen es. Su h exponential explosion is
possible in natural language grammars, for instan e due to unresolved prepositional phrase atta hments. An example illustrating su h situation has been
given in se tion 1.5.4 (p. 19).
Online appli ations su h as the MovistarBot (se tion 1.2, p. 6) are not
ne essarily required to redu e the average ost of analyzing user input senten es but to ensure that ea h senten e is pro essed in a short time interval,
sin e users are not willing to wait more than a few se onds for an answer.
As well, we must guarantee that the server running the NLP software will
not be ollapsed due to a parti ular user senten e having a spe ially high
parsing ost. Sin e nowadays omputers have at least two pro essing units,
another possible solution is to on urrently exe ute two dierent parsing algorithms (e.g.: a top-down depth-rst parser and an Earley-like parser) and
to retrieve the result from the one that nishes rst, aborting the exe ution
of the other algorithm. This way we an obtain a  ombined algorithm that
both minimizes the average and maximum exe ution times.
Figure 14.4 is another example of exe ution of the Earley-like algorithm
for RTNSOs equivalent to the example of gure 12.10 (p. 251) for RTNs.
The transition onsuming a now also generates output symbol A, and the ε-

V0
a:{
V1

(q0, ", ¸, {q0}, 0)
":*
(q5, *, ¸, {q0}, 0)

Initial_set
a:[

[ C"(Initial_set)

(q1, {, ¸, {q0}, 0)
(q3, [, ¸, {q0}, 0)
(q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q0, ", ¸, {q0}, 1)
a:{
a:[
":*
(q5, *, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
(q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 0)
V2

(q2, {*, ¸, {q0}, 0)

V4

(q2, {*, ¸, {q0}, 1)
b:}
(q5, {*}, ¸, {q0}, 1)

[ C"(¢(V0, a))

(q4, [*, ¸, {q0}, 0)

(q1, {, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q3, [, ¸, {q0}, 1)
(q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 1) (q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q0, ", ¸, {q0}, 2)
":*
(q
,
*,
¸,
{q0}, 2)
5
(q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
V3

¢(V0, a)

(q4, [*, ¸, {q0}, 1)
b:]
(q5, [*], ¸, {q0}, 1)

¢(V1, a)

[ C"(¢(V1, a))

¢(V2, b)

(q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 0) (q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 1) (q2, {, {q0}, {q0}, 0) (q4, [, {q0}, {q0}, 1)
(q2, {{*}, ¸, {q0}, 0) (q4, [{*}, ¸, {q0}, 0) (q2, {[*], ¸, {q0}, 0) (q4, [[*], ¸, {q0}, 0) [ C"(¢(V2, b))
b:}
b:]
b:}
b:]
(q5, {{*}}, ¸, {q0}, 0) (q5, [{*}], ¸, {q0}, 0) (q5, {[*]}, ¸, {q0}, 0) (q5, [[*]], ¸, {q0}, 0) ¢(V3, b)

[ C"(¢(V3, b))
Figure 14.3: Exe ution tra e of the RTNSO Earley-like translator algorithm 14.3 for the ambiguous RTNSO of

gure 14.1 and input

aabb.

Thi k dashed arrows link push transitions with their

Paused ESs de orate push and pop transitions.

orresponding pop transitions.
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transition generates now output symbol E . The four possible interpretations
of a have a dierent asso iated output: AEEE , EAEE , EEAE and EEEA,
respe tively. As we an see, the tra e for this example ontains more steps
than its RTN equivalent due to the on atenation of dierent pairs of outputs
upon all ompletions. As for the RTN ase, without the ε- ompleter it
would have not been possible to derive the a eptan e ESs, and therefore the
algorithm would have returned an empty set of translations of a.
Figure 14.5 is the example equivalent to that of gure 12.11 (p. 252) but
for a simple left-re ursive RTNSO instead of a simple left-re ursive RTN
that translates ban into BAn . In this ase, the tra e is the same but adding
the in reasing output to the ESs.
Finally, optimizing the RTNSO Earley-like translator algorithm by means
of trie string management (se tion 9.1, p. 178) is a spe i ase of the RTNBO
Earley-like ase (se tion 13.10, p. 272): output strings may be represented
as pointers to the nodes of a trie. As long as no alls are performed, the
algorithm behaves as the FSTSO translator algorithm (se tion 11.5, p. 215):
ea h transition adds at most one symbol to the output string in ourse, thus
it is only required to jump from the orresponding output string node to
one of its su essors, or just to stay in the same node. When performing
a all, new explorations starting with the empty output string are reated,
and also one symbol is appended at most during the all if no other alls
or ompletions are performed. However, upon ompletion it is required to
append the strings produ ed during the all to the strings produ ed before
the all. This orresponds to the not-so-e ient ase dis ussed in se tion 9.3
(p. 183): sin e string symbols an only be a essed in reverse order, it is
ne essary to reorder the whole string before adding it. The whole purpose
of the optimization onsists in transforming ve torial operations into s alar
ones, but when on atenating two strings of a trie we must perform two
ve torial operations: to reorder the string to append and then to append it.
For the ases in whi h there are a few alls to perform, this problem will have
no meaningful impa t, but neither will the fa toring out of ommon alls.

14.8 Earley-like language generation
Algorithm 14.6 rtn_earley_language is an adaptation of the Earley-like translator algorithm 14.3 for the omputation of the language of a RTN, as seen
with the breadth-rst algorithm in se tion 14.5 (p. 284). Note that sin e the
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algorithm only translates the empty sequen e, every input index generated
during the algorithm appli ation will be zero. Therefore, we an remove input indexes from ESs and onsider every input index equal to zero, that is,
a unique SES V0 is omputed during the whole algorithm exe ution. In the
original algorithm, the ompleter ompared the input index of the urrent
ES with the index of the urrent SES in order to either exe ute or not the
ε- ompleter, but in this ase we an skip this test sin e every ompletion will
be in fa t an ε- ompletion. As for the original algorithm, this algorithm also
applies to left-re ursive RTNs, and adding trie string management may or
may not a elerate its exe ution depending on the alls to pro ess.

q0
{q5 }
q1
{q5 }
q2
{q5 }
q3
{q5 }
q4
q5
{q7 }

a:A

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10 :
11 :
12 :
13 :
14 :

q6
q7
ε:E
q8

15 :
16 :
17 :
18 :
19 :

V0
(q0 , ε, λ, {q0}, 0)
initial ES
(q1 , ε, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
pause(1)
(q5 , ε, λ, {q5}, 0)
all(1)
(q6 , ε, {q7 }, {q5 }, 0)
pause(3)
(q7 , ε, λ, {q7}, 0)
all(3)
(q8 , E, λ, {q7 }, 0)
generate(5, E)
resume(4, 6); deletable(q7 , E)
(q6 , E, λ, {q5 }, 0)
(q1 , E, λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(2, 7); deletable(q5 , E)
(q2 , E, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
pause(8); all already in 3
(q2 , EE, λ, {q0 }, 0)
ε-resume(7, 9)
(q3 , EE, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
pause(10); all already in 3
(q3 , EEE, λ, {q0 }, 0)
ε-resume(7, 11)
(q4 , EEE, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0) pause(12); all already in 3
(q4 , EEEE, λ, {q0 }, 0) ε-resume(7, 13)
V1
(q6 , A, λ, {q5 }, 0)
translate(3, a : A)
(q1 , A, λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(2, 15)
(q2 , EA, λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(9, 15)
(q3 , EEA, λ, {q0 }, 0)
resume(11, 15)
(q4 , EEEA, λ, {q0 }, 0) resume(13, 15); a eptan e ES

20 :
21 :
22 :
23 :
24 :
25 :
26 :
27 :
28 :
29 :
30 :
31 :
32 :
33 :
34 :
35 :
36 :
Figure 14.4:

pause(16)
all(16)
pause(17); all already in 21
pause(18); all already in 21
pause(21)
all(21)
generate(25, E)
resume(24, 26)
resume(20, 27); deletable({q5 }, E)
resume(22, 27); deletable({q5 }, E)
resume(23, 27); deletable({q5}, E); a eptan e
ES
(q3 , AE, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
pause(28); all already in (21)
(q3 , AEE, λ, {q0 }, 0)
ε-resume(27, 31)
(q4 , EAE, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0) pause(30); all already in (21)
(q4 , EAEE, λ, {q0 }, 0) ε-resume(27, 33); a eptan e ES
(q4 , AEE, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0) pause(32); all already in (21)
(q4 , AEEE, λ, {q0 }, 0) ε-resume(27, 35); a eptan e ES

(q2 , A, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q5 , ε, λ, {q5}, 1)
(q3 , EA, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , EEA, {q5 }, {q0 }, 0)
(q6 , ε, {q7 }, {q5 }, 1)
(q7 , ε, λ, {q7}, 1)
(q8 , E, λ, {q7 }, 1)
(q6 , E, λ, {q5 }, 1)
(q2 , AE, λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q3 , EAE, λ, {q0 }, 0)
(q4 , EEAE, λ, {q0 }, 0)

RTN with deletable

alls of gure 12.10 extended with string output and exe ution tra e of algo-

rithm 12.2 rtn_earley_re ognize_string for this RTNSO and input
be missing and the input would be reje ted.

a;

without the

ε-

ompleter, greyed ESs would

{q0 }
q1
a:A

q0
b:B
q2

1:
2:

(q0 , ε, λ, {q0}, 0)
(q1 , ε, {q0}, {q0 }, 0)

3:
4:

(q2 , B, λ, {q0}, 0)
(q1 , ε, λ, {q0}, 0)

5:
6:

(q2 , BA, ε, λ, {q0}, 0)
(q1 , BA, ε, λ, {q0}, 0)

7:
8:

(q2 , BAA, λ, {q0}, 0)
(q1 , BAA, λ, {q0}, 0)

2l + 1 :
2l + 2 :

V0
initial ES
pause(1); all already in 1
V1
translate(1, b : B)
resume(2, 3)
V2
translate(4, a : A)
resume(2, 5)
V3
translate(6, BAA)
resume(2, 7)
..
.

Vl
(q2 , BA , λ, {q0}, 0) translate(2l, a : A); a eptan e ES
(q1 , BAl−1 , λ, {q0}, 0) resume(2, 2l + 1)
l−1

ban

Figure 14.5: Left-re ursive RTNSO translating

l
_translate_string for this RTNSO and input ba .

into

BAn

and exe ution tra e of algorithm 14.3 rtnso_earley-
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Algorithm 14.6 rtn_earley_language(A)
Input: A = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ), a RTN
Output: L, the language of A

⊲ L(A), eq. (12.3)

1: V ← ∅
2: E ← ∅
3: for ea h (qc ∈ QI ) do
4:
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , ε, λ, QI ))
5: end for
6: T ← ∅
7: while E 6= ∅ do
(qs , w, λ, Qh ) ← dequeue(E)
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS

for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , ε) do

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qt , w, λ, Qh )

end for

for ea h qt ∈ δ(qs , σ) do

⊲ CONSUMING TRANSITIONS

add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (qt , wσ, λ, Qh )

end for

⊲ PREDICTOR

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
if add(V, (qr , w, Qc , Qh)) then
if ∄w′ : (Qc , w ′ ) ∈ T then
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qc , ε, λ, Qc))

end for

else
for ea h w ′ : (Qc , w ′) ∈ T do

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qr , ww ′, λ, Qh )

end for
end if
end if
end for
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if qs ∈ F then
for ea h (qr , w′, Qh , Q′h ) ∈ V do

add_enqueue_es(V, E, (qr , ww ′, λ, Q′h )
′

31:
add(T, (Qh , w ))
32:
end for
33:
end if
34: end while
35: L ← ∅
36: for ea h (qs , w, λ, QI ) ∈ V : qs ∈ F
37:
add(L, w)
38: end for

do

⊲ COMPLETER

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

Chapter 15
Filtered-popping re ursive
transition networks
In the previous hapter we have shown the inevitable exponential explosion
upon applying a RTNSO generating an exponential number of outputs w.r.t.
an input in reasing in length, even for an Earley-like algorithm of appli ation.
In order to avoid this explosion, we propose to represent the set of outputs as
some kind of nite-state ma hine. This ma hine should have the same stru ture than the tra e of the Earley-like re ognizer, so the algorithm building
it would keep the asymptoti ost of the Earley-like re ognizer, O(n3). This
ma hine annot be a FSA, sin e it should have a subroutine jump me hanism: the exponential explosion due to the ombination of outputs upon all
ompletions must be avoided by representing ommon output inxes as substru tures of the ma hine that are alled rather than expli itly represented
multiple times. It neither an be a RTN sin e, when exe uting the algorithm,
ommon alls may be ompleted by onsuming input segments of dierent
lengths, but the ombination of the bla kboards generated before, during and
after a all must orrespond to the translation of onse utive input segments
(see gure 15.1). It is a ltered-popping RTN or FPRTN, a new kind of
nite-state ma hine we have dened as a RTN where states are asso iated to
input indexes, and popping transitions annot be traversed unless both the
sour e and target states are asso iated to the same input indexes. We have
briey presented both FPRTNs and the algorithm building them in Sastre
(2009).
On e the FPRTN is built, one an ompute the ee tive list of outputs, if
ne essary, by generating the FPRTN language. Obviously, this operation will
301
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a:{

q1

{q6 }

q0
a:[

q3

c:}

q5

r1

{
0

r2

[

b:y

q8

c:]

1

r5
3

r7
2

y

r8

]

2

a
Figure 15.1:

r4
3

r3

r6
q9

}

{r6 }
r5
x

q7

q6

r3
2

1

b:x

{r6 }

1

r0

{q6 }

q2

q4

FILTERED-POPPING RTNS

b

r9
3

c

At the left, an ambiguous RTNSO, and at the right, a FPRTN

re ognizing the language of translations of

abc

for this RTNSO. Boxes

ontain

the key of the state they are atta hed to. FPRTN push and pop transitions are
expli itly represented as dotted and thi k arrows, respe tively. Only pop transitions
orresponding to

r5

and from

r9

to

r7 to
c and

onne ted input segments are allowed: pop transitions from

r3

the latter translates

are forbidden sin e the former skips the translation of

c

twi e.

still have an exponential ost, as the size of the output set is exponential,
but the FPRTN an be pruned rst in order to avoid the onstru tion of
partial bla kboards that uniquely orrespond to misinterpretations of the
input. We will study in hapter 16 the sub lass of FPRTNs built by the
algorithm presented here and give two e ient algorithms for generating
their languages. Moreover, we will give in hapter 18 an algorithm able to
extra t only the top-ranked bla kboard of a weighted FPRTN, provided that
the grammar is a RTNBO where bla kboards in lude weight output.

Denition 265 (FPRTN). A FPRTN (Q, K, Σ, δ, κ, QI , F ) is a spe ial type
of FSMs (denition 46, p. 121) with a sta k, a set of keys K and a κ : Q → K
fun tion that maps states to keys in K , whose set of labels Ξ take its elements
from (Σ ∪ {ε} ∪ Q), where Σ is a nite input alphabet, Q the nite states of
the FPRTN and ε the empty symbol. FPRTNs an be seen as an extension
of RTNs (denition 183) by asso iating keys to states and by adding a lter
to the pop transitions so that they take pla e only if the keys of the a eptor
and return states mat h.
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15.1 Transitions
FPRTN transition denitions are the same than the ones for RTNs (se tion 12.1, p. 221) ex ept for popping transitions, whi h we redene below.

Denition 266 (Filtered-pop transition). Filtered-pop transitions (qf , qr, qr )
are impli it ε-transitions whi h take pla e ea h time an a eptan e state qf
is rea hed while exe uting a all having qr as return state su h that κ(qf ) =
κ(qr ), that is, the keys of the a eptan e and return states mat h. When
traversing a ltered-pop transition, the state qr at the top of the sta k of return states is popped out and the ma hine is taken to the popped state qr
without onsuming any input symbol.

15.2 Graphi al representation
We represent FPRTNs as RTNs with a box atta hed to ea h state, ea h box
ontaining the key of the orresponding state (see gure 15.1). Filtered-pop
transitions are represented as RTN pop transitions.

15.3 Sequen es of transitions
FPRTN paths and y les are dened as for RTNs (se tion 12.3, p. 225).
Re ursive alls for the ase of RTNs lead to an innite set of interpretations
within the ma hine, sin e realizable all y les an be traversed an innite
number of times. For the ase of FPRTNs, we will show in the next se tion
how ltered-pop transitions add additional restri tions upon the number of
times all y les an be realized.

15.4 Behaviour
FPRTNs behave as RTNs ex ept for the pop transitions. Therefore, the only
dieren e is the way in whi h the Dpop fun tion is omputed.

Denition 267 (D). The D(V ) fun tion for FPRTNs is dened as for RTNs
(denition 211, p. 229) ex ept for the predi ate of its Dpop omponent, whi h
is redened as
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• d = qf ∈ F ∧ κ(qf ) = κ(qr ),

that is, by adding the key-mat hing restri tion.

Lemma 23 (Innite ε- losure). The ε- losure of a FPRTN SES V is innite
if there exists an ES x = (q, π) within V or ε-rea hable from an ES of V su h
that there exists an ε-realizable all y le whose start state is q .
Proof. The proof is the same than for RTNs (proof of lemma 14, p. 230) but

taking into a ount that pop transitions involved in rea hing ES (q, π), and
in ε-realizing the all y le, require the keys of their sour e and target states
to be equal.

Lemma 24 (Finite ε- losure). Under onditions other than those expressed
in the previous lemma, the ε- losure of a FPRTN SES is nite.
Proof. The proof is the same than for RTNs (proof of lemma 15, p. 230)

but taking into a ount that not only the possible realizable paths under the
mentioned onditions yield nite SESs, but may be even shorter than those
of the RTN ase due to non-realizable pop transitions.

Corollary 9. The ε- losure is always nite for non-left-re ursive FPRTNs.
Denition 268 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). The initial and a eptan e
SESs of a FPRTN are dened as for RTNs (denition 212, p. 231).
Denition 269 (L). The language of a FPRTN is dened as for RTNs
(denition 214, p. 232), though taking into a ount that pop transitions are
ltered.
Lemma 25 (Innite re ursion degree). The re ursion degree of a FPRTN
having at least one useful all y le p su h that p2 is also useful is innite.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one for RTNs (proof of lemma 16, p. 232);

let us suppose a FPRTN su h as the RTN of gure 12.5 (p. 233) where ea h
state qk is asso iated to a key kk , that is, κ(qk ) = kk . In fa t, the relevant keys
to this proof are kf3 , kr2 , kf2 and kr1 , the ones of the a eptan e and return
states (ex ept for qf1 , the global a eptan e state), sin e they determine
whether the pop transitions are realizable or not. Let p be a path within the
FPRTN su h as the one dened in the proof for RTNs,

p = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) pc (qf3 , qr2, qr2 ) pd (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) pe ,
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where pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) is a all y le. First of all, if the y le is useful then
it must be realizable as well as the pop transition removing the return state
that is pushed onto the sta k during the realization of the all y le. If pop
transition (qf3 , qr2, qr2 ) is realizable then kf3 = kr2 . For the y le to be
useful, path p must be an interpretation and therefore realizable. As before,
if pop transition (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) is realizable then kf2 = kr1 . If the y le an
be traversed twi e and still be useful, then path

p2 = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) (pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ))2 pc (qf3 , qr2, qr2 )
pd (qf2 , qr2, qr2 ) pd (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) pe
must also be an interpretation. Note that the se ond traversal of the y le
requires an additional realizable pop transition (qf2 , qr2, qr2 ) in order to be
useful, whi h either implies kf2 = kr2 or path pd to be empty: the latter
ase implies the former one sin e qf2 would be equal to qr2 and therefore
both states would be asso iated to the same key. Obviously, if kf2 = kr2
then it is not only possible to traverse twi e the y le but to traverse it any
number of times, hen e allowing for the existen e of an innite number of
interpretations. If this last equation does not hold then the y le an still
be useful but not its self- on atenations, that is, the y le will allow for a
re ursion degree equal to one, but not zero or innite.

Theorem 25 (Possible re ursion degrees). A ording to the previous proof,
the re ursion degree of a FPRTN is either zero, one or innite.
Theorem 26 (Cardinality of the interpretation set). Given the previous theorem and the theorems on the ardinality of the interpretation set for FSMs
(theorem 4, p. 145) and for FSAs (theorem 6, p. 164), the number of interpretations of a FPRTN is innite i it ontains at least one useful y le p
holding one of the following onditions:
• p is uniquely omposed by onsuming transitions and/or ε-transitions,
• p ontains realizable push and pop transitions keys of sour e and
target states of ea h pop transition are equal but the exe ution of p

momentarily modies the sta k, that's it, the sta k before and after the
exe ution of p is the same, or

• p is a all y le su h that p2 is also useful.
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Theorem 27 (Cardinality of the language). Given theorem 5 (p. 146), sin e
FSAs allow for the realization of any of its transitions, the language of a
FPRTN is innite i it ontains at least one useful onsuming y le p holding
one of the onditions of the previous theorem.

15.5 Reverse FPRTN
Denition 270 (RFPRTN). We dene ltered-pushing re ursive transition
networks or reverse FPRTNs (RFPRTNs) as FPRTNs where the ltering is
to be applied to push transitions instead of to popping ones.
Denition 271 (Reverse FPRTN). Let A be a FPRTN (Q, K, Σ, δ, κ, QI ,
F ) with disjoint subma hines; we dene AR , the anoni al reverse of A, as a
RFPRTN (Q, K, Σ, δ ′ , κ, Q′I , F ′ ) su h that A′ = (Q, Σ, δ, QI , F ) is a RTN
and A′R = (Q, Σ, δ ′ , Q′I , F ′ ) is the anoni al reverse of A′ (denition 215,
p. 234).
Proof. The proof is the same than for RTNs but with a slight dieren e in the
reversal of all transitions and subma hines; let p = (qs , qt, qc )p′ (qf , qt, qt )
be a path within A ompleting a all, the keys of qf and qt must be equal
so that the pop transition an be taken. If AR would be a FPRTN instead
of a RFPRTN, then pR = (qt , qs, qf )p′R (qc , qs, qs ) would be a path within
AR whi h might not be realizable sin e the keys of states qs and qc are not
ne essarily equal, and therefore A might re ognize a word w su h that w R is
not re ognized by AR . Moreover, the opposite ould also be true: the keys of
qc and qs ould be dierent while the keys of qt and qf would be equal, thus
AR ould re ognize a word w R while A would not re ognize word w . Consequently, the mat hing key restri tion must be applied to push transitions
instead of pop transitions in order to ensure that AR re ognizes the reverse
language of A and not any other language, and therefore the anoni al reverse of a FPRTN is a RFPRTN and not another FPRTN. Conversely, the
reverse of a RFPRTN is a FPRTN and not another RFPRTN.

15.6 Translating a string into a FPRTN
Algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn is an equivalent version
of algorithm 13.2 rtnbo_earley_translate_string whi h returns a FPRTN
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rather than the ee tive list of outputs.1 This algorithm has been derived
from the RTN Earley-like a eptor algorithm 12.2 (p. 249) by adding the
required instru tions for building the resulting FPRTN: a FPRTN state is
reated for ea h a tive ES generated during the algorithm exe ution, and a
FPRTN transition is added for ea h explored RTNBO transition deriving an
a tive ES from another one, where RTNBO output labels be ome FPRTN input ones. FPRTN state keys are the input indexes at the moment of reation
of ea h state. Algorithm 15.2 fprtn_ reate_state is used for the reation of
FPRTN states instead of algorithm 8.3 fsm_ reate_state (p. 173) in order to
also asso iate the state to a key. From now on, we will all FPRTNs states
output states or OSs. The algorithm builds a fun tion ζs mapping pairs
(k, (qs , λ, qh , j)) to OSs so that it is possible to retrieve the OS orresponding
to any of the previously generated ESs. Noti e that a tive ESs belonging
to dierent SES may be equal (e.g.: xs = x′s = (qs , λ, Qh , k), with xs ∈ Vj ,
x′s ∈ Vk and 0 ≤ j < k ≤ l), hen e we need to spe ify here the index of the
SES ontaining them in order to uniquely identify them;2 as stated in the
paragraph after denition 218 (p. 244), the index of the SES ontaining an
ES is also a term of the ES, but we have omitted it in order not to repeat
this index for ea h ES of a SES (we simply use the SES indexes). Noti e
as well that output labels are just opied as input labels of the resulting
FPRTN: bla kboard fun tions are not interpreted here but just annotated
in order to be exe uted in a further stage of treatment. The same algorithm
is valid for RTNs with string output, weight output, uni ation pro esses or
any ombination of these output types; dierent algorithms will be required
for the partial or total generation of the language re ognized by the FPRTN,
but not for the onstru tion the FPRTN itself.
The algorithm rst allo ates memory for storing the parsing hart: a ve tor of l + 1 SESs. It builds two additional OSs, initial OS rs and the global
a eptan e OS rf , where rs is asso iated to index 0 and rf to index l, the
input length. Then it adds to V0 the initial SES XI for RTNs using the routine un onditionally_add_enqueue_link_es_os (algorithm 15.3) in order to
only dene the FPRTN in algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn and
then treat it in the other algorithms as a global variable in order to avoid repetition.
2 In pra ti e we do not build a map obje t representing ζ but just add an extra eld
s
to a tive ESs in order to store the pointer to the orresponding OS, so retrieving this OS
does not involve a sear h inside a map but just to follow the pointer. The only purpose
of this eld is to a elerate the retrieval of OSs, so whenever omparing two a tive ESs of
the same SES for equality this eld is not taken into a ount.
1 We
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add ea h ES. This routine extends routine un onditionally_add_enqueue_es
(algorithm 7.7) by un onditionally reating an OS rc , as well as the spe ied ES xs , and by adding the orresponding map to ζs (the link between
the ES and the OS).3 Let Rc be the set of OSs (SOS) orresponding to XI ,
the algorithm adds a all to Rc from rs to rf . This onstru tion represents
a all to the grammar's axiom, whi h an only be realized by onsuming
the entire input: sin e rf is asso iated to index l, the input length, pop
transitions to rf from states whose index is less than l and onsequently
asso iated to ESs rea hed before onsuming the whole input will not be
realizable. Afterwards, the same iterative pro ess of the RTN Earley-like
algorithm is followed here in order to build the SESs V0 to Vl , but using
algorithm 15.4 rtnbo_translate_symbol_to_fprtn and algorithm 15.6 rtnbo_interla ed_e losure_to_fprtn instead of the equivalent RTN ones for the
implementation of the ∆ and ε- losure fun tions. Sin e the number of realizable ltered-pop transitions of the resulting FPRTN is nite (the ones found
during the algorithm exe ution), we expli itly dene them so that further
FPRTN postpro essing does not require to sear h for them again. The last
loop of the Earley-like RTN a eptor is modied so that for ea h a eptor
ES in the last SES a ltered-pop transition is added towards the global
a eptor OS, rf .
Algorithm 15.4 rtnbo_translate_symbol_to_fprtn is an almost straightforward adaptation of algorithm 12.3 rtn_earley_re ognize_symbol (p. 249)
for the onstru tion of a FPRTN. For ea h a tive ES xs = (qs , λ, Qh , j) in
V (whi h is in fa t Vk , the last omputed SES), it rst retrieves its assoiated OS rs . Then, for ea h onsuming transition (qs , (σ, g), qt ) it derives
ES (qt , λ, Qh , j) and adds it to SES W (whi h will be Vk+1 , the next SES)
using algorithm 15.5 add_enqueue_link_es_os, the extended version of routine add_enqueue_es (algorithm 7.4). Besides adding an ES to a SES and
enqueuing it for further pro essing if the ES was not already present in the
SES, it also reates its output state rt with key k + 1 and adds the orresponding map to the ζs fun tion, or just returns the former reated OS if
the ES was already present in the SES. Finally, algorithm 15.4 rtnbo_translate_symbol_to_fprtn adds the FPRTN transition (rs , g, rt ) whi h represents
the possible partial translation of input symbol σk+1 into g ∈ Γ ∪{idB }, sin e
states rs and rt are asso iated to input indexes k and k + 1, respe tively.
3 As

stated before, in pra ti e we only ll the additional eld of the a tive ES with the
pointer to the OS we have just reated.
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⊲

ω(A, σ1 . . . σl )

Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: A′ = (Q′ , N, Γ, δ ′, κ, Q′I , F ′ ), the FPRTN re ognizing ω(A, σ1 . . . σl )

allocate_memory_for_chart(V l+1 )
rs ← fprtn_create_state(true, false, 0)
rf ← fprtn_create_state(false, true, l)
V0 ← ∅
E←∅
Rc ← ∅
for ea h (qc ∈ QI ) do
rc ← unconditionally_add_enqueue_link_es_os(V0 , E, 0, (qc , λ, QI ,
0))
9:
add(Rc , rc )

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

10: end for
11: δ ′ (rs , Rc ) ← {rf }
12: rtnbo_interlaced_eclosure_to_fprtn(V l+1 , E, 0)
13: k ← 0
14: while Vk 6= ∅ ∧ k < l do
15:
Vk+1 ← rtnbo_translate_symbol_to_fprtn(Vk , E, k, σk+1 )
16:
k ←k+1
17:
rtnbo_interlaced_eclosure_to_fprtn(V l+1 , E, k)
18: end while
19: for ea h xs ∈ Vk : xs = (qs , λ, QI , 0) ∧ qs ∈ F do
20:
add(δ ′ (ζs (k, xs ), rf ), rf )
21: end for

Algorithm 15.2 fprtn_ reate_state(is_initial, is_final, k)
Input: is_initial, future value of predi ate r ∈ Q′I

is_final, future value of predi ate r ∈ F ′
k , the state key
Output: r, the new FPRTN state
1: r ← fsm_create_state(is_initial, is_final)
2: κ(r) ← k
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Algorithm 15.3 un onditionally_add_enqueue_link_es_os(V, E, k, xt)
Input: V , the SES where the ES is added
E , the queue of unexplored ESs
k , the urrent input position
xt , the target ES to add to V
Output: V after adding the ES
E after enqueuing the ES, if new
rt , the target ES OS
1: unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V, E, xt ))
2: rt ← fprtn_create_state(false, state(xt ) ∈ F, k)
3: add(ζs (k, xt ), rt )

Algorithm 15.4 rtnbo_translate_symbol_to_fprtn(V, E, k, σ)
∆(Vk , σk+1 )

Input: V , a SES

E , the empty queue of unexplored ESs
k , the index of V
σ , the input symbol to translate
Output: W , the set of rea hable ESs from V by onsuming σ
E after enqueuing the ESs of W
1: W ← ∅
2: for ea h (qs , λ, Qh , j) ∈ V do
3:
rs ← ζs (k, (qs , λ, Qh , j))
4:
for ea h (qt , g) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (σ, g)) do
5:
rt ← add_enqueue_link_es_os(W, E, k + 1, (qt , λ, Qh , j))
6:
add(δ ′ (rs , g), rt)
7:
8:

end for
end for

⊲
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Algorithm 15.5 add_enqueue_link_es_os(V, E, k, xt )
Input: V , the SES where the ES is added
E , the queue of unexplored ESs
k , the urrent input position
xt , the target ES to add to V
Output: V after adding the ES
E after enqueuing the ES, if new
rt , the target ES OS
1: if add(V, xt ) then
2:
enqueue(E, xt )
3:
rt ← fprtn_create_state(false, state(xt ) ∈ F, k)
4:
add(ζs (k, xt ), rt )
5:
6:
7:

else

rt ← ζs (k, xt )

end if

Algorithm 15.6 rtnbo_interla ed_e losure_to_fprtn is a slightly more
omplex adaptation of algorithm 12.4 rtn_earley_interla ed_e losure. The
derivation of a tive ESs due to expli it ε-transitions is analogous to the
derivation through onsuming transitions; therefore, the extension is almost
the same. However, the extension of the predi tor, ompleter and ε- ompleter
involves onsidering more ESs than the former ase, namely

• xs = (qs , λ, Qh , j) ∈ Vk , the urrent a tive ES whose RTNBO state qs
has been dete ted to be nal and hen e triggering the ompletion of
parallel alls to Qh ,
• xp = (qr , Qh , Q′h , i) ∈ Vj , a paused ES waiting for the ompletion of all
to Qh ,
• xr = (qr , λ, Q′h , i) ∈ Vk , the return a tive ES result of resuming paused
ES xp ,
• x′s ∈ Vj , the a tive ES from where all to Qh was performed, resulting
in paused ES xp , and
• Xc , the set of a tive ESs initiating the exploration of all to Qh .
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Note that rea hing ES xs may resume several paused ESs, ea h one having an
asso iated return ES and one or more sour e ESs of the all; therefore, rea hing xs may trigger several all ompletions. Generating the orresponding
all stru ture inside the FPRTN involves the following OSs:

• rs′ = ζs (x′s ), the sour e OS of the all, asso iated to ES x′s ,
• Rc = {rc : ζs (xc ) = rc ∧ xc ∈ Xc }, the alled SOS,
• rr = ζs (xr ), the return OS, and
• rs = ζs (xs ), the a eptan e OS that triggers the all ompletion, if the
ltered-pop transition is to be expli itly dened.
In order to add the FPRTN all transition (rs′ , Rc , rr ) in the ompleter we are
rst required to retrieve the involved OSs and SOS. OS rr is reated or just
retrieved, if the asso iated return ES already existed, by routine add_enqueue_link_es_os inside the ompleter. OS rs′ has been previously reated
by some derivation me hanism of the algorithm, but its ES x′s is a essed
during the predi tion of all to Qh in order to reate paused ES xp and
a tive ES xc . Inside the predi tor, we build two additional maps so that
the ompleter an retrieve these elements latter: ζs′ mapping xp to rs′ and ζI
mapping xp to Rc .4 The ε- ompleter inside the ompleter does not need to be
modied: it just marks all to Qh as deletable (adds Qh to T ) for the urrent
SES Vk . The ε- ompleter inside the predi tor will just reate or retrieve
return OS rr in order to add the orresponding FPRTN all transition sin e
the other needed elements are already reated or retrieved by the predi tor.
Filtered-pop transitions due to ε- ompletions are expli itly dened inside the
ompleter; therefore the ε- ompleter is not required to dene them again.
Noti e that for all of the derivation me hanisms it might be possible to
rea h the same RTNBO state through dierent paths generating dierent
output sequen es. For the RTNBO Earley-like translator this implied generating several ESs instead of only one: one for ea h dierent output sin e
outputs are a part of the ESs. For the algorithm generating a FPRTN, outputs are represented as FPRTN transitions rather than being stored inside
4 As

was done for map ζs (footnote 2, p. 307), in pra ti e we do not implement two map
obje ts representing ζs′ and ζI but extend paused ESs with two elds storing the pointers
to the orresponding OS and SOS. Those elds are not either taken into a ount when
omparing paused ESs for equality.
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Algorithm 15.6 rtnbo_interla ed_e losure_to_fprtn(V l+1 , E, k) ⊲ Cε (Vk )
Input: V l+1 , the hart
E , the queue of unexplored ESs ontaining every ES in Vk
k , the index of the SES Vk
Output: V l+1 after adding to Vk its ε- losure
E after emptying it
1: T ← ∅
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
(qs , λ, Qh , j) ← dequeue(E)
4:
rs ← ζs (k, (qs , λ, Qh , j))
⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
5:
for ea h (qt , g) : qt ∈ δ(qs , (ε, g)) do
6:
rt ← add_enqueue_link_es_os(Vk , E, k, (qt , λ, Qh , j))
7:
add(δ ′ (rs , g), rt)
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:

end for

for ea h (qr , Qc ) : qr ∈ δ(qs , Qc ) do
if add(Vk , (qr , Qc , Qh , j)) then

⊲ PREDICTOR

ζs′ (k, (qr , Qc , Qh , j)) ← {rs }
Rc ← ζI (k, Qc )
if Rc = ⊥ then
Rc ← ∅
for ea h qc ∈ Qc do
rc ← add_enqueue_link_es_os(Vk , E, k, (qc , λ, Qc , k))
enqueue(Rc , rc )

end for

ζI (k, Qc ) ← Rc

else if ∃rf : (Qc , rf ) ∈ T then

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

rr ← add_enqueue_link_es_os(Vk , E, k, (qr , λ, Qh , j))
add(δ ′ (rs , Rc ), rr )
for ea h rf : (Qc , rf ) ∈ T do
add(δ ′ (rf , rr), rr )

end for
end if
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else

27:
28:
29:
30:

enqueue(ζs′ (k, (qr , Qc , Qh , j)), rs )

end if
end for

if qs ∈ F then
for ea h (qr , Qh, Q′h , i) ∈ Vj do

31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
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⊲ COMPLETER

rr ← add_enqueue_link_es_os(Vk , E, k, (qr , λ, Q′h , i))
Rs′ ← ζs′ (j, (qr , Qh , Q′h , i))
Rc ← ζI (Qh )
for ea h rs′ ∈ Rs′ do
add(δ ′ (rs′ , Rc ), rr )

end for

add(δ ′ (rs , rr), rr )

if i = k then

⊲ ε-COMPLETER

add(T, (Qh , rs ))

end if
end for
end if
end while

the ESs. When deriving an ES by generating an output (or empty output),
if the ES was not present it is generated as well as its asso iated OS, and
the orresponding transition with the output label is added, but if the ES
was already present its OS is just retrieved and a new alternative transition
is added (again, if the transition was not already present).
Figure 15.2 is an example of exe ution of algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn for input aabb and the RTNSO of gure 14.1 (p. 284).5
On the left, we have drawn a opy of the RTNSO and, on the right, we have
represented the tra e of the RTN Earley-like a eptor with its orresponding
output FPRTN. Noti e that ea h line ontains a RTN ES along with its
asso iated FPRTN state, and that every transition within the tra e has its
orresponding FPRTN transition with the same transition label but omitting
5 Bla

kboards are strings and output labels are just output symbols; as stated before,
the algorithm is the same for any kind of output sin e it does not interpret the outputs
but just annotates them.
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the input symbol. The key of FPRTN state r0 is 0, whi h represents the point
just before the rst input symbol σ1 . Keys ks and kt of two FPRTN states
rs and rt asso iated to two ESs xs and xt su h that xt is dire tly rea hable
from xs are equal i the transitions that led to xt from xs did not involve
input onsumption; otherwise kt is equal to ks + 1. The global a eptan e
state r1 is asso iated to key 4 so that any interpretation within the FPRTN
ne essarily orresponds to the whole onsumption of input aabb. Note that
a single RTNBO all results in several FPRTN alls when the RTNBO all
an be ompleted by onsuming input segments of dierent lengths, sin e
several return ESs belonging to dierent SESs will be produ ed; for instan e,
the rst realization of all transition (q1 , {q0 }, q2 ) produ es the FPRTN all
transitions (r4 , {r6 }, r8 ) and (r4 , {r6 }, r17 ), whi h dier only in the target
state: OS r8 , whose ES belongs to V1 , and OS r17 , whose ES belongs to V3 .
The rst orresponding ltered-pop transition, (r7 , r8, r8 ), is only realizable
if the FPRTN all represents a translation of the empty input segment right
after onsuming the rst input symbol (κ(r6 ) = 1 ∧ κ(r7 ) = κ(r8 ) = 1), and
the se ond one, (r13 , r14, r14 ), if the FPRTN all represents the translation of
the se ond and third input symbols (κ(r6 ) = 1 ∧ κ(r16 ) = κ(r17 ) = 3). Note
also that a RTNBO all transition results in a single FPRTN all transition
but several ltered-pop transitions when the all is realizable by rea hing
multiple a eptor states but always onsuming the same amount of input
symbols.

Figure 15.3 is an example of exe ution of algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn, equivalent to the example of gure 14.4 (p. 297) for
the RTNSO with deletable alls. In this example we an appre iate how the
deletable all to SS {q5 } is omputed only on e for ea h SES, and further
alls are pro essed by the ε- ompleter by just adding the orresponding all
transition. As we an see, deletable alls allow for exe ution paths traversing
the same all su essive times inside the same SES (e.g.: all to SOS {r3 });
even though the same ES is rea hed several times, no all- y le is present
sin e ea h all is ompleted before starting the next one (the return state
is popped out before pushing it again); for instan e, the following is an
exe ution path rea hing state r3 four times, starting from state r0 and ending
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at state r10 :

(r2 , r7, r3 )
(r7 , r8, r3 )
(r8 , r9, r3 )
(r9 , r10, r3 )

(r3 , r6, r4 )
(r3 , r6, r4 )
(r3 , r6, r4 )
(r3 , r6, r4 )

(r4 , E, r5 )
(r4 , E, r5 )
(r4 , E, r5 )
(r4 , E, r5 )

(r0 , r1, r2 )
(r5 , r6, r6 ) (r6 , r7, r7 )
(r5 , r6, r6 ) (r6 , r8, r8 )
(r5 , r6, r6 ) (r6 , r9, r9 )
(r5 , r6, r6 ) (r6 , r10, r10 )

Transitions have been aligned so that every push transition to state r3 is
pla ed in the leftmost olumn and every ltered-pop transition from all to
r3 is pla ed in the rightmost olumn. This path orresponds to the traversal
of the RTNSO from state q0 to state q4 by onsuming no input and generating sequen e EEEE . This path is not an interpretation of input a: a last
transition (r10 , r1, r1 ) is missing whi h is not realizable due to the dierent
asso iated keys to states r10 and r1 .
Finally, gure 15.4 is an example of exe ution of algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn equivalent to the example of gure 14.5 (p. 298)
for the left-re ursive RTNSO. Even if the resulting FPRTN ontains all yles, it ontains a unique and nite interpretation due to ltered-pop transitions:

(r0 , r1, r2 )(r2 , r2l, r2 ) . . . (r2 , r8, r2 )(r2 , r6, r2 )(r2 , r4, r2 )
(r2 , B, r3)(r3 , r4, r4 )
(r4 , A, r5)(r5 , r4, r6 )
(r6 , A, r7)(r7 , r4, r8 )
..
.
(r2l , A, r2l+1 )(r2l+1 , r1, r1 )
The rst line ontains the sequen e of push transitions initializing the axiom
all plus the l − 1 su essive alls to r2 ; on e the sta k is lled with the right
sequen e of return states, transitions of the following lines onsume an input
symbol an pop out the next return state.

Chapter 16
Output FPRTNs
We study here the relevant parti ularities of the FPRTNs onstru ted by
algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn (des ribed in se tion 15.6,
p. 306), namely the ir umstan es that lead to FPRTNs that re ognize innite languages; su h ir umstan es should be avoided in order to ensure
nite results. We give a pruning algorithm for su h FPRTNs in se tion 16.1,
and two e ient language generator algorithms for FPRTNs representing nite languages in se tions 16.2 and 16.3. We have briey presented both the
pruning algorithm and an adapted version of the rst language generator
algorithm in Sastre et al. (2009), in the ontext of appli ation of the MovistarBot proje t. The pruning algorithm removes every useless substru ture
of the FPRTN (denition 120, p. 145), and onsequently saves the ost of
omputing useless partial bla kboards. The rst language generator is able
to avoid the exponential explosion in ases in whi h the grammar represents
a set of senten es where the number of interpretations of ea h senten e is
limited, even for senten es having an exponential number of lo al ambiguities (ambiguities that are solved after reading a ertain amount of input).
The se ond language generator is intended to be as e ient as possible for
the worst ase; furthermore, this se ond algorithm will be the base for the
onstru tion of another algorithm that denitively avoids the exponential
explosion in ases in whi h the grammar is a weighted ma hine and only the
top ranked bla kboard is needed (to be des ribed in hapter 18). Note that
many appli ations require a single interpretation to be returned in spite of
ambiguity, for instan e automati translators and onversational agents su h
as the MovistarBot.
As stated before, paths within O-FPRTNs orrespond to the RTN Earley319
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like exe ution paths of a RTNBO for a given nite input sequen e, the
RTNBO being applied as a RTN but labeling the transitions of the resulting
FPRTN with the RTNBO output labels. If we onsider the input segment as
a linear FSA (see denition 77, p. 130), the FPRTN is a fa tored representation of the interse tion of the languages represented by the input FSA and
the RTNBO, that is, a substru ture of the exe ution ma hine of the RTNBO
onditioned upon the input FSA. Boullier and Sagot (2007) present a set of
lters to be applied to a CFG for a given input sequen e in order to redu e
the sear h spa e when applying the CFG, for instan e the suppression of any
grammar rule onsuming an input symbol not present in the input sequen e.
From that point of view, our algorithm performs some kind of ltering of the
grammar represented by the RTNBO so that only the paths onsuming some
prex of the input remain. It is not a full ltering sin e not all these paths
may be useful for the re ognition of the entire input: we still need to prune
the resulting FPRTN in order to remove the useless substru tures. We apply the RTNBO rather than individually applying a lter to ea h transition,
though the ost of individually applying one or more of the suggested lters
plus the appli ation of our algorithm might be less than the appli ation of
the algorithm without the previous ltering of individual transitions. The
appli ation of the lters proposed by Boullier and Sagot (2007) is left to a
future work.

Denition 272 (Output FPRTN). We say a FPRTN A is an output FPRTN
(O-FPRTN) i there exists a RTNBO B and an input sequen e w su h that
B is the result of the exe ution of algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn (p. 309) for B and w , and we all (B, w) a sour e of A.
Denition 273 (Canoni al sour e of an output FPRTN). We say a sour e
(B, w) of an O-FPRTN A is a anoni al sour e i every path of B is explored
and every symbol of w is onsumed for the generation of A, independently of
whether the language of the resulting FPRTN is empty or not.
Note that all the examples of exe ution given here are based on anoni al
sour es in order to keep them small. In pra ti e, only a subset of the RTNBO
will be explored and the input sequen e will not be ne essarily re ognized.
Re all that onsuming every input symbol is not a su ient ondition for
the generation of a FPRTN re ognizing a non-empty language: at least one
a eptan e ES is also to be rea hed.
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Lemma 26 (Output FPRTN y les). Given a anoni al sour e (B, w) of an
O-FPRTN A, a path p in A is a y le i there exists a path p′ in B holding
the following properties:
• p′ is a subpath of some path p′′ realizable from an initial ES by onsuming some prex of w ,
• p′ is an ε- y le, and
• during the traversal of p′′ , the last alled SS and the number of input

symbols onsumed when starting that all are the same either when
rea hing the start or the end states of p′ .

Moreover, p is a onsuming y le i p′ is a generating path, and p is useful
i p′ is w -useful (denition 119, p. 144).
Proof. Obviously, the rst ondition must hold sin e paths are added to A

as some prex of w is onsumed by B . Let wa wb wc = w , pa pb pc be a path
in B su h that it is realizable from some RTN Earley-like initial ES xε of
B by onsuming w , where exe ution path X (pa , xε ) (denition 90, p. 134)
rea hes ES xa by onsuming wa , X (pb , xa ) rea hes ES xb by onsuming wb and
X (pc , xb ) rea hes ES xc by onsuming wc . Proving the remaining onditions
onsists in proving that they hold i X (pb , xb ) is a y le, that is, xa = xb
and both xa and xb belong to the same SES. Let xa = (qs , Qc , Qh , i) and
xb = (qs′ , Q′c , Q′h , j). Path pb is a y le i qs = qs′ . Qc = Q′c = λ sin e
only a tive ESs orrespond to FPRTN states. The third ondition holds i
Qh = Q′h and i = j . Finally, xa and xb belong to the same SES i pb does
not onsume input.
The two additional propositions are obvious: sin e FPRTN input symbols
are opies of RTNBO output symbols, p onsumes i p′ generates and, by
onstru tion, every interpretation of w in B produ es an interpretation of
some translation of w in A, thus relating the usefulness of p and p′ .

Lemma 27 (Possible re ursion degrees). Given a sour e (B, w) of an OFPRTN A, the re ursion degree of A is innite i B ontains a w -useful
deletable re ursion (denition 202, p. 226); otherwise it is either 0 or 1.
Proof. The key of this proof is that OS keys represent the number of input

symbols onsumed during the traversal of the sour e RTNBO up to the generation of the OSs. For an O-FPRTN A to have an innite re ursion degree,
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A must ontain a path p su h as the one shown in proof of lemma 25 (p. 304),
p = pa (qs1 , qr1, qc1 ) pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) pc (qf3 , qr2, qr2 ) pd (qf2 , qr1, qr1 ) pe ,
where pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) is a all y le and keys kf2 and kr2 are equal. For
(B, w) to be a sour e of A, B must ontain a substru ture that is explored
by onsuming some prex of w , generating A as is. As stated in the previous
proof, a y le in A implies a orresponding explored ε- y le in B and, sin e
the y le pb (qs2 , qr2, qc1 ) in A is a all y le, the ε- y le in B must be
a all ε- y le. Sin e kf2 = kr2 and A ontains a path pd deriving OS qf2
from OS qr2 , the orresponding path within B annot either onsume any
input symbol; therefore, the path in B orresponding to p in A is a deletable
re ursion. Finally, path p in A must be useful, whi h by onstru tion is
only possible if the orresponding path in B is w -useful.

Theorem 28 (Cardinality of the interpretation set). Given theorem 26 (p.
305), the number of interpretations of an O-FPRTN with sour e (B, w) is
innite i B ontains at least one w -useful ε- y le p holding at least one of
the following onditions:
• every all initiated within p is ompleted as well within p, or
• there exists an ε-path p′ su h that pp′ is a deletable re ursion.

Theorem 29 (Cardinality of the language). The language of an O-FPRTN
with sour e (B, w) is innite i B ontains at least one w -useful generating εy le holding at least one of the onditions mentioned in the previous theorem.
We must expe t a natural language grammar to asso iate several interpretations to a natural language senten e sin e natural languages are ambiguous;
however, asso iating innite interpretations to a natural language senten e
makes no sense. Therefore, forbidding the presen e of generating ε- y les in
RTNBOs does not restri t the natural languages that an be represented but
ensures that the language represented by the resulting O-FPRTNs will be
nite sin e this restri tion and the one of the previous theorem are mutually
ex lusive.

16.1 Pruning
Let A be an O-FPRTN obtained from a sour e (B, w); by onstru tion, every
state in A is rea hable from the initial state of A though it may ontain
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useless states and transitions. Before generating the language represented
by A, we prune it so that we save the ost of pro essing useless paths, and
onsequently the generation of useless bla kboards. By onstru tion, the last
transition of every possible interpretation within A is an expli itly dened
ltered-pop transition having the global a eptor state rf as target. If B
does not re ognize w but is only able to onsume some prex of w , A will have
no ltered-pop transitions towards rf . Sin e A ontains no interpretations,
every state and transition is useless and is to be removed. Otherwise, we an
reversely traverse every interpretation from state rf towards the initial state
and mark every rea hed state, so that the remaining unmarked states will be
the ones to remove as well as every transition having any of these states as
either sour e or target.
Algorithm 16.1 output_fprtn_prune removes every useless state and transition of a given O-FPRTN with expli itly dened ltered-pop transitions,
following the pro edure des ribed above. In order to optimize the reverse
traversal of the O-FPRTN, we store at ea h state obje t its set of in oming transitions as well as its set of outgoing transitions. The algorithm rst
he ks for the existen e of expli itly dened ltered-pop transitions in oming
to state rf and, if none found, alls pro edure lear in order to perform an
indis riminate removal of states and transitions;1 otherwise, it pro eeds with
a sele tive pruning. The algorithm builds a fun tion ζ mapping states to
Booleans whi h returns whether a state has already been reversely rea hed
from rf or not, and initializes it with a false value for every state.2 The algorithm also keeps a queue E of reversely rea hed but unexplored states, that
is, states whose in oming transitions are still to be reversely traversed. The
sele tive pruning starts by marking rf as rea hed and enqueuing it into the
queue of states to be explored. Then, for ea h enqueued state it dequeues
the next one and reversely traverses one by one its in oming onsuming
transitions, ε-transitions, all transitions and expli itly dened ltered-pop
transitions. Note that through a pop transition we may reversely rea h states
of a all up to its subinitial states, but no further. By reversely traversing
all transitions as well we skip the whole all traversal and dire tly rea h the
state before the all. Note that all transitions are added on e it is proved
that they are realizable, ex ept for the all transition pointing to rf ; how1 Note

that, in pra ti e, the memory allo ated for the O-FPRTN is to be freed sooner
or later, so learing the O-FPRTN is not a waste of time.
2 In pra ti e, we just extend FPRTN state obje ts with a Boolean eld so that we do
not have to sear h in a map, assigning to it a false default value.
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ever, if this all is not realizable then no ltered-pop transitions will rea h
rf and therefore the entire FPRTN will be deleted. For ea h transition,
routine enqueue_mark_unexplored_os (algorithm 16.2) is alled in order to
add the reversely rea hed state to the queue and mark it as rea hed, if it
was not previously rea hed: sin e the FPRTN may ontain y les, the algorithm must perform this he k before enqueuing the state in order not to fall
into an innite loop. Finally, a last loop iterates over every FPRTN state
and removes the unmarked ones as well as their orresponding transitions.
Note that, sin e we are storing in oming as well as outgoing transitions, for
ea h outgoing transition t stored in a state obje t qs there is a orresponding in oming transition t′ in some state qt . In order to a elerate transition
removal, we also store in the transition data stru tures the referen e towards
the orresponding reverse transition data stru ture.

16.2 Language generation
There are ases in whi h we an expe t the language of the resulting OFPRTN to be small; for instan e, when building a grammar for a parti ular
domain of appli ation one may try to represent only the interpretation of
ea h ambiguous senten e that a human would assume in that ontext (e.g.:
upon re eiving a senten e su h as `envía al móvil 555-555-555 hola Pa o ',
whi h means `send to the mobile 555-555-555 hello Pa o', the MovistarBot
should assume that the user is asking to send the SMS `hola Pa o ' to the
mobile phone `555555555' and not the SMS `al móvil 555-555-555 hola Pa o '
to an unspe ied phone number). On e pruned, the resulting O-FPRTN will
ontain a small number of paths (the possible interpretations), even for grammars representing an exponential number of lo al ambiguities (ambiguities
that are solved after reading enough input symbols): the pruning operation
will e iently remove the O-FPRTN substru tures orresponding to lo al
misinterpretations. An e ient language generator algorithm for su h ases
(low global ambiguity with high/low lo al ambiguity) an be obtained by
modifying algorithm 14.2 rtn_language (p. 287), the breadth-rst language
generator for RTNs, as follows:

• ESs ontain a bla kboard instead of a string,
• expli it ε-transitions and onsuming transitions are labeled with an
output fun tion on bla kboards instead of the empty symbol or an
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Algorithm 16.1 output_fprtn_prune
Input: A = (Q′ , K, Γ, δ ′, κ, Q′I , F ′ ), the output FPRTN to prune
rf , the global a eptor state of A
Output: A after removing every useless state and transition
1: if ∄rs : δ ′ (rs , rf ) = rf then
2:
clear(A)
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

else
for ea h r ∈ Q′ do
ζ(r) ← false

end for

ζ(rf ) ← true
E←∅
enqueue(E, rf )
while E 6= ∅ do
rt ← dequeue(E)
for ea h (rs , γ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , γ) do
enqueue_mark_unexplored_os(E, ζ, rs)

end for
for ea h rs : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , ε) do

enqueue_mark_unexplored_os(E, ζ, rs)

end for
for ea h (rs , rc ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rc ) do

enqueue_mark_unexplored_os(E, ζ, rs)

end for
for ea h rs : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rt) do

enqueue_mark_unexplored_os(E, ζ, rs)

end for
end while
for ea h r ∈ Q′ : ¬ζ(r) do

remove_state_and_associated_transitions(A, r)

end for
end if
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Algorithm 16.2 enqueue_mark_unexplored_os
Input: E , the queue of OSs to explore

ζ : Q′ → B, a Boolean fun tion returning whether a state in Q′ has
pre edently been rea hed or not
r , a re ently rea hed OS
Output: ζ , after setting r as rea hed, if ne essary
E , after enqueuing r , if ne essary
1: if ¬ζ(r) then
2:
ζ(r) ← true
3:
enqueue(r)
4:

end if

input symbol, and their traversal applies the output fun tion to the
bla kboard of the sour e ES instead of appending a symbol,

• the key-mat hing ondition is to be added to the treatment of popping
transitions, that is, popping from an state qs with a sta k π to a state
qr requires κ(qs ) = κ(qr ) as well as π = π ′ qr and qs ∈ F , and
• when omputing the set of derived ESs from an ES x, derived ESs are
modied opies of x ex ept for the last derived ES, whi h keeps the
original data stru ture representing x.
Note that, when the language to generate ontains a unique element, this
algorithm builds a unique ES data stru ture and simply modies its bla kboard eld ea h time a transition is traversed, instead of building a new ES
data stru ture ontaining a modied opy of the sour e bla kboard. At a rst
stage of development of the MovistarBot, this algorithm was used in onjun tion with a low global-ambiguity grammar and, upon ambiguous senten es,
interpretations were hosen randomly: we sele ted the rst one (whatever it
orresponded to) from the list of possible interpretations.

16.3 Language generation through BSP
We apply here the equations for Earley-like BSP of RTNBOs for omputing
the language represented by an O-FPRTN. First of all, we give a denition
of topologi al sort of the O-FPRTN, then study the ne essary onditions for
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its existen e, and nally give an algorithm omputing the language of the
O-FPRTN.

Denition 274 (Topologi al sort of an O-FPRTN). Assuming that alls
within a RTNBO are to be explored only on e, su h as it is done by algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn (309), we dene the topologial sort of the resulting O-FPRTN as for FSMs (denition 81, p. 130) but
redening relation R as follows:
• expli it ε-transitions, onsuming transitions, all transitions and realizable ltered-pop transitions from rs to rt imply rs R rt , and
• ra R rb ∧ rb R rc implies ra R rc .
Let t = (rs , Rc , rt ) be a all transition within an O-FPRTN that is realizable through a path p starting at a state rc ∈ Rc and having a last transition
of the form (rf , rt, rt ). If the O-FPRTN is to be traversed by following a
topologi al sort, it is obvious that rs and rf are to be explored before rt .
Transitively, states in p before rf are also to ome before rt . However, it
makes no dieren e whether rs is explored before states in p or the onverse,
sin e the all to Rc is omputed as an independent appli ation of the ma hine
but taking Rc as set of initial states. Let t′ = (rs′ , Rc , rt′ ) be a se ond all to
the same SS Rc ; depending on how t and t′ are pla ed w.r.t. ea h other, we
distinguish 3 feasible ases:

• Transitions t and t′ are parallel alls (e.g.: all transitions (r1 0, {r1 2},
r1 4) and (r1 1, {r1 2}, r1 5) in gure 15.2, p. 317); in this ase, the following relations would be dened in R:3






rs R rt ,
rc R rf R rt ,
rs′ R rt′ and
rc R rf R rt′ .

• Transitions t and t′ are non-alternating sequential alls, that is, t omes
before t′ but t′ does not ome before t (e.g.: all transitions (r1 2, {r1 6},
r1 3) and (r1 3, {r1 6}, r1 4) in gure 15.3, p. 321); the orresponding
relations dened in R are:
3 For

the sake of simpli ity, we have abused here the notation of R as done in inequality
expressions su h as 3 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 9 (instead of 3 ≤ x ∧ x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ 9).
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 rs R rt R rs′ R rt′ and
 rc R rf R rt R rt′ .
• Finally, transition t starts all to Rc , and the ompletion of the all
involves to traverse transition t′ ( all to Rc is re ursive), but ltered-pop
transitions do not allow for repeated ompletions of t′ (e.g.: analogous
to all transitions (r0 , {r2 }, r1 ) and (r2 , {r2 }, r4 ) in gure 12.11, p. 252,
but not ne essarily requiring that t′ starts at r2 but some transitions
later). In this ase, an additional path ompleting all to Rc without
further re ursion is needed in order to stop the re ursion introdu ed by
B
transition t′ (e.g.: in the gure of the previous example, path r2 −
→ r3
r4
−→
r4 , but not ne essarily requiring that the path starts at the same
state than the path traversing t′ ). Let this path start at a state rc′ and
have a last transition of the form (rf′ , rt′, rt′ ), the relations in R are:

 rs R rt ,
 rc R rs′ R rt′ R rf R rt , and
 rc′ R rf′ R rt′ .
Transition t would initiate the exploration of all to Rc and, on e traversed
path from rc to rs′ , transition t′ would not initialize any all but just wait for
the exploration of path from rc′ to rf′ .
Note that we have dened the topologi al sort for entire O-FPRTNs and
not only for their ε- losure-substru tures. In the previous se tions on BSP
we fo used on topologi ally sorting the ε- losure-substru tures sin e a topologi al sort for ∆-substru tures was already given by the sequen e of SESs
the dierent ESs belonged to: onsuming transitions derive target ESs xt
from sour e ESs xs with xs ∈ Vi and xt ∈ Vi+1 . We rst explored the ∆substru ture of a SES Vi , then the ε- losure-substru ture derived from the
∆-substru ture by following a topologi al sort, then the ∆-substru tures of
Vi+1 and so on. On e the O-FPRTN is omputed, the key asso iated to
ea h state gives us the index of the SES the orresponding ES belonged to,
but the information about whi h states where produ ed by the s anner and
whi h ones where produ ed by the other algorithm omponents is lost. Sin e
it is ne essary to explore the entire O-FPRTN in order to generate its language (provided that it has been previously pruned, and therefore ontains
no useless substru tures), we explore it by following the previously dened
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topologi al sort for entire O-FPRTNs, whi h is not ne essarily the same
than the one given by the sequen e of SESs plus the topologi al sort of the
ε- losure-substru tures.

Theorem 30 (Existen e of a topologi al sort for output FPRTNs). Considering lemma 1 (p. 131) and theorems 21 (p. 266) and 28, for every RTNBO
not having deletable re ursions or ε- y les involving deletable alls and/or
output generation there exists an equivalent RTNBO B su h that there exists
a topologi al sort for the O-FPRTN generated with sour e (B, w), for every
input sequen e w of B .
Note that forbidding the presen e of deletable re ursions in a RTNBO
does not restri t the set of grammars that an be represented sin e su h paths
do not ontribute anything to the grammar des ription (they are equivalent
to CFG rules of the form A → A). The same applies for ε- y les involving deletable all ompletions. Finally, ε- y les with output generation are
forbidden sin e they lead to grammars representing senten es with innite
interpretations, whi h make no sense.
Algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language e iently omputes
the language represented by a pruned O-FPRTN, based on the RTN Earleylike language generator algorithm in se tion 14.8 (p. 294), the RTNBO Earleylike BSP equations in se tion 13.11, the topologi al sort for O-FPRTNs and
Kahn's (1962) topologi al sorter (a brief des ription of Kahn's algorithm an
be found in appendix D, page 419). The algorithm omputes the translations
of the empty word, onsidering every transition of the O-FPRTN as a transition re ognizing the empty symbol and applying the asso iated γ fun tion
to the urrent output bla kboard; therefore the algorithm is redu ed to the
omputation of the ε- losure of a set of initial ESs. Moreover, it performs a
bla kboard set pro essing (BSP) of the O-FPRTN, that is, it traverses the
entire O-FPRTN by following a topologi al sort, omputing every bla kboard
that an be generated by rea hing ea h parti ular state q before omputing
the bla kboards of every rea hable state from q . The topologi al sort is omputed during the algorithm appli ation as for Kahn's algorithm. Another
algorithm for omputing a topologi al sort is des ribed in Cormen et al.
(2001, se . 22.4). Opposite to Kahn's algorithm, this algorithm does not
require to ompute rst the list of unrea hable nodes from any other one so
that the exploration of the graph is performed from these nodes by following
the own topologi al sort; however, these nodes are known before omputing
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the language of the O-FPRTN, the initial state rI , and our language generator algorithm requires to follow the topologi al sort as for Kahn's algorithm
in order to orre tly ompute the language of bla kboards.
Rather than performing again an Earley-like pro essing of the O-FPRTN,
the algorithm takes advantage of the omputations already performed to
build the O-FPRTN: the algorithm takes an additional input parameter ζs′′
whi h represents a fun tion mapping ea h pop transition to the set of sour e
states of the all transitions it ompletes.4 This requires the following modi ations in algorithm 15.6 rtnbo_interla ed_e losure_to_fprtn :

• right before the ε- ompleter inside the ompleter, insert instru tion
 ζs′′((rs , rr, rr )) ← ζs′′ ((rs , rr, rr )) ∪ Rs′  in order to register the sour e
states of normally ompleted all transitions,
• in the ε- ompleter of the ompleter, repla e instru tion  add(T, Qh )
by  add(T, Qh , rs ) in order not only to mark deletable alls but also to
build the orresponding list of a eptor states triggering ε- ompletions,
• in the ε- ompleter of the predi tor, repla e instru tion  else if Qc ∈ T
then by  else if ∃rf : (Qc , rf ) ∈ T then, sin e elements in T are no
longer elements Qc but pairs (Qc , rf ), and insert inside this  else if 
blo k a blo k  for ea h rf : (Qc , rf ) ∈ T do with a unique instru tion
 add(ζs′′((rf , rr, rr )), rs ) in order to register the sour e states of εompleted all transitions.
Map ζs′′ is to be dened as an output parameter of algorithm 15.1 rtnbo_translate_string_to_fprtn and, as the other maps, it is treated as a global
variable and impli itly initialized as an empty map.
The algorithm rst reates two maps, ζn and ζB ; the former maps ea h
state to a ounter of unexplored in oming transitions to the state, namely
onsuming transitions, expli it ε-transitions, all transitions and pop transitions but not push transitions. The latter map asso iates ea h state to
an initially empty SB. Then it initializes all to rI by adding the empty
bla kboard to the SB of rI and by enqueuing rI . States are dequeued and
pro essed one by one, following a topologi al sort, until the queue is empty.
4 In

pra ti e, we extend pop-transition obje ts with a eld ontaining a referen e towards the orresponding set and, when ompleting a all during the onstru tion of the
O-FPRTN, the set Q′′ is lled with the sour e states asso iated to every resumed paused
ES.
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At ea h iteration, rs represents the dequeued state and Bs its SB. First of
all, Bs is in remented with every bla kboard omposition b′s ◦ bf su h that
(b′s , bf ) ∈ ζB (rs′ ) × ζB (rf ), for every pair of states (rf , rs′ ) su h that rs is the
return state of a all transition having rs′ as sour e state and rf as a possible
a eptor state ompleting it. Of ourse, if rs is not a return state of any
all then no bla kboard is added to Bs . Then the outgoing transitions of rs
are explored, namely onsuming transitions, expli it ε-transitions, all transitions and pop transitions. Let rt be the target state of these transitions; in
every ase the ounter ζn (rt ) is de remented, and rt is enqueued i the new
value of ζn (rt ) is zero sin e, in that ase, every bla kboard to be added to
ζB (rt ) should already have been added, ex ept for the bla kboards due to all
ompletions whi h are added to rt right after dequeuing it. Ea h parti ular
ase performs the following additional operations:

• for ea h onsuming transition (rs , γ, rt ), bla kboards γ(Bs ) are added
to ζB (rt ),
• for ea h expli it ε-transition(rs, idB , rt ), bla kboards Bs is added to
ζB (rt ),
• for ea h all transition (rs , Rc , rt ), all to Rc is initiated if it has not
been done yet (SBs of every rc ∈ Rc will be empty, thus it su es to
he k only the rst element) and not every transition in oming to rt has
already been explored:5 for ea h state rc inRc the empty bla kboard is
added to ζB (rc ) and rc is enqueued if its ounter is zero,6 and
• no additional operation is performed for ea h pop transition (rs , rt, rt )
sin e omposed bla kboards are added right after dequeuing ea h state.7
On e every state in the O-FPRTN has been pro essed, the SB of the last explored state is returned, whi h, by onstru tion, orresponds to the global
5 Note

that having explored every in oming transition to rt implies that every pop
transition ompleting all to Rc has also been explored and therefore all to Rc has already
been initiated.
6 Note that subinitial states in R might be rea hable from other subinitial states in R ,
c
c
so only the unrea hable ones should be enqueued at this moment.
7 Note that rea hing an a eptor state that triggers a all ompletion does not ne essarily
ensure that every sour e state of every other all whose ompletion it might also trigger
has already been visited, hen e the algorithm does not ompute the omposed bla kboards
for a given state rs until rs is dequeued.
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a eptor state of the O-FPRTN. Note that, as long as the O-FPRTN is
pruned before the appli ation of this algorithm, the global a eptor state
is the only one from where no other state an be rea hed. We have followed
a non-destru tive method for the omputation of a topologi al sort of the
O-FPRTN by means of asso iating ounters to ea h state. Kahn's algorithm
removes ea h traversed edge, and enqueues a node on e it has no in oming
edges. In ase there is nothing to be done with the O-FPRTN on e its language is omputed, the destru tive method would be preferred sin e, anyway,
the memory allo ated by the O-FPRTN transitions is to be freed sooner or
later (as stated in footnote 1, p. 1).
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Algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language(A)
Input: A = (Q′ , K, Γ, δ ′, κ, {rI }, F ′), an output FPRTN

ζs′′, a fun tion mapping ea h pop transition to the set of sour e states
of the all transitions that it ompletes
Output: L, the language of A
1: E ← ∅
2: for ea h rt ∈ Q′ do
3:
ζn (rt ) ← |{(rs , γ, rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , γ)}|+
|{(rs , idB , rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , idB )}|+
|{(rs , Rc , rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , Rc )}|+
|{(rs , rt, rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rt)}|
4:
ζB (rt ) ← ∅
5: end for
6: add(ζB (rI ), b∅ )
7: enqueue(E, rI )
8: while E 6= ∅ do
9:
rs ← dequeue(E)
10:
Bs ← ζB (rs )
11:
for ea h rf : rs ∈ δ ′ (rf , rs) do ⊲ BLACKBOARD COMPOSITION
12:
for ea h rs′ ∈ ζs′′ ((rf , rs, rs )) do
13:
for ea h (b′s , bf ) ∈ ζB (rs′ ) × ζB (rf ) do
14:
add(ζB (rs ), b′s ◦ bf )
15:
end for
16:
end for
17:
end for
18:
for ea h (rt , γ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , γ) do ⊲ CONSUMING TRANSITIONS
19:
add(ζB (rt ), γ(Bs ))
20:
ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
21:
if ζn (rt ) = 0 then
22:
enqueue(E, rt )
23:
end if
24:
end for
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⊲ EXPLICIT ε-TRANSITIONS
25:
for ea h rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , idB ) do
26:
add(ζB (rt ), Bs )
27:
ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
28:
if ζn(rt ) = 0 then
29:
enqueue(E, rt )
30:
end if
31:
end for
32:
for ea h (rt , Rc ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , Rc ) do
⊲ PUSH TRANSITIONS
33:
ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
34:
if ζn(rt ) = 0 then
35:
enqueue(E, rt )
36:
else if ζB (first(Rc )) = ∅ then
37:
for ea h rc ∈ Rc do
38:
add(ζB (rc ), b∅ )
39:
if ζn (rc ) = 0 then
40:
enqueue(E, rc )
41:
end if
42:
end for
43:
end if
44:
end for
45:
for ea h rt : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rt) do
⊲ POP TRANSITIONS
46:
ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
47:
if ζn(rt ) = 0 then
48:
enqueue(E, rt )
49:
end if
50:
end for
51: end while
52: L ← ζB (rs )

Chapter 17
Finite-state ma hines with
omposite output
We present here FSMs with omposite output (FSMCO) as an extension of
FSMs with bla kboard output for the generation of multiple outputs, either
of the same kind or not. FSMCOs an be seen as ma hines with multiple
output tapes: bla kboards are stru tures having a eld for ea h output tape,
and ea h output tape is itself another kind of bla kboard.

Denition 275 (FSMCO). In general, nite-state ma hines with omposite
output(FSMCOs) are a parti ular ase of FSMs with bla kboard output with
• B = (B0 × B1 × . . . × Bn ), that is, bla kboards b ∈ B are omposite
bla kboards (b0 , b1 , . . . , bn ) ∈ (B0 × B1 × . . . × Bn ),
• Γ = Γ0 × Γ1 × . . . × Γn , that is, fun tions γ ∈ Γ are omposite fun tions
γ(b) = (γ0 (b0 ), γ1 (b1 ), . . . , γn (bn )) that operate on omposite bla kboards
b = (b0 , b1 , . . . , bn ),
• BK = {(b0 , b1 , . . . , bn ) : b0 ∈ BK0 ∨ b1 ∈ BK1 ∨ . . . ∨ bn ∈ BKn }, that is,
omposite bla kboards b ∈ BK are those who have at least one killing
term bi ∈ BKi , and
• b∅ = (b∅0 , b∅1 , . . . , b∅n ), that is, the empty omposite bla kboard is the

one whose terms are all empty.
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Chapter 18
Weighted nite-state ma hines
We present here weighted ma hines as a spe ial ase of bla kboard pro essing, analogously to the way in whi h we have derived FSMs with string
output as a parti ular ase of FSMs with bla kboard output, namely FSTSOs ( hapter 11) from FSTBOs ( hapter 10) and RTNSOs ( hapter 14) from
RTNBOs ( hapter 13): bla kboards are weights, we assume that there are no
killing weights, and fun tions on bla kboards may in rement or de rement
su h weights. Weights represent the ost, s ore or probability asso iated to
the realization of a transition. We use here weight output in order to dene a
riterion to sele t a preferred interpretation upon ambiguous senten es: the
heapest, top-ranked or most likely one, depending on what the weights represent. In the MovistarBot use ase (se tion 1.2, 6), grammars are RTNs with
omposite output: s ores and XML tags that either identify the requested
servi e or delimit the arguments to be extra ted; for instan e, the expe ted
XML output for senten e

• `envía Feliz Navidad al 555',
whi h means `send Merry Christmas to the 555', is

• `envía<sms/> <message>hola</message> al <phone>555</phone>'.
This output is to be oupled with a sequen e of s ores to be added, su h
that the resulting overall s ore is greater than those of other possible XML
outputs for other senten e interpretations, su h as

• `envía<sms/> <message>Feliz Navidad al 555</message>'.
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XML tags an be treated as string output, though we have implemented a
slightly more omplex kind of bla kboard and treatment on bla kboards for
the sake of e ien y (to be des ribed in hapter 20). Mainly, we onsider in
this hapter that there are no killing bla kboards whatsoever. The problem
of killing bla kboards will be dis ussed in the next hapter.
Weights are dened by following some heuristi , thus the sele ted interpretation is not guaranteed to be the expe ted one. However, there are
appli ations whi h require a single interpretation of ea h parsed senten e in
spite of eventual mistakes, for instan e ma hine translators and onversational agents. Sin e humans are used to deal with impre ise and/or inexa t
information, a human interested in the ontent of a text written in an unknown language will still nd useful a partially orre t ma hine translation.
Human translators an use ma hine translators in order to partially automatize their work, having only to orre t the output returned by the ma hine
translator instead of typing the whole translation from the s rat h. In ase
a hatterbot does not understand or misunderstands a request, the user may
try to express his request in a dierent manner. Note that this kind of situation also happens between humans, though are usually less frequent than
between humans and ma hines. The onversations held with a hatterbot
are usually logged and studied by the hatterbot's administrator in order to
improve the onversational rules for overing the possible de ien ies. As
well, ma hine translator developers usually provide free online translation
servi es (e.g.: http://translate.google. om) for gathering user translation requests, whi h are then studied for improving the translation rules.

Denition 276 (WFSM). In general, weighted nite-state ma hines (WFSMs) are a parti ular ase of FSMs with bla kboard output so that
• given a partially-ordered group (G, •, ≺), for instan e (Z, +, ≤) or
(R+ , ·, ≤), fun tions in Γ always perform the binary operation • on an
element of G and the urrent bla kboard, whi h is another element of
G; for the sake of simpli ity, we onsider that Γ ontains elements in G
rather than fun tions on bla kboards, and output labels g ∈ Γ represent
the operation b • g where b is the urrent bla kboard,
• the identity fun tion on bla kboards idB performs operation • with its
identity element and the urrent bla kboard, for instan e 0 for (Z, +, ≤)
and 1 for (R+ , ·, ≤); we write the orresponding identity element instead
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of fun tion idB in order to represent that a transition does not modify
the urrent output,
• B = G,
• BK = ∅, that is, there are no killing bla kboards, and
• b∅ is the identity element of operator •, for instan e 0 for (Z, +, ≤) and
1 for (R+ , ·, ≤).

Denition 277 (Weight of a path). Given a path or sequen e of on atenated
transitions t0 t1 . . . tn within a WFSM for an ordered group (G, •, ≺) so that
wi is the weight of transition ti , the weight of the path is w0 • w1 • . . . • wn .
In the MovistarBot use ase, weights represent s ores rather than probabilities. Upon ambiguous senten es, the top-ranked output is to be assumed
as the right interpretation. We use partially-ordered group (Z, +, ≤) in order
to avoid oating-point operations.
Probabilisti ma hines (PFSMs), also alled sto hasti FSMs (SFSMs),
are a spe ial kind of weighted ma hines, though our denition of weighted
ma hine an easily be adapted for PFSMs as follows, based on the denition
of probabilisti automata given in Vidal et al. (2005a, se . 2.2, p. 1015):

Denition 278 (PFSM). A probabilisti ma hine (PFSM) is a weighted
ma hine where
• (G, •, ≺) is to be dened as ([0, 1], ·, ≤), that is, weights are probabilities
represented by real numbers between 0 and 1,1
• QI is to be repla ed by a fun tion PI : Q → R+ , whi h represents the

probability of ea h state to be an initial state,

• F is to be repla ed by a fun tion PF : Q → R+ , whi h represents the

probability of ea h state to be an a eptor state, and

• let P : (Q × Ξ × Q) → R+ be the fun tion returning the probability
asso iated to ea h transition, P is to respe t the following onstraints
1 For

e ien y, probabilities may also be represented by rational numbers, that is, as
the quotient of two integer numbers.
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so that the ma hine represents a probability distribution over the set of
interpretations (denition 111, p. 144) it ontains:
X

PI (q) = 1,

and

(18.1)

∀qs ∈ Q.

(18.2)

q∈Q

PF (qs ) +

X

P (qs , ξ, qt ) = 1,

ξ∈Ξ,qt ∈Q

In ase the ma hine is non-deterministi , the probability of an input sequen e
is omputed as the sum of the probabilities of every interpretation re ognizing su h sequen e. In ase the ma hine generates additional output (apart
from probabilities), the probability of a translation (into other outputs than
the probabilities) is omputed as the sum of the probabilities of every interpretation performing su h translation.
A more straightforward denition of probabilisti ma hine w.r.t. the denition of weighted ma hine an be given by modifying the previous denition
as follows:

• instead of repla ing the sets of states QI and F by fun tions PI and
PF , two additional states qI and qF are to be added to Q,
• QI is to be dened as {qI },
• F is to be dened as {qF }, and
• for ea h state q ∈ Q two additional transitions are to be added:

 a transition from qI to q onsuming no input and generating probability PI (q), and

 a transition from q to qF onsuming no input and generating probability PF (q).

Examples of ma hines representing probability distributions over a set
of sequen es are weighted automata (Mohri, 1997), probabilisti sux trees
(Ron et al., 1994), probabilisti nite-state automata (Paz, 1971), sto hasti or probabilisti automata (Carras o and On ina, 1994), hidden Markov
models (Rabiner, 1989) and n-grams (Ney, 1992). In the MovistarBot use
ase, we have used weighted RTNs rather than probabilisti RTNs. We will
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not give here more details on PFSMs, but a omplete survey an be found
in Vidal et al. (2005a,b).
In se tion 13.10 (p. 272) we presented an Earley-like algorithm of appliation of RTNBOs. In order to use this algorithm for the ase of weight
output, we dene the weight omposition operator as follows:

Denition 279 (Weight omposition operator). Let A be a weighted RTN
having (G, •, ≺) as partially ordered group; onsidering that operator • is asso iative (by denition of group), we dene the bla kboard omposition operator (denition 239, p. 268) of A as • sin e it is a parti ular ase of lemma 20
(p. 269).
Denition 280 (Top path). Let p be a path within a WFSM A su h that p
re ognizes a sequen e α and has qs and qt as start and end states, respe tively;
we say p is a top path of A for (qs , α, qt ) and ES xs i the weight generated
by exe uting p from xs is greater than or equal to the weight generated by the
exe ution from xs of any other path p′ deriving qt from qs . We simply say
that
• p is a top path of A for (α, qt ) when qs is any initial state of A and xs

any initial ES,

• p is a top path of A for α when p and p′ are interpretations of A
re ognizing α, and
• p is a top path of A, in general, when p and p′ are interpretations of A

re ognizing any input.

18.1 Weight assignment
Given two transitions outgoing from the same state of a FSM su h that both
transitions are realizable upon the same input and ontext of exe ution,
one may express the preferen e of one transition over the other by assigning
dierent weights to ea h transition. In the MovistarBot use ase (se tion 1.2,
p. 6), we have manually built a set of grammars more or less des riptive
and automati ally asso iated weights to the grammar transitions so that the
most des riptive transitions hen e the most restri tive or spe i  are
preferred over those less des riptive. In se tion 6.4 (p. 115), we have studied
the spe i ity of the dierent lexi al masks, and proposed a weight to assign
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to ea h transition depending on the lexi al mask used as input label. This
pro edure has allowed our NLP engine to deal with ambiguous senten es, as
des ribed in the se tion.
Other possibility is to use a part-of-spee h tagger, either sto hasti
(Chur h, 1988) or rule based (Brill, 1992), in order to automati ally assoiate weights to transitions during the appli ation of the ma hine for a given
input. Part-of-spee h taggers ompute the most likely part-of-spee h of the
words of a senten e. We may asso iate higher s ores to transitions requiring
or, at least, not forbidding the part-of-spee h hosen by the tagger.

18.2 Extra ting the top bla kboard of a
weighted-output FPRTN
In se tion 15.6 we presented an algorithm able to ompute the set of translations for a given RTNBO and input as an O-FPRTN in time n3 in the
worst ase even for RTNBOs generating an exponential number of outputs w.r.t. the input length. In hapter 16 we presented two pro edures
for the generation of the language of outputs represented by an O-FPRTN.
Obviously, generating the language of outputs of an O-FPRTN representing
an exponential number of outputs will have an exponential worst- ase ost.
However, end-user appli ations su h as ma hine translators and hatterbots
(namely the MovistarBot), require only a single output to be returned, let
it be the most likely or the top-ranked one. We present here an algorithm
that is nally able to generate only the top-ranked output represented by a
weighted O-FPRTN (WO-FPRTN) in time n3 . Re all that O-FPRTNs are
built from a sour e (B, w) (denition 272, p. 323), and that O-FPRTN input
labels are simple opies of the output labels of their respe tive sour e RTNBOs (se tion 15.6, p. 306). Therefore, we dene WO-FPRTNs as follows:

Denition 281 (Weighted-output FPRTN). Let (B, w) be the sour e of an
output FPRTN A, we say A is a weighted-output FPRTN i B is a RTNBO
with weight output, either as unique output or as one of the outputs of a
omposite output ma hine (denition 275, p. 339). For the sake of generality,
we dene WO-FPRTNs as both O-FPRTNs and WFSMs with
• (W, •, ≺) as partially ordered group, that is, with W as set of weights,
• as operator on weights and ≺ as weight omparator, and
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• Γ × W as set of output labels, where Γ is a set of output fun tions that

apply on the bla kboard omponents other than the weight.

Mainly, the pro edure we present here is divided into two stages. The rst
stage onsists in traversing the WO-FPRTN in order to nd and annotate
the WO-FPRTN top path:

Denition 282 (Top path of a WO-FPRTN). Top paths of WO-FPRTNs
are dened as top paths of WFSMs, though taking into a ount that weights
of WO-FPRTN re ognize the outputs instead of generating them: weights are
the se ond term of the pairs that form their input labels.
The top path is annotated by marking at ea h state the in oming transition that allowed for rea hing the state by generating the maximum weight.
At a se ond stage, the top path is reversely traversed in order to generate
the top bla kboard:

Denition 283 (Top bla kboard of a WO-FPRTN). Let A be a WO-FPRTN
and b a bla kboard in L(A), we say b is a top bla kboard of A i for every
bla kboard b′ in L(A) the weight omponent of b is greater or equal than the
weight omponent of b′ .
Note that this forward-and-ba ktra k pro edure is typi ally followed by
other dynami programming algorithms (Bellman, 1957), su h as Wagner and
Fis her's (1974) algorithm for the omputation of the edit distan e between
two strings (Levenshtein, 1966).
Sin e the top bla kboard is to be omputed by reversely traversing the
top path found, output fun tions on bla kboards annot be applied as is;
instead, their onverse fun tions are to be applied:

Denition 284 (Converse of a fun tion on bla kboards). Let γ1 , γ2 . . . γn
be a sequen e of fun tions on bla kboards, the onverse of γi , γ̆i, is another
fun tion on bla kboards su h that the following equation is satised:
(γ̆1 ◦ γ̆2 ◦ . . . ◦ γ̆n )(b∅ ) = (γn ◦ . . . ◦ γ2 ◦ γ1 )(b∅ )

(18.3)

Denition 285 (Converse of a binary operator). Let • be a binary operator,
we dene the onverse of •, •˘, as another binary operator su h that, for all
a, b, c,
a • b = c ⇐⇒ b ˘• a = c.

(18.4)
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Corollary 10 (Double onverse). The onverse of the onverse of a binary
operator is the operator itself, that is, •˘˘ = •.
Lemma 28. Pair (G, ˘•) is a monoid i so it is (G, •) and, if so, both monoids
share the same identity element.
Proof. For (G, •) to be a monoid, the following two axioms must be satised:
• operator • is asso iative, and
• ∃e ∈ G su h that e is the identity of •.
The rst axiom is satised i

a • (b • c) = (a • b) • c.

(18.5)

By denition of •˘, the following two equations hold:

a • (b • c) = (c •˘ b) ˘• a
(a • b) • c = c •˘ (b ˘• a),

(18.6)
(18.7)

whi h together with the former equation proof the asso iative ondition of ˘•:

(c ˘• b) •˘ a = c ˘• (b •˘ a).

(18.8)

For e to be the identity element of •, the following axioms must be satised:

a•e = a
e • a = a.

(18.9)
(18.10)

If so, the following equations hold by denition of •˘:

e˘•a = a
a˘•e = a,

(18.11)
(18.12)

and therefore e is also the identity of •˘. Sin e •˘˘ = •, the same reasoning an
be applied to prove that • is a monoid i so it is ˘˘• and that, if so, both share
the same identity element.

Lemma 29 (Converse operator on bla kboards). Let (B, •) be a monoid with
an identity element b∅ ; if every output fun tion is of the form γbr (bl ) = bl • br ,
then γ̆br (bl ) = bl ˘• br .
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Proof. Let γb1 , γb2 . . . γbn be a sequen e of fun tions on bla kboards su h that
γbi (b) = b • bi . If n = 1 then it holds that
(γbn ◦ γbn−1 ◦ . . . ◦ γb2 ◦ γb1 )(b∅ ) =
=
=
=
=
=
=

((. . . ((b∅ • b1 ) • b2 ) • . . . • bn−1 ) • bn )
b∅ • b1 • b2 • . . . • bn−1 • bn
b1 • b2 • . . . • bn−1 • bn
bn •˘ bn−1 ˘• . . . ˘• b2 ˘• b1
b∅ ˘• bn •˘ bn−1 ˘• . . . ˘• b2 ˘• b1
((. . . ((b∅ ˘• bn ) •˘ bn−1 ) ˘• . . . •˘ b2 ) •˘ b1 )
(γ̆b1 ◦ γ̆b2 ◦ . . . ◦ γ̆bn−1 ◦ γ̆bn )(b∅ )

Note that the asso iative bla kboard omposition operator des ribed in
lemma 20 (p. 269) forms, indeed, a monoid (B, •) with B as the set of bla kboards and b∅ as the identity element. Either for string, s ore or probability
output, su h a monoid exists:

• the set of output strings with the string on atenation and the empty
string as identity element,
• the set of integer numbers with the addition and 0 as the identity
element, and
• the set of real numbers with the multipli ation and 1 as the identity
element.
The ase of feature stru ture output and uni ation pro esses will be disussed in the next hapter.
In ase a set of output fun tions annot be onversed, the top path an be
reversely traversed in order to annotate the orresponding outgoing transitions at ea h state instead of the in oming ones, then traverse the top path in
dire t order in order to ompute the top bla kboard with the original output
fun tions. Another possibility is to apply the reverse of the RTNBO representing the grammar to the reversed senten e; the resulting WO-FPRTN will
then represent the reverse translations of the senten e, allowing for using the
original output fun tions during the reverse traversal of the top path instead
of their respe tive onverse fun tions.
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We have also studied the possibility of rst traversing the whole WOFPRTN in reverse order, that is, to ompute a top path of the anoni al
reverse of the WO-FPRTN (denition 270, p. 306), then reversely traverse
that path in order to ompute the top bla kboard using the original output
fun tions on bla kboards instead of their onverses. However, the traversal
of the WO-FPRTN must follow a topologi al sort of the whole ma hine (denition 274, p. 330); while we an ensure the existen e of su h topologi al sort
for O-FPRTNs (theorem 30, p. 332), that is not the ase of their anoni al
reverses. A possible example is the anoni al reverse of the O-FPRTN of
gure 15.3 (p. 321); it su es to apply the algorithm we des ribe below to
that ma hine in order to realize of this fa t.

18.2.1 The algorithm
Algorithm 18.1 woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path is an almost straightforward adaptation of algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language
(p. 336) for the e ient omputation of a top path of a WO-FPRTN. Instead
of omputing every possible bla kboard that an be generated by rea hing
ea h state, it stores only the maximum generated weight up to rea hing ea h
state and, ea h time a new maximum is found for a given state, it stores
as well the reverse of the transition that rea hed that state by generating
su h a maximum weight. The maximum weight is given by map ζw , and the
reversed top transition by map ζt . The top path an be later traversed in
reverse order by following the reversed top transition at ea h state, starting
from the global a eptor state up to rea hing the initial state.
During the initialization phase, the algorithm sets the ounters of in oming transitions for ea h state rt , ζn (rt ), as for algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language. However, instead of setting the sets of bla kboards
(SBs) of ea h state to an empty set, the algorithm sets the maximum weight
of ea h state to the minimum possible weight (ζt (rt ) ← wmin) so that the
rst omputed weight by rea hing rt is set as the new maximum weight of rt .
The top reversed transition of ea h state rt , (ζt (rt )), is assumed to be ⊥ by
default, though an implementation of this algorithm may require to expli itly
assign a null value. States having an undened top reversed transition will
be those initiating alls within the FPRTN, that is, those whose top reversed
transition is a reversed push transition.2 The algorithm sets the weight of
2 Re

all that while pop transitions are expli itly dened in O-FPRTNs for onvenien e,
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the initial state to wid , the weight identity element, instead of setting the
SB of rI to the empty bla kboard. A last initialization instru tion enqueues
state rI in order to start the WO-FPRTN exploration as for algorithm 16.3
output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language.
In spite of being optimized, algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language annot avoid an exponential ost due to the omputation of an
exponential number of bla kboards in the bla kboard omposition blo k: for
a given pop transition (rf , rs, rs ), it adds to the SB of rs every bla kboard
bs = b′s ◦ bf su h that (b′s , bf ) ∈ Bs′ × Bf , where Bf is the set of bla kboards
of rf and Bs′ is the set of every bla kboard of every sour e state of every all
transition ompleted by the pop transition. Instead, algorithm 18.1 woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path rst retrieves rs′ max , the state having the maximum
weight among all the sour e states of all transitions ompleted by the pop
transition, then omputes only the omposition of this maximum weight with
the maximum weight of rf . The treatment for ea h transition in oming to
rs is the same than for algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language,
though it omputes only the maximum weight and stores it along with the
reverse of the orresponding transition whenever a new maximum is found.
As for algorithm 16.3 output_fprtn_bsp_earley_language, algorithm 18.1
woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path uses ounters in order to he k whether
every in oming transition of ea h state has already been traversed or not; if
the WO-FPRTN is not needed for any other treatment, transitions an be
simply removed from the WO-FPRTN instead of keeping a set of ounters
sin e the memory allo ating the transitions is to be freed sooner or later (as
stated in footnote 1, p. 326).
Finally, algorithm 18.3 woutput_fprtn_top_bla kboard omputes a top
bla kboard of a WO-FPRTN A = (Q′ , K, Γ × W, δ ′ , κ, {rI }, F ′ ). First of all,
it alls algorithm 18.1 woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path in order to build ζt ,
the map of states to top-reverse transitions, and to retrieve rF , the global
a eptor state of A. Afterwards, it traverses the reverse of the omputed top
path, from rF up to rI , by following at ea h state the top reverse transition
dened by ζt . Apart from being reversed, the latter operation is similar to
the omputation of the language of a RTN (se tion 14.5, p. 284) by means of
a breadth-rst traversal of a RTNBO (se tion 13.5, p. 262), though keeping
push transitions are not needed to: the reverse traversal of a push transition will simply
onsist in bringing the ma hine to the state at the top of the sta k and to pop that state
out.
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a single top ES (rt , bt , π) at ea h iteration instead of a SES ontaining every
possible ES. The initial top ES is set to (rF , b∅ , λ). Then, the sequen e of
top ESs that ompose the top reverse path is iteratively omputed. Let the
urrent top ES be xt = (rt , bt , π), the next top ES xs is omputed as follows,
depending on the type of the next top reversed transition:

• reverse pop transition: sin e a eptan e states of AR are those not
having a top reverse transition, xt = (rr , bt , π ′ ) with π = π ′ rr i ζt = ⊥,
• reverse ltered-push transition: xt = (rf , bt , πrs ) i ζ(rt ) = (rt , {rf }, rs ),
knowing that a unique top state rf is alled su h that (rt , rf , rs ) is an
allowed top ltered-push transition of AR sin e (rs , rf , rt ) is an allowed
top ltered-pop transition of A,
• reverse ε-transition: xt = (rs , bt , rt ) i ζt (rt ) = (rt , (idB , w), rs ), and
• reverse onsuming transition: xt = (rt , γ̆(bt ), π) i ζt = (rt , γ, rs ), applying γ̆ to bt instead of γ so that the resulting bla kboard belongs to
L(A) instead of L(AR ).
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Algorithm 18.1 woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path(A, ζs′′ )
Input: A = (Q′ , K, Γ × W, δ ′ , κ, {rI }, F ′ ), a weighted-output FPRTN

ζs′′ , a fun tion mapping ea h pop transition to the set of sour e states
of the all transitions that it ompletes
Output: ζw , a map of states to top weights
ζt , a map of states to top reverse transitions
rs , the last visited state = the global a eptor state of A
1: E ← ∅
2: for ea h rt ∈ Q′ do
3:
ζn (rt ) ← |{(rs , (γ, w), rt) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , (γ, w))}|+
|{(rs , (idB , wid), rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , (idB , wid))}|+
|{(rs , Rc , rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , Rc )}|+
|{(rs , rt, rt ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rt)}|
4:
ζw (rt ) ← wmin

5: end for
6: ζw (rI ) ← winit
7: enqueue(E, rI )
8: while E 6= ∅ do
9:
rs ← dequeue(E)
10:
ws ← ζw (rs )
11:
for ea h rf : δ ′ (rf , rs) do
⊲ BLACKBOARD COMP.
12:
rs′ max ← first(ζs′′ ((rf , rs, rs )))
13:
for ea h rs′ ∈ ζs′′ ((rf , rs, rs )) − {first(ζs′′ ((rf , rs, rs )))} do
14:
if ζw (rs′ max ) ≺ ζw (rs′ ) then
15:
rs′ max ← rs′
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
w ← ζw (rs′ max ) • ζw (rf )
19:
if ws ≺ w then
20:
ws ← w
21:
ζt ← (rt , {rf }, rs′ max )
22:
end if
23:
end for
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for ea h (rt , (γ, w)) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , (γ, w)) do ⊲ CONSUMING TRANS.
wt ← ws • w
if ζw (rt ) ≺ wt then
ζw (rt ) ← wt
ζt (rt ) ← (rt , (γ, w), rs)

end if

ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
if ζn (rt ) = 0 then
enqueue(E, rt )

end if
end for
for ea h rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , (idB , wid)) do
if ζw (rt ) ≺ ws then

⊲ ε-TRANSITIONS

ζw (rt ) ← ws
ζt (rt ) ← (rt , (idB , wid ), rs )

end if

ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
if ζn (rt ) = 0 then
enqueue(E, rt )

end if
end for
for ea h (rt , Rc ) : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , Rc ) do
ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
if ζn (rt ) = 0 then
enqueue(E, rt )
else if ζw (first(Rc )) = wmin then
for ea h rc ∈ Rc do
ζw (rc ) ← winit
enqueue(E, rc )

end for
end if
end for

⊲ PUSH TRANSITIONS
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for ea h rt : rt ∈ δ ′ (rs , rt) do
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⊲ POP TRANSITIONS

ζn (rt ) ← ζn (rt ) − 1
if ζn(rt ) = 0 then
enqueue(E, rt )

end if
end for
end while

Algorithm 18.2 top_state(ζw , Q′′ )
Input: ζw , the map of states to top weights

Q′′ , a set of states
Output: rmax , the state in Q′′ mapped to the maximum weight
1: rmax ← first(Q′′ )
2: for ea h r ∈ Q′′ − {first(Q′′ )} do
3:
if ζw (rmax ) ≺ ζw (r) then
4:
rmax ← r
5:
6:

end if
end for

Algorithm 18.3 woutput_fprtn_top_bla kboard(A, ζs′′)
Input: A = (Q′ , K, Γ × W, δ ′ , κ, {rI }, F ′ ), a weighted-output FPRTN

ζs′′ , a fun tion mapping ea h pop transition to the set of sour e states
of the all transitions that it ompletes
Output: bt , a top bla kboard of A
1: (ζt , rF ) ← woutput_fprtn_top_reverse_path(A, ζs′′ , ζc )
2: (rt , bt , π) ← (rF , b∅ , λ)
3: while rt 6= rI do
4:
if ζt (rt ) = ⊥ then let π = π ′ rr
⊲ REVERSE POP TRANS.
′
5:
(rt , bt , π) ← (rr , bt , π )
6:
else if ζt (rt ) = (rt , {rf }, rs ) then
⊲ REVERSE PUSH TRANS.
7:
(rt , bt , π) ← (rf , bt , πrs )
8:
else if ζt (rt ) = (rt , (idB , wid ), rs ) then
⊲ REVERSE ε-TRANS.
9:
(rt , bt , π) ← (rs , bt , π)
10:
else let ζt (rt ) = (rt , (γ, w), rs) ⊲ REVERSE CONSUMING TRANS.
11:
(rt , bt , π) ← (rs , γ̆(bt ), π)
12:
13:

end if
end while

Chapter 19
Uni ation nite-state ma hines
We briey present here ma hines omprising uni ation pro esses as a spe ial
ase of bla kboard output, analogously to the way in whi h we have presented
weighted ma hines in the previous hapter. Uni ation is the only kind of
bla kboard pro essing presented in this dissertation that makes use of killing
bla kboards. Sin e our denitions and algorithms of appli ation of ma hines
with bla kboard output take into a ount this possibility, adapting the algorithms for the ase of uni ation ma hines is straightforward ex ept for
the last and most e ient algorithm we have presented in this dissertation:
algorithm 18.3 woutput_fprtn_top_bla kboard. We briey des ribe uni ation in se tion 19.1, uni ation ma hines in se tion 19.2, the advantages of
uni ation in se tion 19.3, and how to adapt the algorithms of appli ation
of ma hines with bla kboard output in order to support uni ation in se tion 19.4.

19.1 Overview of uni ation
Uni ation allows for a ompa t representation of long-distan e relationships
and dependen ies, that is, relationships and dependen ies between input elements that are separated by an arbitrary amount of input rather than being
onse utive; for instan e, the number agreement between the subje t and the
verb of a senten e. Algorithms of appli ation of grammar formalisms omprising uni ation make use of feature stru tures in order to store linguisti
data as it is observed during the analysis of the senten es. Su h feature stru tures are stru tures of attribute/value pairs (e.g.: number/singular, fun 357
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tion/subje t, et .), where values an be other feature stru tures. Additionally, feature stru tures may omprise values that are shared among dierent
attributes, forming omplex stru tures analogous to dire ted a y li graphs
(examples an be found in Jurafsky and Martin, 2008, hap. 11, p. 391).
Uni ation is a monotoni operation: the uni ation of two feature stru tures results in another feature stru ture ontaining every attribute/value
pair of both the feature stru tures to unify. Whenever unifying two feature
stru tures both ontaining a given attribute, 3 situations are possible:

• only one of the feature stru tures denes a value for the attribute (the
value in the other feature stru ture is not set), in whi h ase the resulting feature stru ture will ontain su h attribute/value pair without
dupli ating the attribute,
• both feature stru tures dene the same value for the attribute, in whi h
ase the resulting feature will ontain the attribute paired with the
dened value, or
• the feature stru tures dene dierent values for the attribute, in whi h
ase the feature stru tures annot be unied due to an in onsisten y.
Whenever in onsisten ies appear, killing bla kboards are to be generated in
order to invalidate the analysis that led to them; for instan e, a possible
attribute name ould be `number agreement', whose value is to be taken
from both the subje t and the verb of the senten e to analyse. When either
the subje t or the verb is read, the feature stru ture of the urrent analysis is
unied with another one that in ludes a `number agreement' attribute taking
as value the number of the senten e onstituent read. In other words, a set of
registers is used in order to remember the number of either the subje t or the
verb so that it an be ompared when reading the other senten e onstituent.
More information on feature stru tures, uni ation, and how to implement them an be found in Jurafsky and Martin (2008, hap. 11, p. 391).

19.2 Uni ation ma hines
We dene uni ation ma hines as follows:

Denition 286 (UFSM). In general, uni ation nite-state ma hines (UFSMs) are a parti ular ase of FSMs with bla kboard output so that
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• fun tions in Γ always perform the uni ation operation ⊔ of a fea-

ture stru ture with the urrent bla kboard, whi h is a feature stru ture
as well; for simpli ity, we onsider that Γ ontains feature stru tures
rather than fun tions on bla kboards, and output labels g ∈ Γ represent
the operation b ⊔ g where b is the urrent bla kboard,

• the identity fun tion on bla kboards idB unies the empty feature stru ture, [ ], and the urrent bla kboard,
• B is the set of feature stru tures,
• BK = {⊥}, where ⊥ represents the in onsistent feature stru ture, that

is, the uni ation of two in ompatible stru tures of features, and

• b∅ = [ ], that is, the empty feature stru ture.

As for input labels of lexi al FSMs (denition 48, p. 122), feature stru tures
in Γ may rather be expressions  alled uni ation equations whi h des ribe feature stru tures whose values may be taken from the properties of
the read input (e.g.: a feature stru ture with a `number agreement' attribute
taking its value from the `number' property of the last read token).
An example of uni ation ma hines are lo al grammars extended with feature stru tures and uni ation pro esses (Blan and Constant, 2005; Blan ,
2006); these ma hines are equivalent to lexi al-fun tional grammars (Kaplan
and Bresnan, 1982): they use RTNs instead of CFGs, whi h are equivalent
grammar formalisms, oupled with feature stru tures and uni ation. Su h
lo al grammars have been used for parsing omplex senten es.

19.3 Advantages of uni ation
Without uni ation, nite-state ma hines su h as FSAs and RTNs require
a separate ma hine substru ture for ea h possible valid ombination of pairs
`attribute/value'; for instan e, assuming that the number and gender of two
senten e onstituents must agree, and that there are only two possible values for these attributes, four ma hine substru tures are required in order to
represent the onsistent ombinations: both onstituents are mas uline and
singular, both are mas uline and plural, both are feminine and singular, or
both are feminine and plural. Note that su h ma hine substru tures require
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also to represent the senten e onstituents that may appear between the
onstituents that must agree. When manually onstru ting a grammar, this
implies to opy by hand su h substru tures in order to dene ea h possible
ombination. Moreover, as the number of o-o urrent attributes in reases,
the number of onsistent ombinations may in rease exponentially. Depending on the grammars to dene, uni ation an avoid an important amount
of redundan y while avoiding an exponential growth of the grammar.
Uni ation an also ease the representation of senten e onstituents that
may appear in an arbitrary order; for instan e, in the MovistarBot use ase
(se tion 1.2, p. 6), request senten es are omposed by some stru ture identifying the servi e requested along with other stru tures ontaining the servi e
arguments, where the order in whi h they appear may not ne essarily be
xed: senten es `envía Feliz Navidad al 555-555-555' (send Merry Christmass to the 555-555-555) and `envía al 555-555-555 Feliz Navidad' (`send to
the 555-555-555 Merry Christmass') are equivalent. Note that, while there
are only 2 possibilities with 2 arguments that may permute, the number of
ombinations in reases exponentially w.r.t. the number of freely-permutable
arguments.

19.4 Supporting uni ation
As for weight output (previous hapter), the adaptation of the Earley-like
algorithm of appli ation of RTNBOs 13.10 (p. 272) for feature stru ture
output and uni ation pro esses requires only to dene the feature stru ture
omposition operator:

Denition 287 (Feature stru ture omposition operator). We dene the
bla kboard omposition operator (denition 239, p. 268) for the ase of uni ation RTNs as ⊔ sin e it is a parti ular ase of lemma 20 (p. 269).
Almost every algorithm of appli ation of ma hines with bla kboard output we have presented in this dissertation takes into a ount the possibility of
generating killing bla kboards, hen e do not require any further modi ation
in order to support uni ation. The ex eption is the algorithm omputing the
top bla kboard of a WO-FPRTN (algorithm 18.3 woutput_fprtn_top_bla kboard, p. 355). Until now, we have onsidered the following approa hes in
order to extend this algorithm with uni ation pro esses:
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• ensuring that the grammar does not asso iate the highest s ore to an
in onsistent interpretation for every possible input senten e, that is,
ensuring that top-ranked bla kboards are not killing bla kboards by
onstru tion of the grammar, and
• extending the algorithm so that further top-ranked bla kboards (the
se ond in the raking, the third, et .) are e iently omputed in ase
killing bla kboards are en ountered.
Note that, in ase the grammar denes an exponential number of top-ranked
killing bla kboards, the algorithm will no longer have a polynomial worstase ost but an exponential one. A ombined possibility would be to ensure
that the grammar does not dene su h an exponential number of top-ranked
killing bla kboards, that is, to ensure that the non-killing top-ranked bla kboard is one of the k top-ranked ones for some onstant k . A last resour e
would be to dene a pro edure for the removal of oni ting uni ation
equations, repla ing them by the equivalent sequen es of ma hine substru tures for ea h possible ombination. However, the same side-ee t than that
of RTN attening (se tion 12.8, p. 239) an be expe ted: an exponential
growth of the grammar. Due to the omplexity of the problem, we leave it
open to a future work.

Part III
Results & on lusions
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Chapter 20
Experimental results
In this hapter we present the results of the experiments we have ondu ted in
order to empiri ally ompare the performan es of the dierent algorithms we
have presented. We rst give in se tion 20.1 an overview of the treatment we
have performed, re all the dierent algorithms and algorithm optimizations
we have tested, and des ribe the implementation details and the a tual experiment onditions. Finally, we dis uss in se tion 20.2 the observed results,
namely the speedup fa tors for ea h algorithm and algorithm optimization
relative to the simplest algorithm, the algorithm overheads, and the asymptoti ost of the dierent algorithms.

20.1 Des ription
Figures 20.1 and 20.2 (pgs. 373378) ompare the performan e of ea h variant
of ea h algorithm of appli ation of RTNs with and without output for
two versions of the MovistarBot grammar: in both ases the grammar has
been pseudo-determinized (se tion 13.7, pg. 265) but in the latter ase it
has rst been attened (se tion 13.6, pg. 263). Sin e the grammar ontains
no re ursive alls, the attened version is not an approximation but a FST
equivalent to the original RTN. We have applied the MovistarBot grammar
to a test orpus mainly omposed by senten es requesting for mobile servi es.
Other senten es have been added in order to ontrol over-re ognition (they
are to be reje ted). The grammar is a RTN with string and weight output
( hapters 14 and 18, respe tively):

• output string symbols are XML tags whi h either identify the requested
365
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servi e or delimit the arguments to extra t (see gure 10.1(a), pg. 188),
and

• weights are used for hoosing a single interpretation (the one with the
maximum s ore) for the ase of ambiguous senten es.
Translator algorithms ompute maps of XML tags to input segments (the
input position at the moment of generating the orresponding opening and
losing XML tags, starting with 1 as the rst input token). Additionally,
ea h map is asso iated to an overall weight. The map with the highest
overall weight is to be transformed into a ommand and then passed to the
MovistarBot. This transformation is trivial and has simply been hard- oded
as a C++ fun tion; for instan e, the following set of mappings of XML tags to
left-open input intervals is generated for senten e `envía hola al 555 ', among
others:
sms → (1, 1]
message → (1, 2]
phone → (3, 4]

(20.1)
(20.2)
(20.3)

The presen e of the rst mapping implies that the user is asking to send an
SMS, and the others dene the input segments to be used as message and
phone arguments, respe tively. For this map, ommand sms 555 hola is to
be generated. Note that the input interval of the rst mapping is empty: only
XML tags orresponding to arguments to be outputted need to be mapped
to a non-empty input interval. XML tags identifying the requested servi e
require only to be present in the map.
Translator algorithms ompute the set of outputs for ea h possible interpretation of the input senten e, either as an expli it list of outputs (a list of
maps in this ase) or as some kind of ma hine fa toring out ommon parts:
a ltered-popping re ursive transition network (FPRTN, hapter 15) having
pairs XML tag/weight as transition labels. They then translate the topranked output into the orresponding MovistarBot ommand. Additionally,
FPRTN-based algorithms also prune the generated FPRTN (se tion 16.1,
pg. 325) before generating either the whole set of outputs or the top-ranked
output only, depending on the algorithm. A eptor algorithms algorithms
omputing only whether the senten e orresponds to a servi e request or
not, without generating any translation ignore grammar's output labels
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and ompute only whether the senten e is a request for a supported online
servi e or not.
Figure 20.3 illustrates the performan e drop of the best performing variant of ea h algorithm, for input an bn with n = 0 . . . 15 and grammar of
gure 14.1 (p. 284). In this ase, the grammar has weight and string output;
the treatment is similar to the MovistarBot ases though sets of weighted
strings are to be generated instead of sets of weighted maps, and the topranked string is to be returned as is, that is, without being transformed into
some ommand.
Re all that grammar of gure 14.1 is a minimal theoreti al grammar
whose purpose is to produ e an exponential number of outputs w.r.t. the
input length; exponential produ tion happens in natural language grammars
due to ambiguity that in reases exponentially with additional nesting levels of
subgrammar alls. Though su h nesting levels in natural language grammars
are not usually high, signi ant speedups an be per eived even for low nesting levels due to the exponential nature of the problem: in spite of the small
size of grammar of gure 14.1 (6 states and 7 transitions), non-exponential
algorithms already perform better than their exponential ounterparts for
nesting levels greater than 3; lower nesting levels will be required for general
natural language grammars, whi h an easily rea h millions of states and
transitions.

20.1.1 Algorithms
In the gures, the following short odes and ba kground olors have been
used in order to identify ea h algorithm:

• depth-rst -o : depth-rst a eptor, se tion 12.7 (pg. 235)
• depth-rst : depth-rst translator, se tion 13.5 (pg. 262)
• breadth-rst -o : breadth-rst a eptor, se tion 12.7 (pg. 235)
• breadth-rst : breadth-rst translator, se tion 13.5 (pg. 262)
• earley -o : Earley a eptor, se tion 12.11 (pg. 246)
• earley : Earley translator, se tion 13.10 (pg. 272)
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• to-fprtn : to FPRTN translator (prunes the FPRTN but does not
generate its language), se tion 15.6 (pg. 306)
• to-fprtn-bfe : to FPRTN translator and FPRTN breadth-rst expansion (as `to-fprtn' but also generating the language of the FPRTN by
means of a breadth-rst traversal), se tions 15.6 (pg. 306) and 16.2
(pg. 327),
• to-fprtn-zpps : to FPRTN & ζs′′ map translator (as `to-fprtn' but also
building a map ζs′′ and performing some variable initializations required
by algorithm `to-fprtn-bse'), se tions 15.6 (pg. 306) and 16.3 (pg. 329),
• to-fprtn-bse : to FPRTN translator and bla kboard set expansion
(as `to-fprtn-zpps' but also expanding the FPRTN by means of bla kboard set pro essing instead of a breadth-rst traversal), se tions 15.6
(pg. 306) and 16.3 (pg. 329),
• to-fprtn-top : to FPRTN translator and top-bla kboard initialization
(as `to-fprtn-zpps' but performing the initializations required by algorithm `to-fprtn-tbe' instead of `to-fprtn-bse'), se tions 15.6 (pg. 306)
and 16.2 (pg. 327),
• to-fprtn-tbe : to FPRTN translator and top-bla kboard extra tor
(as `to-fprtn-top' but also extra ting the top-ranked bla kboard by a
method similar to bla kboard set pro essing), se tions 15.6 (pg. 306)
and 16.2 (pg. 327).
Note that algorithms with faded olors do not perform the whole hain of
treatment, either be ause they are simple a eptors or be ause omit some
nal stages of treatment. We have in luded them in order to observe the
performan e drop due to output generation, and to observe the ost of ea h
separate stage of treatment, namely:

• `earley -o' = ost of omputing the Earley a eptor sets of exe ution
states,
• `to-fprtn' minus `earley -o' = ost of adding transitions with output labels to the Earley a eptor exe ution states in order to build an output
FPRTN, plus later prunning the FPRTN,
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• `to-fprtn-zpps' minus `to-fprtn' = ost of building ζs′′ map and performing some variable initializations for output generation by means of
bla kboard set pro essing,
• `to-fprtn-top' minus `to-fprtn' = ost of building ζs′′ map and performing
some variable initializations for the generation of the top-bla kboard,
• `to-fprtn-bse' minus `to-fprtn-zpps' = ost of generating every output
a epted by the FPRTN by means of bla kboard set pro essing and
then hoose the top-ranked one, and
• `to-fprtn-tbe' minus `to-fprtn-top' = ost of generating only the topranked output within the FPRTN.
For instan e, we an see that the ost of omputing map ζs′′ and performing
the subsequent variable initializations is negligible. Additionally, algorithms
implementing partial treatments establish a performan e limit for algorithms
performing additional stages (e.g.: `to-fprtn' annot be faster than `earley -o'
sin e it performs the same treatment stages plus some additional ones). In
general, it is no use implementing a FPRTN based algorithm in order to surpass an algorithm X if `to-fprtn' performs worst than X ; the implementation
of `to-fprtn' is to be rst improved until obtaining a meaningful performan e
margin w.r.t. the algorithm to surpass.

20.1.2 Algorithm variants
In the gures, parameters other than `-o' identify minor algorithm optimizations (the algorithm variants), namely

• +t: optimize sequen e management by means of tries ( hapter 9); appli able to algorithms whose exe ution states in lude a sta k of return
states (namely `depth-rst', `breadth-rst' and the breadth-rst expansion of `fprtn-bfe') and/or in lude a sequential partial output (in the
ase exposed here, outputs are not sequen es but des riptions of the
mobile servi e the senten e is asking for),
• -eXXX: set/map implementation for the management of sets/maps of
exe ution states (ex luding `depth-rst' sin e it does not build sets or
maps of exe ution states but single exe ution states), and
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• -bXXX: set/map implementation for the management of sets/maps of
bla kboards (the output stru tures).
The dierent set/map implementations are

• std: the one provided by GNU's implementation of the C++ Standard
Template Library, that is, red-bla k trees (se tion 2.5, pg. 62) with
Cormen's addition algorithm (se tion 2.3.6, pg. 50),
• lrb: our ustom implementation based on double-linked red-bla k trees
(se tion 2.6, pg. 64) with Knuth's addition algorithm (se tion 2.3.5,
pg. 45), and
• lrb-3w: as the previous one but using a 3-way omparator (se tion 2.3.9,
pg. 55).
Fully- olored rows highlight the fastest variant of ea h algorithm.

20.1.3 Implementation details
Every algorithm has been programmed in C++ (Stroustrup, 2000), using the
Standard Template Library (see for instan e Josuttis, 1999) and some Boost
libraries (http://www.boost.org). We have taken advantage of generi programming in order to reuse the sour e ode of ea h algorithm for every possible variant sequen e, set and map types have been de lared as template
types. Apart from fa toring out the sour e ode, this ensures that the performan e dieren e between the dierent variants of the same algorithm is
ex lusively due to the dierent implementation of sequen es (with or without
trie optimization), sets and maps. Input and output types have also been
de lared as template types so that other kind of grammars an be supported
in the future (e.g.: with other hara ter odi ation s hemes su h as UTF8, with other kind of lexi al masks, with uni ation pro esses, et .). Every
algorithm variant has been ompiled into a single exe utable, weighting 5.9
MB, with version 4.3.2 of GNU's g++ ompiler. The odes des ribed in the
two previous se tions are used as parameters in order to hoose the algorithm
variant to exe ute.
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20.1.4 Experiment onditions
Ea h algorithm has been applied to the whole orpus several onse utive
times in order to obtain meaningful measures: a minimum amount of se onds is spent per algorithm, the number of onse utive appli ations being
ounted. Ea h measure has been taken several times; graph bars of gures 20.1 and 20.2 represent means and error bars represent the minimum
and maximum measures. Errors are less than 1% of the observed measure,
hen e we an onsider negligible the error of the speedup fa tors we will give
(below ±0.001). In gure 20.3, only thi k urves representing the means
have been drawn; ex ept for n = 0, the regions between the maximum and
minimum urves for ea h algorithm are thinner enough to be overed by the
orresponding mean urves. These regions are slightly wider for n = 0, and
a few times wider for algorithm `depth-rst -o'. Anyway, the purpose of this
graphi is to ompare the performan e drops against an exponential grammar
rather than giving absolute measures.
The measures not only in lude the ost of omputing the result, but also
the ost of freeing the allo ated memory; hen e, the overhead added by some
optimizations and algorithms due to the use of more omplex data stru tures,
su h as tries and FPRTNs, is fully taken into a ount. We have used GNU's
m he k library and mtra e tool in order to ensure that every single byte of
dynami ally allo ated memory is properly freed.1
The tests were run on a Ubuntu platform version 8.10 (Intrepid Ibex), 64
bits. The hardware spe i ations are:2

• CPU: Intel R CoreTM 2 Duo E8500, 3.16 GHz, 6 MB L2 a he, 64 KB
L1 a he
• RAM: 8 GBs, DIMM DDR Syn hronous 1066 MHz (0.9 ns)
Ea h test onsumed no more than 18 MB of RAM for the ase of the MovistarBot grammar and orpus, and less than the RAM size for the exponential
ase (more than 8 GBs are needed for some algorithms with exponential
worst- ase osts and n ≥ 20). The pseudo-determinized version of the MovistarBot grammar has 1359 states and 3141 transitions, and the attened
and pseudo-determinized version has 5504 states and 31702 transitions. The
1 http://www.gnu.org/s/lib

Allo ation-Debugging
2 As listed by ommand lshw.

/manual/html_node/Allo ation-Debugging.html#
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orpus ontains 168 senten es, with an average of 10.1 tokens per senten e
and 4.1 hara ters per token. Ea h senten e has an average of 6.9 interpretations for both versions of the MovistarBot grammar.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

depth-rst
depth-rst
earley
earley
earley
to-fprtn-zpps
to-fprtn-top
to-fprtn-top
to-fprtn-zpps
to-fprtn
to-fprtn
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-tbe
breadth-rst
breadth-rst
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn-bse
to-fprtn-tbe
to-fprtn-top
to-fprtn-zpps
earley
earley
to-fprtn-tbe

-o +t
-o
-o
-elrb
-o
-elrb-3w
-o
-estd
-elrb
-elrb
-elrb-3w
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-elrb
-elrb-3w
-elrb-3w
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-o +t -elrb
-o +t -elrb-3w
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-estd
-elrb-3w
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-elrb
-estd
-estd
-estd
-elrb-3w
-elrb
-estd

4000

3500

3000

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

0

Parsed senten es per se ond

17234 ≫
14485 ≫
4071 ≫
3999
3403
2673
2667
2660
2650
2641
2619

-blrb
-bstd
-bstd
-blrb-3w
-blrb
-blrb-3w

2581
2550
2542
2509
2508
2492
2330
2293

-bstd
-blrb-3w

2122
2088
2084

-blrb-3w
-blrb
-blrb
-bstd
-blrb-3w

2083
2072
2067
2064
2035
2026
2025

-bstd
-bstd
-blrb

2002
1996
1948
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

breadth-rst -o +t -estd
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb-3w -bstd
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb
-bstd
to-fprtn-tbe
-estd
-bstd
earley
-estd
-bstd
to-fprtn-bse
-estd
-blrb-3w
to-fprtn-bse
-estd
-blrb
to-fprtn-bse
-estd
-bstd
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb-3w -blrb-3w
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb
-blrb-3w
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb
-blrb
to-fprtn-bfe
+t -elrb-3w -blrb
breadth-rst -o
-elrb-3w
-o
breadth-rst
-elrb
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
earley
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
to-fprtn-bfe
earley
to-fprtn-bfe
earley
to-fprtn-bfe

-elrb-3w
+t -estd
-elrb
-elrb
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20.2 Interpretation
For the ase of the non-attened grammar, our fastest translator (12 to-fprtntbe -elrb -blrb) is 2.12 times faster than the plain depth-rst translator (67
depth-rst -bstd), the one used by Unitex,3 while the plain Earley translator
(37 earley -estd -bstd), the one used by Outilex,4 is 1.64 times faster. For
the ase of the attened grammar, our fastest translator is 1.45 times faster
(position 18) than the plain depth-rst translator (position 58), while the
plain Earley (position 68) is 1.39 times slower. The speedup fa tors w.r.t.
the plain depth-rst algorithm, for ea h one of the fastest translator variants,
are

• non-attened: 2.12 (`to-fprtn-tbe'), 1.74 (`to-fprtn-bse'), 1.64 (`earley'),
1.54 (`to-fprtn-bfe'), 1.15 (`depth-rst') and 0.68 (`breadth-rst')
• attened: 1.45 (`to-fprtn-tbe'), 1.42 (`to-fprtn-bfe'), 1.16 (`depth-rst'),
1.15 (`to-fprtn-bse'), 0.76 (`breadth-rst') and 0.72 (`earley')
Even for the optimized versions of the Earley and depth-rst translators,
translator `to-fprtn-tbe' is the fastest one in both ases, and `breadth-rst'
is the worst one.
The performan e drop for ea h stage of treatment of the fastests FPRTNbased translators, for the non-attened and attened grammars, and taking
the fastest Earley a eptor (3 & 5 `earley -o') as referen e, is:

• 35% & 37% for adding output transitions to the Earley tra e (10 & 12
`to-fprtn'),
• 35% & 37% (negligible) for additionally building map ζs′′ and performing the variable initializations required for either extra ting the topranked bla kboard (7 & 14 `to-fprtn-top -elrb') or every bla kboard by
means of bla kboard set pro essing (6 & 15 `to-fprtn-zpps') and, nally
3 Unitex

implements some optimizations to a elereate the evaluation of lexi al masks
whi h have not been taken into a ount here (see Paumier, 2003, Vol. 1, se . 2.1.2.2,
p. 120), though the same optimizations would apply for any algorithm.
4 Additionally, Outilex's algorithm performs an on-the-y determinization of the grammar whi h we have not taken into a ount (see Blan , 2006, se . 2.8.4, pg. 68); this operation a elerates further grammar appli ations reusing determinized substru tures during
previous grammar appli ations at the expense of in reasing the grammar size.
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• 37% & 38% for additionally extra ting the top-ranked bla kboard (12
& 18 `to-fprtn-tbe'), or
• 48% & 51% for additionally extra ting every bla kboard by means of
bla kboard set pro essing (20 & 49 `to-fprtn-bse'), or
• 54% & 40% for additionally extra ting every bla kboard by means of
a breadth-rst traversal (34 & 24 `to-fprtn-bfe'),
while the performan e drop of the straightforward adaptation of the Earley
a eptor for output generation is

• 51% & 70% (30 & 65 `earley').
As we an see, we have managed to extend the original Earley a eptor for
the generation of the top-ranked output with a performan e drop of 37%
38% (for the MovistarBot grammar) instead of 51%70%. We an expe t
a performan e drop of up to 48%51% for an algorithm extra ting the m
top-ranked bla kboards.
The performan e drops of the other translator algorithms due to output
generation (fastest translators against their respe tive fastest a eptors) are:

• 79% & 70% for breadth-rst traversal (72 & 62 `breadth-rst' vs 18 &
3 `breadth-rst -o') and
• 92% & 95% for depth-rst traversal (61 & 48 `depth-rst' vs 1 & 1
`depth-rst -o').
As we an see, the breadth-rst algorithm is not only less e ient than the
FPRTN-based ones, but the performan e drop due to output generation is
also higher. Obviously, the performan e drop of the depth-rst translator is
the highest sin e its a eptor-only version stops on e the rst interpretation
is found, instead of sear hing for every possible interpretation as for the other
algorithms.

20.2.1 Overheads
Obviously, more omplex algorithms have a greater overhead than simpler
ones. Relative overheads between the dierent algorithms an be observed
in gure 20.3 as the dierent performan es for n = 0:5 the algorithms are
5 The

lower the performan e, the greater the overhead.
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just requested to traverse a single ε-transition in order to either a ept or to
translate the empty string into sequen e `*', but more omplex algorithms
perform additional operations that are amortized for higher values of n. If
we ompare either translator or a eptor algorithms only, we an see that:

• FPRTN-based algorithms have the greatest overheads, as ould be expe ted due to the onstru tion of an intermediate representation of the
set of outputs (the output FPRTN),
• depth-rst algorithms have the lowest overheads, as ould be expe ted
from the most straightforward algorithms, and
• Earley and breadth-rst algorithms have similar intermediate overheads.
Among the FPRTN-based algorithms, `fprtn-bse', 'fprtn-tbe' and `fprtn-bfe'
have similar overheads; obviously, the dieren e between these 3 algorithms
and algorithm `to-fprtn' is quite greater sin e `to-fprtn' skips the generation
of the outputs a epted by the FPRTN. Finally, Earley algorithms have
a slightly higher overhead than breadth-rst ones due to the use of more
omplex ESs (5-tuples instead of triplets for the ase of the translators, and
quadruplets instead of pairs for the ase of the a eptors).

20.2.2 Asymptoti

osts

The applied grammar for the ase of gure 20.3 generates an exponential
number of outputs w.r.t. the input length (|an bn |). Obviously, every algorithm generating the list of every possible output will have an exponential
ost w.r.t. the input length, namely any variants of `to-fprtn-bse', `to-fprtnbfe', `earley', `depth-rst' and `breadth-rst'. Algorithm `breadth-rst -o'
omputes a eptan e only, yet it generates an exponential number of ESs
w.r.t. the input length and, therefore, has an exponential ost. Algorithm
`depth-rst -o' generates the same kind of ESs than `breadth-rst -o', but
explores only a single potential interpretation at ea h given moment instead
of all of them. Sin e the rst explored path is already found to be an interpretation, it avoids to explore the remaining paths; sin e the length of this
path is linear w.r.t. the input length, the algorithm ost is linear for this
ase, though for other ases an exponential number of ESs might have to
be explored before nding the rst interpretation. Algorithm `earley' omputes every ES but following another format whi h allows for fa toring out
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ommon all substru tures, whi h results in a linear number of ESs w.r.t.
the input length. Algorithm `to-fprtn' in rements this stru ture with output
transitions, resulting in an output FPRTN a epting every possible output,
yet keeping the linear time. Algorithm `to-fprtn-tbe' traverses the FPRTN
in order to extra t only the top-ranked output; this operation is also performed in linear time thanks to an adaptation of Kahn's topologi al sort
algorithm for the omputation of the top-ranked path within the FPRTN.
Bla kboard-set expansion is an improvement over the breadth-rst traversal
of the FPRTN, also based on Kahn's topologi al sort, obtaining similar results to the Earley translator for omplex enough grammars and inputs: for
the ase of the exponential grammar, n must be equal to or greater than 6,
but lower re ursion degrees will be enough for grammars having bigger all
substru tures whose treatment an be fa tored out; note that the exponential
grammar has only 6 states an 7 transitions, while the MovistarBot grammar
has 1359 states and 3141 transitions. Indeed, better results are expe ted for
general domain grammars with millions of states and transitions (re all that
the MovistarBot grammar mainly represents senten es requesting for some
mobile servi e).
Sin e `to-fprtn-tbe' is an adaptation of `to-fprtn-bse' for extra ting only
the top-ranked output, we an expe t that an e ient implementation of an
algorithm generating the m top-ranked bla kboards will have a ost between
`to-fprtn-tbe' and `earley', depending on m. This would allow for a ompromise between performan e and the maximum number of outputs to generate,
for appli ations taking advantage of multiple outputs upon ambiguity.

20.2.3 Flattening
Flattening the grammar in reases performan e by a fa tor between 1.43 and
5.05; Earley algorithms are the less ae ted (1.432.5) and breadth-rst and
depth-rst algorithms are the most ae ted (3.255.05): the e ient treatment of all transitions ompensates, to some extent, the la k for this grammar optimization. FPRTN-based algorithms with breadth-rst expansion
are slightly less ae ted than the breadth-rst translators (3.023.94 against
3.654.05), sin e pruning the FPRTN redu es the number of ESs to explore.
Finally, algorithms based on FPRTNs and bla kboard set pro essing are
slightly more ae ted than Earley-based ones (2.112.84 against 1.432.5).
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20.2.4 Set and map implementations
The use of double-linked red-bla k trees instead of the standard red-bla k
trees for the implementation of set and map stru tures a elerates the iterative traversal of the sets operation required by all the algorithms but
`depth-rst -o' and allows for sele tively removing elements from the stru tures without having to rebalan e the orresponding trees operation required by the FPRTN-based algorithms only. However, we have used a
Knuth-like algorithm (se tion 2.3.5, pg. 45) instead of a Cormen-like (se tion 2.3.6, pg. 50) in order to add elements to the trees, the former algorithm
requiring additional element omparisons. The Knuth-like algorithm an
take advantage of a 3-way omparator (se tion 2.3.9, pg. 55) in order to
redu e the number of omparisons when set elements are sequen es: omparing two sequen es α and β having a maximum ommon prex of length n
will require n appli ations of the 3-way omparator and either n or 2n omparisons with a `less-than' operator (n if α < β and 2n otherwise, sin e in
the latter ase omparison β < α will also be performed). In the presented
ases, the number of avoided omparisons by using the 3-way omparator
does not seem to ompensate the additional number of omparisons due to
the use of Knuth's algorithm, hen e it would be better to simply use Cormen's algorithm, whi h annot be improved with a 3-way omparator (we
leave this improvement to a future work). For the ase of output generation,
we have experien ed no improvement or even a slow-down when applying
either the attened or the non-attened version of the MovistarBot grammar (0.71.01). For the ase of sets of exe ution states and the non-attened
grammar, we have obtained the same positive results either using or not the
3-way omparator: speedup fa tors between 1.02 and 1.37, mostly ae ting
either the FPRTN-based ones not performing a breadth-rst exploration of
the FPRTN (1.161.37) or the non-FPRTN based algorithms not generating
output at all (1.151.23). For the other algorithms, speedup fa tors stay
between 1.02 and 1.17, the FPRTN-based one being the most ae ted. For
the ase of the attened grammar, speedup fa tors are quite redu ed in every ase, staying between 1.02 and 1.12; attening the grammar results in
an important redu tion of the impa t of this optimization probably due
to a redu tion in the size of the omputed sets of exe ution states though
this will not be possible for natural language grammars not fo used in a so
spe i domain su h as the senten es requesting for mobile servi es.
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20.2.5 Trie-string optimization
For the MovistarBot use ase, outputs are not sequen es; hen e, the optimization of string management based on tries an only be applied to algorithms using sta ks of states, namely the ones performing a breadth-rst
or depth-rst exploration of either the grammar or the generated output
FPRTN. The speedup depends on the number of generated sta ks and their
lengths. Depth-rst and breadth-rst algorithms generate as many sta ks
as ESs, and the FPRTN-based algorithm generates at least as mu h sta ks
as remaining states within the FPRTN after pruning it, and more if the
FPRTN ontains shared all substru tures. The sta k lengths depend on
the number of su essive unresolved alls. Sin e the attened grammar has
no alls, the sta k lengths are always zero, though it is still more expensive
to manage an empty array than a pointer to the root of a trie. Speedup
fa tors for the non-attened and attened grammars are 1.161.43 and 1.13
1.37 (breadth-rst), 1.141.19 and 1.111.21 (depth-rst) and 1.111.19 and
11.02 (FPRTN-based ombined with a breadth-rst exploration).

20.2.6 Joint optimizations
Some algorithms an benet from both the use of more e ient set and map
implementations and the trie-based optimization. In those ases, maximum
speedups for the attened and non-attened versions of the MovistarBot
grammar are:

• `to-fprtn-bse +t -elrb -bstd': 1.3 and 1.12, while `+t' alone yields 1.19
and 1.02 and `-elrb' alone yields 1.17 and 1.12,
• `breadth-rst +t -elrb -bstd': 1.4 and 1.26, while `+t' alone yields 1.31
and 1.21 and `-elrb' alone yields 1.08 and 1.06, and
• `breadth-rst -o +t -elrb': 1.64 and 1.45, while `+t' alone yields 1.43
and 1.36 and `-elrb' alone yields 1.23 and 1.1.
In these ases, the trie-based optimization is more signi ant than the optimization based on double-linked red-bla k trees with Knuth's algorithm.
We re all that both optimizations an be further improved: the former by
using ternary sear h trees instead of tries and the latter by using Cormen's
algorithm instead of Knuth's. Note that modied versions of FPRTN-based
algorithms based on bla kboard set pro essing have been onsidered whole
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new algorithms instead of simple optimizations, and that multiple implementation hoi es oered by the own programming language have been omitted.
The fa t is, the greater the number and omplexity of the omponents onstituting an algorithm, the greater the han e to nd or to have missed some
appli able optimization. Hen e, not only our algorithms based on FPRTNs
and bla kboard set pro essing perform better than the others, but their implementation is more likely to be improved than the one of the other algorithms. It must also be taken into a ount that further optimizing an
algorithm solving a omplex problem, su h as natural language parsing, is
analogous to tightening a s rew: as we approa h the optimal solution 
whatever it is a hieving another quarter of turn requires a onsiderable
eort, and the s rew has already been turned several times in 50 years of
resear h in natural language parsing.

Chapter 21
Con lusion
This work has fo used on the optimization of the algorithms of appli ation of
lo al grammars (Gross, 1997), taking as referen e those of the Unitex (Paumier et al., 2009; Paumier, 2008) and Outilex (Blan and Constant, 2006b,a)
systems: a top-down depth-rst algorithm (Aho et al., 1986, se . 4.4, p. 181)
and an Earley-like algorithm (Blan , 2006, se . 3.5, p. 89), respe tively. Lo al
grammars are re ursive transition networks with output dened on an alphabet of predi ates alled lexi al masks. These masks are powerful linguisti
operators whi h ease the onstru tion of natural language grammars: simple
expressions an be used in order to represent potentially large sets of words
(or tokens, hapter 5) omplying with a set of onstraints on their semanti and/or morphosynta ti properties, whi h are des ribed in an ele troni
di tionary ( hapter 4).
The adequa y of lo al grammars for the des ription of natural language
phenomena has already been proved (Ro he and S habes, 1997; Català and
Baptista, 2007; Martineau et al., 2007; Laporte et al., 2008b,a). As an
be expe ted from a formalism for the representation of natural language
grammars, the appli ation of lo al grammars requires exible algorithms,
su h as those based on top-down (Aho et al., 1986, se . 4.4, p. 181) and
Earley (Earley, 1970) parsers.1 Other not-so-exible parsers su h as LR
(Knuth, 1965), CYK's (Co ke and S hwartz, 1970; Younger, 1967; Kasami,
1965), and Tomita's (Tomita, 1987) are not viable or not so straightforward,
either be ause

• they require the grammars to be deterministi and non-ambiguous,
1A

brief des ription of the original Earley parser is given in appendix C.
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• they require to transform the grammar into some normal form, or
• they require to build a table whose size depends on the size of the input
alphabet, whi h for the ase of lo al grammars an be too large: the
potentially innite set of words and symbols of the language.

21.1 Our ontributions
As stated in Boullier (2003), it seems di ult to nd a te hnique that would
improve the throughput of ontext-free parsers due to the huge amount of resear h that has already been performed by the parsing ommunity. The same
applies for the ase of re ursive transition networks due to their equivalen e
with ontext-free grammars. Surpassing both the top-down depth-rst and
Earley-like algorithms has required to on eive a whole new algorithm and
several other optimizations; we have followed an iterative approa h, rening
the previous solutions until a hieving lower exe ution times.

21.1.1 Formal des ription of nite-state ma hines and
their algorithms of appli ation
We have started by formally des ribing the dierent ma hines and algorithms
of appli ation in order to study their properties, strengths and weaknesses.
It must be noted that Unitex's and Outilex's lo al grammars are not exa tly
of the same kind: Outilex introdu ed new kinds of output generation to lo al
grammars, su h as weights (Blan , 2006, se . 3.3, p. 85) and feature stru tures
built by means of uni ation pro esses (Blan , 2006, se . 4.3, p. 118). We
have built a general mathemati al framework for the formal des ription of
any kind of nite-state ma hine (briey summarized in se tion. 1.7.2, p. 25),
in luding ma hines on an alphabet of lexi al masks instead of input symbols
( hapter 6); this framework not only opes with the dierent kind of ma hines
treated by both the Unitex and Outilex systems, but an be used as a base
for future extensions. Within this framework, we have rst given a general
des ription of nite-state ma hine ( hapter 7), then rened this des ription
for the ase of nite-state automata ( hapter 8), tries ( hapter 9), nite-state
transdu ers ( hapters 10 and 11), re ursive transition networks with and
without output ( hapters 1214) and ltered-popping re ursive transition
networks ( hapters 15 and 16), a new kind of ma hine; des ribing rst the
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simpler automata types is an easier and better-stru tured approa h, allowing
for fa toring out properties and proofs ommon to the dierent ma hine
types:

• nite-state transdu ers (FSTs) an be obtained by extending nitestate automata (FSAs) with output generation,
• re ursive transition networks (RTNs) an be obtained by extending
FSAs with a subroutine jump me hanism, whi h orresponds to the
implementation of the evaluation of the equivalent non-terminal symbols of the ontext-free grammar,2
• re ursive transition networks with output (RTNOs) an be obtained by
ombining the two previous extensions, and
• ltered-popping re ursive transition networks (FPRTNs) an be obtained by extending RTNs with additional restri tions upon the termination of subroutine jumps.
Based on these formalisms, we have rst dened top-down breadth-rst algorithms of appli ation; on e the equations des ribing the behaviour of the
dierent ma hines are given, dening these algorithms is straightforward.
Moreover, these algorithms an be easily modied in order to obtain both
the top-down depth-rst and Earley algorithms, serving as a ommon base
for their formal denition and omparison:

• Top-down depth-rst algorithms produ e the same steps of exe ution
(or exe ution states) than the orresponding top-down breadth-rst algorithms, but in a dierent order (following a depth-rst exploration of
the ma hine instead of breadth-rst). Top-down depth-rst algorithms
are simpler, requiring to store a single exe ution state at a time instead
of having to manage the sets of every possible exe ution state for ea h
input prex, whi h is more time onsuming. In turn, further additions
of the same exe ution state to the sets of exe ution states are skipped,
avoiding having to ompute twi e every exe ution that would follow
them.
• Earley-like algorithms perform a breadth-rst exploration of the grammar, also building sets of exe ution states, but use a more omplex
2 We

have given a short des ription of ontext-free grammars in appendix B.
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representation and management of the exe ution states. As benets,
they support left-re ursive grammars and are able to fa tor out the
omputation of subroutine jumps from alternative analyses of the same
input prexes.
As their main weakness, all these algorithms have an exponential worst- ase
ost, even the Earley-like algorithm in spite of the polynomial worst- ase ost
(n3 ) of the original Earley parser (Sastre and For ada, 2007, 2009): if the
number of outputs to generate in reases exponentially w.r.t. the input length,
omputing the list of outputs for a given input sequen e annot have a worstase ost below exponential. Su h ases o ur in natural language grammars:
for instan e, let the outputs represent tags to be inserted between the senten e onstituents in order to build every possible parse tree of the given
natural language senten es; the number of trees to generate in reases exponentially w.r.t. the number of unresolved prepositional phrase atta hments
within the senten es (Ratnaparkhi, 1998). As for ontext-free grammars, the
size of the orresponding RTNs does not need to be in reased exponentially
in order to represent su h natural language stru tures, sin e their representation is fa tored out by means of subroutine jumps. The original Earley
a eptor keeps an analogous fa tored representation of the exe ution state
stru tures (the exe ution tra es), whi h is lost when extending the exe ution
states with partial outputs: the on urrent analyses that where meant to
be joined together during and after the omputation of a subroutine jump
are now joined during the subroutine jump only, sin e the ombination of
the dierent partial outputs omputed before the jump with those omputed
during the jump result in dierent exe ution states after the jump; at least,
the internal omputation of subroutine jumps is fa tored out, to some extent.

21.1.2 Trie string management
As a rst optimization, we have improved the in remental onstru tion of
sequen es namely partial outputs and sta ks of return states by storing
them in tries and representing them as pointers to the nodes of the trie
orresponding to the end of the sequen es ( hapter 9); sequen e opies and
omparisons are then redu ed to single operations on pointers, and appending
or removing suxes the typi al involved operations an be e iently
done on the tries sin e the pointers give dire t a ess to the end-of-sequen e
nodes. Trie string management, as we have alled this optimization, produ es
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a signi ant in rease in performan e for the ase of the breadth-rst and
depth-rst parsers, but has a negative impa t on the Earley-like algorithms;
these algorithms do not use sta ks of return states, and fa toring out the
omputation of partial outputs of ommon subroutine jumps requires an
additional operation on the tries whi h is not so e ient: appending a whole
trie bran h to another existent trie bran h.

21.1.3 A rst algorithm of appli ation of lo al grammars based on ltered-popping re ursive transition networks
As a rst milestone, we have on eived ltered-popping re ursive transition
networks (FPRTNs), a new kind of nite-state ma hine for the ompa t representation of the sets of outputs (or translations) for a given input sequen e
and RTNO, and an algorithm omputing su h FPRTNs in time n3 in the
worst ase (Sastre, 2009). FPRTNs are analogous to the shared parse forests
(Lang, 1991) that result from the appli ation of a CFG with the original Earley parser, though instead of being ustom data stru tures they are a kind
of RTN; therefore, theory and algorithms on graphs, nite-state automata
and re ursive transition networks an be reused or extended for the ase of
FPRTNs.
On e a FPRTN is omputed, we prune it in order to remove every useless
path due to grammar paths a epting some input prex but not leading to a
whole input translation. Due to the ambiguity of the language, this simplies
the FPRTN onsiderably. The FPRTN an then be graphi ally represented
as a kind of nite-state automaton for its visualization.3 In order to ope with
appli ations requiring a list of translations rather than a FPRTN, we have
on eived a rst algorithm for the generation of the language of FPRTNs,
based on a breadth-rst traversal (se tion 16.2, p. 327). Obviously, the exponential worst- ase ost annot be avoided if the language of the FPRTN is to
be generated, but pruning rst the FPRTN avoids the onstru tion of useless
partial translations. As for the breadth-rst algorithms, we have optimized
this algorithm by means of trie string management.
3 Indeed,

we have developed a tool for the generation of a Graphviz dot le (Gansner
and North, 2000) in order to visualize the resulting FPRTNs, for debugging purposes;
more information on Graphviz an be found in http://www.graphviz.org
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21.1.4 Implementation and appli ation to the MovistarBot proje t
The given formal des riptions have served as the base for the implementation of the dierent ma hine stru tures and their algorithms of appli ation
in an obje t-oriented programming language: C++ (Stroustrup, 2000), using the Standard Template Library (see, for instan e, Josuttis, 1999) and
some Boost libraries (http://www.boost.org). We have further adapted
these implementations for their exploitation in an industrial natural language appli ation provided by the enterprise Telefóni a I+D:4 the translation
of senten es in Spanish requesting for mobile servi es (e.g.: sending SMSs,
downloading games to our mobile phone, subs ribing to alert servi es, et .)
into ommands that the MovistarBot an AIML hatterbot (Walla e, 2004)
a essible through Mi rosoft's Windows Live Messenger an easily understand (Sastre et al., 2009).5 As part of the proje t, we have built the orresponding lo al grammars for the translation of su h request senten es, and
built a test orpus in order to verify the grammar overage and ontrol overre ognition. As benets, this proje t has allowed us to test the robustness
of our implementations and to ompare the dierent algorithm performan es
in a nal natural language appli ation.

21.1.5 Automati assignment of weights to grammar
transitions
As many other nal appli ations, the MovistarBot takes as input a unique
possible translation of ea h user senten e. Upon ambiguity, it is up to our
NLP engine to hoose the right interpretation. We have extended the grammar with weight output and implemented a pro edure for the automati
assignment of weights to ea h grammar transition, depending on the spe i ity of the lexi al masks labeling ea h transition: transitions with more
restri tive lexi al masks are to be preferred sin e they result in ner senten e
des riptions (se tion 6.4, p. 115). However, the whole set of translations is
still to be omputed sin e an interpretation may start with a ne des ription
but then be ome oarser than the others. On e every interpretation is oma I+D is a resear h and development enterprise and member of the Telefóni a
group, leader of the tele ommuni ations market in Spain and Latin Ameri a and whi h
also enjoys a signi ant footprint in Europe.
5 AIML stands for Arti ial Intelligen e Mark-up Language.
4 Telefóni
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puted, the top-ranked one is hosen. Thanks to this te hnique, we have been
able to properly treat ambiguous senten es requesting for mobile servi es.

21.1.6 Grammar optimizations
We have measured the performan e of the algorithms when applying both
a attened and a non-attened version of the MovistarBot grammar to the
whole orpus of request senten es.6 Note that, in general, natural language
grammars annot be attened due to re ursivity, though a partial attening
is still possible (re ursive alls an be re ursively inlined a nite number of
times, leaving the all transitions as is within the last inlining). However,
this operation in reases the grammar size exponentially w.r.t. the amount of
all nesting levels to atten; hen e, it may not be viable for large overage
grammars.
Both grammar versions have been pseudo-minimized before their appli ation. We have des ribed this pro ess in se tion 7.11, p. 159, based
on the minimization algorithm given in van de Sneps heut (1985, se . 3.1,
p. 67). This pro ess is mainly based on pseudo-determinization, whi h in
turn onsists in determinizing the ma hine regarding it as a FSA over an
input alphabet of RTNO transition labels (input/output pairs and alls).
Note that full determinization is not generally possible for the ase of mahines with output or with re ursive alls. We have used both the attening
and pseudo-minimization programs in luded in Unitex attening and then
pseudo-minimizing the grammar, or only pseudo-minimizing it rather than
reimplemented the orresponding algorithms. Outilex proposes an on-the-y
determinization of the involved grammar substru tures during ea h parti ular appli ation; however, this will not a elerate the algorithms of appli ation
ex ept for repeated appli ations of the same grammar substru tures, sin e
determinization is performed while applying the grammars. We have rather
hosen to keep Unitex's approa h, whi h is more general (appli able to any
ma hine), simpler and better-stru tured (determinization and grammar appli ation are two separated pro esses).
6 Flattening

onsists in repla ing all transitions (the subroutine jumps) by the whole
alled ma hine substru tures; this is analogous to fun tion inlining in, for instan e, C and
C++ programming languages. This pro edure has been des ribed in se tions 12.8 and 13.6,
pp. 239 and 263.
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21.1.7 First experimental results
While the Earley-like algorithm had the best performan e for the non-attened
grammar, it had the worst one for the attened grammar.7 Our FPRTNbased algorithm was the best for the attened grammar, but ame se ond
for the non-attened grammar. The breadth-rst algorithm performed badly
in both ases: managing sets of exe ution states instead of single states, as
for the depth-rst algorithm, is expensive; the Earley-like algorithm amortizes the added omplexity when there are alls whose omputations an be
fa tored out and, additionally, the FPRTN-based algorithm also amortizes
the added omplexity by avoiding the generation of useless partial outputs.
However, the added omplexity of building the FPRTN and then generating
its language is not ompensated enough w.r.t. the Earley algorithm, for the
non-attened ase.

21.1.8 Double-linked red-bla k trees with aggressive element removal for e ient set management
GNU's implementation of the Standard Template Library (and many other
implementations) use red-bla k trees for the representation of sets. One of the
main drawba ks of this implementation is that, when pruning the FPRTN,
the removal of ea h FPRTN state implies a tree rebalan e. We have avoided
this rebalan ing by using an alternative set representation: double-linked
red-bla k trees ( hapter 2); moreover, this stru ture allows for an aggressive
element removal: the tree stru ture is no longer maintained, but only the
double links at ea h tree node. The non-aggressive use of double-linked redbla k trees was proposed by Das et al. (2008) for optimizing the iterative
traversals of sets. Indeed, the use of double-linked red-bla k trees has not
only a elerated the FPRTN-based algorithm but every algorithm building
sets of exe ution states, that is, every algorithm but depth-rst. As result, the
speedup fa tor of the FPRTN-based algorithm w.r.t. the depth rst algorithm
is even greater, but the Earley-like algorithm has also been improved: the
Earley-like algorithm still performs better than the FPRTN-based algorithm
for the ase of the non-attened grammar, but not as mu h as before.
7 See

the previous hapter for the exa t performan e gures.
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21.1.9 Bla kboard set pro essing
As a se ond milestone, we have on eived an e ient method for the generation of the language of a FPRTN we have alled bla kboard set pro essing
(se tions 10.9, 13.8 and 16.3, pp. 205, 265 and 329). This method avoids to
ompute twi e the same partial output by following a topologi al sort of the
FPRTN. Additionally, some partial results omputed during the onstru tion of the FPRTN an be reused here. The new FPRTN-based algorithm
nally performs better than the Earley-like algorithm for the non-attened
grammar, but slightly worse than the depth-rst algorithm for the attened
grammar: the additional ost of omputing a topologi al sort of the FPRTN
is not su iently amortized in this ase.

21.1.10 Computing the top-ranked output in time n3
As a third and nal milestone, we have extended bla kboard set pro essing for
generating the top-ranked output represented by the FPRTN (se tion 18.2).
The topologi al sort is used here for generating only the greatest possible
weight and for marking the orresponding FPRTN path. This path is then
traversed for generating only the top-ranked output. The exponential worstase ost is nally avoided, redu ing it to that of the original Earley parser
(n3 ). This algorithm is, nally, the best performing for both the attened
and non-attened versions of the MovistarBot grammar.

21.1.11 Final onsiderations
It is possible to dene more omplex algorithms whi h be ome aware of situations in whi h ertain omputations an be either fa tored out or avoided.
However, noti ing su h situations does not ome without an added ost,
whi h is not amortized if the grammar does not ontain stru tures allowing for them to happen. However, su h situations do happen with natural
language grammars due to their ambiguity and omplexity. For the MovistarBot grammar, whi h applies to a very restri ted domain of the language,
our FPRTN-based algorithm already performs better than both the topdown depth-rst and the Earley-like algorithms, either for a attened or a
non-attened version of the grammar. Moreover, this algorithm is the only
one having a polynomial worst- ase ost instead of exponential. Hen e, we
expe t the performan e dieren e between our algorithm and the others to
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be onsiderably greater for the ase of grammars overing a wider spe trum
of natural language stru tures.

21.2 Future work
First of all, we are willing to test our FPRTN-based algorithms with omplex
and large overage grammars, su h as those that an be semi-automati ally
built from lexi on-grammar tables for the analysis of simple senten es (Paumier, 2003, se . 1.3, p. 28). Blan (2006, se . 4.5.1, p. 143) follows a similar pro edure for the semi-automati onstru tion of grammars des ribing
omplex senten es. However, this pro edure will rst require extending our
algorithm in order to support uni ation grammars; due to the possibility
of generating in ompatible feature stru tures, su h extension is not trivial.
Apart from uni ation, other interesting extensions that would allow for an
easier and more stru tured denition of linguisti data are:

• Input senten es represented by means of text automata (a y li FSAs)
instead of sequential inputs (se tion 5.3.2, p. 101). Apart from lexial ambiguity, text automata represent the possible segmentations of
senten es. Up to now, we have oded multi-words and atta hed words
(verbs followed by en liti pronouns) inside the grammars, hen e lexi al
and synta ti representation layers are not ompletely separated. This
extension has already been done for the Earley translator for RTNs
with output by Blan (2006, se . 3.5.1, p. 90).
• To modify our algorithms in order to e iently lo ate within a text
every sequen e that is a epted by a RTN with output, and to ompute
their respe tive translations,8 as done by the Unitex (Paumier, 2008,
se . 6.8, p. 137) and Outilex systems (Blan , 2006, se . 3.5.1, p. 90).
As a workaround, one an dene a grammar that rst onsumes any
number of tokens, then alls the grammar representing the sequen es
to lo ate, then onsumes again any number of tokens.
• To add support for multiwords, for instan e as done by Multiex (Savary,
2009).
8 In

Fren h, appli ation glissante d'une RTN.
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• To add support for atta hed words (e.g.: en liti pronouns in Spanish),
for instan e as done by the Apertium system (see For ada et al., 2010,
hap. 3, p. 17).
Other extensions that would have a onsiderable impa t on the re ognition
rate of the MovistarBot, and of any hatterbot in general, are:

• Re ognizing ommon abbreviations that are used in onversations based
on short text messages (see, for instan e, Fairon et al., 2006 and Fairon
and Sébastien, 2007).
• Error toleran e, either by using approximate string mat hing (Levenshtein, 1966; Damerau, 1964; Bentley and Sedgewi k, 1997; BaezaYates and Navarro, 1998; Mihov and S hulz, 2004) or by relaxing the
uni ation onstraints (Fouvry, 2003). In both ases, weights an be
used in order to penalize senten e interpretations that assume one or
more mistakes.
Finally, possible optimizations that are worth onsidering for a more e ient
appli ation and management of the grammars and the di tionaries are:

• To use alternative data stru tures to the one proposed by Revuz (1991)
that allow for a greater ompression rate and, most of all, that allow
for modifying di tionary entries dire tly on the ompressed format of
the di tionary (Ciura and Deorowi z, 2001; Da iuk et al., 2000, 2005;
Carras o and For ada, 2002); with Revuz's (1991) approa h it is ne essary to ompress the entire di tionary again in order to take into
a ount any modi ation, independently of the number of entries that
have been hanged.
• Use Cormen's/Andersson's addition algorithms (se tions 2.3.6 and 2.3.7,
pp. 50 and 52) instead of Knuth's (se tion 2.3.5, p. 45) in order to add
elements to set data stru tures represented by a double-linked red-bla k
tree (se tion 2.6, p. 64). The former algorithms perform, on the average, a lesser amount of omparisons; hen e, they an be expe ted to be
faster.
• To unroll the loops of Cormen's/Andersson's addition algorithm (se tion 2.3.8, p. 55) and the algorithm for the iterative traversal of sets
(se tion 2.3.4, p. 44) in order to avoid trivial assignments.
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• To test e ient stru tures for the management of sets of elements other
than double-linked red-bla k trees, su h as s apegoat trees (Galperin
and Rivest, 1993), double-linked B-trees (se tion 2.7.5, p. 68), treaps
(Seidel and Aragon, 1996) and skip lists (Pugh, 1990).
• To implement an e ient set and map library allowing for on urrent
a esses (se tion 2.7.8, p. 70); su h library would allow for a trivial extension of the breadth-rst, Earley-like and FPRTN-based algorithms
for taking advantage of multi- ore pro essors by exploring multiple
transitions on urrently. Currently, there exist multiple proposals of
parallel versions of well-known parsers su h as:

 LR (Hendri kson, 1995),
 CYK's (Grishman and Chitrao, 1988; Hill and Wayne, 1991; Janssen
et al., 1992),

 Tomita's (Numazaki and Tanaka, 1990), and
 Earley's (Janssen et al., 1992; Brus hi and Pighizzini, 1994; Sandstrom, 2004)

• To use ternary sear h trees (Bentley and Sedgewi k, 1997) instead of
tries in order to optimize the in remental onstru tion of strings (trie
string management, hapter 9). We an expe t an in rease in performan e sin e ternary sear h trees require less dynami memory allo ations and deallo ations: while data stru tures representing trie nodes
ontain a map of letters to other trie nodes,9 the data stru tures representing the nodes of a ternary sear h tree ontain a stru ture having
3 elds.
• To lter the grammar before its appli ation a ording to the senten e
to analyse (Boullier and Sagot, 2007).
• To repla e the grammar substru ture allowing for the re ognition of
the n rst input symbols by a deterministi transdu er (a prex overlay
transdu er: Mars hner, 2007).
• To transform the grammar into Paumier's (2004) weak Greiba h normal
form before its pseudo-determinization; hand rafted grammars usually
9 Re

trees.

all that maps are to be represented by other dynami stru tures su h as red-bla k
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ontain subgrammars whose purpose is to group other subgrammars:
they simply oer a hoi e between multiple subgrammars, for ing the
parser to explore multiple alls that may not be able to onsume even
the next input symbol. The weak Greiba h normal form ensures that
at least one input symbol is onsumed before initiating any all, hen e
avoiding a ompletely blind initialization of su h sets of subgrammar
alls.

• As an alternative to the previous optimization, one an allow to expli itly mark subgrammars that are to be inlined, as for fun tion inlining
in C++. A pre-treatment pro edure would repla e every all to the
marked subgrammars by the own subgrammars. A similar feature is
implemented in the Outilex system, although it is not mentioned in the
manual (Blan and Constant, 2006b): individual alls are marked for
inlining rather subgrammars.
• To extend the Earley parser with lookahead, as proposed by Leiss
(1990), in order to redu e the amount of alls that are explored but
do not lead to any interpretation of the input. The weak Greiba h
normal form may no longer be required on e this optimization is implemented.
• To a elerate the Earley parser by means of a guide that foresees
the grammar rules that will allow for re ognizing the whole input senten e (Boullier, 2003). The guide is to have a 100% re all, but not a
100% pre ision. This guide is to be used in Earley's predi tor, avoiding
initiating useless subgrammar alls. For instan e, the previous optimization an be seen as a kind of guide, though others an be dened:
for the ase of CFGs, take only into a ount produ tions that either
rewrite a non-terminal as a sequen e of non-terminals or as a sequen e
of terminals and non-terminals where the non-terminals appear in the
remaining input sequen e and in the same order.
• To pre ompute Earley-like ε- losure exe ution states as LR states (M Lean
and Horspool, 1996).
• Following (Ay o k and Horspool, 2001), to pre ompute the translations
produ ed during the resolution of deletable alls without onsuming
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input in order to prematurely omplete su h alls inside Earley's predi tor. Apart from a elerating the omputation of the ε- losure, this
optimization eliminates the need for an ε- ompleter.

Part IV
Appendi es
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Appendix A
Predi ate hierar hy and odes
We summarize here the set of lexi al masks and predi ates along with their
syntax des ribed in hapter 6.

• Lexi al masks

 token: [%]<TOKEN>
 Literal masks
∗ Literal word mask
· Case sensitive word masks: word
· Case insensitive word masks: %word
∗ Literal symbol masks: [%]symbol

 Chara ter lass masks
word: [%]<MOT>
digit: [%]<NB>
pun tuation symbol: [%]<PNC>
Case-dependent word masks
· upper ase: [%]<MAJ>
· lower ase: [%]<MIN>
· proper noun: [%]<PRE>
∗ Negated hara ter lass masks: [%]<!...>

∗
∗
∗
∗

 Di tionary-based masks
∗ known word: [%]<DIC>
403
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∗ Constrained di tionary word masks
· lemma mask: [%]< anoni al_form>
· semanti -features mask:
[%]<[+−]?Sem1 [+−] . . . [+−]Semn >
· lemma and semanti -features mask:
[%]< anoni al_form.[+−]?Sem1 [+−] . . . [+−]Semn >
· semanti and possible-ine tional-features mask:
[%]<[+−]?Sem1 [+−] . . . [+−]Seml :fl 11 ...fl 1n :...:
fl m1 ...fl mn >
· lemma, semanti and possible-ine tional-features mask:
[%]< anoni al_form.[+−]?Sem1 [+−] . . . [+−]Seml :
fl 11 ...fl 1n :...:fl m1 ...fl mn >
∗ Negated di tionary masks: [%]<!...>
• ε-predi ates

 blank-insensitive ε-predi ate: [%]<E>
 Blank-sensitive ε-predi ate
∗ mandatory-blank ε-predi ate: [%]\⊔
∗ forbidden-blank ε-predi ate: [%]#

Appendix B
Context-free grammars
Context-free grammars (CFGs) are mathemati al obje ts for grammar representation, useful for parsing both formal (Aho et al., 1986; Hop roft et al.,
2000; Brüggemann-Klein and Wood, 2003) and natural languages (Jurafsky
and Martin, 2008; Paumier, 2003; Ro he, 1999; Ro he and S habes, 1997;
Silberztein, 1994). We give here the notation used in appendix C for the
des ription of the Earley parser, whi h was originally on eived for CFGs.
More extensive material on CFGs an be found in Autebert et al. (1997),
Hop roft et al. (2000, hap. 5, p. 169), Sipser (2006, hap. 2, p. 100) and
Jurafsky and Martin (2008, hap. 9, p. 319).

Denition 288 (Context-free grammar). A ontext-free grammar is a stru ture G = (N, T, P, S) where
• N is a nite alphabet of non-terminal symbols,
• T is a nite alphabet of terminal symbols,
• T ∩ N = ∅,
• P : N → (N ∪ T )∗ , with ε as the empty sequen e of terminals and/or
non-terminals, is a nite produ tion appli ation, and
• S ∈ N is the start non-terminal of the grammar, also alled the grammar's axiom or start symbol,

Produ tion rules also alled rewrite rules, or simply produ tions or rules
are expressions of the form A → α; non-terminal A is alled the left-side of
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the rule or rule's head, and α ∈ (N ∪T )∗ is alled the right-side of the rule or
rule's body. Produ tions des ribe the possible ompositions of non-terminal
symbols as a sequen e of terminal and/or non-terminal symbols.

Denition 289 (Produ tion dire t derivation). Consider two sequen es α
and β in (N ∪ T )∗ su h that α = α1 Aα2 , with α1 and α2 in (N ∪ T )∗ and
A ∈ N ; we say β is dire tly derivable from α i there exists a produ tion of
the form A → γ and β = α1 γα2 , and we represent it as α ⇒ β .
Denition 290 (Produ tion derivation). Consider two sequen es α and β
in (N ∪ T )∗ ; we say β is derivable from α i one of the following onditions
holds:
1. α = β , or
2. α ⇒ β , or
3. there exists a nite sequen e of terminals and/or non-terminals β1 . . . βn
su h that
• α ⇒ β1 , and
• βi ⇒ βi+1 , for i = 1 . . . n − 1, and
• βn ⇒ β .

In order words, we say β is derivable from α i there exists a possibly empty
nite sequen e of produ tion appli ations rewriting α as β , and we represent
∗
+
it as α ⇒ β . Additionally, we represent as α ⇒ β the possibility of deriving β
from α by applying one or more rewrite rules, that is, when either the se ond
or the third previous onditions apply but not the rst one.

Denition 291 (Deletable non-terminal). We say a non-terminal A is deletable
+
i A ⇒ ε, that is, either there exists a produ tion of the form A → ε or a
+
produ tion of the form B ⇒ ε with A ⇒ B .
Denition 292 (Language of a CFG). The language represented by a CFG
G, L(G), is the set of terminal sequen es derivable from the grammar's axiom:
+

L(G) = {w ∈ T ∗ : S ⇒ w}

(B.1)
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CFGs allow for stru tured language denitions. Terminals orrespond to
the words or symbols of the language and non-terminals to senten e omponents. Non-terminal denitions are reused in the denition of higher-level
non-terminals up to the grammar's axiom, whi h is dened as any omplete
language senten e. Non-terminals may have several alternative denitions
depending on the variability of the senten e omponent they represent (e.g.:
a non-terminal DET representing any determiner would have an alternative
denition per determiner). The set of produ tions below. . .

DET
N
N
NP

→
→
→
→

the
garden
house
DET N

. . . dene determiners as word the, nouns as either word garden or word
house, and noun phrases (NP ) as a determiner (DET ) followed by a noun
(N ). If this set of produ tions would dene a omplete grammar with (NP ) as
the grammar's axiom, the possible language senten es would be the garden
and the house.
CFGs have a greater generative power than regular expressions. A lassi
example of language that an be represented with a CFG but not with a
regular expression is an bn . This language an be represented by means of the
following CFG produ tions:

S → ε
S → aSb
A on rete sequen e of the language would derived as follows:

S ⇒ aSb ⇒ aaSbb ⇒ aaaSbbb . . . an Sbn . . . an bn .

(B.2)

As we an see, CFGs allow for a syn honous generation of the left and right
ontexts of non-terminals. In other words, CFGs an implement a ounter
of rewrites on the immediate left ontext of a non-terminal, whi h an be
onsulted during the generation of the immediate right ontext of the same
non-terminal. However, no ounters an be implemented with regular expressions: a∗ b∗ represents any sequen e an bn but also any sequen e an bm
with n 6= m. At most, a regular expression of the form

ε|ab|aabb|aaabbb| . . . |ak bk

(B.3)
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ould represent the language an bn for n = 0 . . . k , but not for n beyond k
(see pumping lemma for regular expressions in either Hop roft et al., 2000,
se . 4.1.1, p. 126 or Sipser, 2006, se . 1.4, p. 77).
There are more powerful formalisms than CFGs, for instan e Turing mahines. A lassi example of language that annot be represented with a
CFG is an bn cn : CFG ounters are limited to the immediate left and right
ontexts of ea h non-terminal, so it is not possible to a ess a ounter at a
greater distan e (see pumping lemma for ontext-free languages in Sipser,
2006, se . 2.3, p. 123). Turing ma hines (Turing, 1936) are a formal model
of omputers as we know them nowadays. These ma hines are able to a ess
information related to any previously pro essed input symbol. We briey
des ribe Turing ma hines in se tion 10.5, p. 193; more extensive des riptions
an be found in Hop roft et al. (2000, hap. 8, p. 307) and Sipser (2006,
hap. 3, p. 137).

Denition 293 (Extended ontext-free grammar). Extended ontext-free
grammars (ECFG) are CFGs where the produ tion bodies may also ontain
regular expressions.
ECFGs do not have a greater generative power than CFGs but provide
a more ompa t way of representing a set of produ tions. For instan e, the
following CFG

PREP
PREP
PP
PPS
PPS
NP

→
→
→
→
→
→

in
with
PREP NP
ε
PP PPS
DET N PPS

(B.4)
(B.5)
(B.6)
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)

denes a noun phrase (NP ) as a determiner (DET ) followed by a noun (N )
followed by zero, one or more prepositional phrases (PPS ), where a prepositional phrase (PP ) is a preposition (PREP ) followed by a noun phrase.
The Kleene star an be used for representing any sequen e of prepositional
phrases and therefore removing the need for dening non-terminal PPS . As
well, the two produ tions dening prepositions ould be joined together with
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the disjun tion operator. This equivalent ECFG would be

PREP → in | with
PP → PREP NP
NP → DET N PP ∗

(B.10)
(B.11)
(B.12)

Other formalisms equivalent to CFGs are pushdown automata (Oettinger,
1961; S hützenberger, 1963; Evey, 1963),1 automata with re ursive alls (Gallier et al., 2003), synta ti diagrams (see for instan e Jensen and Wirth, 1974,
hap. 0, p. 3) and RTNs (Woods, 1970).2

1 An

extensive des ription of pushdown automata, in luding the proof of equivalen e
w.r.t. CFGs, an be found in Hop roft et al. (2000, hap. 6, p. 219); shorter des riptions
an be found in Sipser (2006, se . 2.2, p. 109) and Autebert et al. (1997, hap. 5, p. 29)
2 We des ribe RTNs in hapter 12, p. 219.

Appendix C
Earley's parser
We briey des ribe here the Earley parser (Earley, 1970), an e ient algorithm of appli ation of CFGs (see appendix B) without deletable nonterminals for natural language parsing.1 This des ription is inspired by the
one given in Leiss (1990). A more extensive dis ussion an be found in Jurafsky and Martin (2008, hap. 10).

Denition 294 (Dotted rule). Exe ution states (ESs) are dotted rules A →
α1 • α2 , [i, j], where α1 is the prex of the rule's body that has already been
explored, α2 the unexplored remaining part and [i, j] a losed interval orresponding to the input segment that has been derived from α1 (see top of
g. ??). We say a dotted rule is omplete i the dot is at the end of the
rule's body; otherwise we say it is in omplete. Given a terminal or nonterminal symbol σ right after the dot of a dotted rule xs , we say xs expe ts
symbol σ or σ is the symbol expe ted by rule xs .
Denition 295 (Dotted rule derivation). Earley's parser is based on three
dotted rule derivation me hanisms (see middle of g. ??):
• s anner: from A → α1 • aα2 , [i, j] derives A → α1 a • α2 , [i, j + 1] i
a = aj+1 , that is, if the expe ted symbol is terminal a, it s ans the input
for a and in ase of mat h it shifts the dot right after a and in rements

the right bound of the input interval one unit,

• predi tor: from A → α1 • Bα2 , [i, j] derives B → •β, [j, j] for every
rule B → β , that is, if the expe ted symbol is a non-terminal B , it
1 Though

deletable non-terminals are not supported, the idea on how to adapt the
algorithm is given in Earley (1970)
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expands B by reating the orresponding dotted rules with an empty
input interval starting and nishing where the interval of the original
dotted rule nishes,
• ompleter: from B → β•, [j, k] derives A → α1 B • α2 , [i, k] for every
dotted rule A → α1 • Bα2 , [i, j], that is, whenever a dotted rule having
a head non-terminal B is omplete, redu es B by shifting one position
to the right the dot of every dotted rule expe ting B and whose input

interval nishes where the one of the omplete rule starts; the resulting
input interval is the on atenation of both intervals.

Denition 296 (Initial and a eptan e SESs). Given a CFG grammar G =
(N , T , P , S), its initial and a eptan e Earley SESs are {S ′ → •S, [0, 0]}
and {S ′ → S•, [0, l], respe tively, where S ′ is a non-terminal not in Vn (see
bottom of g. ??).
By reating this grammar super-axiom symbol, S ′ , Earley's algorithm
naturally explores every axiom rule S → α during the rst iteration; on e the
algorithm exe ution nishes, su essful parses an be identied by tra king
ba k the derivations that have yielded the dotted rule having the super-axiom
as head.2
Algorithm C.1 fg_earley_parser is the original Earley's parser for CFGs
without deletable non-terminals. The algorithm reates a parsing hart or
sequen e of l + 1 SESs V0 . . . Vl for a given input senten e a1 . . . al of l words
and a CFG grammar G; the grammar is treated as a global variable where
terminal symbols are parts-of-spee h whi h are to be ompared with the ones
of the input words. The algorithm starts by adding to V0 the super-axiom
dotted rule S ′ → S•, [0, 0] and marking it as unexplored. Then, for ea h
iteration k = 0 . . . l it explores the dotted rules in Vk , applying for ea h one
the derivation me hanism orresponding to the rule: if the dotted rule expe ts
a terminal symbol, s anner (algorithm C.3 fg_earley_s anner ), if it expe ts
a non-terminal, predi tor (algorithm C.2 fg_earley_predi tor ), and if the
rule is omplete, ompleter (algorithm C.4 fg_earley_ ompleter ). Iterations
follow as long as they start with a non-empty Vk , whi h otherwise would mean
that it was not possible to derive terminal ak from the super-axiom dotted
rule, or until every possible derivation has been omputed for the whole input.
2 Supposing

that the senten e has at least one word and that the whole senten e has
been onsumed.
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A
Dotted rule:

α1 • α2
a1 a2 . . . ai . . . aj . . . al
0

1

2

j

i

l

A

A

α2
α1 • a
k
aj+1

S anner:

α1

=⇒

a
j+1

i

j

i

• α2

A
B
α1 • B

Predi tor:

α2

B
=⇒ • β

, ∀
β

j

j

i

A

A

B

j

k

B • α2

α1

β • =⇒

Completer:

i

S′

α2

j

i

k

a0 . . . al ∈ L(G) ⇐⇒ • S

α1 • B

, ∀

S′
∗

=⇒

0

S •
0

l

Figure C.1: Graphi al representation of Earley's algorithm; from top to bottom,

a dotted rule

A → α1 • α2

aligned with an input

a1 . . . al ,

derivation me hanisms and the input string re ognition

the three dotted rule

ondition.
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The predi tor derivation me hanism lls V0 with every dotted rule derived
from the super-axiom rule by expanding the expe ted non-terminals; every
dotted rule expe ting a terminal is pro essed by the s anner me hanism and,
in ase of mat h with input a1 , the orresponding dotted rules are added to
V1 . The ompleter me hanism annot be a tivated during the onstru tion
of V0 , sin e the algorithm does not handle grammars with deletable alls:
every ompletion must involve a omplete dotted rule in the urrent Vk and
one or more dotted rules in pre eding SESs Vi expe ting the head terminal
of the omplete rule, that is, every omplete rule must derive at least one
input symbol. Iterations for Vk follow until the omputation of Vl or until an
empty Vk is derived, whi h would mean input ak did not mat h any expe ted
terminal. Vl will ontain every dotted rule derivable from the super-axiom
dotted rule and able to derive the whole input senten e. The senten e is
re ognized if Vl ontains the omplete super-axiom dotted rule S ′ → S•, [0, l].
By tra king ba k the derivation paths of this dotted rule we an retrieve the
derivation trees of every possible interpretation of the senten e.
We end this appendix with a ouple of examples of exe ution: gure ??
illustrates how the Earley parser fa tors out the exploration of a grammar
subtree among two dotted rules, keeping the number of dotted rules per
SES onstant, and gure ?? illustrates how left-re ursive CFGs are handled
without falling into an innite loop.
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Algorithm C.1 fg_earley_parser(σ1 . . . σl )
Input: σ1 . . . σl , an input string of length l
Output: r, a Boolean indi ating whether the input string belongs to L
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

allocate_memory_for_chart(V l+1 )
V0 ← ∅
E←∅
unconditionally_add_enqueue_es(V0 , E, (S ′ → •S, [0, 0]))
k←0
E′ ← ∅
while E 6= ∅ ∧ k < l do
Vk+1 ← ∅

repeat

xs ← dequeue(E)
if incomplete(xs ) then
if terminal_symbol_after_dot(xs ) then
cfg_earley_scanner(Vk , Vk+1 , E ′ , xs )

else

cfg_earley_predictor(Vk , E, xs )

end if
else

cfg_earley_completer(V l+1 , E, xs )

end if
until E = ∅
k ←k+1
swap(E, E ′ )

end while

Algorithm C.2 fg_earley_predi tor(V, E, xs )
Input: V , the urrent SES or parsing hart element

E , the urrent queue of unexplored ESs
xs = (A → α1 • Bα2 , [i, j]), an ESs or dotted rule
Output: V , after expanding non-terminal B
Output: E , after enqueuing the new derived ESs
1: for ea h (B → β) ∈ G do
2:
add_enqueue_es(V, E, (B → •β, [j, j]))
3:

end for
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Algorithm C.3 fg_earley_s anner(V, W, E ′ , aj+1, xs )
Input: V , the urrent SES or parsing hart element
Input: W , the next SES
Input: E ′ , the next queue of unexplored ESs
Input: σ , the input symbol to s an
Input: xs = (A → α1 • aα2 , [i, j]), an ESs or dotted rule
Output: W , after s anning input for terminal σ ′
Output: E ′ , after enqueuing the new derived ESs
1: if part − of − speech(aj+1 ) = a then
2:
3:

add_enqueue_es(W, E ′ , (A → α1 a • α2 , [i, j + 1]))

end if

Algorithm C.4 fg_earley_ ompleter(V l+1 , E, xs )
Input: V l+1 , the parsing hart

E , the urrent queue of unexplored ESs
xs = (B → β•), [j, k], an ES or dotted rule
Output: V l+1 , after expanding non-terminal B
E , after enqueuing the new derived ESs
1: for ea h (A → α1 • Bα2 , [i, j]) ∈ Vj do
2:
add_enqueue_es(Vk , E, (A → α1 B • α2 , [i, k]))
3:

end for
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p1 : S → aSb
p2 : S → aSc
p3 : S → Sx

′

→ •S
→ •aSb
→ •aSc
→ •x

1
2
3
4

S
S
S
S

5
6
7
8
9

S
S
S
S
S

→ a • Sb
→ a • Sc
→ •aSb
→ •aSc
→ •x

10
11
12
13
14

S
S
S
S
S

→ a • Sb
→ a • Sc
→ •aSb
→ •aSc
→ •x

15 S → x•
16 S → aS • b
17 S → aS • c
18 S → aSb•
19 S → aS • b
20 S → aS • c
21 S → aSb•
22 S ′ → S•

Figure C.2:

in rease the

initial super-axiom
predi tor(1, p1)
predi tor(1, p2)
predi tor(1, p3)
s anner(2, a)
s anner(3, a)
predi tor(5, p1)
predi tor(5, p2)
predi tor(5, p3)
s anner(7, a)
s anner(8, a)
predi tor(10, p1)
predi tor(10, p2)
predi tor(10, p3)
s anner(14, x)
ompleter(15, 11)
ompleter(15, 11)
s anner(16, b)
ompleter(18, 5)
ompleter(18, 6)
s anner(19, b)
ompleter(21, 1)

At the left, a simple left-re ursive CFG re ognizing the language

an x(b|c)n and, at
input aaxbb. Noti
keep it

V0
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
V1
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[1, 0]
[1, 0]
[1, 0]
V2
[1, 2]
[1, 2]
[2, 2]
[2, 2]
[2, 2]
V3
[2, 3]
[1, 3]
[1, 3]
V4
[1, 4]
[0, 4]
[0, 4]
V5
[0, 5]
[0, 5]

the right, exe ution tra e of Earley's parser for this CFG and
e that, for this example, a top-down parser would exponentially

ardinality of the generated SES whilst Earley's parser manages to

onstant thanks to the fa toring out of the exploration of

subtrees: predi tion of symbol

S

is shared for both produ tions

ommon grammar

p1

and

p2 .
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p1 : S → Sa
p2 : S → b
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1
2
3

S → •S
S → •Sa
S → •b

4
5
6

S → b•
S ′ → S•
S →S•a

7
8
9

S → Sa•
S ′ → S•
S →S•a

10
11
12

S → Sa•
S ′ → S•
S →S•a

3l + 1
3l + 2
3l + 3

S → Sa•
S ′ → S•
S →S•a

V0
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
[0, 0]
V1
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
[0, 1]
V2
[0, 2]
[0, 2]
[0, 2]
V3
[0, 3]
[0, 3]
[0, 3]
..
.
Vl
[0, l]
[0, l]
[0, l]

EARLEY'S PARSER

initial super-axiom
predi tor(1, p1 )
predi tor(1, p2 )
s anner(3, b)
ompleter(4, 1)
ompleter(4, 2)
s anner(6, a)
ompleter(7, 1)
ompleter(7, 2)
s anner(9, a)
ompleter(10, 1)
ompleter(10, 2)

s anner(3l, a)
ompleter(3l + 1, 1)
ompleter(3l + 1, 2)

Figure C.3: At the left, a simple left-re ursive CFG re ognizing the language

and, at the right, exe ution tra e of Earley's parser for this CFG and input

ban

bal−1 .

Noti e that, where a top-down parser would enter into an innite loop due to the
left re ursion, Earley's parser expands symbol
times.

S

only on e but redu es it several

Appendix D
Kahn's topologi al sorter
We briey des ribe here Kahn's algorithm (Kahn, 1962) for topologi ally
sorting a PERT network (PERT, 1958a,b).1

Denition 297 (Dire ted graph). A dire ted graph G is an ordered pair
(V, A) where V is a set of verti es or nodes and A ⊆ V × V is a set of
ordered pairs of nodes, also alled ar s, dire ted edges or arrows.
Denition 298 (PERT network). A PERT network is a dire ted or undire ted graph where nodes represent points in time and edges (n, n′ ) represent
tasks that should take pla e between temporal points n and n′ , that is, during
interval [n, n′ ].
Considering the dire ted ase, a PERT network is a graphi al representation of a set of temporal restri tions over the order in whi h a set of tasks an
be performed; for instan e, supposing that graph of gure D.1 represents a
PERT network, task of ar (3, 6) is to follow task of ar (0, 3). A topologi al
sort of the network is a total order of the graph nodes respe ting the temporal onstraints, that is, expressing a possible sequen e of exe ution of every
task within the network. Note that su h a topologi al sort is only possible
for a y li graphs.
Algorithm D.1 kahn_topologi al_sort gets as input a dire ted graph
(G, A) and a queue E of graph nodes initially lled with every node having no in oming ar s, and initializes topologi al sort t as an empty sequen e
of nodes. Then it dequeues and pro esses ea h node in E until there are no
more nodes left, traversing the graph by following a possible topologi al sort.
1 PERT

stands for `program evaluation and review te hnique'.
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Note that any of the nodes initially present in the queue ould be the rst
node of the topologi al sort. For ea h dequeued node n, it removes from A
every ar of the form (n, m),2 and enqueues m i it has no more in oming
ar s.3 If the graph ontains no y les then every ar should have been removed after emptying the queue. If so, the algorithm returns the omputed
topologi al sort; otherwise returns ⊥ in order to indi ate that there exists no
topologi al sort for graph G.
Figure D.1 shows an example of dire ted graph along with the orresponding exe ution tra e of Kahn's algorithm.

Algorithm D.1 kahn_topologi al_sort(G)
Input: G = (V, A), a dire ted graph

E , a queue of nodes initially lled with every node of G without
in oming ar s
Output: t, a topologi al sort of G
1: t ← ε
2: while E 6= ∅ do
3:
n ← dequeue(E)
4:
t ← tn
5:
for ea h m : (n, m) ∈ A do
6:
A ← A − {(n, m)}
7:
if ∄n′ : (n′ , m) ∈ A then
8:
enqueue(E, m)
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

end if
end for
end while
if A 6= ∅ then
t ←⊥

end if

2 Tasks

3 Tasks

starting at n are exe uted.
before m are nished, thus tasks starting at m are now available.

0

1
3

5

2
4

6

7

Figure D.1: A y li

n
⊥
0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
7
6

E
0, 1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2
2
2, 3
3
3, 4
3, 4
4
4, 5
4, 5
4, 5, 7
5, 7
5, 7, 6
7, 6
6
ε

t
ε
0
0
0
0, 1
0, 1
0, 1, 2
0, 1, 2
0, 1, 2
0, 1, 2, 3
0, 1, 2, 3
0, 1, 2, 3
0, 1, 2, 3
0, 1, 2, 3, 4
0, 1, 2, 3, 4
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 6

a tion
initialize
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
A ← A − {(0, 3)}
A ← A − {(0, 4)}
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
A ← A − {(1, 3)}, enqueue(E, 3)
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
A ← A − {(2, 4)}, enqueue(E, 4)
A ← A − {(2, 5)}
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
A ← A − {(3, 5)}, enqueue(E, 5)
A ← A − {(3, 6)}
A ← A − {(3, 7)}, enqueue(E, 7)
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
A ← A − {(4, 6)}, enqueue(6)
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn
n ← dequeue(E), t ← tn

dire ted graph and exe ution tra e of Kahn's algorithm for this graph.
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state
of a trie, 177
of a Turing ma hine, 193
state set, 121
input
alphabet, 121
symbol, 121
inserting
transition
of a FSTSO, 213
of a RTNBO, 258
of a RTNSO, 280
inserting transition
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of a FSTBO, 186
interpretation, 144
irreexivity, 130
ISO-8859-x, 76
iterative ε- losure, 140
Java Native Interfa e, 80
JNI, 80
killing bla kboard, 185
known-word mask, 111
language
of a CFG, 406
of a FSA, 164
of a FSM, 143
of a RTN, 232
language of translations
of a FSTBO, 192
of a FSTSO, 214
of a p-subsequential FSTBO, 202
of a RTNBO, 262
of a RTNSO, 282
left-re ursive all, 226
left-re ursive ma hine, 227
lemma, 85
lemma and semanti -feature mask,
112
lemma mask, 111
length
of a path, 127
of a sequen e, 127
letter FSM, 122
lexi al FSM, 122
lexi al mask, 105
lexi al unit, 86
lexi alization level, 106
lexi alized grammar, 106
line feed, 76

linear ma hine, 130
literal mask, 106
literal symbol mask, 108
literal word mask, 107
lower ase word, 99
lower ase-word mask, 110
ma hine substru ture, 130
mandatory-blank ε-predi ate, 114
minimal a y li automata, 89
minimal ma hine, 135
multiple
ES, 133
exe ution state, 133
negation
of ase-dependent word masks, 110
of onstrained di tionary-word
masks, 113
non-digit symbol, 99
non-terminal symbol, 405
norm
of a path, 127
of a sequen e, 127
normalization
of ase-insensitive word masks, 107
of hara ters, 81
of di tionaries, 93
of lemma masks, 111
null element, 123
O-FPRTN, 323
operator
•, 269
˘•, 347
◦
of a RTNBO, 268
of a RTNSO, 286
of a URTN, 360
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of a WRTN, 345
·, 127, 128
| · |, 127
OS, 306
outgoing transition, 124
output alphabet, 185
output FPRTN, 323
output fun tion on bla kboards, 185
output fun tion on SBs, 206
output state, 306
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push transition
of a RTN, 222
of a RTNBO, 258
of a RTNSO, 280

rea hable
ES, 135
exe ution state, 135
state, 129
realizable
path, 134
p-subsequential FSTBO, 201
transition, 133
part-of-spee h, 84
realization
part-of-spee h, 87
of a all transition, 228
parts of a set, 121
of a pop transition, 228
path, 127
of a push transition, 227
paused ES, 244
of all transitions, 223
PERT network, 419
of pure onsuming transitions, 134
PFSM, 343
of pure ε-transitions, 133
plane, 77
re ursion degree, 227
pop transition
re ursive all, 226
of a FPRTN, 303
re ursive ma hine, 227
of a RTN, 223
re ursive transition network, 221
of a RTNBO, 258
re ursive transition network with bla kof a RTNSO, 280
board output, 257
possible-ine tional-features mask, 112 red-bla k tree, 60, 62
probabilisti FSM, 343
reexivity, 130
retrieval tree, 177
produ tion derivation, 406
reverse
produ tion dire t derivation, 406
FSM, 147
produ tion rule, 405
proper-noun mask, 110
language, 147
proper noun word, 99
of a FPRTN, 306
properties of relations, 130
of a FSA, 164
pruning, 145
of a FSM, 147
pun tuation-symbol mask, 109
of a RFPRTN, 306
pure
path, 147
a eptor ma hine, 143
RTN, 234
onsuming transition, 123
sequen e, 147
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SOS, 306
transition, 147
reverse FPN, 306
sour e ES, 133
sour e of an output FPRTN, 323
reverse FPRTN, 306
right language, 143
sour e state, 123
right translations
splay tree, 67
from a FSTBO ES, 192
SS, 121
right translations of a word from an sta k of return states, 221
ES, 193
start state of a path, 127
right-re ursive all, 226
start symbol of a CFG, 405
right-re ursive ma hine, 227
sto hasti FSM, 343
RTN, 221
string omposition operator, 286
RTNBO, 257
subinitial SS, 222
RTNSO, 279
subma hine, 227
subpath, 128
SB, 185
subroutine jump, 221
s apegoat tree, 60
subsequential FSTBO, 200
self-balan ing binary sear h tree, 60 substru ture, 130
self- omposition of fun tions, 137
surfa e form, 84
self- on atenation of a y le, 128
surrogate, 78
semanti lass, 84
symbol mask, 109
semanti feature, 84
symmetri binary B-tree, 60
semanti -feature mask, 111
sequential FSTBO, 199
tape alphabet, 193
servlet, 80
target ES, 133
target state, 123
SES, 133
terminal symbol, 405
set, 31
text automaton, 101
of a eptan e states, 121
of all subsets, 121
token, 97
of bla kboards, 185
token mask, 108
of exe ution states, 133
token type, 99
of nal states, 121
tokenization, 97
of initial states, 121
Tom at, 80
top bla kboard of a WO-FPRTN, 347
of states, 121
top path, 345
of transition labels, 121
top path of a WO-FPRTN, 347
set of output states, 306
simple dire t-derivation fun tion on topologi al sort
of a FSM, 130
SESs, 137
skip list, 69
of an output FPRTN, 330
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transition, 123
fun tion, 121
on SESs and sequen es, 141
label, 121
transitivity, 130
translating
transition
of a FSTBO, 186
of a FSTSO, 213
of a RTNBO, 258
of a RTNSO, 279
Translations of a word
for a RTNBO, 262
translations of a word
for a FSTBO, 192
for a FSTSO, 215
for a RTNSO, 282, 289
translator ma hine, 193
treap, 66
trie, 88, 177
trimmed FSM, 144
Turing ma hine, 193
UCS-2, 77
UFSM, 358
un ompleted all, 223
underlying FSA
of a FSTBO, 204
of a RTN, 265
Uni ode, 77
uni ation nite-state ma hine, 358
unknown-word mask, 111
unresolved all, 223
upper ase word, 99
upper ase-word mask, 110
use of a word, 84
useful
for a given word, 144
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ma hine substru ture, 144
path, 144
state, 144
transition, 144
UTF-16, 78
UTF-8, 78

w -usefulness, 144
weight omposition operator, 345
weight of a path, 343
weighted nite-state ma hine, 342
weighted-output FPRTN, 346
WFSM, 342
white hara ter, 76
WO-FPRTN, 346
word, 99
word mask, 109

